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JHALA WAN GAZETTEER. 

CIIAPTER I.-DESCRIPTIVE. 

The J•rovince of Jhalawan liea between latitude 25° 28' and PHYSICAL 

h 
AsPt:cTs. 

2~0 21' N. nnd longitude G5° 11' and &7° 27' E, It stretc es from · 
Kalat to Bela and from the Kachhi plain to the valleys of "Makran 
nnd Khado. Its greateJ>t length from north to south is 250 miles 
and from east to webt 100 miles. It covers a total area. of 21,121:S 
S<l uare miles. 

Tlle name Jhalawan is derived fromjakl, a Baluchi word, mean
ing below, or to the south. From the fact that the word used is 
a llaluchi one, it may be inferred that the name was given when 
a llaluchi-speaking race was in power in Kalat. It is distinguished 

from Sarawan (the above, or to the north), and the tribes form
ing the two great divisions of the Brahui confederacy, knowu 
respectively as the Sarawan and Jhalawan were pr9bably formed 
into these units, as they are now known, by Mfr Abdulla in the 
early part of the 18th century, The country is for the most part 
broken and mountainous, being intersected here and there by 
valleys of varying width. It forms the catchment area of three 
large rivet'S and of several smaller ones. The former are the 
Gidar Dhor with its great tributary the Mashkae, which falls into 
the sea under the name of the Hingol river; the Kolachi river 
which eventually enters Sind under the name of the Gaj, after its 

junction with its tributary of that name, in the Kirthar range ; 
and the Mula, which, rising in the Harboi hill&, passes eventnally 
into the 1•bins of Kachhi. Among the minor rivers are the Sokleji, 
<If Kachhi-na-jal, to the east of Shekhri. which rises in the 
Harboi hills ; the llab and the PoraUi with its tributary the Knd 
river. The CQnntry slopes gradually southward, the highest 
,·alleya being about 6,500 feet above tl1e sea level near Kalat, 
and \he lowest aLout 1,000 feet abo\'e the sea level in Saruna. 
~imilarly the mountains descend from the fine heights of Zcndani 
in tl•e Jlarboi hills, 9,42! feet, to the Charpar hills near 

Saruna, 2,!J20 feet. 

I B 



2 JJIALAWAN. 

PHYSICAL Some of the scenery in the northern parts round the IInrboi 
ASPECTS. I d hils h gran and picturesque, but to the south the country is 
Scenery. bare and uninteresting, the hills being of the rocky, bleak, and 

barren aspect so distinctive of the mountains in many part3 of 
Baluchistan. The most open part of the country lies in the tracts 
close to the Pab hills, and between them and the Harboi rangt>, 
from which tht>y slope gradually downward. The southern end 

of the Harboi rises abruptly to a height of 6,759 feet above sea 
level, and from here the country commences a second de5cent, 
this time far more rapid thau the former. On the western side 
there is a series of small valleys generally running north and south 
including the Mashkae niO.bat, Jau, Nondrav, and Bnlbasi. 

Bonndnries. The northern boundary of the Jhalawan country from west to 
east may be said to commence from a point on the Garr Lilla 
north-west of Nimargh. Hence it runs southward leaving the 
valley of Nimargh in the Sarawan country, and turns eastward 
from Sin java, passing to the north of Dasht-i-Goran, and crossing 
the Chand ram, an offshoot of Siahkoh, to the west of Katat rencheil 
the higher slopes of the Harboi hills. Here the boundary is 
the dividing line between the tribal territory of the Nicbaris and 
Shahwanis, while further e~~ostward, it separates the lands of the 
Jattaks and the Lahris. The northern part of the eastern bonnd· 
ary has, like the nor~hern, southern, and western boundaries, 
never been defined, but roughly it may be taken as the eastern, 
watershed of the range which will be presently described as the. 
Mula hills. It is on this range that the Rinds and o~her tribes of 
Kachhi meet the Jattaks, and the division between their respec
tive territories forms the boundary. From the mouth of the 
l1ula ri~er the great Kirthar range begins, and along this range 
from a point on the Siahaf range west of Panjkhabar, the boundary 
has been defined. Between the Mula and Panjkhabar, the territory 
of the 1\Iagassi tribe forms the eastern boundary. From Panjkhabar 
to Lak Phusi, where the Jhalawan country meets the Levy Tracts 

of Las Bela, the boundary was laid· down by Li•utenant C. J. 
Steuart, Deputy Collector of Karachi, in 1853-4, who indeed 
defined the whole boundary line from Panjkhabar to the sea at Cape 
1\fonze. Lieatt>nant Steuart did not, however, effect a complete 
survey of his boundary, and Captain l\Iacaulay was deputed in 



HILL RAKGES. 

Ji'Gl-2 to survey the whole of the line so far as it followed the PHYSicAL 

)Grtliar range and the contiguous bills. The boundary runs almost ASPECTS. 

in a straight line from the high northern peak of the Slahaf 
Jnountain, along the eastern edge of the highest mountains of the 

fir~t or eastern range and five or six miles within the range from the 
Sind pla.ins. It thus coincides with the boundary between Balu-

chistan aud Sind as far as the valley of Lop in the Levy Tracts, 
whence it trends westward to the 1\Ichi, BhCdor, and Mol hills. 

In former, and indeed until quite recent times, Bela was part and 
JlarcC'l of .Jhalawan. Though at the present time the distinction 
between the territories of the Las Bela State and the adjoining 

tribal territory is becoming more marked, no boundary has yet 
lll'cn defined. Indeed, the boundary between Bela 11nd the rest 
of Jhalawau is the subject of disputes, now pending practically 

thronghont its length, and, therefore, any attempt to describe it 

could only be misleading. 

Only a portion of the Ilarboi hills lies in the Jbalawan coon- Hill ranges. 
try, the part held by the Shahwanis and L11hris being in the South IIarboi. 

~ftra\\ 1in area. The Jhalawan portion of the Harboi lies roughly 
IJrtwcen tl1e Surab valley on the west and the Soinda river basin 
ou the east. Ou the south the ranges reach down towards the 
Zahri valley and Anjir:t. It is a saying among the Bnihuis that 
the Uarboi range stretches from Kalat to Kabul, by which 
it is, no doubt, meant to convey that the Harboi forms part of 
the great masses of mountains which stretch across the highest 
plateau of Baluchistan through Quetta and Hindubagh to Kakar, 
Khurash and thence to Ghnzni. Two of the principal 1·ivers of 
the country have their head waters in its slopes; the Gidar 
1 lhor which rises from the western side under the name of the Rcj, 
nt11l the ~I lila river whose important branch the Malghave rises in 
the H{~hak hills and amalgan1ates with the Soinda near Pllndran. 
Th<' 1•rincip11l mountains are the Draj which bounds the Surab 
yallq anJ. the ll~shak hills, north of Zahri. The hills north of 
:\ ichan\ are known as Dhuk. The Harboi which takes its name 
fwm llc1r, all, and b~t". scents (llarboi-all scents) contains some 
.,[ tl~t• l1i~hest p~aks in the Jhalawan country, and owing to the 

wrJurc '1\hi..:h clutiJCs its slopes, possc~scs some of the fine~t 



4 JHALAWAN. 

· PHYSICAL scenery in Kahit. The gorges are vast and deep and the hill~ 
ASPECTS. • • 'fi . . d 

Geological 
formation. 

rise 1n magm cent precipice~ an turreted peaks on either side. 
Among the highest points may be mentioned Hamandu-lmshta 
9,040 feet, a splendid rocky prominence lying to the west of the 
Lanr Valley, Lokra to the south-east of l\Hmatawa, 9,G22 feet, 
Zcndani, 9,424. feet, on the east of the Lanr valley, and Golik 
9,278 feet above sea level. There are several small basins situat
ed in the hills, such as Dashtak, Pimazi, Gulak, Alent, and 
Khatonki on the south-western rAnge. The larger valleys include 
Snrken, Mamatawa, Langari, Krudi, Pandran, Nichara, and 
Hamiri. There are also seHral magnificent gorgPs, thl' finest bPing 
Chirkumb, which lies betwl'en the little valley of Khudi south-east 

of Kapoto, and Pandran. This gorge is in some places not mnre 
than 5 feet wide while the sides rise to a height of somp three 
hundred feet. The sun does not penetrate its depths and the 
water in the pools which are known as Doli, Girdo, Londo, and 
Gada-ta-kumb, is always icy cold even in the middle of summer. 
Another gorge is Jurgi on the road from Kapoto to NicMra. It 
is so narrow that loaded camels are unable to pass through it for 
about 15 yards. Another picturesque pass is the Chashmai 
leading from N1chara between the Dramoni and Potai hills to Sari 
Sher and Surkhen. The masses of mountains rise in pinnacles far 
above the pass. On the Reshak hills are situated the shrines of 
Pir Ali Bezat and Pir Gazo.. The former is a long cave in the 
side of the hill, and it is said that the Pir after entering the cave 

never reappeared. 

The only places which have settled inhabitants are NfcMra, 
Paudran, and Mamatawa .. In summer the hills_ are visited by 
MaHli and Baranzai Mengals and some of the sections of the 
Zahri tribe, Baghhanis and Sanaris, etc. 

· The geological formation is of nummulitic limestone. It is 
compact and white or reddish white, and contains nummulites, 
orbitoides, operculina, assilina, alveolina of large size, and fossils 
of nummulitic series ; the thickness is unknown but is probably 
more than a thousand feet. The Harhoi hills abound, perhaps 
more than any others in Jhalawan, in animal life, the wild sheep 
and Sind ibex are common, as are also wolves, fo~es, and hyenas. 



TilE MULA IIILLS. 5 

The bare is found on the skirts of the mountains and the leopard PilY!<ICAL 

is not uncommonly met with. The eagle (walcab), the rlsho and A!!PECTs. 

the lc!wtunl• nest among the highest peaks, and chikor abound 
especially around 11Llmi\tawa. The most difficult parts of the 
mnnntains are the slopei from which t!1e Tariki river descends, 
and these are the favourite haunts of tbe wild sheep and Sind 

ibex. 

For llalucbi~tan, the slopes of the IIarboi are well-wooded and Vcgetatiuu. 

the juniper ( JuniperuB excelsa ), gwan or klzanjaiG ( Pistocia 

t·abulica), mrts!tmunlG (Prunu11 e6urnea), and arc4in (Prunus 

omyr;,lalns) are common, as also are the shishar (Froxinus 

xantlw:rylrJides), zdrch (Berheri.t vulgaris), and the poisonous 
pipal (Daphne oleoides). Flower-bushes and herbs incl11de 
the zira (Cuminum cyminum), gwari-tlarnav (wild lannder), 
pur cltin!c (peppermint), pionpnlli (Matricaria lusiocarpa), and 
/J()i mrl,laran (Achillea aantolina); the wild oni:Jn is also found 

and the flowers include the wild briar and the tulip. 

The Mula hills have been thus christened for want of a better The Mula 
They form an offshoot to the south-east of the Harboi hills. name. 

range, and running from a point north-east of Gazg to the Mula 
river on the south, include the two ranges of mountains lying 
between th~ :Mishkbel and Pissibcl branches of the Mula ri-rer and 
the hills to the west of the Pissibcl north of Baghwana. They 
thus include the whole of the catchment are!\ of the .Mula river 
nnJ. its continents, and also the basin of the Sukll:ji river, otherwise 
known as the Kachbi-na-j~tl, which waters the fertile lands of 
Shodn and Gajan in Kachhi. 

The rrincipal subsidiary ranges within this area are the Nagan 
hills on the north, the P~~olki (7,830 feet), the l\lukhi (7,794 feet) 

and Sh.lhrnoz (8,75~ feet) in the centre, the Dholanr (6,G65 feet), 
aml Gindhi FI,3H feet) hills on the south bordering the Mula • 
• \mong other hills which may be mentioned are Ilazarme,;hi 
(G,L!t3 fet>t), Dasht-i-KaLin-na-mash (7,736 feet), the Takari hill 
u~t of Palki,anJ. the Tal.\ng, Nodgwar, and Gadahi. From the 
llltter, the sau,Istone griddles universally used by the Bdhuis in 
hakin~r their l·r~a.lare manu£adured and taken to Kachhi for 
~ale. Of the l1il!s betV~·e<'n the :\tishk anti Pissibll, the beat 



PHYSICAL 
ASPI>CTS. 

6 JIIALAWAN. 

known ranges are the Khakoi (7,743 feet) and Kiranl (8,031 feet), 
whils~ to the we:;t of the PissibCl or Anjira river we have the Top 
hiils 6,691 feet high on the north and several less well-known 
peaks on the south. 

The Mula range, especially the eastern portion, is perhaps one 
of the most difficult and uninviting ranges of this part of the 
country. Owing to its proximity to Kachhi the sides of the moun• 
tains ar~ hare and bleak and many parts of it are almost inacces
sible. It has hardly ever been visited by Europe::ns. It is 
crossed by only two frequented tracks, the Kuchakani and the 
Udav. There are many other footpaths but they are hardly 
accessible, and are known only to the people who live near them. 

Here and there are small plateaus and patches of cultivation, but 

for the most part the hills ar~ frequented only by nomads, with 
their flocks. Among these plateaus, locally known as dasltt may 
be mentioned Dharncli lying on the top of the great Shahmoz 
hill; l\'Iandrcjau 6,267 feet above sea level; Sanich 4,14-! feet, 
Muhanch 2,762 feet high, and Dasht-i-kalan. In the ranges 
between the :Mishk and Pissibel are to be found C.butok, Kinini, 
and Kodarav, the last named being 6,167 feet above sea level. 
There are few places of interest in these barren trncts, but Bhaejav, 
Pir Kalanda, and Chutok, near .Tanh in the Mula rher, are worthy 
of mention. Bhaejal" is approached from P!r Lakha or Husoi in 
t~e Mula river, and was in former days a favourite place of refuge 
for Gauhar Khan, the Zahri Chief, when he was on bad terms with 
the Khan of Kalat. In the glen there is a little fort now in 
ruins and a garden containing some apricot trees. 

1\Hr Ghat is another such hold. Plr Kalandar is a pretty flat 
lying under the Kuto hill with Hazarmeshi above it. There is 
a pleasant grove of jag trees which are cut by the Loris of the 
neighbourhood for the manufacture of combs, woodE'n measurrs, 
etc. The place takes its name from a saint, named Kalandar, who 
disappeared into the earth at this spot ; and every tral"eller who 
passes by most present a handful of grain for the benefit of the 
keeper of the shrine. Chntok, a fine gorge, which can be reached 
from Janh on the Mula river contains a picturesque pool of tepid 
water. Numberless fantastic springs well forth from crevices in 
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the rocky sides of the gorge, which, clothed with moss and runtcAL 
, f..•rn, tower high above the pool. A few l\hrri Baloch live in the AsPECTs. 

Ticiuity and believe that fairies and spirits frequent the place. 

The inhabitants of the northern parts of these hille are Jat- Inhabitants. 

tal,s, nomadic mt'mber• of the tribe camping right down to the 
Mula river. Along the banks of the Mishkb~l and 1\lula. rivers 

nrious sections of the Zahri tribe are to be found, chiefly Loti-

ani~ and Danyas. The country between the 1\Iishkb~l and 
Pis~.ibCl is populated only in summer, by Gujars, Sundars, Channals, 
C;\ghLa!!is, and Sabaiz. In the hills north of Baghwaua. the 
inhabitants are chiefly Sauari, Shahozai, and Zahris. Round 
Ga?.(; some Nfcharis, Paudranis, Rafsanis, and Sumalarie graze 
their flocks in the summer months. The Pissibcl is inhabited by 
various sections of the .Muljiani tribe, 

The 1\lula hills have never been geologically· surveyed. The Geological 

f · · f J" • h • 1 b 1 f d h formatiuu. ormatwn.u o 1mestone w1t occas10na t: ts o san stone; sue , 

[or instance, as the Laghari portion of the Gudai hill from which 
sandstone for the manufacture of griddles is taken, Ferrous 
sulphate, known locally as klzaghal and zagh, has also been 
discovered on the slopes of the Hazarmeshi hills at a place about 
12 ruilea from Pir Kalandar, and they are said to be rich in this 
ruiueral. 

'l'he leopard is common in the Hazarmcshi range and wild sheep 
and Sind ibex con1e down to it from the h,igher ranges of the 
llarboi bills in winter. 

Vegetation, especially in the southern portion of the range, is Vegetation. 

11~arre, The juniper is to be found round Shahmo~ and Gazg and 
tl•e olive anJ the gwa'/1. in other parts. The VRl!eys have plenty 
of tamari~k jungle, and near Pishak there is a small quantity 
o£ dwarf palm (pish) which is taken by the Jattaks to Kachhi for 
sale. The jaiJ and olive are not uncommon in tracts where water 
i~ obtaiuaLle, while reeds (n.al) are also exported from the Ledav 
river. Zira (cumin seed) locally known as riza, grows in the 
northern portion o[ the area, and is much valued by the people. 

This r11nge, wl1ich Lounus JhalAwan on the west, is a conti- Weiitern 

aluati<m o[ the Garr hilla iu Sarawau. Commencing from a Jha.lawin range. 
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PHYsicAL point near Nlmargh, the main ridge, after throwino"' ofT tlw 
.AsPliCrs. 

SiahUn range to the we3t1 runs almost due south until it forks at 
the north ea3tern end of the Kolwa valley in Makran, whence the 
upper branch cnrve:: westward to the centrlll Makrau range, while 
the lower connects with the hills of the .Makran coast. The 
Hingol river thus flanka it throughout, on the east, and for a 
long distance on the south it is enclosed between the Hingol and 
i'ts tributary the Mashkae which forms the boundary between 
Jhalawan and Kha.ran. The range, though continuous, bears 
various names at different points of its course. The portion 
between Nfmargh and the Garruk river is known as the Garr 
Hills, one of the most prominent parts of which is Gwand;\u, 
north-west of Surab, which contains the fine peak of Apak, 8,02~ 
feet above sea level. West of Gidar it is called the Ziri (7,120 
feet high) and from this point it begins to dip to a point about 
6,500 feet above 'sea level, where it is crossed by the Kalghali 
pa.ss. North of Koda a spur known as Miskfn rises to 7,187 feet, 
and from this point it tends slightly westward and continues to 

decrease. in height. East of the Mashkae it takes the general 
name of Niam Garr, but in different localitie-S it is known as 

Dhumag, Chur Churri, and Manjav. 

In addition to the Ringo], it is drained by the Baddo river and 
its numerous tributaries. At the northern end the slopes are 
gradual, but from Gidar to Mashkae its sides become difficult 
and pre&pitous, The torrent beds in the Garr hill$ contain some 
small patches of cultivation, the best known of which are Lijje 
and Nanroz Kalat. · To the north the hills are of red or white 
compact limestone with flint slabs, the strata. being much contorted. 
Round Gidar and the Kalghali pass, the limestone is reddish 
in colour, covering marls and conglomerate, with dark blue lime· 
stone underneath. Near Mashkae trap is found mixed with the 
limestone. As the range runs sonth. the vegetation decreases. 
In the Garr hills the principal tree is the pistachio which abounds 
especially in Gwandan. The mountain ash is also common. 

Cumin and asafetida aYe plentiful, 

The Garr hills are inhabited by the Garr Sasolis and Sanaris. 
Fur~her south the inhabitants are principally Muhammad Hasnis 
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uf the Haruni Mardanshai section. Round Gidar, Koda, and PaYsiOAL 
Korask there are Sumalaris, some Muhammad Hasnis and AsPECTs. 

Sajdis, while near Mashkae the bulk of the population are 
Muhammad Hasnis. 

The Garr hills are crossed by three principal routes: the first 
from Kahit to Kbaran via the Pahrod river and Chiringi, and 
known as Bubaki; the second, known as the Kbaran Rah, 
via the Zhal pass; and the third from: Gidar to Kh:iran via the 
Jhur river. All these routes are easily passable by camels with 
()rdinary loads. Other routes, which are, however,· difficult for 
loading camels, are the Siah Kand between Surab and Khanin, 
and that crossing the Siahtak and Hajamo passes between Gidar 
and Kharan. Further south the main practicable passes are the 
Kalghali on the Kalat-Panjgur route; the Gwanik between 
Gresha and Koda 1 the Burida and the Jauri, leading from 
Gresha to J ebri ; and the Barithi and Ser passes on the road from 
Awaran to Jau. 

Mountain sheep are common and a leopard isoccasionally met 
with. 

Throughout the middle of the Jhalawan ·country from Anjira The Central 
to Khatechk south of Nal, there are a number of scattered hills Jhalawan 

• range. 
which cannot be said to belong to any particular range. They 
are the Dobanzil hills, highest peak 7,347 feet, which lie between 
Lakorian and Gidar; the Garehi hills 6,263 feet high, which 
form a spur of the Dobanzil hills, and run south-westward to the 
Gidar Dhor at a point west of Ttitak where they are known as the 
ShUr hills. Between Tutak and Nal the Hnshtir hills with Banno, 
separate the Nal and Ferozabad valleys, in which are situated the 
lead mines of Sekran. The highest point of these hills is 7,260 feet. 
Passing eastward we have the peaks ofNagh (6,049 feet) and Tegh 
(5,505 feet) between the Kappar and Upper Khuzdar valleys, and' 
still further east, the great mass of mountains between Khuzdar and 
the Mula river, consisting of a series of ranges for the most part run-
ning north and south, and known as Drakhel, Punduharr, Oharap-
din, Samba (6,605 feet), K nn (6,540 feet), and Halwai (7,086 feet). 
Of these the highest are DrakMl which rises 8,14Heet above see. 
level and Punduharr 7,904 feet. South-east of Khuzdar and south 

2B 
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PHYSICAL of Ferozahad, lie the Garrihills which are connected with the lower 
AsPECTs. ranges of the Hnshtir. Crossing the Gidar Dhor the Shashan hills, 

which are so conspicuous from the Nal valley, may be included 
1among these series ; they run from north to south as far as the 
angle formed by the junction of the Banhari with the Gidar Dhor 
or Nal river as it is here called. The Trunden tributary of the 
Kolachi rises in the Sht!r hills and the Sasol has its source in the 
DrakhCI. The Kahnak river gathers its waters principally from 
the Hushtir and the southern slopes of the Garri hills, whilst the 
Siman has its principal source in the southern slopes of the 
latter. · 

Of all the ranges thus comprised in the central hill area of 
-J'halawan, the most interesting are those to the east of Khuzdar. 
They enclose the picturesque little valley of Sasol, and right 
opposite Khuzdar rises the craggy and precipitous mountain of 
Halwai. With their inherent love of punning, the Brahuis con-· 
nect the name of Halwai with halwa (sweetmeat). It is said! 
that the legendary ruler of Khuzdar, Malik Chap, lived on the·1 
highest point of this hill and he had so many attendants that:l 
when he ordered Aalwa to be cooked, they cooked at the bottom 
and could form a line and hand it to him, still hot, at the top. 

'GeoJogkal The · geological formation of these hills is chiefly of bluish-
formation, grey, red, and white limestone with here and there slabs of chert •. 

At Sekra.n the formation 'is much stratified and some granite is to' 
be found. The bluish-grey limestone of the Hnshtir hills overlies
a hard sub-crystalline siliceous nummulitic limestone, below which' 
there is another stratum of red and white limestone mixed with, 
slabs of chert, In the Shiishan hills there is trap as well as. 
limestone, the trap consisting of different varieties of serpentine 
and diorite, exhibiting in places a porcellaneous fracture. There, 
·are also veins indicating the presence of carbonate of copper. 1 

The most characteristic tree of all .these ranges is the olive, 
. which is found in fair abundance. The Ddkhel hill is sufficiently 
high to produce a quantity of juniper. The inhabitants of the 
range are Gurgnaris and Shahdadzai Muhammad Hasnis with some 
Sumalaris in the Dobaozil. Kalandranis, Gwahranjav Sasolis, ancl 
.Muhammad Hasnis are found round TU.tak, Bizanjaus in Hushtil' 
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and ShAsMn, Mardois in Banno, and Raisani Mengals, Khidranis PHYBic.u. 

and Mardois in Garri. Ghn.Limani Mengals, Sheikh Sasolis and AsPECTs, 

Nathwanis inhabit Drakhel and the adjoining hills. 
l 

1 The Sind ibex and wild sheep (urial) are to be found chiefly in 
'be DrakbCl range and Shashan. Good shooting can be got 
from Sasol. 

f On the road from Zidi to Sasol is the only Hindu shrine in 
Jhalawan, known by them as Mata-jo-Garb or AsiapUri ; by the 
Brahuis. as Shobro. There is a small garden situated on the eastern 
slopes of the Pundtiharr hill, and a cave from which rises a spring 
of water. The entrance to the cave is divided by a pillar and any 
man who cannot pass through the narrow entrance is considered 
to be sunk in sin. During the summer rains it is customary for 
the Nal Hindus to invite their friends at Wad, Zidi, and Khuzdar 
to meet them at the shrine on certain dates, and here they hold a 
little festival. The Braihuis believe the place to be haunted by evil 
epirits. 

Throughout the greater part of its length this range forma the The Krrthar 
boundary between Sind and Baluchistain. It commences from the range, 
point where the :MUla river debouches into the Kachhi plain and 
runs almost due north and south towards Karachi, to the north 
of which it tails off into the :Mol-Bhedor hills. The range is 
bounded on the north by the :MUla river and its tributary the Nar, 
and on the west by the catchment area of the Hab river. Its 
greatest breadth is 60 miles and its length from the MUla to the 
end of the.BMdor range about 190 miles, It is widest nearly 
opposite Zidi. It is traversed by the Kohichi river which even-
tually forms a junction: with the Gaj at a place nearly opposite the 
Ilarbab La.k and it continues under the latter name towards Sind. 
The Gaj rises in the country south of Zidi. The Karkh or Karu 
and the Lop or Sain rivers which run due north, also receive 
much of the drainage from the range, which they carry to the 
I'lains round Jhll] in Kachhi. On the south near Lak Phlisi the-
Jamburo and Saraui streams drain the area lying south or the 

Gaj iuto the llab river. 
The wain characteristio of the Kirihar range is ita extreme 

barrenness and consequent absence of inhabitants. Masses of 
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PHYSICAL bare rocky hills running for the most part b Ion.,. con~innons 
ASPECTS. • o 

Peaks. 

lines parallel to each other and having a general direction north 
and south, are crossed at intervals by similar ranges that run 
athwart them. The torrent beds which traverse the comparatively 
level spaces thus enclosed are but rarely fille.d, and after floods 

dry so rapidly as to be of litt~e use for cultivation. Here and 
there, however, a little cultiYation is to be found; as for inestance 
in the valleys of Karkh or Karu and Chaku, the plain of 
Dariaro and the little valleys cf JamMro, Kat!mich, and Bahlor. 

Throughout the range, t!J.a water ;vhich is obtaiua'Jle from pools 
and small springs, i:: most unpl;;asant to th:: ta.>te being im

pregnated with snlphates. 

Starting from the Tafui an:l W~rawi mountains of which thE 

westam foot is skirted by the 1!ula river, the rang~s grachal!j 

slope upwards towards the Zariak hiil north-west of Chal..11 
The Zardak hill is 7,430 feet high and wic!l the Siah hill (6,881 
feet) to the south-ez.st farms the highest point of the range 

Another noticeable height iil Dirri, 5,787 feet. 

From the top of the Kuchak-na-Kabar (6,878 fed) whicl 
rises from the high table-land of Dariaro, a good view of thE 
surrounding country is obtained, the hills beyond the valley ol 
Karkh or Karu being visible, as well as the verdant bed of thE 
G~j river. Another important peak is Andraj (6,4')6 feet; 
to the south-east of Zidi. To tha south the mountains decreas• 
in size, the Bbedor hill, not however situated in the JhalawW: 
country, being only 3,320 feet above sea level. There are a goo( 

many passes in the range which are passable by camels, but tbt 
only ones which are much used are the Gaji Lak on the road 
from Zidi and Khuzdar to Jhal, the HarMb, Phusi, Robel, an!J 
Garre passes leading from Baluchistan to Sind. With the ex· 
ception of the Gaj route, which follows the bed of the river E• 

named, these all pass over the high hills of the range. 

There are also many tracks used by travellers on foot, bu 

known only to the people of the country. 

Inhabltantl. The northern end of the range is inhabiied by a section of th 
Marri tribe who are affiliated with the Magaasis of Jbal. Thei 
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T PHYSIOAr. 
hel\d-quarters are at h.amtam. Further ~outh, there a,re a good AsP:mc:rs. 
many JadgUli-speaking people, chiefly J·amots arul Chuttas. 
Some Chandias also visit' the locality. Near the Mula, a few 
Jattak graziers are to be found. Along the valley oE the Gaj 
river live the Sasolis, and to the south again the Khidranis 

who hold Ja.mMro. Further south in the Levy Tracts round 

Lop and Kathrach are some J::~.malis, whilst Chuttas are again 

found in B!l4lor. 

P~ntbers, bears, hy>mas, porcupines·, Sind. ibe.11., wild sheep, 
and sollJ.e wolves and foxes f,re to be found-. The Kirthar and 
Pab ranges are the only ones in the Jhalawau country in which 
black bears are met with. They subsist chiefly on the fruit of 
the wild plum tree, the nutritious pith of the 11wll>Ff palm, al).d 

the :flowers of the paiop"~l~ tree, while they occasionally damage the 
~Tops oE Karu and Chaku,, 'fhe part.-idge is m:Jt with in the 
tamarisk jungles, and ther~ are~. gooC: many fish in the Gaj and 

Koh\chi rivers. 

The hills generally are composed cf various colours : bluish, Geol?gical 

I .l bl k h d t b . l't' forma.tJo:r.. green, ch<;wo ate, ana ac r, t e ee~e;: stra a etrg num'TIU 1 10. 

3ome sandstone, from whicil. tl)-2 1'Mui hill takes its name, is 
found. 

There is little veget~.ti.on on the range, but wild olive is found Vegetation, 

on the higher slopes, and in the valleys, tamarisk and dwarf 
palm. The . ·livelihood of ma<Jy of the inhabitants depends 

almost exclusively on the last, or which the leaf is taken to Sind 
and cxchr;nged £oJ.' gra,in or woven into mats, ropes, baskets, and 
sandals, and even into toys and pipes. Some varieties of the 
acacia, the parpule or loiro and the bdellium-producing 9uggul 

tree are also found. Ilawe, gorMa, and kdsltum are the princi-. 
11al fodder grasses. 

Although the name Pab is applied particularly to the high The :Pab 
ridge which runs from near Kappar in the Siman valley west of range. 

Zid,i, to the mouth of the Hab river, it is convenient in the 
a.l>Sence of any general appellation to apply that na.me .to th.~ 
great mass of mountains which lie between the sea on.\M M1lih 
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PHYSIOAL and the valley of the Siman branch of the Kolachi river on the-
AsPECTs. north, and between the Hab river on the east and the Gidar 

Dhor or Hingol on the west, Using the name in this sense the 
Pab hills may be described as resembling a cow's udder, the 
teats being represented by the Khud6 range which bounds the 
sonthem part of the Jba.Iaw&n country on the east, the Pab hills 
proper, between which and the Khude range lie the catchment 

basins ofthe Lar and Sarona rivers, the :Mor hills which are 
divided from the Pab hills by the Kanrach valley, and the Hala. 
range which runs southward skirting the B~a plain on the west. 
The great valleys enclosed by these ranges are, therefore, the 
Las Bela plain, the Kanrach valley and the Sarona valley, and in 

addition there are among the hills, the valleys of Mahri, Wad, and 
Ornach, whilst, to the west lie Pelar, Jan, Nondrav and Bulbasi. 
The total length of the range thus described, from north 
to south is 190 miles, and from east to west about 70 miles. The 
range slopes gradually from the north to the south, the highest 
point being the Pharas hill on the Pab range proper, which 
rises to a height of 7,759 feet above sea level. From here the 
mountains gradually descend to some 4,000 feet in the centre of 
the range to 449 feet near Hab Chauki and to 1,115 feet at the 
southern end of the Hala range. The range feeds the main 
river system of the Jhalawan country, the eastern slopes draining 
into the Hab, the central portion into the Porali with its tributary 
the Kud. and the western into the Gidar Dhor which eventually 
becomes the Hingol. - Of the three great offshoots, the most 
remarkable is the Pab hill proper which rises precipitously from 
the valley of Hab and runs due sonth in one long narrow ridge to 
the sea, forming a remarkable landmark. On the eastern side the 
ascent is very abrupt bnt on the west the slopes of the Pab hill 
proper merge into the central mass of mountains. The Khude 
range is shorter than the Pa.b hill, but resembles it in the precipi
tous and impassable nature of its sides. Its watershed forms the 

boundary between the Khidrani and 1\Iengal country. Opposite 

Kotiro in the Levy Tracts is an easy pass known as Trepori lead

ing from the Levy Tracts to Sarona. The Mor hills lie wholly 

in Las Bela and have been described in the Gazetteer of 

that State. 
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. The llala range runs in a. series of towering ridges, which are PHYSICAL 

•plainly visible from the Bela plain, to the sea and has been but A BPECTS. 

little visited by Europeans. It presents bare rocky ridges burnt 
black by the heat of the sun, and imtersected by narrow, 
difficult and stony ravines. Cultivation is seldom seen and 
water ia procurable only at considerable distances and in small 
quantities, yet a single good shower of rain will convert the 
ravines into rich grazing ground for camels, and the hills into good 
pasture for sheep. At the northern end of the Pab range proper 
are a number of little confined basins in which there is some culti-
vation. The principal of these is Tuk which lies north-east of Wad. 
Among others which lie in the hills east and south of Tuk may be 
mentioned Mandav belonging to the Mihari Khidranis, Jaro the 
property of the Sheikh Mengals, Lulingi, owned by the Shaihizai 
Mengals, Mirok the property of the Mihari Khidranis, Gwani 
-which is cultivated on behalf of the SMhizai Mengals by the 
Daluja.v Khidrainis, and Anjirai, the rights in which are disputed 
between the Shaihizai Mengals and the Dalujav Khidranis. Other 
places are Rozchok, Watro, Waranch, Jari, with Mardoi Jari 
forming a part of it, Tutkacho, Berkacho, Malleji, Sarri, Chfii, and 
Duhar. The Isiani Mardois, the Dinarzai, PalHzai, Pahlwanzai 
Mengals and other sections of the Pahlwanzai clan are the 
principal owners of these small oases. The largest and most 
important basin in the hills is Dansar, which takes its name from 
dand (signifying a bullock in Jadgali) and 1ar a head, as in former 
days it was a good grazing ground for bullocks out of work. 
Dansar is divided into three portions; the northern portion known 
as Dansar proper, the eastern part, called Nohakzai because it 
belongs principally to the Nohakzai Pahlwanzai Mengals, and 
l3hitt.ik or Dinarzai which is owned by the Dimirzai Pahlwanzai 
Mcngals. In both the lower portions the Khidranis are said to 
hold small pieces ofland which they acquired as blood-compen-
ll&lion in the course of the great Mengal Khidr~ni fend. 

In the range to the west of Tuk the only places worthy of men
tion arc Gwani, Bak.tjav, Khuzzuk, Alaf, Khani, Kato, and Landi. 

The ranges are crossed by numerous passes but owing to the 
ruggcJ nature of the country they are all more or ]esa difficult. 
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PHTIIIcAr. The best known are the Lar-lak between Saruna and 1\lari, thff 
A!l'&CTS. • • 

De1-lak between Sarona and Wad, the same road also cro-:smg" 
the Churl pass, and the Bara or I!aran-lak between Bela and 
Ornach. Among minor passes mP.y be mentioned the Trt:pori 
pass over the Khude range, the Shahbil:lwal pass over the Pab
hill and the Kanrach at the northern end of the Kanrach valley. 
There is also the Jan-Iak between Bela and Jaa. 

The routes throughout the range run gen:!rally north and S')ath 
and parallel therefore to the strike of the .hills. The only cross 
roads of importance are the road between the Hab river and 
Wad via the ChUri pass, and the road between Ornach and the
Poraili river via the Baran pa.ss. 

Owing to the difference in height of the hills, the vegetation is
varied, the .northern parts containing juniper :mi! other trees· 
which are found only on the higher ranges of Baluchist.in, whils~ 
in the south the acacia and other trees known to Sind are met 
with. In the north the olive, jag, and siah-cholJ are common, in 
addition to the juniper, whilst to the south are found the tamarisk,. 
the lchalJar, of which the fruit is known as peru; the dedar, the 
iabur or k'"'kir and other mimosas, as also the mar- tree. The most> 
important plant of this area is undoubtedly the dwarf-palm which 
"forms the chief support of the population of these hills. Among
the grasses are the gorkah, hawe, gwasht, Aume, and parmuza. Th"' 
aishwarg, a bush which possesses many medicinal properties, is. 

very common. 

There are said to be bears in. the Pab hills and snakes are more. 
than ordinarily numerous.. otherwise animal life is the same as 

that found in other mountain ranges. 

The range has never been geologically surveyed but the prin
eipal constituents are limestone and trap. The population which 
depends almost entirely on its flocks and on the profits derived 
from the export of the dwarf-palm, is composed almost entirely 
of Mengals, Bizanjaus, and some Arais who live round the Hala 
range. A few Khidranis principally Mfharis are scattered along 
the Pab range. though the ground lying between the Khudc hills 
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and the Ponili river, is almost exclusively occupied by Mengals, PHYSICAL 

while west of the Porali the inhabitants are Blzanjaus. AsPECTs. 

The characteristics of the rivers of the Jhalaw~n country are Rivers. 
' similar in all cases. ln the earlier part of its course each 
I t-tream is ill-defined but is generally marked by a stony bed between 

low Lanka. 'Vhere the country opens out, such permanent water as 
there is, is used for purposes of irrigation, and the river bed is 
fBirly straight, but when this is passPd and the mountains are 
entered, the river traverses a series of defiles, here a miie or more 
wiJe, giving room tor fiats which contain some cultivation, and 
tl~ere narrowing to a few hundred yards. At short intervals in
numerable ravines running down froin the mountains join the 
fuaiu stream. 

There is DO permanent flow of water srlch as one is accnstome!l 
to find in Indian rivers, but throughout the whole length of a 
riter the water appears for a inile or so and then again disappears. 
""here the flow is permanent the water is generally only a few inches 
deep and a few yards wide at the most. In those parts where the 
t·ifers pas~ through mountainous country, floods frequently scour 
out d~cp pools which contain water throughout the year, and in 
some cas~s, such as Dreh in the 1\lishkbel river, are very deep 
A heavy flood will, however, alter the whole aspect of the river bed 
filling in the pools at one point and excavating new ones at. 
another. It is this fact which make !I the distance between halting
J>lact's on so many of the tuutes a moveable quantity. The routes 
generally follow the riferbeds and a flood will frequently obliter
ate all trace of a pool at some place which has been known as a 
halting place for years. Owing to the frequent changes in the 
\nt~r supply of the rivers fish are uncommon except in occasional 
1•oul~ "·here some of moderate size are to be found. 

As might be e:q.t:cted from the nature of the river channels, a 
heavy shower of rain very soon converts these river-beds into 
raging torrents rendering them dangerous to traffic, but the floods 
are &<Horn of morll than a few hours duration, and owing to the 
tocky nature of the coontry the river beds almost immediateir 
return to their normal condition. ,. 
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The drainage of the Jhalawtin country is carried by five gn•at 
rivers-the l\Iu!a, the Kol:ichi and Gaj, the Hab, the Porali, and the 
Gidar Dhor. ln addition to these may be mentioned the Sukleji on 
the north-east, and the Pahrod on the north-west, which lie for a 
short distance within Jhalaw&n. 

Tbe Mula river rises in the Harboi hills north-east or Nich3ra 
811~ runs over a length of 180 miles. It is known by a variety 
of· names at different parts of its course. As far as ~lishk io 
Zahri it is known as the Soinda. FroJI} that point to Nshtha 
Xhan it is called the 1\lishkbel and thence to Kachhi, the 
MUla. On reaching Kacbhi the water is dissipated io a number of 
channels which eventually .make their way to the Indus. The 
general direction of the river for the first 80 miles of its course is 
from north to south. From the point where theNar river jllius it, 
it tnakes a sharp tum and runs in a north-easterly direction to the 
plains of Kachhi. On entering the Zahri valley north of Norgama 
it irrigates the land ronnd those places, and1 further on, among the 
hills to the BOoth of Mishk, numerous small flats locally known 
as IJenl. The best known of these are Kandhi aild :Birinji • 
. Between Khazmi and Kandhi is the gorge called Dr~h. contain
log deep pools, the presence of which renders the use of the 
Alishkbei as a line of coilttnunication frequently impracticable. 
The scenery ln this part of its-course is rugged and tnassi\'e. In 
the lower part of its course below Rahika, the river widens out 
and is in some parts about half a mile wide. ~e bed consists 
gen~rally of a coarse and fine gravel with rock! croppi.ng ou~ at 
intervals. The flats along the river edge afford good going, and 
roads at most times of the year are easy, as the flow of water · 
though permanent in tnost years, is small. The main road from 
Kachhi to Makran vi~ Khuzdar traverses the portion of the river 

from Kotra to Nar or Rahika. 

The principal tributaries of the MUla river are the Malgbawe 
which comes down from the Reshak range of the Harboi hills, 
and running a north--easterly course, joins the main stream at the 
picturesque little -rillage of Pandran; the Anj1ra river which 
rises near Dashtuk in the llarboi, and making a sharp turn to 
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the north-east in the Anjira valley. runs through .Badu Kushta PBvsiC4L 

'to Pissi-ghar, whence it turns aouth-eastward and from this point AsPECT$. 

is known as the Pissfba. The latter tributary falls into the 
:Mula at Fashtha Khan, receiving in the interval the waters of Shah-
rawa stream which drains ihe little rain-crop areas of Pishak 
and Gwaniko. The principal flats in the Pissib:!l are Chari, 
:Mordan, and Gurumbawat, Below P3shtha Khan the Nar river 
joins the llula frolU the south-west. The Nar rises on the s~uth .. 
ern slopes of Punduharr under the name of the Razi and flowing 
north-eastward is reinforced by several large water-courses incl11ding 
the Sbatark from the east. The larg6St of all the tributaries of 
the 1\Iula is the :Udav river which joins it near Naulang. It rises 
"" the south-west slopes of the SUbmoz hill and is at first known 
as the Kuchkani. It follows a very tortu.oos course and is joined 
by the \Vel river from the north juat before it reaches Naulang. 
At their junction the stream is also known as the Durgand river. 
The Mula is further fed in the lower part of its course, by the 
Drugi, KO. and Mardan torrents, 

The stream rises in the Gara.hi hills to the west of the Lako- Tne Kolaclu 
rian plain and turns eastward in Jiva to pass through the Zaiva 
hills, north of Tutak. Here it is joined by the Trunden river 
from the west and. after passing through the Baghwana valley 
traverses the hills to the south of that place by the gorge known 
as J araghar whence it makes its way \o Khuzdar and Z{di. South 
of Zili it enters the Kirthar range and from this point follows a 
tortuous course for many miles through the hills. At ·Bit it is 
joined from the north. by the Gaj stream and from this point 
throughout the rest or its course in Bal!whistan is known by the 
latter name. Ou entering Sind it loses itself in the tract near 
.J obi, some ten miles from Dadu station. 

With the exC<lption of the passes through the Zaiva hills and of 

Jaralghar through the Kund hills, the Kolakhi river, in the early 
parts of its course, traverses a succession of wide valleys. At Zava 
it atlords a perennial water-supply 1Vhich is diverted to irrigate 
the villagrs of Moghali and Xogh&i. A few flats are irrigated in 
the Jar.lgbar pass and Khuzdar receives practically all its 
Wlltcr supply fron1 springs iu the river btJ, a little above Lnd. 

or Gaj river 
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Below Sorgaz in the Khuzdar valley, the water again disnppears 
to reappear once more near Bhalarcjav at Zidi. Below this point 
the riTer, again becoming 'Very tortuous, presents numerous fiats 
along its course, where some cultivation is carried on. In som~ 
p~rts it is no~ more than 250 yar~s wide, whilst iJ;~ others a valley 
opens out to ~ mt1ch as a mile and, a half in bread,th, The pri~

cipal tributary is the Gaj stream whlch thfreafter gives its name 
to' the larger river. Th~ Gaj riBeiJ in the Kal~halo hills east of 
Z~di, and pursues a tortuous course al!Dost due south. Opposite 
~he Harhab-lak it is joim•d by another br~~onch from the north-east_, 
and at this ju,nction ·is sit1,1ated a flat kno~n as Gaj. The ~nited 
stream joi11:s the Koiacbi at a p~ace ca1Ied Bit to the south of the 
~ndho hill, t~ree miles from Gaj. .f\mong other tributaries or 
the Kolachi may be rr.ent~oned the ~oho river which drains the 
country from t~e direction of Lasso,, Simlin which rises in the 
~\1-rri hills north vf Waner and joins the ~o1achi opposite Zidi,, 
and the Kahnak and Sasol rivers which enter the Khuzdar valley 
from the west and east, respectively. As is usual, the river rs 
ll;nown by ditrereJft names at different parts of · its course : from 
the boundary as far as Bit ~tis the Gaj, from Bit to Zfdi tb~ 

l(olachi, fr9m Z~di to Jaraghar the ~huzdar river and in llagh
wana the Rabat. 

The Gidar Dhor, with the :Mula and Kolachi, forms what may 
\Je termed the northern river system o.f the Jhalawan country as 
distinguished from the, southern system· consisting .of the Hab 
and Porali. The Gidar Dhor which is known as the Rej in the 
upper part of its course, the Gidar ol' Nal Kaur in the centre and 
the Hingol at the point where it reaches the sea, is the longest 
:river in Baluchista~. It rises at the northern end of the Surab, 
valley and flows in a sou.th-westerly direction. N:ear Teghab ii. 
makes a sudden turn to the east into the low~r portion of 
the. valley of Nal, whence it 11gain turns south-westward and 
follows a tortuous course till it enters the sea. Along its banks 
are to be found the valleys of Sunib and Gidar, Nal and Jan and 
in all these places its water is used for irrigation. It also affords 
irrigation at Hazarganji and Dat, between Nal and Pelar. At 
Gidar the stream is some forty yards wide, with scarped banks 
15 to 20 feet high. Below Sbahdadzai it enters the hills through 
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;which it passes by a series of narrow and stony valleys. Between p11ysro.&L 
Khatechlc and Pchir its course is again confined and enters the AsPECTS, 

Pclar valley throngh a gap some forty yards in width. At Jan 
1

the bed of the stream broadens to some thirteen hundred yards, 
whilst the banks are about forty feet high. Pools occur 
here RIJd there, some of which contain iieh of moderate size:. 
Below the Jau valley, the main stream is joined by the Mashkae 

river and thence makes its way round the western end of 

the Dhnin moqntain through the Sohr defile. It is from 
here onwards that the river is known under the name of 
llingol. The Arra tributary joins the Bingol to the north of the 
Gorangatti hill where the river is about two hundred yards broad 
and the banks teq or twelve feet high. The actual running stream 
i~ neither \al'ge nor swift. Soon after this, the Gorangatti hill is 
}Ja&sed, through another gorge about four miles in length, and some 

120 yards in width. The sides are of sandstone, high and in-
:~ccessible. Floods rise *o a hei ght of 30 or 40 fet:t in this defile, 
as is shown by the drift wood on the banks. From the end of the 
gorge to the sea, the river flows through a fairly wide channel with 
~ sandy bed, The mouth of the river is a mile to the east 
of the poil\t known to the fisher-folk as Jebal Hab. At 
l1igh water a boat dr.awing 6 feet can enter the estuary, and 
fresh water is obtainable at some distance from the sea. The 
11hrir.e of Hinglaj* is situated close to the mouth of the r.iver 
and is a celebrated place of pilgrimage. The total length of 
the main ~tream is 820 miles. The Gidar Dhor has some very 
large tributaries the chief being the Mashkae river -hich 
j<)ins it under the name of the Pau. In the Gidar valley it is 
joined by the Chilbaghu which rises in the Gwandan hills on the 
west, and has a permanent flow of water l,>elow Marap. The Tariki 
rj~es in the south-western slopes of the Harboi hills and is celebra.t· • 
od for the heaYy ftoods which it 'brings down. !\ear Sbahdadzai in 
the south of Gidar valley the Gidar Dhor is joined by the 
Sarap or Sarmuli river and not far north of Dhor, below 
CLutok the Lukh river pours its wateta into the Dhor from 
its catchment area in the Hushtir bills. The l\Iashkae rifer 

• For llll account of Hioglij, see Ga:11f/Hr t1} L111 &Li. 
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o oda, an JOins the Nal Kaur1 as it is here known, at the 
south-western end of the J{m valley. On its way southwards it 
receives the drainage of the Raghai and Gichk valleys of J\Ialm1n, 
which unite into one stream n,ear Saka Knlat, and joins the ~Ia.hkae., 
river between Gwarjak and Manguli Ka!at. Further to the south. 
its waters are increased b_y t~e contribution of the Doraski, which 
brings down the drainage of the hills between Kolwa and Gichk. 
Jlelow Awaran the water becomes perennial and the stream runs' 
south,eastward to the south end of the Nandrav valley, where it 
turns southwards, bqt before reaching the Nal river it again turns: 
due east following a very tortuous course. The total length of ths 
)fashkae river from Koda to its j-qnction with the Nal is about 
] 50 miles. A less important tribo.tary which joins the Bingo I 
from the we!!t is the Parkan river, which rises in the hills to the 
north .of Ornuira and joins the Hingol almost due west of the 
spot where the Arra tributary unites with it. The Arra tributary 
is an important stream rising in the hills to the south-east of 
Ornach. Its course is generally south-south-west and is very 
tortuous. It first ro.ns between rocky ranges but later on enters low 
broken country and presently passes throngh a stupendous gorge 
between the sandstone cliffs of llhru11 and Wasbapi. lnniJmerable 
hill-torrents joill its course and the Mar stream is one of its most 
important feeders. The Arra may in fact be said to receive all 
the drainage of the·western slopes of the Hala range which '>ound. 
the Bela plai~ on the west. 

The I{ab river has a total length of about 240 miles and fm 
about 60 miles from the point where the Kband river joins it at 

• Hinidan in the L.evy Tracts to the sea, it fo.rms the boundary 
between Sind and Baluchistan. It rises in the eastern slopes of 
the Joi hill at the northern end of the Pab range, drains the south
east of the Jhalawan country, and runs in a south-easterly direction 
until it Teaches a point near Dnreji in the Levy Tracts. Here 
·it makes a short turn to. the west for about 8 miles but after 
receiving the waters of the united Saro and Samotri rivers it 
again turns southward as far as Hinidan. At Hinidan it bends 
towards the south-west and follows a zigzag course to the 
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lea. In the Ullper part of ita course,· to the north of PHYSICAL 
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)Lihri it passes though a succession of narrow valleys wh1ch 
graduaJiy widen out at. Bhantbar and Kanj11t. nelo\t :Mahri it 
enU>rs the bills and the banks close in, and do. not ag11in open 
'out till a sbott distance above the Lak Phusi in the Levy Tiacts;· 
From tbia point the val!tJy of the Hab llg11in begins to open out, 
giving room for sparse cultivation. The riverbed is some 30 or 
40 yar•ls wide and the banks &l"e some 15 to 20 feet high ; they 
are well clothed with tamarisk, mar, pissi, and parpuk or lo{ro. 
After passing the Hlnidti.a the banks increase in height, bot below 
Lohrti.ni range they becotne somewhat lower again, the river at the 
same time widening out to a. width of some three hundred yards. 
The Hub falls into the sea. about four miles north-north-east o£ 
Ras Moari ( Cape Monze )1 its outlet being a little creek, nearly 
dry at low water, and frequented by fishing boats. ·The water is · 
nlne or ten feet deep at high tide and the tidal influence extends 
to about two miles from the mouth. The rocky hills on the 
eouth side come to an end about a mile from the mouth, and front 
this point the plain fotming the valley of the Hab «!ommences. 
There is no irrigation from the Hab rit'er, but some years back a 
dam was constructed at a point some eight miles north of the Hab 
Chauki with the object of irrigating an extensive area on the 
Sind side of the river. The weir was 1,100 feet in length. and 
23 feet high. The foundations were laid with solid rock, but unfor· 
tunately one of the very strong floods which are so frequent on 
the llnb river, carried away the weir and it has not t>ince been 
r,•paired. 

Throughout the upper part of its course, water1 except at flood 
times, is scarce and is only found in the occasional pools which 
the floods have hollowed out in the bed of the stream. Through"' 
ont the lower part of its course the Dab valley provides magnifi. 
cent pasturage fur herds of eamels and sheep. The principa1 
tributaries are the Alangi and Kanoji which enter it from the west 
near l!ahr~ and the Jambtiro and Sara&ui which join it from the 
Klrthar range on the east. There are also a multitude of torrent 
beds which pour their flood water into i'- About three miles from 

, Dl~rllua TLana iu the Lc,-y Tracts, the water of the Sanin o:t 
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Saruna river enters it through a fine gorge nboTe Ari Pir; TLe 
Saruna river rises in the l\tanjar range of the Pab hills a little to the 
north of D~i-lak, and after junction with the Lar and :Moiri streams 

passes through th~ fine Saruna valley in a south-easterly direction 

to meet the Hab. Opposite Diwana Thana the Kinri river. 

descends from the e'ast to the Hab. The gorge, near the junction. 
is many feet deep and runs through soliJ rock prtsenting a magni

ficent spectacle; Tbe Samotri also rises in the Pab range near 

Sba.trak-nnk. It is joined from the south by the Gara or Garo 
river and the united streams fall int., the Hab at a point north

west of Durcji. In the lower part of the Levy tracts, the most 

important conflnent is the Wira Hab which rises near Lahut to the 
south of Shah Bitawal and runs a southerly course. 

Rivers of Among the rivers of minor importance iil the country may be 
lninor impor- I d tli S kl'"' Dl · h' h. ' d f h tance. mentone e. u · CJ'• 1orn. w 1c 1s ma e up o t e Knru; 

' 'Salin; and the Pbrali river!!. 

'fhe Sukleji The StiklCji {known to the Bn\huis as the Kacl1hi-na-jal) rises 
river. in tb~ Harboi hills at a point to the east of Shckhri.; The main 

stream commences from Sheh H~ji-na-Garr Katum at which point 

it is joined b;r several confluenti!. These are the Gabor and 
Namdat' from the Sarun mountain in the north~east, the Chhalb 
or Chhalp from the north, the Dchza, with its confluent the 

lllahnaz, from the ndrth-west, and the BS:uar-na-jal, which rises at 
Sohr, on the south-west. From Sheh Haji-na-Garr Katnm to 
Gaz"' the river .is known as the 1\lumi, aad, after leaving the " . . 
magnificent Sheh Haji gorge, contains a fine flow of water which 
is used for the cultiva.ti()n of flats. In former times the fine 

stream of water which issuei! from the Sheh Haji gorge, wae 
carried to numerous terraced fieldi! lying high above the river, 
the embankments o£ which bear etidence of considerable skill in 

~onstruction. 

The pereDnial strPiim continues to Gnig where part of it is uset, 

for cultivatiob. Its conlldents ftom the south include the Lan

ghut, the Datab-mi-jalnnd Mir Hasan-na-jal. 

l. Dpp.;site Gazg the bed is abJut 930 yards wide, and the rive 
aga1 . . . ·"-· 1r 
t d

• sharp curve eastwards, b'emg JOmed at the same ·oa&e • 
owar s- , 
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Lhe Daghri from the Sarun and N agau bills on the north. Pro- r_::::::: 
leeding eastward and entering the hills, it receives the water of the 
Sukl~ji, descending from the Nagau hills to the north, and from 
Lhis tributary it takes its best known name. Further eastward the 
[)algach and ·Garmap rivers join it. Henceforward the river 
pvinds through high and difficult hills, and is liable to huge and 
overwhelming floods. Vast boulders block the bed at Gator or 
O~sho, Babadur, Shah Khand, Kahir Khand, and Shorau-na-tank 
rendering it almost impassable save for lightly laden animals 
while sometimes after bad floods detours have to be made over the 

hills, 

Midway between Oazg land Shoran are· ·the· cultivated 
fiats of the Milk village belonging to the Ja.ttaks. At 
a distance of about 22 miles from Shoran is the important pool 
{ kumb ) called Bari Sar ( also known as BakMl Sokhta, or thtt 
llindu burning place) where the Hindus of Kachhi deposit the 
ashes of ihcir dead. Another fine pool lower down is called Tir
rnuri Kumb. About a mile below the latter is a fine group of 
'kanJi (acacia) and 1thab6ar (Salvadora oleoides)Itrees and a. large 
a~ea co'l"ered with reedi! known as Pari-b\-bagh or the Fairies• 
tnrden, which is much dreaded by Bdhuis. Except near Milk 
and the Tirmuri Kumb, the banks of the river are formed by 
hi;;h rocks. The water in the bed appears and disappears at 
intervals ; the longest stretch. for which it is visible being a dis
lance of about 12 miles between Gcsho and a. point a little below 
Kahir Khand. At IHrok a considerable waterfall joins the main 
stream. 

The river debouches into the Kachhi plaio a.t the hill called 
Ch&ri Bhut, after passing which, the whole of the flood water 
goes in a north-easterly direction to Shoran whence it is diverted 
into several channels for purposes of irrigation. The permanent 
IU('JllY or water.is also divided at Chari Dhut" between G&jan on 
tlul one lland and Shor&n on tile other. The total length of the 
river from the llarboi to Ch:l.ri Bbut is about 65 miles. 

The track which lit>a along tile course of the river is important 

as being the nearcot routo from Shoran and tho villages lying along 
6 B 
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PuYstcu. the western side of Kachhi to Kalat. In 1905 some of the 
AliPECTf!t 

Nicharis and Jattaks by whom the track is'lllostly used, attempted 

Dhorri. 

l'or.ili. 

to improve the passage of the river at two of the most difficult 
points Bahadur and Shoran-ni-tank, and they succeeded in cutting 
a ~tear passage at these plac:es. 

The Dhorri is made up of several bill tonents, the principal 
ones being the Karu and Sain. 

The K&rll has ita source ill the watershed of the bills flanking 
Zi:di ·on the east. It runs in an east-north-easterly direction up 
to Ghar, where it is joined by the Hatar river hom the north. 
Thence it flows south-east to Alangi, where Khushka11a lands are 
iuigated by its flood water, and where it is joined by the Ghand 
from the south. It then takes a turn to the north and passes 
through the Karkh valley. Up to Nokeji it baa perennial water 
which is nsed for inigation. The Langreji from the south joins 
it about a mile south of Chaku. · Henceforward its bed is dry as 
far as War6.ma, when water again:aprears and irrig!ltes some :flats. 
Still following a north-easterly direction, it receives the Sabzkaru 
river from the north, about la Iniles from Wartima, while about 
5 miles beyond the junction it debouches into the Kacbbi plain 
and is joined by the Sain river from the south. The Sain rises 
in the Kirthar hills north of DariRro under the name of Lop, and 
runs due north until it emerges in the Kachhi plain and joins the 
Karn at a point known as Sunt. Henceforward the united stream 
is known as Dhorri. 

Tamarisk grows abundantly in the beds of the Karu and Sain. · 

The Porali takes its rise in about the middle of the Jhalawan 
province close to Tnk north of Wad. From the Ghar defile to 
Meh&ndar (about 2 miles) it has perennial water which disappears 
at the latter place, reappearing at Singot. In the Wad valley its 
banks are high, and the flood water cannot, therefore, be used for 
j;.,igation, but to the south of Wad a S!Jlall amount of land at 
Gahero is irrigated by the perennial water of the river. It 
debouches into the Las Bela plain at Kohan W at about 20 miles 
north of Bc1a and a further account of i~ is given in the Gazetteer 

of that tract. The total length is about 17 5 miles. 
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The bed of the river is sandy from its source to the southern PHYSIC.&.~ 
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i end of the Wad valley and produces tamarisk and parpu'k. 
I 
• Its principal tributaries are the Thar, Lobendav, SCtari, and 
Arcnji from the east, the Jaur and the Langreji torrents from 
the north, and the Tibbi and Ping from the wet>t. The Kud, 
which drains the valley of Ormicb under the name Turkabar, is 
also an important tributary and joins the Porali in llcla territory. 

The following account oi the Geology of Jhalawan has been Geology. 

IIUpplieJ by Mr. E. Vredenburg of the Geological Survey or 

India:-

" From a geological point ol view, this vast region can be 
diri•ied into two unequal portions by a line running approxi
mately north and south, corresponding roughly with longitude 

6G0 15' E • 

.. The western portion consists almost entirely of innumerable
close-set parallel ridges formed by a monotonous series of folded 
sandstones and shales of greenish colour, known as the Khojak 
hales; they are .of oligocene and lower miocene age, and corres
pond with the oligocene 'flysch' of Europe. 

u The far more extensive eastern region is constituted by a 
succession of bold synclines and anticlines exhibiting a great 
variety and great thickness of sediments ranging in age from 
liassic to pliocene. The oldest of these are more largely devel
oped towards the western border of the region, the newest towards
its eastern border. A considerable proportion of these rocks 
eonsists of limestones, those of the oligocene (Na.ri series), eocene 
( Kirthar series ), and especially of the jurassic, being particularly 
massivt. The latter consists of an immense thickness- ( several 
thousand feet), of dark limestones forming huge domeshaped: 
monutain3 surrounded by concentric rings of abrupt ridges cons
tituted by the sharp-bedd.Jd limestones of the overlying lower creta
ceous, whose brilliant red and white tints contrast curiously with 
the sombrll hues of the massive mountains 11hich they encircle. 

"l:nlike what one usually obsenes in countries where denuda
tion hat followed its normal course, it is tha anticlines that 
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constitute the ridges, the synclines, the intervening valleys. This 
results partly from the deficient rainfall owing to which denuda-
tion has remained in a rudimentaryRtage, partly owing to the 
prevalence of calcareous rocks through the fissures of which the 
rain water at once sinks to the low level of the river beds deeply 
encased in narrow gorges and cannot, therefore, gather sufficient 
volume on the hill-slopes to produce any appreciable erosion. 

"'The strike of the ranges is generally north-south, but this 
'direction is apt to be considerabiy interfered with by the great 
circlilar outcrops of jurassic rocks, especially between Zahri and 
Wad. 

" The principal geological formations with their main charac
treistics are tabulated below :-

Classification. Geological Formations. Principal Exposures. 

Siwaliks (Uppe-r 
Miocene· and 

Lower Pliocene) 

Sandstones, conglomerates, and Bordering the Kachhi plain, 
bright-coloured clays. ·at the easternmost edge of 

the district. 

Nari (Oligocene). sandstones corresponding with 
the Khojak shales and sand
stones of western Jhalawan, 
resting upon a considerable 

Both the sandstones and lime 
stones are extensivelydevel 
opeu along the Lower 1\Iula 
valley. The mas;,ive lime
stone forms mo;,t of the high
er peaks of the Kirthar range 
and also forms a. fringe to 
the outcrop of overlying 
Khojak ~hales aU along the 
eastern border of the great 
oligocene region, part of 
which constitutes western 
Jhalawan. 

Kirthar 
(Middle 
Eocene). 

· thickness of mas~:~ive pale-col
oured limestone. All these 
strata, corresponding with the 
Nari series of Sind, are crowd
ed with the furaminifera 
known as Lepi.docyclina and 
Nummulites intermedia, both 
of which characterise the 
oligocene formation in Europe. 

Upper Massive limestones with Num- :Ranges between Kalat, and 
muli.tes aturica and N. com- Zahri. Lower MUla valley. 
planata. Kfrthar range. ' 

Mid- Massive limestones with N. 
die. laet~igata and N. ( .A.aailina ) 

aplra. 

fThin-bedded shales, limestones 

I and sandstones of " flysch " 
facies. 

-< 
Lower J 

Massive black limestones · with 
l N. in-egularis. 

Western slopes of the Kirthar 
range near the Gaj valley. 
Upper valley of the MUla. 
The plains of Khnzdar antl 
Zidi. 

Peaks and western slopes of 
the Mulki and Palki ranges. 



lasslft· 
liion. 

~non ian 
(Upper 
Cretace
OWl). 

,ower 
Cretace· 
ous. 

Middle 
Jurassic. 

l.ia.q (Low. 
t:'r Ju· 
ra~;sic}o 
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Principal Exposure~ .. PaYeto.&.r. 
ASPECTS. 

Geological Formations. 
Volcanic conglomerates, stratal 

with Card•ta Beaumonti. 

"Pab sandstones" mas~ive, rather 
coRrae, sometimes of enormous 
thickness, accompanied by vol· These various beds are scatter-
canic material. ed all over the district. The . . J Pab sandstones attain an Ohve shales Wlth. numcro~ am- enormou& thickness in the 
momtes, . occaslona~ly mter- range of that name which 
bedded w1th volcan1c ashes. consists largely of them. 

Limestones and calcareous shales 
with Hemipneustes. 

Of the same age as the various Largely developed west of 
Senonian rocks above mention· Khuzdar, about N al, \V ad, and 
ed, are some enormous intru- west of the Porali valley. 
si ve masses consisting of dole. 
rites, basalts, and serpentines, 
the underground representa-
tives of the volcanic conglo111er· 
atea . .All these volcanic rocks are 
representatives of the Deccan 
Trap of the Indian Peninsula.. 

"Lituola beds:" f!aggyporcellanic 
limestones and shales, bufl' or 
pale green, containing numer
ous small foraminifera, princi· 
pally of the genus Lituula. 

" l1 arh limestone : " porcellanic, 
regularly stratified lime
stones, intensely white, 
except the lowermost beds 
which are of a red colour. 

" Belemnite beds:" black splin· 
tery shales containing fossil 
belemnites in abundance. 

"Massive limestone," of grey 
colour, severa.l thousand feet 
thick. 

Dark-::rey, almost black, regular
ly stratified limestones, several 
thousand feet thick, sometimes 
iuterbcd,led with richly fossi
liferous dark calcareolll! shales. 

These formations surround the 
outcrops of Jurassic beds. 
They attain a vast thickness 
in the nei~hbourhood of 
Khuzdar anll Zldi, where 
they build up lofty ranges. 

Forming huge anticlinal hills 
the principa.l ones being the 
eastern spurs of the Mulki 
and Palki ranges, the sou
thern continuation of these 
ranges forming the lofty hills 
Belan, Hazar-Meshi, Chilok, 
and other unnamed masses 
rising in the angle between 
the upper and lower Mula 
valleys, the enormous anti
f'linal domes of Zardak and 
Sum baji to the south-west 
of Karu, several massive an
ticlinal domes south of Zahri 
the unnamed anticlinal dom~ 
south-west of Khuzdar 
and north of Zidi, the tall 
mas~<ive ranges east of the 
Porali. 
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",It will be noticed from this enumeration that the K[rthar rests
directly on cretaceous rocks. In other parts of Baluchistan, there 
intervenes another group of strata, the "Laki 11eries," which is the· 
coal-bearing group, but it does not occur in Jhalawan. 

" Useful minerals such as magnesite, lead, and copper ores some-
times accompany the serpentine intrusions. 

"Detailed geological descriptions of Jhalawan have not yet been . 
. published." ' 

. . 
The following extracts taken from notes supplied by Major D •. 

Prain, Director of the Botanical Survey of India, apply to Jhalawan: 
"Distinct from this (" Griffith's Province '') is the vegetation of 
the passes, bare rocks, open vhlleys, and lower hills from 5,000 feet 
downwards, which Griffith saw in the: Bolan and Khyber passes, 
and which I have noticed in the Gandava, Robel, and Harbab 
passes, in the Rodbar valleys, in the road from Wad to Bela,. 
which includes the short pass called Baran Lak, and along the 
desolate ktiftla route from Karachi to Khuzdar in Lower Baluchis
tan, Boucerosia Aucheri, Capparis aphylla (kaler), Tecoma undu

Zata, Peri'ploca aphylla (hum), Convolvulus spinosus, Lycium 
Europaeum,~Acanthodium spicatum, Prosopis spicigera, Rhazyrr 
striata, Puneeria eoagulans (paner band), lndigofera paucijlora 

·(J"hiZ), Zizyphus jujuba {pissi6er), Grewias, Salvadora oleoides
(kabar), Ochradenus 6accatus, C~lotropis procera, Caragana polya
cantha, Caltha, Vitez 6icolor, Gaillonia mantha, and hymenoste~ 
phana, Physalis Bomnifera, and Ackyranthes lanata are the never 
failing characteristic plants, while Euphorbia neriifolia and 
Chamaerops Ritchieana, though natives of this region, yet fail 
unaccountably over whole tracts of country. _Thos the Euphor6ifJ 
'll.eriifolia is only found in the districts which ponr their waters
in the Hab and Porali rivers, and the Chamaerops only in the 

districts of the Hab, Porali, and Gaj rivers. Neither ia fonnd in. 
the Bolan or the .MUla (i. e., Ganda¥a) passes, which is curious. 

"The two vegetations here noticed, though distinct enough at 
5,500 and 4,000 feet, respectively, yet intermix between 5,000 and 
4,500 feet. The plants of the lower region which ascend the 
highest are Otostegia auclteri and Pycnotheca spinosa, Those of 
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i.he higher region which descend lowest are Ebenus atellata, a. PHYSICAL 

D. S 1 p . C ll" h S [ • l .AIIPECT~. 1p1acus, a pretty opr.ora, aasenna, a tpat s, a vza pa aes-
tina and the common weeds of the corn-fields, snch as Ranunoulus 
arvensis and Muricaltu achillsa, Santolina, Soandi.:z pin:MJtijida, 
Notoceras oanariense, Hyoacyamua micra'll.thus, Anelzusa hispUa 
etc. There ie a corwolvulus very common in both regions, a. spiny 
bush; but it is the Co'II.Volv·ulus spino1us below 5,000 feet, a.nd, above 
that, a distinct species. Iu like manner the Eremostaohys laciniata 
of the lower region is replaced by the Eremoatachys superba and 
thyrsaidea. 

" Here and there, too, will be found a valley thickly covered with 
.the P9pulu1 euphratico, and these have received from the natives 
the name of patl,, from the Brahuio name of the tree. There is 
one patH in the Mula or Gandliva pass, and another on the road. 
between Khuzdar and Wad. The vale of Wad, too, is very thickly 
covered with sub-forest of TeeomtJ undulata (parpuk), one of the 
most beautiful of trees when in full flower. It will flower when 
eight feet high. and indeed often when a. mere bush. Tecoma 
glauoa (Deca.iane in J acq.) is only a synonym." 

A li.st of the more common trees and plants is given in 
Appendix I. 

The characteristic wild animals are few in number and similar Fauna. 
to those common to the south of Baluchistan. They include Sind 
ibex, wolves (kharma), foxes (shok), ja.ckals.(tola), hyenas (Jcajtar), 
leopards (khalega) which are met with occasionally in the Ha.rboi 
bills, the Mula hills and the Kirthar range, and wild bear 
(mamma) in the Kirthar and Pab ranges, and in the Dhrun hills 
south of Jan. Wild pigs are to be found in the Mashkae river, 
valley and along the Hingol river south of Jau. Hare (muru) and 
ravine deer (khazm) are common. Mountain sheep (male khar, 
female gall) are also found in the hills. 

Of game birds chikor and siai are common in the northern hills, 
sandgrouse in the plains, and grey and black partridge in Central 
and Lower Jhalawan, while in the winter, the Gidar Dhor and 
Kolachi rivers are frequented by wild duck. Snakes are not 
uncommon in the warmer parts,and a large species of lizard locally 

known at goj ia found in large numbers in Nal and WaJ. 
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I'HYsiOAL · Good fish are obtainable from pools in the Mdla, Hingol, and 
AsPBCTs. 1 \ Kohichi rivers, and alligator~ are occasionally met with in the • 

Arra river and in the Hingol at Pau. 

CLIMATE, 
TEMPERA
TURE, AND 
RAINFALL. 

Seasons. 

Rainfall. 

•.• The climate of Jhalawan from its northern border to as far 
south as Baghwana, in latitude 27° 55' N. is not fun like that 
of Sarawan, but from this parallel of latitude down to its extreme
so~thern border, it is very much warmer. Snow rarely falls 
south of the Khuzdar a.nd Baghwana valleys. So early as the 
beginning of November, Cook found the cold at Kapoto, a. march 
or so . south from Kalat, very great, the thermometer showing a 
minimum· of 24° during the night. Again when at Khuzdar 

(3,800feet above the sea level) towarda the latter end of February • 
he states that the thermometer fell many degrees below freezing 
point; severe frosts took place nightly, succeeded by intensely cold 
winds and heavy rain, the mountains being ·covered with snow. 
When at Matt• (5,330 feet) in the north-western portion of the 
province, and. about 25 miles south-west of Surnb, the thermometer 
which on the 16th of April had risen to 90° during the day, fell 
in the night to 32°, showing the great variation of 58° during the 
t~enty~four hours.''t The Zabri, Khuzdar, alld Baghwana districts 
have lo~lly a bad .reputation for fever during the summer and 
autumn. 

The seasons are well marked and the year is divided into spring 
·(hatam), March to May; summer (t£rma),June to August; autumn 
(sahel), September to October; and winter (sezl<), November to 
February. The agricultural seasons are dealt with in Chapter IL 
In the northern parts of the country the summer season is similar 
to that of Sarawan, the heat gets more and more intense as one 
proceeds south, east, or west. Io the upper highlands the summer 
is pleasant and the winter very severe, while in the lower parts 
the conditions are the reverse, the summer being very hot and the 
winter quite pleasant, 

: No records of rainfall are available.. Like other parts of Baluchis
tan the district lies outside the sphere of the monsoon current and 

"' In Gidar valley c-15 miles from Surab. 
· t The Counif''l of Baluch.istan, by A. W. Hughllll (London: 1877), pagea 

'18-79. . - - . 
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the rainfall is irregular and scanty. The conditions in the upper PHYSICAL 

l'art of the district, to the north of Baghwana, are similar to those of AsPEcTs, 

Sarawan. The !ower parts are subject to occasional droughts due 
to want of rain at the proper seasons. In these latter parts rain 
generally falls in the spring and summer, but sudden showers 
occur during the autumn and winter and are beneficial, more 
particularly, to the pasturage of the country. 

The mountainous character of the country affects the direction Winds, 

and force of the winds, which, in many places, partake largely of 
the character of blasts traversing the funnel-like valleys. The 
principal winds are the gorich, a northerly wind, the namhi which 
blows from south and south-east, the gazgi. from east to west, and 
the garro from west and north-west. The cessation of .. the gorich 
and garro in summer causes rust in the wheat crop, and engenders 
fev:r, while the .,amhi and the .gazgi are the precursors of rain. 
During both summer and winter the southern parts·of'the district 
are subject to dust storms, which someti:nes last from one to 
throe days. 

Earthquakes are said to be frequent but no authentic records Earthquakes. 
exist. According to local accounts a severe shock was felt in • 
1883 whe~ houses at Toba and Alat were much damaged, and a 
chasm opened near Matt in Gidar. 

Another earthquake occurred in 1889 along the western skirts 
of the Kirthar range as far as Chakn and Karkh and thence 
towards the nortbern end of the Pab range. By this the village 
of IHji lbrl'ihim Kh8.n Mengal in Wad was almost wholly!destroy- . 
ed, The severest earthquake is reported to have occurred in 1892, 
when at the first shock the Jebri fort· and the house of the Khan's 
nai& at Gajar were· destroyed. Occasional sligM shocks were felt , 
for about a month afterwards. 

The earliest history of Jhalawan is. like that of the rest of HIBroBYe 

nalllchistb, involved in great obscurity and very' little definite 
information is available about the country before the advent of the 
Arabs who onsted the Ra.i dynasty of Sind in the 7th eentury. 

It seem a possiLle ihat a part of the army of Alexander the Great Ancient. 

tra\·eri>OO the country, for when the conqueror was in the Indus 

i B 
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· HISTORY. yalJey near what is now Upper Sind, he despatched Krateros with 
the heavy·. transport to march via the Helmand and meet him in 
Persia. During this march Krateros is said, by Strabo, to have 
traversed Choarene, the district of Ariana, nearest India. 

Sir T. Holdich thinks, that Krateros went by the Mula pass, and 
if this was the case it seems possible that Choarene may be identifi
able with Khnzdar, which has always been an important place, for 
the name given to it by the most ancient known inhabitants of the 
Jhalawan country, the Jats, is to' this day, Kohiar. We now pass 
over many centuries to abont the seventh century of the Christian-era 
when the territories of the Rai dynasty of Sind are described as ex
tending as far as Kandahar, Seistan, the SuJaiman and Kaikaoan 
hills. Kaikanan was somewhere in the neighbourhood of Kalat and 
it is suggested that it is identifiable with the modern NU. Hence
forth, the ancient history of the Jqalawan country may be said to 
be the history of Khnzdar, the importance of which, in later times, 
can be traced from the frequent references to it in the Arab and 
other authors. The central position of Khuzdar, as the point 
of convergence of roads from Mnltan (via the MUla pass), .Makran, 
and Kandahar made it a place of no small importance to tb~ 
Arab invaders oflndia. It is probable, too, that its moderate cFmate 
which is subject neither to extreme beat nor extreme cold, also 
made the locality specially acceptable to them. In the time of 
the Arabs, it was the chief town of the small territory of Turan anll 
was protected by a small fortress. The name of the tgwn wu 
subsequently applied to the territory itself. The strong fortress 
was probably the peak overlooking the valley whic.h is now 
known as Halwai. Bihiduri quotes an Arabic poet who speaks 
raptnronsJy o£Khuzdar, • "What a beautiful country is Knsdar 
how distinguished its inhabitants." · 

Frequent attacks were, therefore, made upon it anil, about 
664 A.D., in the Caliphate of Mnawiya, AI Manzar, sou of Al 
Jarud-Al-Abdi, who had been appointed to th~ frontiers of Indi1 
while conquering Nukan a.nd Kikan, eaptnred Khnzdar. A 
Manzar is said to have died there. Doring tha Caliphate of A 
Mutasil;nbillah (A.D. 833-841) Umar, who had been nominatei 

• It is BOJDetimes spelt Kusdar and sometimes Kisdar and Kosdar, 
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governor of Sind, transferred the inhabitants of Kandabel (Gandava), HrsTORY. 

which he had taken, to Khuzdar. When Ibn Haukal visited tlie 
valley of Sind about 943 A.D. he found Khuzdar under a separate 
government, but when the same traveller visited India a second 
time (about 976 A.D.) he writes that Khuzdar was then governed 
by an Arab named Muin bin Ahmad, who resided in Kaikanan, and 
admitted the name of the Abbasid Caliph into the public 
prayers. 

Abont the year 977 A.D., before Amir Nasiruddiu Subuktigin The Ghazni 

commenced his series of invasions into India, he conquered Khuzdat·vids. 
but ita possession was restored to its ruler on a treaty being made 
promising an immediate payment of a contribution in. money and 
that the ruler should thereafter send a tribut~ annually. Subse-
quently Subuktigln again attacked the recalcitrant ruler. One of 
these expeditions appears to be the same as that referred to in 
Tabaldlt-i-Nasiri which mentions that soon after Amir Subuktig!u 
was proclaimed king of Ghazni (27th of Shahan 366 H. about 
976 A.D.) "he put his forces in motion and marched from Ghazni 
towards the adjacent parts, and took possession of the districts or 
Bust, the Zamin (district) of Davar, the Zamin (district) or 
Kusd&r, and Bamian, all Tukh:iristan, and Ghur." 

In the days of his son, Mahmud the Ghaznivid, the ruler of 
Khur;dar again became disaffected a.nd withheld the tribute due, 
whereupon Mahmud marched to Khuzdar and took the ruler. by 
surprise. The latter at once submitted and paid five times 100,000 
di1·ams in money, the arrears of tribute, presented 15 elephants as 
a pesh-hash; and was permitted to retain his territory as a vassal 
of Ghazni, as before. It was, indeed, owing to Mahmud's posses
sion of Khuzdar, that his subsequent conquests in Sind were chiefly 
effected and the Tabakut-i-Ndsiri relates that before the end of 
Mahmud of Ghazni's reign in 421 H. ( 1031 A.D.) the following 
territories were included in his empire:-• Ghaznin, Zabulistan, 
Khmasan, Khwarazm, etc., the territory lying on the sea-coast of 
Umman, Kusdar, Sind as far as Siwistan, bordering on Kirman, 
Kij (Kcch) and Makrim. 

• TabaMt-i-Nasi,-i, page 83, note 3. 
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HISTORY. In 1047-48, during the reign of 1\Iaudud, son of Sultan 1\lasud, 
Ghaznivid, Khuzdar again rebelled, and the Great Chamberlain 
was despatched thither with troops. He reduced the refractory 
Chief to submission, and the tribute which had lately been withheld 
was paid, and continued to be remitted. The extension of the 
Ghaznivid power over Khnzdar has been confirmed by finds of 
Ghaznivid coins which have been made there. 

With the downfall of the Ghaznivid, the Khozdar territory 
passed to the Ghorids who possessed themselves of the Ghaznivid 
kingdom and its dependencies; and subsequently the place appears 
to have fall~n into the hands of Nasirnddin Kabacha, when ho 
asserted his independence in Sind for, after the retreat of N asirud· 
din to Bhakkar and his subsequent death, Khuzdar was among 
the places that submitted to Shamsuddin Altamash. This was in 
l225-A.D. 

Th ... h 1 Then followed the era of Chingiz Khan who appears to have e .w.on o s. . 
passed in his ''trail of tire and blood" across the country, and hia 
expedition is still commemorated by the Chingiz KMn rock~ 

between Ntchara and Pandran. Local tradition at Kbuzdar asserts. 
that at the time of the Mongol invasion one Malik Bahram Shah 
was the local ruler of the country and that his place was taken by 
a .Mongol agent named Malik Chap, Malik Bahram Shah's tomb 
is in Washuk in KMran, and he appears to have been one of the 
Saffavid Malib of Seistan whose power extended to Kbaran and 
Seistan. His successor, Malik Chap the Mongol, is said to have 
been a man of exceedingly immoral character and to have been 
killed by the inhabitants owing to his excesses with their women. 
Meanwhile the Sumra dynasty of Sind had been gradually develop.. 
ing, to be followed by the Sam rna power in the middle of the 
14th century, and it seems not improbable that the sway of these 
dynasties extended at its zenith to the Jhalawan country. As 
evidence of their connection with the country it is interesting to 
note tpat some of the more important tribes and sections now 
living near Kh"!lzdar, e. g., the Hotmanzai Sasolis, and the Mardoi 
.Mengals to this day trace their connection with the Sammas and 
S"!lmr~s throng~ the Bqrfats. There is evidence, at any rate, that 
at this time a Jadgal or a Jat power consolidated itself in the 
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country which was eventually to give way before the rising power HISTORY. 

of the Brahuis. 

Meanwhile it did not escape the ubiquitous attention of 1'1mur TlmUr. 
the Lame, for mention is made by Major Price in his "Retrospect 
of 1\luhammadn History" of Tfmur's son, 1\l[ran t:;hah,leading an 
expedition "in thP. direction of Khessaud probably Kosdar," in 
1384 A.D. More than a century later the country was raided 
by the notorious Shah Beg, ArghUa., who started from Sibi and ArghUnt. 
led an expedition into Zahri in 1517. 

Shortly afterwards the country appears to have resorted to the The ll!ughal .. 
suzerainty of the .Mughals, and Abul Fazl, who wrote about 1590, 
speaks of the Zahri section of the Baloch tribe as numbering 
1,000 people, aud living near the Kahtar (K1rthar) range, while 
Zahri ill mentioned u a place where an excellent breed of 
horses is bred. Meanwhile, however, the Jadgal power to which 
we have referred above, met its death blow at the bands of the 
Drahuis who, now for the first time, appear in the field. The 
leader of the Brahuis was M1r Bijjar, son of Umar, and the event 
is commemorated in a poem which is well known in the Jhalawan 
country, and a translation of which is gi\"en in appendix II to 
this volume. The exact date of the events to which it refers 

. cannot be determined but from internal evidence they would 
11ppear to have taken place in the 15th century, for Muhammad 
Sidiq in his llistory• states that !.Hr Bijjar and 1\fir Chakar the 
Rind were contemporaries, and we know that lHr Cbakar the 
Rind lived towards the middle or end of the 15th century. The 
following i~ a brief epitome of the story told in the ballad. The 
potm opens 1rith a picture of Mfr Bijj8r's home and his childhood 
at Nighar in Surab. His father, Umar, is introduced to us as the 
son of Miro, the forefather of the M.irwaris, and a descendant of 
the Quresh of Arabia. The Jats of Saruoa, Bt!la, Kachhi, Karkh 
and Chakn, Wad and Ornach assemble to fight the Braho (•ic) 
and Cmar and his relation Qalandar are slain, while Mahnaz, 
Bijjar'• mother, who appears to have been a Saiad, flies to Pishln. 
llere the boy grows to manhood and then returns from Pisblo, 
geta the usi~tance of Gosho1 a faithful old slave, who is now in 

• Tate's E.zlar, page 19. 
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HISTORY, the service of the Jats and who collects Gorgind, Hala, and Tuho 
with their followers. Gorgind is the ancestor of the Gurgmirisr 
Hala of the Halazais of Kharan, and Tuho of the Rod~nis, 

·A stratagem is decided on, and Gosho invites the J adgals to 
come outside the fort of Nighlir to divide the produce of his 
melon-plot, while l\lir Bijjar, with his brethren, lies in wait for 
them. The Jadgals are defeated and massacred. A further 
fight follows near the _8iman river, in which Bijjar is helped by 
Dosten and Dinar, Nausherwanis of Kharan, and another at 
Ghar-e-Siah. The result is that the boundaries of the llraho 
are extended on the south to Tappi-Dcdar, which is apparently 
in the north part of Bela and to Gazzo-Chari, perhaps the 
Kanar-Ch&ri of the P0rali, and on the north to Kishani near 
Kalat. A description follows of the distribution of the country 
which Bijjar effected among- the various Brahui sections and of 
the grants which were given to those Jats who had remained 
Joyal to him. The poem is of immense interest and is also 
extremely picturesque, though the extent to which it ia historically 
reliable cannot be ganged. Such knowledge, however, as we 
possess of the country and the distribution of its people, points 
to the poems being based on a. singularly accurate knowledge ~f 
facts, if allowance is made for poetic u.sagt'. 

The decay of the Mughal power in the following century was 
followeil by the rise of the Brahuis to a position of greater or less 
independence, and when the Dehwars of Ka.Iat ousted the :.Mughal 
Governor, they called on M1r Ibrahim Khan, M1rwari, who appears 
to have been living in the Jhala wan country, to send them one of his 
sons as their Chief and Ibrahim Khan sent them his grandson, :Mir 
Hasan. His descendant Mir Ahmad I (1666-67 to 1695-96) 
from whom the Ahmadzais take their name, conquered Khuzdar 
and Baghwana and also took Karkh and Cbaku. From this time 
it may be assumed that the Bdhui power was fully established 
in the country, with Khuzdar as the seat of Government and of 
the Khan's tuH6 or representative. l\Iir Mehrab, the successor 
of· Mir Ahmad, was killed at the end of the 17th century 
when attempting to stop Mian Nur Muhammad and Mian Muham- · 
mad Khan, Kalhoras, from entering the .Thalnwan country 
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under orders from the Mughal Gonrnor of Multan. Early in HISTORY 

the 18th century we hear of the Jhalawan forces assisting 
Mir Abdulla in hi1 various expeditions. We also hear of the 

, men of Jhalawan giving efficient help to Nasir Kh'n I (1750-51 
: to 1793-94) in the expeditions in which the latter accompanied 
• Ahmad Shah to India and to Persia. Nasir Khan I who wa.s 
· devoted to the orthodox faith, appears to have discovered that 
the people of the Jhalawan country were backward in their 
religions observances, for he found it necessary in 1776 to 
deRpatch a special deputation to enforce the tenets of the thariat. 

The 1anad containinglthese orders is as follow• :-

All the headmen and people of the Brahui tribes of Jhalawan 
Rodenjo, Surab, Gidar, 1\lashkae, Nal, Wad, Khuzdar, Zidi, 
Karkh, Chaku, Baghwana,· Zahri, Panddn, etc., are hereby 

· assured of onr attention to their welfare, and are informed that 
the profoundly learned Qazi, Mulla Ghulam Muhammad, our 
mohtasib,• and our Court dignitary, Pindokh, Chobdar, have 
been appointed to proceed to these parts and to carry out the 
injunctions Blld prohibitions of the lluhammadan law, and to 
enforce, promulgate, preach, and demonstrate them. 

All persons are made responsible for assisting them to enforce 
and carry out orders in the following matters: The tarorl, 
tamUtr (the guitar}, na' (the reed), cha"'g (psaltry), da:ff and 
other musical instruments shall not be played in the schismatic 
house11 of the Fakirs on the occasion of marriages, circumaisions, 
etc. 

2, Men and women shall on no aocount dance on the oecasion 
of marriages. 

8, Bhang, charas, wine, and other intoxicating liquors shall not 
be used, and 6hang shall on no account be cultivated. Women 
shall not walk in the hazara and streets unveiled. 

• One who adminis~re punishment with stripell for reli,iioua delin. 
quenoiea. fuch stripes are given with the durra, a thick pieee of leather 
of the shape of the sole of a boot with a wooden handle, the whole being 
at.out two feet ~oug. 
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l!JsTORY, Those meetings, which young men are in the habit of holding 
within the shrines and other places when they slaughter· sheep 
and hold convivial gatheri11gs, are the foundation of schism, and. 
as such, are strictly prohibited. 

4. Trading in slaves, though allowed by Muhammadan law, 
snan not be carried on, unless the seven conditions of the :Mubam
maiian law attaching thereto be strictly observed. 

5. Men and. women shall on no account give vent to excessive 
signs of mourning on the occasion of deaths. They shall uot, for 
instance, bare their heads or dishevel their hair, nor shall they 
maim their faces arid injure their persons, causing their blood to 
flow and uttering_ wild lamentations. 

6. Musalmans shall not be permitted to sit with the Fakfrs 
and they shall never wear bangiog locks. 

7. Friday prayers shall always be offered in towns without fail. 
Every one shall attend the mosque for prayers; the residents of 
every street shall give cooked food as alms to the mullas of the 
mosque in the locality, and prayers shall be offered in the early part 
of the time fixed for such observance. They shall not be offered 
late, lest the ap~ointed times shall fall out of their proper 
sequence. 

8. Those who accuse men and women falsely of adultery shall 
receive 80 stripes. No one shall believe their word. No person 
shall maltreat his sons and daughters without fault. 

9. Hindus shall not maintain Muhammadan servants (majawar) 
in their idol-temples. Mnsalmans shall never join in their ga~her
ings for worship. Hindus shall on no account build their houses 
higher than those of Musalmans, and they shall always keep the 
accursed t1"ka• on their foreheads. They shall never have music in 
their temples, nor ou the occasion of their funerals; they shall never 
precede a Musalman in their walks abroad, in the bazars, and 
streets, and shall on no account ride a saddled horse. Sheep 

• Tika Is the red or yellow mark worn by Hind11s on the forehead. 
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1haU •'never be killed iu sacrifice within or before the tomb-stone HISTORY, 

: of a shrine, and the blood thereof should. never be applied to the 

foreheads of sons, of brides, of bridegrooms, or of horses, etc., for 
by so doing the meat thereof becomes totally unclean. 

The hair and heads of those Sheikhs who grow long locks and 
are customarily called to attend the sick, shall be shaven clean; 

they 11hall not be: taken to the aick and their word should not be 
believed. 

10, All persona shall give Re, 1 in every Rs. 4,0 as charity 
{rakat), and those who pay no revenue on lands shall give one
enth of their savings as charity. 

11. Musalmans and Hindus shall. not take interest on loans. 
E-very tribe shall keep a mulla to whom all the alms, offerings, etc., 
shall invariably be given, and prayers shall be conducted by the 
rm.Zltl in full congregation. 

Nasir Khan I paid constant visits to the Jhalawao country for 

hunting and other purposes and ma.sjids marking the places 
where he had his camp are to be found at Waruma near Chaku 

. . 
Shcikh-ua-mash in Jcbri, in the Drugi pass near Kharzan, in the 
l\IU.la. river, and several other places. Mir Bohir Musiani and 
'Mir Zarrak, the Chief of the Zahris, both appear to have done 
much service for Nasir Khan I and both were stationed with their 
tribesmen in Makran at different. times to keep the peace in newly 

acquired territory. In the reign of 1\Hr 'Mahmlld Khan I (1793-
9-io to 1816-17) complaints were made to Shah Zaman Durrani of 
the exorbitant transit duties levied by the Mengal and Blzanjan 
Chiefs and orders were Bent to 'Mir 'Mahmud I to put a stop to 
them. The latter proceeded to Khuzdar and the M~ngals submittedt 
but the nizanjaua remaining recalcitrant, their Chief, Faqlr: 
:Muhammad, and 50 of his followers were slain. The rates of 
transit duty were afterwards reduced to an aggregate sum of 

Rs. { per load. 

During the reign of lHr liahmUd Khan I Pottinger• visited 
Jltalawan in 1810, trnelling to Kalat via .Bela and Khuzdar. He 

• P ott\nger's Travel&, p. S6. 

• II 
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describes Khuzdar as not having above five hundred houses, 
built in a valley encompassed by mountains and surrounded 
by a low mud wall, enclosing two or three gardens, which 
produce in due season grapes, figs, apricots, almonds, apples, 
etc. He says that the place was the usual summer residence 
of Mir Murad Ali, of the tribe of Kambrani, and a brother-in-law 
of the Khan. Murad Ali was absent at Gandava at the time 
Pottinger visited the country, and had left a naib behind to look 
after affairs, The influence of Hindus from Multan and 
Shikarpur appears to have been very great, so much so, that 
the keys of the town gate were entrusted to the then senior 
Brahmin every night. M1r Mahmud Khan I died at Gandava in 
Kachhi in 1816. 

The next traveller after Pottinger to visit the Jhalawan country 
was Masson, who performed two journeys in the years 1831 and 
1832, and a third journey in 1840. On the first two occasions 
Mir Mehrab Khan. (1816-17 to 1839) was on the masnad and on the 
last Shah N awaz Khan. On each occasion Masson travelled via 
the Porali road, known as the Kohan Wat, over the Baran Lak 
to Wad, Khuzdar, Baghwana, and Surab to Kaiat. From the first 
journey be returned via Surab, Bapao, and the Anjfra river and 
down the Mula pass to Kachhi. His account gives one to under
stand that under liehrab Khan the country had become greatly 
impoverished. Wine drinking and obscenity were common, and 
the inhabitants, though secluded and docile, were lazy and 
rebellious. Some of the tribesmen were constantly in arms, and 

murder was common. 

The state of the affairs in Wad seems to have resembled present 
conditions, for W ali Muhammad Khlin, the uncle of the 
Mengal Chief, Isa Khan, was attempting to keep his nephew· 
within bounds but had failed owing to his nephew being surround-' 
ed by all the rebellious spirits of the tribe. W ali Muhammad Khan 
appears to have been a very fine character. He was subsequently 
killed at the capture of Kahlt, where he had no doubt gone owing 
to his relationship with Mehrab Khan's mother, a Sbahezai 

lVIengal. 
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Both the 11I~ngals and Bizanjaus appear to have been thoroughly HISTORY, 

out of hand, and Masson states that in 1831 a load of merchandise . 
was not cleared from Baa to Khuzdar, under a less amount than 
Ra. 23 or Rs. 2! in the shape of transit dues. So serious pad this 
become, that 1\lebrab Khan had interdicted the use of the road 
from Sonmiani to traders under penalty of confiseation of property. 
nut these orders do not appear to have been listened to. 

Another tribe about whom we hear something from Masson is 
the Sasolis, called Sah Saholi by Masson. They had been in 
rebellion for some time, but in.l840 Shah Nawaz Khan moved 
to Zidi, and Attar Khan, the Sasoli Chief, made his 
submission. 

Captain James Outram who left General Willshire's force after 
the capture of KaJat in November, 1839, travelled by the Ornach 
route to Sonmiaui. 

After the storming of KaJat by General Willshire's force 
in 1839 an insurrection ~f the Sarawan tribes took place in 1840 
with the object of placing Mir Nasir KhD.n II on the rnasn.ad in 
place of Shah NawD.z Khan, the British nominee, KalD.~ was 
successfully attacked, but the events which followed, including the 
murder of Lieutenant Loveday, sent 11Iir Nasir Khan lias a fugitive 
to Kachhi and the Jhalawan country, and Colonel Stacy was deputed 
to open negotiation11 with him. Colonel Stacy reached Kalat on 
the 13th of December, 1840, and communications were opened with 
the young Khan at Zidi. Mfr Isa Khan and ·Darogba. Gul 
Muhammad were deputed to meet the British Political Officer and 
a meeting was arranged at Rodeojo. Colonel Stacy rode out; 
without a guard of any sort to meet the Sardars, and it was 
arranged that the Colonel should see the young KhD.n himself at 
Zahri. HaYing returned to Kalat, Colonel Stacy again set out for 
Zahri on the 27th of January, accompanied only by :Mulia Nasrolla, 
whom he had appointed his Vakil and his mutuhi. 1\Iarching 
via Kapoto and the Jnrgi pass, Colonel Stacy proceeded to Pandran, 
wbence he travelled by the Soinda pass to Norgama. Fortunately 
fer Colonel Stacy he sent two horsemen in advance to announce 
his arrival to Sardar Mir Isa KhD.n, Mengal, who •as waiting for 
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Hrsroav. him at the mouth of the pass, as these men met a shiltari, called 
.. Maluk, who had been deputed by the Khan's uncle to murder the 

Colonel. Unaware of this fact the two horsemen, after meeting 
the shikq1i, proceeded to Mir Isa Khan's camp, but the latter had 
been warned of the danger, and, on hearing the story of the two 
horsemen, immediately rode up the pass and the ma~ was 
discovered and confessed his object. The Khan arrived on the 5th 
of February and negotiations were opened which resulted in the 
move of the Khan to Nar (the point where the 1\Iula river turns 
northward), from which place Colonel Stacy was to proceed with 
the Khlln's most trusted adherents, Kamal Khan lltazai, lsa KMu 
Mengal, and Mir Bohir Musiani Zabri to 1\fr. Ross-Bell, the 
Political Agent, in Kachhi. Mr. Ross-Bell received the party 
most courteously and arranged to meet the Khan at Quetta, and 
Colonel Stacy returned to Naron the 20th, and the party com
menced their march towards Quetta on the 21st reaching Zidi on 
that day. Here the Colonel had to negotiate for the restoration 
of ~ome article& of value, which the Khan. and his mother had 
been obliged to pledge to the bankers, to l'l'lieve their most; 
pressing distress. Unfortunately the Khan had, during Colonel 
Stacy's absence,. come nU:der thft evil. influenee of Rahfm Dad• 
the former nd.ib of Quetta, and on reaching SU,rab refused 
to go any. further, and Stacy was obliged to leave him and 
proceed to Kaiat. 

The Khan and his party retired to :Baghwana, bu.t hearing 
that a British force was likely to advance from Kachhi, he after
wa.rds moved t.o Mashkae. _:J:he Khan's uncle and some other 
influential Sardars were at length induced to accompany Colonel 
Stacy on a visit to M~:. Ross-Bell at Quetta,. and after further ' 
protracted negotiations, the Khan was induced to come to Kalat 
where he was received by Colonel Stacy on July 25th, 1841, 
and was formally placed on the masnad by Major (afterwards 
Sir) James Outram. During the reign of Na&ir Khan II the 
Jhalaw!Ul country appears to. have been brought under control, 
but, on the accession of Mir Khudadad Khan to _the masnad in 
1857, an era of anarchy and chaos commenced, and the whole 
country became the theatre of one prolonged struggle ·between 
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the Kbli.n aad. his Chi.efs. Murders were common, and the HisTORY. 

tribesmen w-ere~nstantly engaged either in their private fends 

·or pred.atory expeditions. 'l'he .state of affairs baffled the exer-

ii<Ons l!lJf the Palii.tical Officers Rt the court of the Khan. Indeed 
·the histtory ~f :tbis period, which preceded the appearance of Sir 

:Rooerl$ .Sandemn on the scene, is one long record of bloodshed, 

misery., ;&nd ~ime, in which the Jhalawan Chiefs were constantly 
<to the :f!lout llil. .conspiracies against, and quarrels with, their 

ll'U!er~ who .ia his turn was ruthless in retaliation. Among the 
;fignns which sta'l'ld out with most prominence during this period 

;are the ttwo Chief.g of all the Jhalawan tribes, Sardar Taj Muham-

!II!ad KawarJzai ·a11d Sardar Gauhar Khan Dostenzai, and Sardar 

Nuru'ddin the head of the Mengals. Both the former were Zarrakzais 
•but .f..rom.difi'e.reut branches. The family from which 1'aj Muham-

·mad sprang had wcceeded another branch of the Zarrakzais, the 

Chi!ka.rz11i.,. whicli had become extinct with the death of Kadir 

l3akhsh run ring ;the reign of Mir' Mehrab Khan in 1816. The 

!K:awar}zai section was, however, only destined to hold the 

<Chieftainship Jar three generations for it passed out of their hands 

<When Taj Muhammad was smothered by the Khan's orders in 
August., lfQ·7~ Other elements of disorder were Azad Khan of 

Khtlirau and the Jam Mfr Khan of Las Bela, both of whom 

:;!,ifPWed to 'tha Khanate. 

Khudadad KMn was elected ruler by the Chiefs on the death 

<19f his brether, Nasir Khan, in June, 1857* and at his installation 

the t&rban was tied by Sardar Taj Muhammad, the Chief of 

.Jhalawan. He soon, however, came under the pernicious 

i,niaence .ef his Darogha, Gul Muhammad by name, who wa& 

aillXious t<G sow ·distrust between the Khan and his Chiefs, and in 

the following .September a treacherous attack was made by the 

K.ban's artiH.ery on the camp of the Chiefs at Kalat. Khudadad 
appears to ha~-e been under the impression that the Jam of Bela. 

who had accompanied the Jhalawau Chiefs ostensibly to condole 

with the Khan on the death of his predecessor had entered into 

an intrigue to usurp the masnad of Kalat. The Chiefs were taken 

by surprise and retired to Surah, whence they proceeded to plunder 

• Blue Book, I, page 8. 
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the Khan's granaries at Khnzdar. Matters were patched np ill! 
1858, and shortly afterwards it was arranged that Mir Khndadad: 
should marry Jan Bibi, the daughter of Taj Muhammad. But. 
after the Khan had been formally betrothed to Jan Bibi, he sud
denly married the Sardar's sister, Murad Bibi, widow 0i his- bro
ther, Nasfr Khan II, and reputed to be very inimical to her bro
ther, the Zahri Chief. The act was looked on by the· Brahuis- as 
dsihonourable and insulting and in 1861 Captain Haniaen found 
that Taj Aiuhammad had raised his tribesmen and was. preparing
to plunder the country. Some months later his levies were 
disbanded by the efforts of the British Political Officer; but Taj: 
Muhammad continued to cherish resentment which culminated illi 
an attack on the Khan by the tribesmen at Gandava. in.. l863~o
and the installation of SMrdil Khan. 

The reign of Sberdil Khan was very short, 'as next year Be- Waif
assassinated by the Commandant of his personal guard at Nar- in
the Mula pass, and Khudadad Khan was reinstated,, Th~ 

country appears to have remained tolerably quiet for nearly a year 
after the Khan's re-accession, but in l\Iarch, 1865, S11rdar· Mullli 
Muhammad, the Sarawan Chief, and Taj Muhammad- taking 
offence at some injurious act of the Khan, real or imagfned, mad& 
common cause and attempted an insurrection in Kachhi with the 
assa.ssination of the Khan as its ~bject. The rebels were surpris
ed near Bh:ig by the Khan's forces under Shahgbasi W ali 1\fnham-
mad. Kamal Khan, tlie brother of the Muhammad Hasni Chief, was 
killed, Taj Muhammad was made a prisoner, and Mnlla .Muham
mad fled to Kandahar. Taj Muhammad was kept in confinemeni> 
and was eventually smothered at Kalat in August, 1867. "/f; 

more desperate intriguer or a greater traitor,'' wrote Sir Henry· 
Green, " did not exist in any native court in India.'' 

Shortly after this unsuccessful revolt Nuruddfn; the Chief of 
the Men gals, aided by Jam Mir Khan of Bela, rose in re be Ilion 
in July, 1865 and on J nly 9th: the Khan's forces under Shahgbasi 
Wali Muhammad and Atta Muhammad, the Darogha. of Kalat~ 
gave the rebels battle at Sorgaz near Khuzdar and defeated them. 
carrying off Nliruddfn and the Jam as prisoners to Kalat. The 
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'.ebel Chiefs were pardoned some little time afterwards ~y· the HISTOBY. 

Kh3.n. 

Troubles broke out afresh towards the close of 1868, and the 
Jam of Las Bela, with N uruddin Men gal and others, assembled a 
force at Wad, where they were joined by Baloch Khan, nephew 
of Azad Khan of Kbaran, with 400 horse and 1,000 foot. A.zad 
Khan also announced his intention of joining Ule rebels. soon 
afterwards. Khudadad Khan with all his available forces met 
·the rebels in Baghwana, but finding that he could neither dislodge 
them from the defile, which they occupied, nor beat a safe retreat, 
he extricated himself from the difficulty by opening up negotia
tions and by making very vague promises of restoring to the 
disaffected Chiefs, certain jtigir1 and inam1 of which they had been 
deprived. The Jam of Bela was at this time allowed to take 
charge of the Iltazai village in Daghwana pending the proof of 
his claim to it, a matter to which reference will presently be 
made. Meanwhile, while the tribesmen were mooting the ques
tion of demanding compensation from the Khan for the death of 
Taj Muhammad, Khudadad caused fresh discontent when he 
announced in l\Iarch, 1869, that he intended appointing his own 
infant son, 1\lustafa. Khan, as Chief of Jhalawan. This innovation 
was natur.illy objected to, as the appointment lay in the hands of 
the Jhalawau Sardars subject to the confirmation of the Khan, 
and a son of the Khan was not eligible for the position. The 
difficulty was fortunately settled shortly afterwards by the death 
of :Mustafa Khan in 1870. The whole country was now seething 
with discontent and the disaffected Sard8rs met Captain Harrison 
at Baghwana on the 11th and 12th of May, 1869, accompanied 
by a force of S,OOO men and with the fixed determination 
of demsnding the dismissal of Sbahgh8si W ali Muhammad and 
the disbandment of His Highness's regiment. Captain Harrison 
left Baghwana on the 13th for Kalat, while the Sardars marched 
for Zahri to wa.it there until the Khan intimated his wishes to 
them. In spite of Captain Harrison's attempts to effect a settle
ment, the Chiefs now marched on Kapoto in defiance of express 
injunctions, an.l took up a strong position on two hills, rnnniDg 
np nils aud fortifications at weak Foints. Steps were immediately 
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taken at Kalat to guard against any surprise from the diree
tion of Iskalk:u, and the rest of the Khan's troops and levie• 
accompanied Captain Harrison to Zawa, whence he proceeded t~ 
Kapoto to talk over the matters with the Sardars. Negotiations 
followed, but resulted only in Vague promises from the Khan or 
the restoration of their hereditary right if they bthan~ becoming
ly, and eventua1ly the Chiefs dispersed in spite of efforts by Azad. 
Khan of Kharan to compromise them. 

Another matter which engaged Captain Harrison's atteoti&~a a& 
this time was the dispute between Jam 1\Iir Khan and Mir
Khudadad for the property or Yir Kamal KMn Dtazai. The 
Jam had long made this a_ handle for interfering in Jhalawa~ 
affairs and had purposely .kept the dispute open in order to give 
him an excuse for making one more desperate effort to overthr&~ 
the Khlo. The Jam waa a son of Bibi Nur Bibi, sister of Kamal 
Khan, and claimed to he heir to the latter's share of ~ht lltazai 
estates in Baghwana, as Kamal Khan bad died leaving no mal~ 
issue, but a daughter only, Blbi Mariam. Mir Nasir Khan II 
-whose half-sister Bibi Fateh Khatun, was married to a collateral 
()f Kamal Khan, viz., Saiad Khan, and possessed two sons, K&ram 
Khan and Gauhar Khan, had, during his life time, induced the sons 
to allow him to administe!" the estate promising t.o pay aU deficien
-cies from his own resources. The property had then passed t~ 

Khudadad Khan and the expedition which was made by the Jam 
and N uruddin :&Iengal had for its object the assertion of the
former's right to the estate. Once more therefore in October, 
1869, JamYfr Khan advanced towards Jbalawan with all the 
forces he could muster and 8even guns, and took up a position at 
Turkabar where he was joined on the 20th by Sardar Nuruddio 
and the ~Iengals. .Occasional skirmishing took place with Sh:ih
ghasi Wali Muhammad, who had been promptly despatched by Mir 
Kh11dadad to meet them, the Sbahgbasi delaying in the expectation, 
that a force from Kolwa would effect a junction -with him. A~ 

the Chiefs had apparently realised this plan, the Shahgbasi ad

vanoed on the 15th of No'fember and dislodged them, after somf• 
hours' fighting, from their position at Sfughot, and they ·subs& 

quently sought safety in flight, leaving their guns, ammunition, anc 
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camp equipage to fall into the hands of the victors. About thirty HrsTOB1'. 

or forty men were killed. The Jam ultimately fled to Karachi, 
and Bela was occupied by the Shahghasi. The dispute was 
not finally settled till1876 when one of the conditions connected 
with the arrangements for the return of Jam Mlr Khan to 
Las Bela was that he should agree to accept, as final, the orders 
passed by the Commissioner in Sind in 1869 permitting the Khan 
to retain possession of Kamal Kh!in's share in the lltazai 
village. 

In 1872 Dr. Bellew traversed the MUla pass to Khuzdar and 
travelled thence to Baghwana, Surab, and Kalat. He has left 
a record of this journey, which was uneventful, in his book, 
Fro1n tlte btdus to tlte Tigris. 

On being defeated at Sing hot N uruddfn had sought shelter in 
Kandahar but returned to Jbalawan about the end of 1871 and 
after collecting some of the Mengal tribesmen went on to Las Bela 
'Where be joined hands with Jam Ali Khan, who bad taken arms oo 
behalf of the ex-Jam Mir Khan, and had compelled Shahgbasi 
Ghulam Jan's detachment, which was holding Bela, to evacuate 
the town and retire via Jau and Mashkae. Nuruddin left Bela. 
with a small following in the beginning of 1872, and, without 
taking any part iu the negotiations between the Khan and the 
disaffected Chiefs which had been set on foot through the exertions 

. of the Commissioner in Sind, he bombarded the Khuzdar fort with 
guns obtained at Bela but eventually retired on Wad on meeting 
with strong opposition. ShahgMsi WaH Muhammad shortly 
afterwards arrived at Khnzdar and opened up negotiations which 
resulted in Nliruddin's surrendering, on the condition that his 
life would be spared and with a promise that he would give np 
the property that had been looted. by him in different places. For 
a t!me he appear& to have ceased intriguing. In 1873 Captain 
HarriRon, the Political Agent, was withdrawn from Kaiat owing 
to the uncompromising attitude assumed by M1r Khudadad Khaa 
in connection with the affairs of the State. In February•of the 
following year a party of 200 armed Sasolis carried off some of 

I their fugitive slaves from the Shikarpur District. In eon sequence 
lof this eYent, the Commissioner in Sind recommended armed 

r B 
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HISTORY. intervention with a view to the restoration of order but his recom
mendations were negatived and it was. decided to try the plan of 
direct communication with the tribesmen. . This culminated 1n 
Sir Robert Sandeman's first.mission to Kalat in 1875. 

It was about this time that Gauhar Khan, Dostenzai, who 
played an important part in future troubles, came to the fore. A 
man of unbridled temper and extreme arrogance, he strongly 
resented Khudadad Khan's proceedings in connection with the 
succession to the chieftainship of Jhalawan. Nom in ally the duties 
of the Chief had been carried on by Mai Hur Bfbi, mother of Taj 
Muhammad, and this lady had nominated Saadat Khan, a cousin 
of Taj Muhammad, as Chief. But this man being incapable, his 
claim was disputed by Gauhar Khan, who had already created 
an unsuccessful disturbance in Zahri, but now received the cupport 
of the tribe generally. In May, 1874, Gauhar Khan and his 
followers seized and blocked the Soinda pass between Pandran 
and Norgama, he and his forces subsisting meanwhile on the grain 
taken from His Highness's granaries. He afterwards moved and 
took. np a position at Hussoi near Pir Lakha in the MUla pass and 
prepared to close the pass against Pir Bakhsh, the Khan's nai'J of 
Gandava, who was on his way down· the Mula. Hearing of 
Gauhar Khan's movements, Pir Bakhsh promised Chakar Khan 
Jattak Rs. 1,000 to escort him safely through the pass. 
On reaching Pir Lakha. where they heard that Gauhar Khan had 
closed the. pass, the naib sent to Kalat for 200 infantry while 
Ganhar Khan was joined by 300 Sasolis under Pabar Khan. 
Gauhar Khan with 600 men now took up a position at Gazan near 
Zahri, where a skirmieh took place in June, in which 11 of the 
Khan's sepoys were killed and 16 wounded. Reinforcements were 
now sent for from Kalat while the Brahuis retired on the Soinda 
where they were joined by some :Mengals and Sasolis. After 
attacking a detachment, which was escorting supplies to the 
lrhan's troops at Norgama, and killing eight of them with a loss 
of 4 on their own side, the tribesmen cut off all communications 
with Kalat. Gauhar Khan was now further reinforced by 100 
Suma.laris and by Cbakar Khan Jattak, who had not been paid 
the Rs. 1,000 promised him by naib Pir Bakbsb, A truce was now 
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arranged and several of the Chiefs went to Pir SultaJl Arifi near HISTORY. 

Norgama to tender their allegiance but were treacherously sur-
rounded and made prisoners, and taken to Kalat. Ga.uhar Khan 
who had not been captured then took up a position near Pit 
Kalandar on the Ledav hill track. Hence he continued to raid 
and levy exactions on Kafilas. The Chiefs who had been taken 

prisoners were eventually released. 

The M:engals had some time previously plundered caravans on 
the Raj route via the Hab river and Kbudadad Khan now despatch

ed Darogha Atta Muhammad with a force to Khuidar in October 

to make arrangements for the safe transit of caravans by the Raj 

route, and to coerce Nurnddin the :Mengal Chief. Negotiations 
were begun aud at the same time Atta Muhammad detached a force 
to attack the Zarrakzais, but the position which Gauhar Khan held 
being almost inaccessible, Atta Muhammad's troops did not get 

beyond Fasbtakban where they plundered all the property belonging 
to the Nntwani Zahris. The Zarrakzais, in retaliation, looted all Kalat 
Kdfilas which fell into their hands. The negotiations with the 
M~ngals proved unsuccessful and no settlement was arrived 

at. 1 his was the state of affairs when Captain Sa.ndeman's 
mission bpgan its march to Kalat with the object of mediating be
tween the Khan and his Chiefs and arri,ed on the 31st of December, 

1875. NurudJ.iu had been induced by Darogha. Atta Mohammad 
to come to Kalat, which place he had reached some days 
before Captain Sandeman's arrival. The latter left Kalat on 
January fith and on the 6th KhudadadKhan ordered 400 of hia 
infantry to surround, and apparently not without reason, attack 

Att3 Muhammad's house where the Mengal Sardar had put up, with 
the result that Sardar Nuruddin, Darogba Muhammad Ali (Atta 
Muhammad's brother), and severalJotherswere killed,Atta Muham
mad bim•elf being wounded. The Khan suspected Nuruddm of 
conspiring with Atta Muhammad to assassinate him. 

On learning the news Gauhar Khan* murdered the Khan's 
Darogha uf Zahri, and began collecting his people with the inten
tion of plundering Kacbhi. He made an attack on Kotra . but 

' 
•Bille Book, II, page 107. 
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without success, while the Khan's nuifJ, Abdul Latlf, with a 
regiment of infantry occupied Zahri. The Jhalawan tribesmen 
continued in rebellion, demanding an honourable peace and the 
restoration of their ja•;irs, and at the beginning of June, when 
Major Sandeman had reachedMastung on his second mission, some 
skirmishes took place in the Mula pass between the Khan's troops 
and the Jhalawan tribesmen, with. loss on both sides. Major 
Sandeman's arrival, however, put a stop to these and at the settle
ment which took place, a peace was patched np, the Khan 
recognising and. confirming the selection of Gauhar Khan as Chief 
of Jhalawan, and of Shakar Khan as Chief of the Mcngals with 
Mir Ibrahim Khan as his guardian. All the outstanding disputes 
between the Khan and the Jhalawans were discussed and a full 
list of them with the decision in each case will be found in Baul
chistan Blue Book No, II, page 266. • 

The appointment of Gauhar Khan as Chief of Jhalawan did not 
prove a success, as he constantly carried on fends with neighbouring 
Sardars, in the course of which a large number of lh·es were lost 
and much property was looted. 1'he animosity which had arisen 
with the M11siani tribe :awing to an attempt of Gauhar Khan to 
marry one of Taj Muhammad's wives, who had been a Musiani, 
was the principal quarrel, involving other Jhalawan tribes and in 
the same year in which the Mastung agreement was made, his 
brother, Pasand Khan treacherously killed the brother of Saleh 
Muhammad, one of the leading men of the Musianis, with whom 
the Zarrakzais had a long standing feud, and in 1879 the Agent to 
the Governor-General had to make a fresh settlement of Jhalawan 
affairs and effect a reconciliation at which Saleh Muhammad 
forgave the blood of his son on the understanding that Gauhar 
Khan would give his daughter in marriage to Saleh Muhammad. 
Fresh quarrels broke out in 1882 and Gauhar Khan with the help 
of the Khan's troops plundered the Musiani villages and establish
ed himself at Za.hri. Here he raised a party of Pathans and 
declared himself to be independent of the .Brahnis; at the same 
time he became estranged from his brother, Pasand Khan. A 

*Printed for both Rouses of Parliament by Eyre and Spottiswoode 
London. 
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drug-debauched profligate, Umar Khan had meanwhile been HisToRY. 
nominated as Sardar of the Musianis in place of U med Ali. 
All was confusion and in December, 1883, Sir Robert Sande-
ruan held a dar!Jar at Khnzdar and Saleh Muhammad was recog• 
nided u.s Chief of the Mtisianis. 

Gauhar Khan's conduct excited fresh discontent in 1884 and 
the Musianis, l.otiauis, 'Mal!;assis, and oth~rs combined against 
him. At this time be was regarded with the greatest aversion by 
most of the ,Jhalawaus but was e~dfavouring to curry favour with 
the Men gals and 'Muhammad Hasnis and with the Jam of Las Bela. 
In the following year Gauhar Khan, contrary to custom, levied a 
tax in the Mula paRs, and caused a fresh disturbance; Captain 
H. 1\l. Temple, Political Agent, Kaiat, procetded on 9th Decem
ber, 1885, to Gajan in Kachhi, where the Sardar then was, and 
tnquired into the matter. It was found that dues had been demand
ed on behalf of Gauhar Khan from a Muhammadshahi caravan when 
traYersing the pass, and duriug a quarrel which ensued one of 
the Muhammadshahis was killed. Gauhar Khan in support 
of his claim put forward a document sealed by Bahram Khan 
grandson of Mir Muhabbat Khan, urging that the 'Mula pass 
was a part of Zahri and that he had the right to levy tax in 
Zabri. The case was enquired into at Sibi, whither the Sardar 
had been aummoned, and Sir Robert Sandeman issued an order, 
warning GauhRr Khan that he was not entitled to levy dues in 
the Mula pass. 

The quarrels between Gauhar Khan and his neighbours 11gaiu 
reached an acute state in 1886, and the Sardar was surrounded in 
the fort at Zabri by the Sasolis, Lotianis, Jattaks, and others and 
some fighting took place. Efforts were made by various offictrs 
to arrive af; a srttlement of the points at issue; bot they were 
frustrated by Gauhar Khan's unscrupulous conduct, with the result 
that most soltmn engagements entered into by the parties were 
never carried out. Gaubar Khan was eventually induced to come 
to Quetta. AjirgtJ of influential Sardars which was aasembled, in 
April, to consider Jbalawan affairs, reeeived his resignation of the 
\:hie£~hip in favour of hia son, Yusuf KhAn. His resignation was 
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accepted, and it was decided that he should remain under surveil
lance at Qnetta; while during the minority of his son, Abdul Karim, 
Zarrakzai, a near relative of Gauhar Khan should carry on the 
management of the Chief's estate. Abdul Karim carried on l.i11 
duties satisfactorily for some time, but early in 1889 showed 
himself anxious tD relinquish his appointment. The question ot 
the future management of the tribe was again considered by a 
jirgtJ, which assembled .at S•bi in February, 1889, and it was 
decided that the Government of India should be requested to 
appoint a tahslldar, in subordination to the Political Agent 
to carry on the administratio"n of the estate from the 
revenues of which he should be paid. The services of 
Guizar Khan, n:iib tah:~ildar of Duki, were secured for the 
post, and during the time he was at Zabri Ghat he 
did what he could to encourage cultivation and secure 
revenue. 

Within a year, however, it was decided as a tentative measure, 
. ta reinstate Gauhar Khan on condition of good behaviour until 
Yusuf KM~ should attain his majority. l\Hr Pasand Khan and· 
his son, M:uhammai Khan, who had meanwhile become reconciled 
with G 1uhar Khan were to remain with the Political Agent as 
host11ge:~ receiving for their maintenance Rs. 50 out of Rs. 300 
allowed by the Government for the Jhalawan Sardar since 1879 
in recognition of the services rendered in the course of the second 
Afghan war. The tahsildar at Zahri was withdrawn and Ynsuf 
Khan was sent to Aligarh to be educated. Matters proceeded 
satisfactorily for a couple of yeus but the complications caused 
by the abdication of Khudadad Khan, in the spring of 1893 gave 
Ganhar Khan another opportunity of exciting disaffection and 
rebellion, of which he took immediate ail vantage, He sent raid
ing expeditions under his brother, Pasand Kh8. .. , to Surab and 
Kapoto and carried off a large number of sheep belonging to the 
Khan among other property. A fight near Norgama between 
the Khan's troops under Zaman Khan ended in the flight of 
Gaubar Khan. Matters had reached a very critical stage, when 
Major Temple was deputed in September to put down the rebels 
and to pacify the tribes by"}lersonal negotiations with them. He 
was also authorised to announce to the Sardars that Mir Mahmud 
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Khan II had proposed to grant them certain tribal allowances His'l'OBY. 

:,.,ith a view to placing them on a similar footing to that held by 
I 

:the Sarawan tribes. 

He induced most of the lhalawan Sardars. who had now left 
Gauhar Khao and whom it was most de:Jirable to prevent from 
rejoining him, to return with him to Quetta, and to lay their 
grievances before the Agent to the Governor-General and the 
KbB.o, and these Sa.rdars were present at the installation of His 
Higho.esa Mir Mahmtid Khan. in. November, 1893, and heard the 
announcement, that in future His Highness would set apart a sum 
of Rs. :>0,000 annually to be paid in returo for services rendered 
by them. The question ofthe succession of Ynsuf Kh&n to the 
Jhalaw1n chiefship was discussed and endeavours were made to 
ascertain the opinioo of the Chiefs and it was found that though 
some vigorously sopported thll claims of Yusuf Khan, others as 
strongly • dvoca.ted the nomination of Abdul Karim, who had on~e 
before been selected to fill the appointment. As the opinion of 
the Sardara was constantly doctuating, it was decided to send for 
Yusuf Khan from Aligarh in Jaonary, 1894, in order to form an 
opinion of his fitn.ess for the sardirship. .In February, 1894, the 
use was put before the Sibi jirg11, which decided in fA1'our ()f 
Yusuf Khln; at the same time he was reconciled with Umar 
Khan, Musiani. The details as to the distribution of the Jha
law~n. subsidr were worked ont on the same occasion, and the 
decision arrived at included monthly allowances to all the impor
tant Sardars while a sum of money was ear-marked for the estab
lishment of t'oti"~ at l!Iuhammad Astafin. Khnrasan, and of a 
Mengal thane.• All this fa.ileJ to exercise a beneficial effect on 
Gauhar Kb&.n, who con.tinued to give trouble. At this time he 
estranged hi• brother, P~sa.nd Khan, by marrying his son, Yusuf 
Khan, to a Kambrari girl "hom Pasand Khan wished to marry 
himself. lle resuscitated the dispnte with the Musianis in.l895,and 
quarrelled with so many of the Jhalawan sardars that it.wa.s hoped 
that they woulJ give him up before long, as he had few pla.cea of 
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HISTORY.·· shelter left. His influence, however, was S() great that the levy 
post which had been established about a year. before in Zahri 'to 
keep the peaoe was obligeJ. to fly. Pasand Khan had in the 
meantime been won over to take an active part against his brother 
and some desultory fighting took place at Norgama, In l\Iay, 
1895, Gaohar Khan attacked the Musianis in the villa"'e of Balbal 

. 0 

in Zahri, killing five men, wounding several others and carrying 
off the whole of the spring harvest. Lieutenant Le 1\lesurier, the 
then Political Agent, Kalat, accompanied by a party of 20 sepoys 
of the Kalat service troops mounted on riding camels, proceeded 
to Zahri with the intention of surprising Gauhar Khan at 
Saln:ianjo. The party left Kah1t at night and rode through to 
Salmanjo (70 miles) without a halt ; they attacked the place but 
Gauhar Khan managed to make good his escape to the hills to the 
south and 'the party was too fatigued to press the pursuit any 
blrther at the time. Gauhar Khan eventually obtained shelter 
with the Khidrani Chief in Ma.lkhor and in Jnly the Jha.lawan 
Sardars were collected at Kalat and formally installed l\Hr Pasand 
Khan as the Jbalawan Cbi'ef. The Chiefs were informed that 
their subsidies could only be continued on condition that they 
withdrew their support from Gauhar Khan, and refused shelter to 
him and his bands a'nd after a discussion which extended over 
some weeks, the Sardars agreed that they wonld each be responsible 
for their own District, and would prevent Gauhar Khan and his 
following from committing any outrages in their limits. They 
then left for their homes. In the meantime Gauhar Khan with a 
following of about 200 men had retur ned to Zahri and had again 
commenced to attack and plunder the Musianis and other 
neighbouring tribes, and the Khan, with the advice of the Political 
Agent, despatched to Za.hri a party of 50 sepoys of the newly 
raised Kalat State troops, under Subadar Karamdad Khan with 
Sardar Pasand Khan and some sixty levies, Gauhar Khan made 
a stand against them at Garmap bP.tween Zahri and Tutak and in 
the fi.aht which ensued, both Gauhar Khan and his son, Yusuf 

b 

Khan, were killed. The great firebrand of the Jhalawan country 
was thus removed, whose restless activity and sudden outbursts of 
temper had been a constant danger to the peace and prosperity of' 

the country for so many years. 
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Since the death 'of Gauhar Khan the Jhalawan country has HisTORY. 

enjoyed a long period of repose. The question of the appoint-
ment of a Native Assistant)n the Jhalawan country was raised in 
August, 1901, by Maj~r H. L. Showers, Political Agent. Kalat. who 
remarked that the location in the country at Khuzdarofa G~vern-
ment official whose business it would be to supervise .and direct 
the work of thanadri:rs. and to advise the Chiefs in the control of 
their tribes, would be attended with many beneficial results. IUs 
Highness the Khan's consent was obtained to the proposal but the 
Government of India at first negatived it. Meanwhile the general 
state_of affairs in Jhalawan had become unsettled, and in July, 1903 
the Mengals attacked the Khan's ndib at Khuzdar and looted 
eight villages. Shortly afterwards another disturbance took place 
at Surab in which about 400 Mengals were concerned, in crop 
plundering from disputed land. Under these circumstances the 
consent of the Government of India was given to the appointment 
of an officer having admiuistrati ve training and a Native Assistant 
was posted to Khuzdar from 1903. 'l'he Native Assistant is. 
acknowledged as the representative of the Khan and is appointed 
and paid by him. For administrative purposes, he is under the 
orders and directions of the Political Adviser and Political Agent, 
Kalat. 

There are· no i~posing structures in the district to indicate its ABCHlEOLOIIY 

condition in ancient times, but many dams, mounds, and old-tombs 
ara scattered througfi ft. 

Gabrbands, or, as their name implies, the dams of the Zoroas- Gabrba'114,. 

trians or fire worshippers, are curious structures which are scat-
tered in great numbers throughout the hilly Jhalawan country 
from Surab near Kalat as far as the Hab river valley on the 
south and so far westward as MashkM. They are chiefly met with 
along the caravan route between Bhappav and Tutak; along tlie 
Lnkh river . route from Pariko t.o Gidar Dhor; along the skirts 
of the Gajjali hill near Jebri ; in the Mirwari country, and at 
Gazg and Saruna; but perhaps the most interesting examples are 
to be found in Lakorian and Saruna valleys and in the valley of Hab. 
They vary !lOmewbat in .construction. but commonly take the form 
of walls built of roughly shaped stones, which vary in size 

8B 
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HII!TOBY, up to .V x 2' x 4/ but without mortar, the interstices being in 
soma cases packed with the chips obtained in dressing the stone. 
These walls are backed with a sloped br east-work of rubble, and 
in some cases further strengthened with buttresses. The two 
important gabrfJand1, ono locally known as Ahmad Band and 
the other near Pir :Managbira, in Sarona, ·were visited in 1903 
by Mr. R, Hughes-Buller who wrote a comp Jete and interesting 
account which has been published in the Report of the Archmolo
gical Survey of India for the year 1904-5. Mr. Hughes-Buller 
thinks that the object of the construction of these enormous dams, 
which are thrown across the mouths of ravines and declivities may 
in a few cases have been. to retain water as in a reservoir, bat 
in the great majority of cases, the object seems clearly to have 
been the formation of alluvial soil over the substratum of dry 
barren rock, combined with the retention and economical control 
of the distribution of the flood water. He discredits a theory 
formerly advanced, by which the dams are explained to be military 
defence works. The question, as to who were the people who 
built these structures, says Mr. Hughes-Buller, is one which will 
in all probability never bs satisfactorily solved, but after examining 
the various theories advanced, he concludes that "it would seem 
good ground for asserting that the ascription of these fine works 
according to the traditions of the inhabitants, to the Zoroastrians 1 

is not contradicted by any local circumstances." • 

Inscriptions Among the relics of a bygone age, existing in the Jhalawao-
near Pa11drau. · . . · t ·~;· ( th" k •t G k • · · ) prov1nce 1s some anc1en wr1 mg some 10 1 a ree mscr1pt1on 

on a scarped surface of rock, a few miles from the village of 

Pandran. Dr. Cook who visited the locality in 1876 described 

the letters as being from 4 to 5 inches in length, not cut in the 
rock but raised above its surface about one-eighth of ·an inch. 

Lieutenant R. Southey, however, in 1883 found the inscription 
co~siderably defaced and concluded that it would be difficult to 
identify more than one or two of the letters. 

• For a. detailed account see "Gabrbands in Baluchistan,'' by Mr. B. 
Hughes-Buller, 1, C. S., pages 193-201, of the Report on the Arahreological 
Survey of India for 190i-~ (Calc11tta, 1906). 
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Dtuing his tour in the Jhalawlin country, Mr. B.. Hughes- HISTORY. 

Buller found at Khuzdar a stone with an inscription in Kufi.c n!:,sc~::~ 
character. About 15 miles further in the Baghwana valley, a\ · 

Kumbi, he came across another stone containing an inscription 
in similar character. Photographs of these inscriptions were 
sent to 1\Ir. l\Iarshall, Director-General o[ Archreology, who had 
them examined by Dr. Denison Ross, Epigraphist of the Cal-
cutta Museum. A complete reading of these inscriptions has not 
yet (190G) been received, but in July, 1904, Dr. Ross wrote that 
tho one found in Khuzdar was in Kufi.o character and belonged, 
probably to the 4th or 5th century of the Hijra i while the other 
which was found at Kumbi, was somewhat later in date and in a 
very rough script representing the transition from Kufic to 
Naskb. 

Dr. J. Ph. Vogel published in 1905 an interesting note on the Ancient 
tombs at Hin£dan in Las Bela. Attention to these tombs was tombs. 
first drawn by Major M.A. Tighe, Political Agent in Southern Tombs In 
Baluchistan, and the locality was subsequently visited by Dr. Vogel. Binfdan. 

The tombs, 71 in number, are situated in the country of the Chhuttas 
and the local tradition ascribes the origin of the place to Jakharas, 
now settled in Sind, who are a su~vision of the Burfat tribe, 
which is believed to be of Rajput origin. 

After his examination, Dr. Vogel came to the conclusion that 
the carved figures on some o[ the tombs which bore a certain 
resemblance to crucifixes, are merely clumsil~ executed effigies 
of a man on horse-back, and he was inclined to think thai the 
tombs were constructed in the 17th century. 

Instances of super-terrene burial have also been noticed in the 
Mfrwari graveyard at Surab, at Norgama, and close to Balbal 
village in Zahri, in Baghwaoa and Wad. 

Lieutenant E. Macleod, o[ the 11th Bengal Lancers, who CaYe tom'~:. 
visitd the Jhalawan countrr in 1902 noticed an extrAordinary in Pandran.. 

cave in the skirt of the hill dne west of the village of Paudrao at 
a distance of about a qnarter of a mile. The cave has an onder-
ground vault consisting o[ a front chamber and two recesses, the 
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breadth of the former is 18 feet and the length to the back of each 
recess about 16 feet. Tha whole appears to have been hewn ont 
of the conglomerate rock. Skull and other bones were found and 
also a bed, and the skeleton of a large dog. The natives pointed 
out another place about 2() yards away and said that there was 
another vault there in which women's skeletons were to be found. 
No one has ever entered this second cave. The people hold tho 
place in considerable . awe and have a theory that the place was 
the scene of a fight.• 

The anCient graves known as the Tnrka-na-Hadlraghak or 
graves of the Turks lie near Bhtingi, about 12 miles from SarUna~ , 
ln the same vicinity there are two other sets of graves, the mosi · 
numeroUs being of the ordinary Muhammadan type, but there 
are also three large mound-like graves known to the people as 
giants' graves. 

Ancient pot- Mr. A. Gupte, Assistant to the Director-General of Ethnogra• 
tery. 

phy in India, who accompanied Mr. Hughes-Buller on his tour 
through Jhalawan in 1903, found an ancient kiln for turning out 
glazed pottery at :Mfri Butt in Khuzdar whence pieces of potter's 
wheels were also picked up. He also identified as ~ primitive 
manufacture of crude ceramic ware some objects found in another· 
mound on the way to Sekdn, about 15 miles from Khuzdar; and 
the was of opinion that the tomb locally ascribed to Shahi Pir,, 
between TU.tak and Aoj{ra, more resembles a kiln. 

Na! potter. Fifty-nine pieces of pottery including cops, jars, and bowls wen 
unearthed by the Gazetteer establishment in 1903 from the Bohr 
damb (mound) near Nal and some of these were sent to Mr. J. H. 
Marshall, Director-General of Archreology in India, who has 
written an interesting account of them which will be embodied in 
the annual report on the Archreological Survey of India for 
1905-6. :Most of these specimens consisted of wheel-made vases. 
He concludes his remarks by saying: "that the fabrics are of Indian 
or semi-Indian manufacture, seems probable from the presence of 
the familiar humped buffalo • * • and that they date back 

• Proceedings of the Asiatis Society of Bengal for January and 
February, 1903. 
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to 1 period before the Christian era seems likely in view of the fact BISTOB'L 

that nothing at all like them is know11 to have come from any of the 
Buddhist sites i11 Baluchistaa or the Frontier Province. To 
eurmise more tha11 this before other evide11ce is available would be 
mere waste of time, It can only be hoped that the present publi-
cation may perchance lead to the discovery of some analogous 
wares, which are not knowo to us in India, or that when the time 
comes for the further exploration of the mound where they were 
found, we may unearth some other class of antiquities which will 
throw light upon their origi11 and their date." 

Two large and two small sized bowls of baked clay and two Pottery 
• found in :MA-

cops of the same material were excavated from one of the mounds matAwa. 
near :P.Iamatawa to the south of Kalat in November, 1902. The 
two largeRt vessels were full of earth and contained a bone, a bead, 
a stone instrument with two holes at each end, and a wooden orna-
ment. Two more medium sized clay bowls were presented by the 
Chief of the place who asserted that they had been taken from ~he 
same mound. The two cups hear no painting, but the large vessels 
show some black circular lines around their surfaces, and between 
them an arrangement of network or other ornament. The ground 
is partly red and partly blackish, the latter, in the opinion of 
Dr. J. Bloch, ofthe Indian Archreological Survey Department, to 
whom the specimens were sent, being due either to longer exposure 
to the fire in baking the clay or to their being used for cooking. 
They exhibit no signs of glazing, and Dr. Bloch thought that the 
vessels agree very closely with similar ones which have been 
unearthed from prehistoric mounds in Southern India, and which 
are supposed to have come from some original tribes not yet 
touched by Hindu civilization. The articles are more primitive 
than similar ones which were discovered by Major Mockler in 
Makran, The large vessels were, perhaps, used as receptacles for 
food and water, which were interred with the dead. The two 
cups were apparently drinking bowls. Specimens of old pottery 
have also been found at the Mehi dam6 near Jebri in the :Mashka.e 
valley, 

Among other objects of archeological interest the following Other objects 

may be mentioned :-An anckn' domed building at Rodeni village ~ea18fu='t 
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HISTORY. near Gidar, a cave known as Makali-na-Bhut close to a mound at 
N1chara: two stonelined wells on the top of the Hisah hill in 
Zahri; the Chakar damb, or mound, close to the :Marerav in 
Chaku; mounds on the Sfnghot hill, and 4 mounds in DrakaHav in 
Wad whence some flint implements were obtained in 1903; 
5 mounds between Nokjo and Gwarjak in :Mashkae, the Ispe damb 
in Jau, and the gumbad in~the Khidrani country two marches south 
of Khuzdar. This last named is 24'x 2lk' with au elevation of 
10 feet. It is a square block of brick and mud work with a dome 
supported by four arches in the four corners, has an entrance in 
the eastern wall, and a niche in each of the other three. The 

- dome has, however, fallen in except in the south-east corner. 

Old coins. Several old silver coins obtained from Khuzdar were sent to 
Professor Rapson of the British Museum who identified them as 
beingoftheGbaznivid Dynastychieflyof lbrahim(A. D.l059 to 
1099) and of Bahram Shah (A. D. 1115 to 1152). 

PoPULATION. . Nothing definite is known about the ethnographical history of 
Ethnographi· h I · h J cal history. J a awau. Bat thP early Arab authors mentien t e ats, now 

known as the Jadgals, as the earliest inhabitants of the country, 
and ·as having opposed the Arab forces at Kaikanan, while 
frequent. allusions have also been made to the fact elsewhere. The 
.Tats, therefore, appear to have constituted the earliest population 
of which there is any authentic record. Most of them have now 
been absorbed among the Brahnis, bot sections of admittedly Jat 
origin are to be found, such as the Koraks of the Mfrwari country, 
Jamots and Chhuttas of Karkh (or Karu) and Chaku, Jams of 
the Mula pass, Natwanis of Baghwana, Rais of Zahri, the 
Botmanzai Sasolis of Zid.i and the Mardoi Mengals of Ferozahad 
near Khuzdar. · 

Later on when a movement of the Baloch took place from the 
westward, certain sections, such as the Sia.hpads of Pariko and 
Nal and some of the Bfzanjaus, appear to have settled in the 
country, whilst the main body moved towards Kachhi and the 
Pnnjab plains. The next element which has added its quota to 
the population is the Afghans, who are found especially among 
the tribes round the Harboi, such as Nfcbaris, who claim to be 
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Alikozais, Zarrakzais who are Tarfns, and some others actually POPULATION, 

'called Pathan, in Karkh and Chaka. 

The rise of the Brahuis and their gradual unification into a 
homogeneous whole has been detailed ia the section on History. 
Who the M!rwaris and other genuine Brahui tribes such as the 
Kambr1iris, Gurgnaris, Sumalaris, and Rodenis originally were, is 
a question which still remains in obscurity. 

No attempt was made at a census of the Jhala.wan country Density and 

before 1901. Writing in 1877, Hughes said that the "province ruc:~~:f ~ 
is, for its immense size, but very sparsely populated, the anmber villages. 

of inhabitants being estimated at not more tha11 40,000 males, or 
but ten persons to the square mile; but so much of the province 
is covered with hills, and the quantity of arable land is so restrict· 
ed, owing to scarcity of water over a great part of its surface, 
that this low rate is scarcely to be wondered at. • • There 
are no towns in the proper acceptance of the word, and but few 
villages and this is mainly owing to the nomadic character of the 
people.'' • 

In 1901 rough estimates of population were obtained through 
the headmen of the tribes, which showed 54,891 houses or families 
in an area of about 21,128 square miles, and a population of 
224,073, the number of villages being computed at 299 in 1902-3. 
Of the total, 223,692 (males 114,806, females 108,886) or 99·8 
per cent. are Muhammadans and 381 Hindus. The incidence of 
population per square mile is about 10 persons, while there is 
only one village in about 70 square miles. Most of the people 
still cling to their nomadic habits. Owing to increased security 
of life, there has in recent times been a considerable increase in 
population. 

The principal villages, some of which are headquarters of 
tribes and of Hindu traders are-Surab (Bakha.l-ta-shahr 
with suburbs 1,500), Nichara (1,000), Norgama (with 
suburbs, 1,500 to 2,000), Ghat (with suburbs, viz. llalbal 
and Mahomedani about 1,800), Baghwana (Mir-na-shahr 
and Kamal Khan-na-shahr, 500), Khuzdar (with fort 
and suburbs, 700), Nal (Bakhail ta-shahr with suburba, 

• 7'1>4 C<1t<llirr •1 Duludi1tdfl, b1 A. W. Hughea (1871), paglfl 79-80. 
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Pol''I7LA'IION, the Chief" a headquarters, 800), Wad (Bakb&l-ta-shahr, 200), and 
Gajar (in ::Mashkae 200 to 300 ). 

Migration, About three-fourths of the population of Jhalawan are nomadsp 
most of whom depend on the produce of their flocks. The excep· 
tions are such individuals as own sufficient irrigable land to support 
them, and the tenants of the Khan. The majority of the Sumala
ris,Meogals, and several clans of the Zahri tribe lead a purely 
nomadic life. In. spring and summer they wander with their 
flocks in the highlands in search of pasturage and in October and 
November move to Kachhi, Rind, and Bela where they supplement 
their livelihood by labour, and return to their homes in 

March •. 

The people of Upper and Cimtral Jhalawan go to Kachhi, via 
the Mula pass and Gaji Lak, and to Shikarpur District in Upper 
Sind via the Gaji or Sain Lak and different other passes over the 
Kirthar range; the people of Saruna and Khidrani country go to 
Sehwan and those of the M1rwari country in Lower Jhalawan, 
generally go to Las Bela and parts of the Karachi District, Here 
they haYe entered into marriage relations with the people, giving 
their daughters to wealthy zamindurs for a suitable consideration. 
The permanent inhabitants also move out of their villages during 
spring to graze their flocks and for change of air, the system being 
known as hatam khwari. When conditions are favourable and 
there is abundant grazing in Kharan, the people of Surab-Gidar 
valley and Dasht-i-goran visit lJ pper KMran and the people of 
the Mashkae valley resort to Rakhsban and Raghae with their 
flocks. 

Owing to the uninviting nature of the country there bas not 
been any considerable number of immigrants, except a few fami
lies of Hindus trading in . important villages. There are a few 
Rakhsbanis from Kharan, some Marri Baloch, who, some years back 
migrated from Kacbhi and are now residing at Kuhav in the Mula 
pass, Karkh and Cbaku and some Nakibs from Makran, who are 

. found scattered in different tribal areas. 

_A few immigrants from Sarawan can be traced in the Dabijav 
Shahwanis of Kappar in Baghwana, the Kurds in Baghwlina, the 
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Daduzais and 11lithazaie of Zahri, the Lahris in Zidi and Kolachi, P01't7LATI0:8 

a few Langava from Mungachar io Hazarganji near Nal and 
several others. All these have permanently settled in Jhalawao. 
and are absorbed in different tribes. 

Vital statistics are not recorded in the district, and the rough Age statistics, 
t . f I . b . d . 1901 I d' . . h db 'vital statises 1mates o popu atwn o tame In on y 1shngu1s e etween tics, infirml· 

adults and minors, i.e., 12 years and over, and under that age, · The ties,• i
1
n_fant t 

mor.a 1 y, 
number of males was 114,806 and that of females 108,886. One oomparatlv& 

reason which is advanced to explain this disparity is that a num· 
ber of marriageable girls are disposed of annually, by the poorer 
Brahuis, to wealthy ZIJm{n.dcfrs in Sind for payments ia money. 
As in other parts of Baluchistan, longevity is probably infrequent 
owing to malnutrition, lack of proper clothing, and want of medical 
aid. Mortality among infants and the poorer classes is probably 
very heavy. 

number of 
sexes and 
civil condi
tion. 

Among the tribesmen, every man marries as soon as he has the Marrlaga 

necessary means lo meet the expenses of his ~edding. Marriage cuatoms. 

almost invariably takes place after puberty. Among the well-to-do, 
the bridegroom is generally aoout twenty, whilst among the poorer 
classes he is generally older. The bride is generally some 
four or five years younger. In rare cases infant betrothals take 
place, generally among very near relations. Marriages with young 
girls are necessarily infrequent since, except among the wealthy1 

heavy demands are made on a wife which can only be performed 

by a full-grown woman. 

So far as can be ascertained,.polygamy is not uncommon among 
such of the upper and middle classes as can afford it. The wealthy 
in marrying several wives are influenced by the desire for heirs, or 
for an alliance with an influential family, while on those less well,;. 
to-do polygamy is occasionally forced by the custom of Mjcli 
lclncdja, which requires that one of th& surviving brothers or 
cousins of the deceased must marry his widow. Cohabitation with 
6lave girls is permitted by custom but is not much practised, as the 
children of such connections are looked down upon aocially &nd 
are excluded from inheritance. . 

t B • 
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POPULATION. :Marriage with near relationS is preferred, because exchanges 
can be easily arranged, and the price of the brid~, if one has 
to be paid at all, is lower, while the parties are already 
acquainted and their mutual relations are strengthened by the 
marriage tie. 

Marriage cer- Ordinarily a man has nothing to say to the selection of his 
emonies. b · Wh h' · nde. en 1s parents w1sh him to marry, they look for a 

suitable girl, and the first step taken is to send a female relation 
to see her and to satisfy herself as to her age, appearance, and 
other qualifications. Among the poor, however, when marriage' 
takes place at an advanced age, the man often makes his own choice.1 

If the preliminary overtures are well received, an elder relation OJ' 

a Sa.iad goes to the parents of the girl and arranges the price t£ 

be paid (if the system of payment prevails in the tribe) and th£ 
animals and foodstuffs which will have to be provided by tb .. 
bridegroom's party for the marriage feast. This ceremony i, 
known as the Mo tining, i.e., the giving of consent. It is fol. 
-lowed by a feast in the bride's house, when the bridegroom's 
party present .her with a wrapper and a ring (gua-o-chhanat•), 
This is known as betrothal or sang, and is considered binding on 
the parties. In the case of the woman, the sang is considered bind~ 
ing except under special circumstances, such as adultery on the 
part of the woman or strong suspicion of it. 

The Bizanjaus of Nal and Ornach, the Sajdis and the Muham~ 
mad Hasnis of Mashkae and the Mfrwaris and others of the Mfrwari 
country who have marriage relations with the people of .Makran, 
follo~ their customs which have been described in the Makran 
Ga11etteer, Among these people, the dower which takes the place 
of laM or brid~price, consists of landed property (mirtis), jewellery, 
(sohr), and servile dependants or /;anaau. This dower becomeE• 
the sole property _of the bride. The bridegroom also presente 
a trousseau to the bride and meets the expenses of the marriage
feast. After the nlka!& he is required to live in the housf 
of his father-in~law for some days, sometimes for a month 0 
:!JlOre. 

In cases of widow remarriage no ceremonies, except the m7ca4• 
"re observed, 
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In olden days, bride-price (lahb) was never demanded or paid, PoPULATION. 
and everr now it is considered derogatory on the part of a respect- Bride-price. · 
able tribesman to ask a price for a girl. Among the poorer 
classes, howerer, payment for girls is now demanded, It varies 
£rom Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 according to the position of the 
contracting parties and the age and qualities of the girl, and is 
paid in cash, sheep, goats, camels, and occasionally in land, 
The price of a widow is generally half of that payable for a 
virgin, 

Deferred dower or Aoq-i-malir is recognised, and it is generally 
fixed in gold mohar1 before the niMh ceremony, and varies from 
Rs. 11 to Rs. 800 according to the position of the parties. 

The mahr th11s fixed remains, however, a nominal sum due to the ~igh~s of thhe 
w1fe Ill er 

wife from her husband. It is never or seldom recovered by a dower. 
wire i11 the life-time of her husband, but is exacted in the case of 
a. divorce, or by her heirs in the event of the death of the wife 

· without issue. It happens sometimes that the wife makes over to 
. ber husband her dower on receipt of ornaments, etc. There is 
also a custom prev11lent throughout the district, whereby the 
husband presents his wife, instead of dower, with a share of the 

1 
merit (saw a~) which he hopes to obtain after death by giving 
alma from his hearth (khakhar) in his life-time. The share given 
generally amounts to one-fourth and occasionally varies from one· 

. sixth to one-third, and this gift saves the husband from the 
necessity of giving any dower upon earth. 

:Mention may be made of the system of exchange of girls (adal· System of 
IJadal) which is universal among the tribes, Bnoh transactions being exc~nge. 
genel'ally confined to near relations. 

The marriage expenses Tary according to the position of the Marriage ex-
contncting parties, from Rs. 100 to Rs. 500, excluding the laM, JI?DBeS and 

nost of which fall on the bridegroom's party. · gift:8. 

The bride's parents generally present her with a dress and a few 
I ornaments, bedding, and some articles of household furniture. A 
isuit of clothes is also give11 to the bridegroom, 
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J>oPULA'l'IOlf. Wealthy families present several dresses to the bride and, 
more numerous and better ornaments and articles of household 
furniture. 

• 
Divorce. Divorce is uncommon among the Brahuis, but it is practised by 

the tribes following the Makran customs and also by the lower 
classes among whom it is given on trivial grounds. 

The usual rt>asons for divorce are the disagreeable appearance 
or temper of the woman, and immorality proved or suspected. 
The method of divorce is the throwing of three stones or clods of 
earth after the woman. The divorced woman has the status of 
a widow and can remarry in her tribe, but if sbe is divorced for 
misconduct, she is not permitted by custom in most of the tribes 
to marry her seducer. A woman can obtain a divorce if her 
husband is proved to be impotent. To effect this, pressure is 
brought to bear on the husband by her parents through the triba 
headmen. 

Penalties for Before the district came within the sphere of British influencel 
adultery. a man was held justified in killing ~is wife and her seducer 

merely on the strength of a taunt as to her faithlessness by a. third 
party. Death is still the punishment of a faithless wife caught 
flagrante delicto, and in cases of suspicion sometimes the hus
band informs the father or brother of the woman who then kills her. 
The seducer, if caught, is also killed and in such cases no com
pensation is demanded, but should he make good his escape, the 
case is compromised by the headmen of the tribe on payment of 
compensation which usually 11mounts to what is payable for murder. 
This is generally Rs. 1,500, but is not always paid wholly in cash; 
and girls, cattle or arms are accepted in lieu of a part or the whole 
of the claim; according to the present custom a fine of Rs. 500 is 
also levied by the government of the Khan of Kahlt. 

'.fhe status Except among the dominant classes, where the women have an 
o~ woman and easy life and have female servants to help them, the position of 
l'lghts to pro- • f d d . A . h . It . t perty. woman 1s one o egra at10n. mong t e common agncu nns s 

and fl.oclrowners, no sooner is a girl fit for work than she is sent 
by her parents to tend cattle, besides taking her part in all the 
ordinary household duties. 'Vhen married, she must not only 
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carry water, prepare food, and attend to all ordinary duties, bnt PoPULATIOlf. 

must look after the flocks and assist cultivation, except in plough· 

in g. She has no share in property beyond the presents given' her 
by he1· parents at her wedding. The right of a man to a deceased 
brother's widow, to which reference has already been made, is 
prevalent. A brother who does not wish to marry his brother'!! 
widow (Mj4i), can give her in marriage, with her consent, to any 
one he or she may choose, and appropriate the Zahb himself. 

Among almost all the tribes the women are allowed no share in Inheritance. 

inl1eritance, a custom which is said to have been instituted by 
Mir Nasir Khan I, who had seven daughters whom he gave in 
marriage to different Chiefs, allowing them no· share in property 
beyond presents consisting of dresses and jewellery. The system 
seems to have been set up to avoid participation in land, of 
outsiders, which might lead to quarrels. Widows and daughters, 
however, are entitled to maintenance and the latter can also claim 

a share of their mother's jewellery, if any. 

Inheritance among males is governed by tribal custom, bnt is 
based on the general principles of shariat. 

The Chief inherits the property of an aiwar, i.e., a tribesman 
dying without any male heirs, and maintains the widow and 
daughters of the deceased so long as they are unmarried. 

The lllnguages spoken are the Brahui, the western and eastern Language. 

forms of Baluchi, Jadgali, and a peculiar;jargon known as Lori 
Chfni. 

The major portion of the population speak the Brahni language, BrahuL 

which has been classed by Dr. Grierson as one of the Dravidian 
languages and a somewhat detailed account of which is given in 
l\lr. llnghes-Buller's Census Report of Baluchistan.• The dialect 
spokt>n in Jhalawb differs to some extent from that used in 
Sarawan aa it has in it a considerable admixture of Sindi 
words, 

The western"Baluchi of Makran, which is largely impregnated Baluchi. 

with Persian words and expressions, is spoken by about one-third 

•ccnaUJ of lndi~ 1901, Yolume V and V·A (Chapter VI, pages 75-78). 
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.f.«>Ptl'LATiolt of the population of Jhalawan, chiefly by the Muhamm~d Hasnis,. 
the Sajdfs, the Bfzanjaus and the people of the Mfrwari country. 
A detailed account of it is published in Chapter {(pages 77-82) 
of the Malmi.n Gazetteer. 

The eastern form of Baluchi, in which the words in use for 
common objects and acts are nearly all pure Baluchi, the remainder 
of the language being borrowed from Persian, Pnnjabi, and Sindi, 
is spoken by the few Marri Baloch who have recently immigrated 
from Kachhi, into the hills along the Mula river, and in Chaku 
and Karkh. · 

ladgtli. The Jadgali, which is practically identical with the Usi dialect 
of Las Bela, an offshoot of Sindi, is spoken by the few J a mots and 
Chhuttas in Karkh and Chakn, and by the domiciled Hindus. 

Lori Chfni. The Loris ordinarily speak the language of the tribe to which 

Correspon· 
dence and 
literature. 

.they are attached, but they have invented a curious artificial jargon 
known as Lori Chi:ni which tht-y speak before strangers. The 
dialects of Lori Chini in vogue among different sections of Loris, 
differ in various localities, but the words are generally inverted. 
forms of Baluchi and sometimes of Urdu, Sindi and Punjabi. 
A few instances may be quoted by way of example-

One Ek ••• The Urdu numeral. 
Three Hes ... Inverted form of Baluchi seh. 
Four Rach Do. do. do. char. 
Five Champ .•. Do. do. do. panch. 
Ear Shog Do. do. do. gosh. 
Hair Dum Do. do. do. mud. 
Head Ras Do. do. do. ear. 
Brother Dirabar ••• Do. do. Persian bradar. 
Belly Tcp Do. do. Urdu or Sindi pet. 
Flesh Shogd ... Do. do. Baluchi gosht. 

Among words peculiar to tho jargon may be mentioned tihhar 
(father), Bomb (nose), and goma (a rupee). 

There is no literature in the Brahui language and ballads were, 
and are now, composed in Baluchi. For the purposes of the 
llttle correspondence which the people carry on, Persian is employed, 
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while the llind11 traders use Sindi, both as the medium of cor. PoPUUTioN. · 

respondence and for keeping accounts. 

The following' statement shows the distribution, by races and ~acea and 
• C h d' t . t . I d". h tribe,. tribes of the indigenous population o t e lS r1c , me 11 1ng t e 

domiciled Hindus:-

( Zabri ... • •• 

~Iuhammad Hasni ••• ••• • •• 

'

l'tiengal ••• 

Blzanjau ... ••• .•• • •• 

I Kambniri ••. ••• .•• • •• 
l\Hrwari (this tribe was not censused 

in 1901) ••• ••• ••• • •• 
Brahuis < Gurgnari 

Rodeni ••• 
Sumalari 
Kalandrani 
Sajdi ••• 
N!chari 
Pandrani 

LRekizai .... ... 

47,617 
62,136 
52,751 
15,909 

4,315 

3,925 
1,565 
3,275 
6,308 
6,063 
1,830 

340 
1,277 

Total. •• 207,311 

[

Khan's subjects 
Nak1bs ... ... 

Others Loris .• . . •. 

l Servile dependants 
Hindus ... 

Total... 

6,245 
856 

4,177 
5,103 

381 

16,762 

GRAND ToTAL ••• 224,073 

A full account of the tribal constitution of the Brahuis is given Tribal con
In Chapter VIII of :Mr. Hughes-Buller's Census Report of 1901. • e~itution. 
It may be briefly explained here that a Brahui tribe is based 
primarily not upon agnatic kinship like an Afghan tribe, but upon 
common good and ill; in other words, it is cemented together by 
the obligations arising from the blood-ftlud, and heterogeneity, 

rather than homogeneity, is the striking feature of its composition. 
Round a nucleus several groups of diverse origin, including Afghan, 
Baloch, J at, and even sometimes freed slaves, gathered together 

•Ceusus of India, Volume V and V-A, Baluchistau (Bombay, 1902). 
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Pol'trLATION, in time of emergency and ultimately became consolidated into. 
tribe. Instances of these will be found in the account ~E the. 
tribes which follows. All comers gained easy admission to the. 
tribe. · .As soon as a man joined the tribe, he permanently-, 
became a participator in its fortunes both good and ill. Then,· 
having shown his worth, he was given a vested interest, 
in ' the tribal . welfare by aoq airing a portion of the tribal 
land, in return for which he was bound to share all tribal responsibi
lities. Admission was then sealed with blood by women from the 
tribe being given to him or his sons in marriage. Starting there
fore with the principle of participation in common good and. 
common ill, participa~iqn in the tribal land came to be the essence 
of tribesmanship. The process. is easy to follow: admission to 
participation in common blood-feuds; then· to participation in 
tribal land j an~ lastJy:admi~s.ion to .kin11hip With the tribe. It 
must here be mentioned that the above system practically ceased 
after the appearance on the scene of Nasir Khan I, otherwise 
known as Nasir Khan' the Great, as that ruler first combined the 
various conflicting elements among the tribes, then inaugurated 
the consolidation of the Brahui power for purposes of both offence I 
and defence and saw it~ completio-n in his life-time, the result of 
his genius and organising power being found in the form of the 
different tribes as now existing, After dividing the tribe~ into 
the two great divisions, the Sarawans on the north and the Jhala
wans on the south,, placing at the head of each a leader, Nasir 
Khan proceeded to organise each tribe fln a system offeudal service 
to supply the armed forces both of his own confederacy and for 
the muster of his suzerain, the ruler of Kandah&r, The distribu
tion of land among the tribesmen which followed in most cases 

· appears to have formed the basis of the constitution of the 

different lribes. 

· The tribe, locally called knom,_ is divided into a number of groups~~ 
the main divisions or clans are called takkar, their sub-divisions o~ 
sections are known as B!lalwur (the term being generally used fori 
kinship), and further minor units or sub-sections representing thJ 
families are designated as pira, while zai is a gene!ic term for fi 
&roup representing either the tribe or any of its divisions. Each 
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. ti-ibe i~as its own staffof officers. or leaders. The Chief (sarddr) is PoPULATlON. 

the '\J.ead of the whole tribe, followed by the mir who is the headman 
·of a clan (the term being also applied to the sardar's brothers and 
near relations), and the motbar or kamdsh, the head of one of the 
units of which the clan is composed. 

. The office of the Chief of a tribe and that of the headman of a 
big clan is hereditary, while the leadership of smaller· groups 
greatly depends ou tae age, influence, and intelligence of a member 
of the group, and his hospitality is a great factor in his favour. 

Living with some tribes are some individuals and families known 
as hamsdya who share temporarily in good and ill with those among 
whom they live but, unless they have been given a share in the 
tribRl land, are united to their own tribes and join the latter in 
times of emergency. 

Before entering on a detailed description of each of the impor- Main divi
tant tribes and their long chain of clans, sections, sub-sections, and Psi~nl 9 and 

. . , , . • . • ao av sh.artk. 
famthes, attention ts drawn to the presence of the orgamsed poht1cal 
or ethnic unit known as dastas or pallav shar!k. Every tribe is 
composed of separate clans or large groups living apart from, 
but connected with, each other at the same time in all political 
matters concerning the common good and ill of the tribe. Accord-
ing to 'he local traditions the tribes in Jhalawan were for this 
reason divided, in old times, into two main divisions or dastas-(a) 
the Zahri dasta and (b) the Mengal dasta. The tribes comprised 
in each of these divisions were oEten at feud with each other, but 
against an outsider they would all combine. The principal tribes 
comprising the Zahri dasta are the Zahri, NicMri, and Panclrani; 
those in the 1\Iengal dasta are the Mengal, the Bizanjau, Sajdi, and 
Muhammad Hasni. 

The remaining minor tribes, which occupy an isolated position 
and do not come under either of the dastas are the Mfrwari, 
Kambrari, Iltazai, Gurgnari, Sumaiari, and Rodeni. 

The chief point of difference in the tribal constitution of Sara wan 
and Jhalawan tribes is that in the latter district, the Chief or 
headman of a big clan is entitled to recover an annual tax, mdli, 

lOB 
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l'oPULATioN. payable either in cash, sheep or kind, from each family of his 
tribesmen. The sections or clans paying the mcil~ are known as 
goshi or khaft and are bound to pay, besides, purs and bijjdr or 
contributions on deaths and marriages; while those who are exempt 
from md~i are known as rdj-o.,-l~abila and pay purs and bijjdr at 
the Chief's or headman's request. The Chiefs of tribes and such 
headmen of clans as are styled ·sarddrs are entitled to these con
tributions. 

Khan's utus. Among the Khan's ulus the Rais, Lotiani, Pandnini, Danya 
and Kambrari in Pandran and Zahri are constituted like the 
ordinary tribes in Jhalawan. In SU.rab and Khuzdar, these culti
vators form a group in a locality or Tcdrez where they have their 
tenancies and each gr<Jup has a headman known as arbdb 
or rais. 

Zahrie, 

In appendix III is given a list of the tribes ; clans in each tribe; 
sections which pay mali (goshi or Tchaft); those that are exempt 
(rdj-o-kabila) ; the estimated populatio~ of each clan; the name of 
the headman of the clan and the allowance, if any, which he 

receives from the Government or the Khan; the san or number of 
men-at-arms which the clan was required to :furnish to the Khan; 
and the localities in Kachhi where the clan holds laud which is 
subject to gl.am or revenue. 

The Zahri tribe consists of a number ef heterogeneous elements, 
and takes its name from the valley which is the residence of the 
hereditary Chief, who is also the head of the Jhalawan division of 
the Brahui confederacy and holds the standard (bairak) of the 
division which is of yellow silk. The estimated population of the 
tribe, in 1901, was 47, 617, and the principal clans are Zarrakzai 
(1,895), Khidrani (l3,825),Jattak (12,221), Sasoli(4,404), Musiani 
(2,090), Bajoi (3,039), and Lotiani (1,238), and minor clans 
(8,855). Four of these clans, viz., the Khidrani, Jattak, Musiani, 
and Sasoli, though sharing in1 the good and ill of the Zahris, may 
be regarded as now forming practically independent units. 

The Zarrakzai clan (1,895) is the dominant sept of the tribe, 
lives mainly in Zahri valley, and according to local tradition is 
descended from Zarrak, a Zhar KhCl Tarin Afghan, who migrated 
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from Afghanistan into the Zahri country, assisted the Musianis PoPULATioN, 

in turning the Jadgals out of the country, and married a daughter of 
the Musiani Chief, M1r Bohir, by whom he had a son for whom he 
obtained the turban-the token of chiefship-by a stratagem. The 
chiefship was, for some generations, in the Kawrizai branch of the 
Zarrakzais, but on the death of Sardar. Taj Muhammad Khan, it 
was assumed by Sardar Gauhar Khan, of the Dostenzai branch in 
which it still remains. The events which led to this change have 
been described in the section on History. 

As already mentioned the tribes in Jhalaw:in were divided into 
two dastas or divisions, i.e., Zahri and Mengal, and enmity has 
existed between these two rival tribes for many generations. It 
is said that the standard of the Jhalawans was originally possessed 
by the Sh:ihizai clan of the Mengals and was taken away by the 
Zarrakzai Zahris in one of the many feuds that occurred between 
the tribes. This insult and injury has never been forgotten by 
he Mengals. During the fight, which took place between the 
Jam of Las Bela and Mir Khudadad Khan of Kalat in 1868, 
Sardar N uruddin Shahizai Mengal, an ally of the Jam, unsuccess
fully endeavoured to regain the standard, and Safar Kh:l.n Lotiani 
Zahri lost his life with several others, but not the standard which 

was in his care. 

The achievements·of Sardar Taj Muhammad Zarrakzai have 
been described nuder History. His grandfather Mir Zarrak, 
is said to have been killed in a fight, near Badu Kushta pass, close 
to Anj1ra, by Malik Dosten Nausherwaui of Kh:iran who cut off 
his head and took it to KMran in triumph. At a later date, 
Kadir Bakhsh Zarrakzai attacked Kharan, caught M1r Abbas III, 
Chief of Kharan, and set him to grind corn at a handmill. These 
events have been, and are still, a cause of enmity between the 
Zahris and the N.ausherwanis. 

The present Chief is Sardar Pasand Khan, who is in receipt of a 
monthly allowance of Rs. 400, and one of his sons is in charge 
of the Kalat State Levy Post at Norgama and is paid an allowance 
of Rs. 100 a month.. Pasand Khan was born about 1846, has a 
great reputation for bravery and can show numerous scars received 
in many a wild border foray. The Chief is entitled to recover mali,. 
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foPULATJOII. poll tax, purB, and lJijjar from the various goelti or khaji sections
named in appendix III, and also inherits the property of such 
individuals belonging to those sections as die without male heirs.· 
The Zahri tribe, in olden days, supplied 1,000 men-at-arms (san) to 
the Khan and it is alleged that in lien of this they held the Gajan 
lands in KachbL The Zarrakzais, however, contend, and this' 
contention is shared by all who own similar lands, that the lands 
were given to them as compensation for men who died with .M1r 
Abdulla Khan while fighting against the Kalhoras of Sind. 

Khidrbs, 

. :Mfr Abdul Aziz, son of the late Mir Abdul Karim, Jemadar of 
Postal levies on the Qnetta-Kalat line, is a man of influence among 
the Zarrakzais and both he and his father have done good 

service. 

, The Khidranis (13,825) comprise seven sections, all of 
whom . are practically exempt from m6li, though they have 
to pay pura and hijjar. Their headman, however, claims 
that except the Mfari (also called Mibari) and Alimuradzai, 
all others are liable to mali. The dominant section are the 
Sbahozais, who are descended from Shabo, a brother of M.lr 
Zarrak and Muhammad, the progenitor of the Muhammadzai 
Mengals of Mamatawa. As mentioned under Zarrakzais, the 
Zahri country was held by the Chhntta Jadgals.when Zarrak came 
and the Musianis were living as their ltamaayas. These three 
brothers-Zarrak, Shabo, and Muhammad- combined with tha 
Mnsianis, succeeded in turning out the Jadgals and divided the 
country ; a Bhare of Malkhor, Anjira, the Hab river valley and 
dry crop areas in Arzonan, Arcbino and Gwaniko were given tG 
Shabo and are still held by the Shahozais with the exception of 
Anjfra lands which have been solcl to Sardar Pasand Khan 
Zarrakzai. The 1\Haris and Alimnradzais are JadgaJs, the former 
being descended from a buffalo keeper (rnelti in Brahui), and the 
]atter from a macltli.i (or fisherman) of Sind; the Dalh1jav are des
cendants of a Hindu convert to !siam, named Dallu, while the 
Gichkfzais and Rahzanzais are also of Jadgal origin. The head
quarters of the Sardar were at Malkhor, but the present Sardar 
has abandoned the village and is now residing in Baghwana. The 
majority of the .1.\liaris reside in Kappar on the Siman river, but 
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eome of them are also t.o be found near Malkhor and in the dry Pol'ULA'fioll. 

crop a.rea ill Gidar. The Gichkizai and lllransai live in Jambliro 

the Dallujn at Habu; and the Ahmadzai and the Bahzanzai in 
the Hab river valley. 

The Khidranis have been at feud with the Mengals for a Consider

able time, the feud having originated in the 1\Iengals having 
carried away aome cattle belonging to the Sasolis while grazing in 
the Khidrani countrr. The dispute assumed an unusually seriolu 
aspect in 1B89, as the Khidraois, in consequence of the feud, tied 
to Sind whither they were followed by the Mcog&la. A settlement 
between the parties was effected through the intervention of Sardar 

Y&r Mohammad Klird. when it was arranged that the Mengala 
should pay Rs. 5,600 as compensation for blood. and a fine of 
Rs. 2,500 for raiding into the British territory, and that cattle and 
arma which had been taken should be mutually restored by the 

p~~.rties concerned. These arrangements were being carried out. 
and 1 portion of the money payable had been levied from the Men gals 
when the Khidranis again broke the peace and their Sa.rdar, Kam&l 
Kh&n, was placed under surveillance. In November, 18901 a 
lctijil11 of Men gals, en route to Sind. was attacked by the Bahzanzai 
Khidrania, two Shahfzai Mcngals were killed and on"e wounded. 
The caae was decided by arbitration in 1891, when it was found 
thl\t the compensation due to the )Ifngals was Rs.l,672-8-0, while 
they had to pay to the Khidrania Rs. (,&32 for losses incurred b1 
them, and securities for future peace were obtained froiD the 
Sardara of both the tribes. • 

The present headman of the Khidr&nis is Kar{m Bakhah whose 

maternal uncle, Raza Muhammad,lli&ri, of Kappar, is connected 
by marriage with the Raisani M~ngala of W ahcr and hu influence 
among them as well aa among his own clansmen the Khidranis. 

According to loe&l tradition, the four principal sections of the l!lttab. 
Jatt.ak tribe, i.e., Adamini. SD.m&r&ni. Umraui, and Jh&ngir&ni, 
claim descent from Adam, SU.m&r, Umar, and Jh&ngir, four aona 
of Ali, Rind, while the dominant sub-division, the Banzoui, are 

• .l detailed account of the OOllJ'88 cl eventa ia gi~D ill the Baluchiataa 
.Ageno1 Admi.U.tratioa B.cpona for 1!)89-l!r.<Q ud 1&90-!IL 
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l'OPVLATION. said to be the descendants of Banzo, a deputy of the AfgMn gover· 
aors, who married a daughter of Adam, who was the Chief of the 
clan, but had no male issue. The chiefship then descended to 

:Banzo's son-. Unde1 the Afghans, the Jattaks supplied, in time 
of war, men-at-arms to the rulers, while in time of peace each 
married man had to give one seer of gM. and ene- kdsa of pistachi() 
annually. 

Basolis. 

The headquarters of the Jatt&k Chief and the Banzozai seetion ~ 
are at Sarap in Mishk, in the Zabri valley, where the Sardar has • 
a small fort. · The rest. of the- Jattaks (12,221) are nomads and 
chiefly depend for their livelihood on th~ir flocks. Theyarefonnd 
mostly in the hills on. the western side of the Mula river where 
they own some plateaux, the important ones being the Dameli. · 
Hadir Kash, Dasht-i-Kalan, Roz Chop, Sarach (half),. Mandrejav, · 
and :Mubanch. They also own the greater part of the Kuhav · 
irrigated lands in 1\IUla, and the Gazgi section owns Gazg and pays· 
revenue for it to the Khan. T1te J attaks haTe been at feud with 
the Musianis. In 1894 Umar Khan, then Chief of the MU.Sianis, 
instigated Sardar Gauhar Khan, Zarrakzai, to attack Shahbaz Khan, 
the Chief of the Jattaks at Sarap. In this attack Karimdad, a 
brother and a son of the Jattak Chief, were killed and a large 
amount of property looted. In 1900 the Jattaks made a counter
raid on the MU.Siaru headquarters at Balbal and killed some MU.Si
anis, including a wife of the Chief. The disputes were settled by 
the Sibi Jirga in 1901 and both the Mnsiani Chief, Umar Khau, 
and the Jattak Chief, Shahbaz Kh&n, died within a month of the 
settlement. -

Shahbaz Khan's eldest son and heir, Asad Khan, died before his 
father, and on Shahb!lz Khan's death his grandson, Muhammad 
Ali Khan (about 5 years of age in 1903), was nominated as Chief, 
and Ali Muhammad, a younger brother of ShahMz Khan, was 
appointed as his guardian. Ali Muhammad has not only influence 
among the Jattaks, but among the. Jamots of Chaku also, his 
mother being of the latter tribe. 

The Sasolis ( 4,404) are, like others, a mixed clan. The doininant 
class are the Hotmanzais, who claim to be descended from Bulfat 
Jadgals and are immigrants from Sind. The next important 
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I section are the Sheikh Sasolis, claiming descent from Pfr Umar, PoPtTLATIOJJ. 

ahrioes dedicated to whom are to he found in varioas placea., notably 
that aear Panjgur, where the Pir was murdered, aad that on the 

Sim&n river near Kbuzdar. They have a aeparate headman. A 
number of the Garr Sasolis have migrated to Nima.rgh ia Sara-
win and have permanently been cut off from their brethren in 
saaat. 

During the census of 1901, the Ajibari, Ak)lundani, DCgiani, 
Jamot, K&.relo, Kori, Pandrani, Lahri, and Naklb residing in the 
district wrre enumerated among the Sasolis, but of ~hrse the 
Ajibari, Akhund&.oi, Jamot, Kar8o, and Kori are solel7 ihe tenants 
of the Khan aod subject to the orders of the Rai~ of Khuzdar, 
though they ahare good and ill with the Sasolis. Such of the 

Nakibs, who cultivate lands in the Sasoli country, are treated as 
rti.j of the Sasoli headman. The Degianit pay poll tax to the 
Zarrakzai Chie~ while the Lahris and Pandranis are treated as 
Aanwaya~ and pay to the Sasoli Chief the pur• and bijjar. 

The headquarters of the Sasoli Sardar are at Bhalarejav in Zidi 
wheJ.Oe he has a amall fort, but since the restoration of his iR4• 
land at JUUro and his marriage into a Jamot family, he spends 
the greater part of the 7ear at Jhal.Iaro in Karkh, and the tribal 
affairs are managed by his eldest son, Raslll Bakhsh, whose mother 
is a Bajoi. Tho whole of the Kolachi river valley from Zidi 
downwards, as well as Gaj belongs to the Sasolia.,chietly of the Hot
man&ai section, Sopaka and Sheikhs. The Sheikh Sasolis own 
S&aol with the Ghulamani Mcngals and many of them also own 
lands in Haz&.rganji nrar Nal where they share good and ill with 
the Baanjau. The Gwahcinjau section own lands in Lakorian 
and Pliriko. The Gwahranjau, Sopak, and LorajauofKh&ran ~re 
also eaid to be descended from the Sasolis. 

In the iime of Mir Nasir Khan I, Mir Bullo,.Hotmanzai was a 
fighter of note and is said to baYe led an attack on Delhi when 
the Khiin, with a Baloch and Brahui lal.lwr, ,,.. aiding Ahmad 
Shih Abdlli. During the reign of Mir Mahmud Kh&n I, the 
Sasolia joined the Khidranis and fought against the 1\l.!ngals, the 
cause of di@pute being lhe nJusal of the M.!ngals to allow NUrud
diu K1idlini to warr7 Mah 1\u, a PaL.lwaoui M~ugal bJ birth 
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PoPULATioN. and his brother's willow. The Mengals defeated the allies and 
killed Nuruddin Khidrani, Mfr Bullo, and Kanar Sasoli, In the 
time of Mir Nasir Khan II, Attar Khan, grandfather of the pre
sent Sasoli headman, made an unsuccessful attempt to take revenge 
on the Mengals who were aided by thl'l Bizanjau. The case was 
decided by the Khan, who imposed a tax of one rupee on every 
camel load of merchandise imported into Nal or Wad through the 
Mula pass. This tax is still levied on behalf of the Sasoli head
man by MukbiBoda in Nal, and is known as "Attar Khan Sung." 

The Sasolis own no land in Kachhi, but the Sardar has been 
given by the Khan water and land, free of revenue, at Jhalaro in 
Karkh. This indm was forfeited by l\Hr Khudadad Khan, when 
Sardar Pahar Khan Sasoli sided with Sardar Gauhar Khan, but 
was restored by the present Khan, Mir Mahmud Khan, in 1895. • 
Their' headman is Sardar Pahar Khan (born about 1846). · 
Jamal Khan Sheikh Sasoli, son of Mir Lalla has considerable 
influence not only among the Sheikhs but also among the 
GhuUmani 1\fengals of Sasol and Goru, and his position is consi
derably strengthened by the respect which his step-mother, Bibi 
Khair KMtun, commands, A daughter of hers is married to the 
Sasoli headman's eldest son, Rasul Bakhsh. 

lHlsiani& The Musianis (2,090) claim a Rind Baloch origin, and are said 
to be the earliest of those immigrants who turned the Jadgals out 
of the country. As already mentioned, the chief ship oi the tribe 
'was obtained from the l\Iusianis by the Zarrakzais by a trick and 
since then the clans have not been on very friendly terms. Mir 
Murad Khan, head of the MU.Sianis. took up arms against Sardar 
Taj Muhammad Khan and sided with Khudadad Khan, the 
latter promising him the chiefship of the Jhalawans should he 
succeed in killing Taj. Muhammad Khan, but in the skirmish at 
Joi Ghulawan in Kalat, Murad Khan himself lost his life. 
There bas been enmity also between the l\lusianis and the J attaks 
and in 1900 the latter attacked the 1\IU.Siani village when the 
Chief's wife was accidentally killed. The case was decided by the 
Sibi Jirga in 1901. The headquarters of the M.usianis are at 
Balbal near Ghat in Zahri; the rdj-o-kabila sections chiefly live in 
the Zabri yalley, along the Pissi-'bel and Mula, wliile the Kh~nzai 
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own and cultivate the Hattachi flat in the Mula pass. The gosAi l'oPuu~tow: 
~ections aro chiefly nomads and scattered about the MUla pass, • 
.the Drnas among them cultivate land along the Drugi river clos~J 
;to Kharzan. The Musianis own gham land at Pathan in the 
Gandava nidbat but owing to disputes with the Jattaks they have 

! 
;sold half of their land to Hindu banias of Ka.chhi and mortgaged, 
.without possession, the remaining half. The present head of the 
Musianis is Sardar Zahri Khan (born about 1887). Next to the 
Chief, the most influential man in the Musiani clan is his cousin 
:M.lr Bah&wal Khan, who was once kept in conflnement by Sardar 
Gauhar Khan and escaped through the help of an Afghan sepoy •. 

The Bajois (3,089) comprise three kabila sections ; the gosAi Bajoi& 

sections and the hamsdya• include the Adcnazai, Bllhirzai 
Gwaninja.u, and RadMni. · The headman belongs to the Sabzal. 
khanzai section, which claims to be of Rind descent and connected 
with the Bajkani Baloch. This claim is shared by other sections 
and they allege that when the Rinds marched to Kachhi they 
deserted the main body and remained behind, hence the name 
Bajoi, from Sindi 6haj or desertion. · 

The Bajois settled in Ihighwana as tenants of Natwani Jadgals 
and gradually usurped their lands. Most of them now live in the 
Bajoi part of the Baghwana valley, and hi the neighbouring hills 
and all their lands are unirrigated. A few are also to be. found 
in Sasol, Ferozabad, Z.ldi, and N al. The Bajois used to supply 
300 men•at-arms to the Khan. Tht>y now share good and ill 
with tho Sasolis and have marriage relations with them and the 
Khidranis. Their present headman is Mazar Khan, son of Nazar 
Khan (born about 1861), who resides in a small fort in Baghwana. 
He ie a great friend of tho Maga.ssi Wadtra, Nawab Kaisar 
Khan. 

Tho Lotiania (1,238) comprise nine sections and are chiefly the Lotlanis. 
tenants of the Khan. The Kahni section are said to be a remnant 
of the ancient J ad gal inhabitants ; Badtizais are immigrants from 
Sarawan. while the remaining sectioDB are said to be tho descen-
dants of Zahri, father of Z irak, and are eollaterals of the MU.Sianis. 
Their headman, SLauLaz Khan, who belongs to the Salehzai ~ 
Lion, succeeded his brother, Fal4:h Khan, whe.o. the latter was 

IJB 
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FOPDLATIOI'I. treacherously killed by Sardar Ganha.r Khan while a.sleep in the 

shrine of Pir Sultan. He liTes at Samawari village in Norgama, 
is the rais of all the tenants who cultivate Khan's lands watered 
by the Saitaoi stream and has one shaMna of water and land free 
of revenue for his services. The Kahnis live in Norgama, while 
others .cultivate the flats along the Mishkbel as far south as 
Pashta Khain. Some of the Hirinds live in the Udav pass and 
are in 'charge of the shrine of Pir Kalandar. Here they cultivate 
rice and enjoy the ~fferings made by travellers at the shrine. 

The Lotianis are considered a brave class among the Zahris an4 
during tribal warfare bear the standard and carry a pair of kettle
drums. Safar Khan, the father of the present headman, was 
killed in a tight between the Khan and the Jam of Las Bela at 
Baghwana in 1868, when the Mengals made a rush on the Zahri 
dasta or division to gain their standard. The Badlizais and 

Mithazais among the Lotiaais are, however, considered to be not• 
orious thieves. 

?Hngals. There are three distinct Brahui tribes of this name in Baluchi&-
tan: first the :Mengals of Jha1awan, secondly the Mengals of .Bolan, 
and thirdly the Zagar Mengals of Nushki, and it is only the 
first tribe th&4; is dealt with here. 

The · Jhalawan Mengals (62,136) are said to be Jadg1ils by 
origin. Tate in his " Memoir of the Country and Family of the 
A.hma.dzai Khans of Kalat," remarks that • the idea of the 1\Ieogals 
themselves is that they are descendants of a people who originally 
dwelt in the vicinity of Samarkand. In the Balochi language, 
which is a rellc of the influence .exercised by the civilization of 
Ancient Persia, wb.en the limits of the Persian Empire extended 
into Western India, plurals of so.bstantives and collective nouns 
are formed, generally by adding the suffix gal to the noun itself 

and hence all over Baluchistan the word Jadgal is used to denote 

the Jat population at large; • • • so that the word Mengal merely 
denotes the Min tribe • • •· The Min were a well known 
Scythian, that is, Turanian tribe, and the name occurs on the lists • 
of the Behistun inscriptions. containing the names of Scythian 

tribes deported by Darius, the Achremenian into the easteru . 
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frontier of his empire owing to their turbulence. The hibe in Pol'rLATroM 
Ka18.t was renowned for its bravery, and further east in Rajputana 
the tribe of Mina are, or were, celebrated for their turbulence and 
for their predilection for dacoity." 

, The tribe, aa at present constituted, comprises sub-divisions 
bearing the names: Sh8hlzai (101), Tnk.Shahrzai (234),Pahlwanzai 
(1,369), Shadmanzai Pahlwanzai (1,844), Ra1sani (771), Baranzai, 
:MahmUdzai, Mardoi, Sheikh, and Lahri, all of ~hom except the 

Labrie are Raj-o-kalJila, and exempt from poll tax, while there 
are 16 kluzji, or revenue paying clans besides a few Rodeni Nat
wani, Sasoli, Siahpad, Sheikh Ahmadi, and Mirwari Aamsavta. 

The Shabizai, who are the dominant snb-di,-ision, Tnk Shahizai 
and Pahlwanzai, claim a Persian descent, and the Mnhammadzai 
and Badnza.i are of Tarin Afghan origin, The Rafsanis are 
collaterals of the Sara wan Ra{sanis; the Mardoi are Bultat Jadgala 
descended from Jam Bhadin, fourth son of Jam Ari, progenitor 
of the Baprani, Hamalani, and Loh&rani Jams of TUna Bula 
Khan and Tawang in the J{arachi District. They were so named 
on account of their bravery by M{r Nasir Khan I. They need to 
pay mali to the Mengal Chief, but about 20 years since assumed 
lome independence, and arc DOW counted among the Raj-o-kalJila. 
Fcroz, one of their leaders, who gs.ve his name to Ferozablid, ia 
credited with having turned out from Khuzdar the Mongol 
agent, Malik Chap. 

The Sheikhs are descended from a saint named Ali Bezat, or 
Ali. the tribeless, whose shrine is in the Rtshak hills to the north 
of N orgama. According to local tradition, the saint accompanied 
Mir Nasfr Khan I when he led his Bafl (feudal muster) to Kan
dahar, and on being questioned as to the tribe to which he belonged 
gave no answer, Thereupon the Khan exclaimed .A.Zi Berdl nal 
16,. 11ai 1uraat, which means that Ali doe• not belong to any 
particular tribe and he is thererore exempt from providing men-at
arms or supplies. Lalla Snlaiman of Stirab and Pir Fakirdad of 
Tuk were other reputed saint_,. Certain families descended from 
theae saints have b7 custom the right to recover one-fiftieth of 
the produce of the nnirriga~d lands ill Archino and Arzonaio. 
while t.be Pa.llll.ai Pahlwanzai M~ngala gire them a kid 0~ 
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PoPtTUTt.olf. marriages. The Sheikhs sell amuletS,- exorcise evil spirits, au«l 
are credited with po!er to cause rain. They are chiefly found m 
Gidar Khushkava, Arzonan, and Archino. 

Among the 'khafi clans, the 1\liraji or 1\lll- H&ji, which are the 
strongest clan in the tribe, are descended from three pilgrims named 
Mir Haji, Haji 1\lari, and Haji Barori, who first settled in the D~i 
hills, were admitted by the 1\lengals as hamsayar and given a share 
in lands in Chhattar. They are found chiefly in SarUI1a and the 
Pab bills, and on account of their descent are treated as a sacred 
class. The members of the Dilsbadza.i, Horuzai, and Shambezai 
sub-sections are credited with powers to cast out devils, and their 
charms are much sought after. 

_ Thel\lakali (938),a 'khafi clan, who live at War-i-Sardar in Wad 
and Kapoto are descended from 111aka, a N akib woman of Makran, 
whom Bate), the progenitor of the Shahfzai 111engals, took as a 
wife and are held in little esteem owing to their low descent. 
Their leading men are Khati, son of 1\lehran in Wad, and 1\lnhbat 
in Kapoto. They are for the most part of nomadic habits. 

- The headquarters of the 1\lengal tribe are at Wad, where the 
Sardar resides and owns a 'karez and a small fort constructed in 
the time -of Sardar NUrodd1n. The present Chief is Sardar Shakar 
Khan, who in 1895 married a daughter of l\11r Jam Ali Khan of 

·Las Bela. The Sbahfzai, Pahlwanzai, SMdmanzai (except the 
Ababaki sub-section. which has permanently moved to Mastong), 
1\luhammadzai, Baranzai, Gwahraoi, Umrani, Sbambav, Angalzai, 
Gorgejzai, 1\lullazai, Lahri, Sasoli, and l\11rwari sections are chiefly 
found in the Wad valley; the 1\Hr Haji, Kt1rd, Gungav and Nat
wani and Chhutta reside in Sarona; the 1\lardoi in Ferozabad near 
Khuzdar ; the Ghulamani in Sasol and Gorn and the Rais&ni in 
W ahCr and LohCndav. The majority of the Rawni 1\lengals lead 
a nomadic life in the vicinity of W ahCr. Some Baranzais live in 
Iskalku, Umranis and Muhammadzais in Kapoto and 1\lamatawa 
and the Khidrani 1\lengals along the Arenji river. 

The wars and feuds of the M~ngals have been mentioned under 
History. According to local accounts a feud arose bet"een 
certain Mengals who were at the time living in ibe Harhoi hills 
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a.nd the Bl.zanjaus, in the course of which IS ShaMzai Mengals PoPuLATioN. 
were killed. In compenaa.tion for this loss, Wad was given to · the 
:Men gals, who at a later date ousted the Bizanjaus from W abCr 
also. Cattle-lifting, and consequently feuds, continued between 
the tribes and severe fights are reported to have taken place, in 
one of which two Mengal brothers, Kamal and Jamal, were killed. 
In the last fight, which took place at Baran Lak, the Mengal,, 
for the first time, succeeded, but lost their famous Sardar, Nlirudclin, 
son of Pahlwan, tbe progenitor of the Pahlwanzais. The quarrel 
was finally adjusted and a peace arranged by the conditions of 
which the Bfzanjaus handed over as 90mpensation to the :Mengals, 
the upper half of the DraUlav valley adjoining Wad. 

The Mengals bad similar feuds, mostly in connection with 
cattle-lifting, with their Ja.dgal neighbours of Las Bela and 
Saruna, which were happily put an end to by the marriage of the 
then Jam of Las Bela to a woman of the Sbah1zai. Jam Mir Khan I 
waa the son of a Sbahizai Mengal mother, and Jam :Mir Khan II, 
father of Jam Ali Khan, and grandfather of the present Jam, 
married a daughter of Sardar Rahim Khan Mengal. In the time 
of Jam Mir Khan II, a dispute arose between the Men gals of Saruna 
and the Jamots in which Muhammad, son. of :Murid, Mir Haji 

. :Mengal, was killed. Tbe case was taken up by Sardar. Nurnddin 
on behalf of the Mengals, and by the Jam on the part of the 
J a;nots, and a fight took place at Bobir Mas on the banks of the 
Porali river in which both parties suffered heavily. From the 
fact that Kukur, a slave of the Jam, who could crow like a cock 
was killed, the affair is known as Kukur-wala-jang. A second 
fight occurred at Baran Lak in . which the Mengals headed by 
Brahim Khan, brother of Nmnddin, were utterly defeated, but 
in a third fight, which took place at Bareri on the PoraUi river, 
the :Mengals with the help of the Zahris beat off the Jam's ltiShkar 

which was aided by the Bizanjaus. Peace was then concluded and 
Sardar Nurnddm received a large sum of money from the Jam, 
The :Mengals supplied to the Afghan rulers 1,000 men-at-arms, but 
to the Khans their qnota is said to have been 18,000 men. They 
have gham lands at Chhattar, Phulcji and Tahir Kot in the Lahri 

•iabat, but there has been a dispute between them and the Kaheris, 
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PqPVJ.A.TioN. aince 1901 about the Jag&rilari rights•. These lands Me shared' By 
the Sbahrzai, Pahlwanzai, and Raisani sections. 

A brief reference has beem made ill the section on History to· 
the conduct of the Mengals in respect of the Khan's officials in 
SlirBb and Kbusdar. In April, 1903, the Khan's ndia at Khuzdar 
was collecting camels at Karkh, which Jed to a quarrel with the
Mengals, im which several of the Meogals, men and women, were 
wounded. The :Meogala in retaliation looted eight villages and> 
earried oft' large quantities of grain and other property. The case 
was decided by a jirgtJ which assembled at Kala~. The occurrence of 
this serious case while the Chief, SardBr Shakar Khan, was present 
with the tribe, and iD spite of bia efforts to restrain them, gave· 
immediate prominence to the fact, long generally recognised, of. 
Shakar Khan's incapacity as a tribal Chief. ' At his request and· 
with the unanimone i:onseni or the 1\Iengal headmen it was decidedl 
that his cousin, Mir W ali Muhammad, Bhoild be appointed his
mkil or representative and should c&ITJ' on· in the Chiers name
all the affairs of the tribe. In September,1904, the question of the
control of the Mengal tn"be was again discussed in a foil assembly 
of Sarawao and Jhalawan Sardal'll and it was then unanimously 
arranged that l1ir W ali Mohammad should continue to work a• 
ihe Mengal Chief's "aMI and that the Chiers son should remaitt 
with the I'Jtikil to support, by his presence, his authority with the 
tribesmen. 

Mlr Wali Mnha'DlDlad Sbihizai, son of Mfr Haji I brahlm 
Khan, baa married a daughter of Jam Mir Khan and aunt of the 
present Jam of Las Bela, and receives some allowances from the 
State. His eldest son, :Rahim Khan, is married to a sister of the 
present Jam. Mir Jumma Khan, son of Mir 1\fuhammad, is the 
head of the Rahmatzai sub-section of the Sbahlzais. Mir Alam 
Khan is the head or the Tuk Sbahfzais and was appointed 
tM.fladar of the Sanina post in 189!1, where he has done useful 
work. Mir Hamza (aged about 65 years), and Mir Jangi Khao
are men of importance among the Pahlwanzai ; Mir Dad Karim 
Raisani, son-ill-law of Mlr Hasan Pahlwanzai, and Atta Muham
mad, sou of Sdmar Khan ( abont 30 years ) , Msrdoi, are also men 

of note. 
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The Muha.mma.tl Hasnis, commonly known 11.1 thb lUmasd.is, are PoPtrLA'liOK 
cen important tr~be. They inhU.it Seistan, the hills of Luristan, and Mu~mmad 
·the· valley of Mashkae in Balaohistan. They are found through- Haaws. 

out the whole of western Baluchistan from Shorarucl southward • 
.to Malar and west to Panjgur, and are scattered aU over the 
Nusbki-Chagai-Sanjr6.ni country from the Ras Koh ·Jt&maran . 
.range to Seiatan. The name is classical, being that of a powerful 
tribe encountered by Alexander in Upper Bactriana. They are 
-said to be connected with the N ansberwal.nia of KMrain, both 
.claiming descent from the Mamasania of Lur.· The lUmasanis 
·have the name ef being the bravest and most savage of the tribes 
·of Baluchistain and han the reputatiGn amongst their neighboura 
-of being bad friends and bitter enemies. 

Doring the censua of 1901, the nnmiler of Muhammad Hasnis in 
Jhalawan was roughly estimated to be i2,751. According to local 
11ccoants, the;r art the latest immigrants into the countr1 in which 
they are now tG be feund. The preseut Chief alleges that his 
family came from Sblraz, and that up to the time of l1lr Nasir 
Kluin I they belonged to the Sh1a sect. 

As they came to lhalawain after the Mlrwari.Jadgal fight and 
the distribution of the country among thil tribes which took part 
in it, they were given a small tract of land along the bank of the 
lfashkae river, the place being called J-:'bri from Jeb ( Brahui ), a 
}lOcket. They al't mostly shepherds and goatherds of nomadic 
llabita. 

The tribe, ia Jhalawaa, is divided into several clans; 
those exempt from poll tax ( R&.j~kabila) include the Karam
allzai, :Mazarzai, Kechizai, Gajlkh&nzai, and Shernzai. The 
Harlini, Shahdadzai, Sulllllli, Zangiani Usafi, and Husai.ni are 
also exempt from the tax. The gosh£ include the Jongozai, 
Dilsbadzai, Bangulzai ( excep~ Rabmanzai section), Nindwaui, 
Chal.karr.ai, Bijjarzai, Chana.rwani, Sobazai, FaJd.rzai, Siahizai, 
Durrahai, ZiraUni, Shahozai, Keharai, Mandavzai and 
Kalagh&ni. 

The headquarters of the tribe are at Jebri; the Hhtinis, 
Mu.Uzaia and Shahdw&is are settled in Silrab, Garr hills, and 
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l'oPuLATiox. Gidar; and the rest are found in the Mirwari country and Chit 
Rakhshau valley, and wander in Kharan. 

The Muhammad Hasnis have a bad reputation in Persia, whera 
they are notorious for their lawlessness, but in Jhalawan they 
have led a comparatively peaceful life. They once had a feud 
with their neighbour~ the Sajdis of Gresha. in the time of Mfr 
llehrab Khan, when Rustam Khan, the Muhammad Hasui Chief. 
w~ killed. This led to further raids and cattle-lifting and tha 
Muhammad Hasnislost MUs& Khan, brother of Usaf Khan, while 
the Sajdis had Hayat Khan, the Chief, and his cousin, Sher Ali, 
killed. A compromise was effected through the intervention o£ 
the Bfzaojao. and Men gal Chiefs. With the Khans of Kalat tbeJ 
got on well, but in the fight between Taj Muhammad, the Zahri 
Chief, and Mir Khudadad Khan, Kamal Khan, brother of the 
Mohammad Hasni Chief, Usaf Khan, sided with the Jam and tli.e 
:Mengals when they fonght with the Khan of Kalat. In olden 
days the Muhammad Hasni furnished 500 men-at·arms as sd11, and 
had a certain amount of land and water in Pach (Gandava) which 
was subsequently confiscated by Mir Khudadad Khan. The 
Muhammad Hasnis claimed the restoration of this inam land in 
1897-98, but the confiscation having taken place before the 
Ma.stung Settlement of .1876, the Political authorities could not 
see their way to help theJil. 

The present Chief of the tribe is Rosta.m Khan, son of Shahbaz 
Khan, who belongs to the Karama11zai clan. His sister is married 
to Sir N auroz Khan, the Chief of Kh&ran, and he has also 
marriage relations with the Gichkis of Panjglir, and the Sh&hizai 
Mengals of Wad. 

Mir Mazar, the progenitor of the Mazarzai clan, is aaid to have 
been a stout fighter, and took an active part at Delhi whither he 
had accompanied Mir Nasir Khan I to the assistance of Ahmad 
Shah Abdali. His descendants had some quarrel among them
selves regarding the mali or poll tax recoverable from their god-' 
clansmen. Allayar, the head of the Allayarzais, wished to 

recover one. sheep per family for · himself, allowing 1\lazar to 

receive one sheep per family. Rustam Khan, son of Allayar, did 
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not agree to this and a quarrel ensued in which he was killed •. PoPuLATION. 

At present the Chief of the Muhammad Hasni tribe and the bead-
Jnan of the Mazarza.i clan each recover a sheep per family from 
the goshi. cia~. 

! The Harunis (12,710) are an important elan among the Mubam- Har6nis. 

mad Hasnis, and they possess lands at Gurgnt in Surab, dry crop 
Ianda in Gidar, Dasht, Khisundun, Dasbt-i-Goran, and the 
l\iardanshai section possen lands .,in Marap, , Siah Kumb, 
l:Iajika, Chilbaghu, etc. The Sheikh Husainis; 4cscendants of the 
saint Sheikh Husain whose shrine lies near N ushki, are treated as 
a 11acred class and own some land in Dasht. . · . 

The headman of the Harnois is Sultan Muhammad (about 
45 years of age) who is treated as a Chief among the Jhalawans. 
He is de~cended from a Zarrakza.i mother, has give~ his daughter 
in marriage to Sardar Pasand Khan, the Zarrakzai Za.hri Chief, 

and has himself married that Chief's widowed sister. He is a man 
of strong, determined character and by these connections his position 
has been further strengthened. He formerly engaged in constant 
disputes with Sardar :Muhim Kb8n, Gurgnari. :In 1901 he opposed 
the NaushCrw~ni Chief's claim to inheritance of some land aud water 
in Gurgtit belonging to the late Mustaufi Fakir :Muhammad's 
widow, which dispute was finally settle.d by the_ Political Agent, 
Kalat, in that year. 

A serious dispute, originally of a petty nature, arose between the 
Rodcni headman and the Kban's naib at Surab in. 1901,: in the 
course of which the Rodcnis seized and mutilated (by eutting its 
ears off) a horse belonging to the naib. The latter proceeded to 
avenge this insult, and was joined by Sardar Sultan Muhammad 
IJaruni. In the attack which was made on the 17th of September, 
1901, Sultan Muhammad and three of his men were wounded, 
while the Rodcnis lost three men killed and five wounded. The 
case was complicated by Sardai.r Pasand Khan, Zarrakzai, a friend 
of Sultan Muhammad, who either directed or permitted the murder 
in cold blood of M1r Atta Muhammad as he lay wounded in his 
house. The ease was decided by a fulljirga of the Saraw&n and 

1the Jhalawan Chic!a in September, 1903. The net result of the 
' II B 
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PoPuLATioN, settlement was that the Khan's n&ilJ at Surab should give the 
Rodcnis Rs. 6,100 as blood compensation, and pay a fine of 

Rs.l,OOO, Sardar Pasand Kh6.n giving them Rs 4,250 and paying 
a fine of Rs. 1,000. The total amount adjudged as duo fmm 

Sardar Pasand Khan was Rs. 7,500 but Rs. 2,000 was remitted as 
compensation for the wound inflicted upon Sardar Sultan ?lluham

mad and Rs. 250 for a wound received by one of the latter's men. 

B'zanjnus. 

. . 

According to the :Mirwari tradition Bizanj •the progenitor of 
the Blzanjaus, was an attendant of.Mir Bijjar, the Mirwari hero, and 
was paid as his wages 20 maunds of barley (jau) and the term 
!Jist fl'•an jau (20 maunds of barley) in time changed into Bizanjau. 
The Blzanjau. themselves; however, claim a Baloch descent from 
the Nuhani Rind Baloch. When Mir Chakar, the Baloch 
hero, marched on Kachhi the Bizanjau remained behind. The 
horse of Mir Bijjar, the Mirwari Chief, on the day of the 
~irwari Jadgal fight, dropped a shoe (nul) which was found by 
~i~an, and hence the name of the tract of the country known as N al: 
'Yhich was conferred upon him. Temple considers that B;zan1 
was the· hero of the time of Rnstam, who is mentioned in the. 
Shahnama, and that the Bizanjau are therefore Kianian Persians. 

The Bizanjau tribe, the strength of which was, in 1901, estimat• 
ed to be 15,909, comprises four main divisions or clans : the Ham

ma16.ri (6,622), the Tambrari (3,191), the Umrani (3,263), andl 

the Siahpad (2,833). Each of these clans has a headman of its 
own, while the Hammalari Sardar is the Chief of the whole trib~. 
Each headman levies mali or poll tax from his own clansmen. 

The Bizanjans occupy the country along the banks of the Hingol 
river from Nal to the Jau valley; in this latter valley Sardar· 

Fakir Muhammad Blzanjau obtained lands by purchase from the 

Mirwaris. The Tambrari clan are found from Ornach down' 
to Tappi Dcdar on the Bela frontier and in all the hills between' 
Por6.li and Kud rivers. The Hammalari and the U mrani als() 
graze their flocks in this part of the country. A considerable 

.number of the Bizanjau are found in Kolwa and Kcch in Makran,, 
whither they migrated when Mir Fakir Muhammad Bizanjau, 
thefather of the present Chief, was employed as the Khan's 
naih. 
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The headquarters of the Hammalari clan, which ia the dominant .PoPuLATioN, 

class, and is composed of Fakir :M:uhammadzai, Dost MuhaJ?mad .. 
zai, Gwaranzai, Kamal Khanzai and Bohirzai sections, ·are· at 

· Kbayan in Nal, and the Chief belongs to the Fakir 1\Iuhammadzai 
section, The Hammalari,clan also includes the Nindawari,Bahurzai, 
Sasoli, Sheikh Ahmadi, Jararzai, Shahristanzai, Darmanzai, Shah 
Muradz.ai, Ghaib1zai, Malikdadzai, Aidozai, Karkbiza.i, Safarzai~ 

and Langa.v, the majority of whom are occupancy tenants, and 
pay a share of the produce of their lands to the Bizanjau Chief. 
The Sasolis also obtained a share of land in Iiazarganji after tha 
lllirwari-Jadgal fight, and for this they pay no revenue. The 
Bahurzai, in addition to the rent of their land, pay a tax called 
phori which varies from 16 to 3(J lfl&unds of grain in a year. 

The Tambrari have their headquarters at Ornach, and their 
principal sections are: the Gajizai to which the headman belongs, 
the Darwcsbzai, the Fak[rzai, and the Sodavzai. The Tambrari 
are said to be by origin Rakhshani Ba.loch. · According to local 
tradition, when the Mirwaris won the country from the Jadgals, 
Malik Dostcn, Chief of Kharan, deputed Timar, a Rakhsbani, to 
occupy Wad and Drakalav, which tracts were subsequently con
quered by the 1\Icngals. The Tambrari are the descendants 
ofTimar, , , 

The Umrani claim descept from Umar, a Rind Baloch; their 
headquarters are at TcgbUp in Nal and the headman belongs to 
the Fakirzai section. The Fcroza.i and tne Ghaib•zai sections 
among them are said to be Zahris. Most of the Umrani have 
emigrated to Kolwa. 

The Siahpad or blackfooted, so-called from the fsct that iD. 
olden days they wore black blanket boots, and were notorious 
robbers, are also said to be Rind Baloch. Their headquarters are 

at Khurmaistan in Nal, and the headman belongs to the 
Mandavzai section. The greater part of Pariko belongs to them 
~and they also wander about in the KMran hills to graze their 
flocks. 

The fenc.ls between the M~ngals and the Bizanja.us have been 
briefly mentioned in the account of the former tribe. When 
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roruu.fioN. Central Asian ·trade passed through the Jhalawan country, the 
:Bizanjaus guarded the route between N al and the Las :Bela frontier. 
In the time of Mir Mahmud Khan I (1793-4) an Afghan caravan 
was looted, and the Afghans represented the case to the Khan at 
Khuzdar. Mir Kabera, the Chief of the Bl.zanjaus, did not come 
to terms and was' impertinent, which led to a fight between him 
and· the KM~'a mim and he. himself with · 70 of his men was 
killed at Mlri Bhut mound. Later on the Khan compensated 
the Bizanj~o by giving the chief the Bent land in Mashkae and 
by recognising his· min()r son (the famous Fakir .Muhammad, 
father of lHr Kabera) as the Chief of the tribe. The Bfzanjaus 
have always behaved well towards the Khan of Kalat. Doring 
his exile, ·.Mfr Nasir Khan It was given protection by the Bfzan• 
jan in Nal ~nd Mir Khudadad Khan when deposed by Sher Dil 
Khan received. similar treatment at their hands, When Mir j 

Khudadad Khan, i!l the early days of his reign, was in constant 
disagreement with_ the Sarawan and. the Jhalawau Chiefs, the 
Bizanjau Chief alw~ys acted the part. of a p_e~ce-maker, 

The Bfzanjaus own the lands known as Nawra in Bhag, which 
were given to them as inam, or revenue free grant by Mir Mahmud 
Khan I under. a.sanad, dated 1225 H.; of these. lands half belong 
to the Blzanjau Chief and the remainder in equal shares to the 
Umranis and the 1'ambraris. By. a sanad dated 1249 H., Mir 
Mebrab Kh~n gav~ the iHzanj~u the tra~ts known as Bakhshn, 
Untum and Hasil fu Bbag which are distributed in the same 
proportion as those of Nawra. ' 

. ~ .. ' . . . . 

The Chief of the tribe is Mir Kabera who is about 65 years of 
age, but the dut.ies ~re actually performed by his son, Mir Fak£1'1 
Muha~m&d, who is about 45 yea~ of age. MfrFakfr Muhammad 
ia considered the cl~verest-~nd most active man among all the 
Jhalawan Chief~, and has-considerable i~fit~ence iii.' Kolwa and K~cc 
where there are a' large O:u~b~r of his tribe~me~. llir Karan: 
Khan, son ofMir Hammal, brother of Mir Kabera, is also a man o 
importance among the· Hammalaris: · OWing to"certain land dis. 
putes he is not at present on good terms with the chief. The heae 
man of the Tambraris is Haji Alia Dina "A lam Kbanzai Gajiz; 
who lives in Ornach. Shafi Muhammad, the head of the Umnh 
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clan, is about 40 years of age and lives at Tcgbap in Nat. His PoPuLATioN, 

son, Muhammad, when levying mali was killed by the Muhammad 
Hasnia in t902, and since then the father has not been on good 
terms with that tribe. On the strength ofasanad granted in 1246 B. 
by Mir Mehrab Khan, Shafi Muhammad claims a share of 
6 annas per camel in the duty levied at N al on all exports and 
imports, but bas not been so far able to enforce his claim. Mir 
Mandav Mandavzai (about 35 years of age), who is the headman of 
the Si!ihpads lives at Kburmaietan in Nal, and is a m.all of impor-
tance and influence among his tribesmen. Wh.en Mir Folad, and 
Mfr Lalla were, respectively, the Chiefs of the Siahp&ds and o£ 
KMran, the latter used to levy transit dues on merchandise passing 
between Shahdadzai and Grcsha. A quarrel ensued between 
them on the tract known· as Siah Marav in Pa~iko when 
95 Siahpads were killed. Subsequently, a compromise was 
arranged by which Mir Lalla gave his daughter Bibi Naz in 
marriage to Mir Folal.d. 

The Mirwaris are an important Brahui tribe, but owing to Mirwaris. 

a misapprehension no estimate of their population was obtained in 
1901. · The principal Jlaj-lrka~il~ clans of this tribe in Jhl\lawan 
are the following : Gwahramzai, Karamshazai, Fakirzai, Sumar-
zai and Jiandari. They all claim a common descent from Mfro, 
speak westeru Balucbi, and consider themselves Balocb rather than 
Brahui. Their origin and history is fully described under 
Histoey. The m6li-paying sectioras among them are the Halid, 
Kotwal, Gazbur, Kallcchav, Jalambari, Rustamairi, Salabi, Kanar-
zai, Korak, and Gujjar. . The Jhal~wan Mirwaris are principally 
found at Parwar in Mashkae ; and . in. the valleys of- Nondrav,. 
Pclar, and Jan, where they own Janda which are known as the 
:Mirwari country. The Gwahramzais reside in Pfrandar, Pi!lar. and· 
J au, the K&ramshazais in Nondrav, the FP.idrzAi in :M:anguli Kalal.t, 
Bcdi,and Kolwa; and the Sumarzais and the Jiandaris in Mashkae 
and :~ondrav. The ml.li-paying s~ctione wander about with their 
flocks in bills adjoining the Mashkae river and throughout the 
:Minwari coontr1. Owing to demands for mali, many of these 
people have migrated t~ ~Ia _and other places. 

The beadman of the Jhalawan Mirwaris is Khadadad Fakirzai, 
who, among his own tribesmen, has the 'title of Jam, i and lives in 
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PoPuLATioN. Nondrav; Malik Dinar, son of the late Abdul Karim, the Khan'• 
naib in Mashkae and Kolwa and Mll- Kadir Bakhsh (about 
28 years old) of Jau are also men of importance • 

. The Mirwaris, after the war with the Jadglli, had many internal 
feuds, and their fends with the Nansherwanis form the subject of 
n'llmerons ballads._ When they became weak, their neighbours, 
the Hlzanjan, began to gain the upper hand, and the late Mir 
Fakir l\lnpammad Bizaniau, the Khan'il 'll.uib in Kech, induced 
many ·of the 1\Hrwaris of Jan and Awaran in Kolwa to sell their 
lands to him for nominal sums of money, thus gradually gaining 
infl:ue!lce and power in Jan. At a later period, M £r Abdul Ksrim 
Fakirzai Mirwari, the Khan's 'll.aib of Kolwa, placed a check on 
the aggression of the Bizanjau, joined hands with Mir Baloch 
Khan, NaushCrwani,.and picked a quarrel with the Bizanjau in 
Kolwa. which rei!ulted in a fight in which Basil Khan, the only 
son of Safar Khan, brother of Mir Kahera, the Bizanjau Chief, was 
killed. The matter was decided by the Agent to the Governor

General in 1881. 

Kambraris. _ The Kambrari tribe ( 4,315) comprises the Sobazai, which is 
the dominan\ section, the Baranzai, t:he Miranzai and Kbusbalzai, 
all of which are exeiript from payment of mali. The goshi 
sections of the tribe are the Kiazais imd Sheikh Ahmadis. The 
headman of the Kambniris; Sardar Kadir Bakhsh, son of M:ir 
Saadat Khan, who 'was born about 1855, lives at Tok near Rodt!njo 
and sometimes in Gidar and is a man of considerable influence. 
The :Baranzaislive in the Mas tung valley, the 1\Iiranzai in Nimargh, 
and tbe Khnshalzais in Mashkae, KMran, and Kalli.t. The 
Kambraris living in Norgama in the Zahri country are :known as the 
Iltazais. The Kiazais are a nomadic section and are found in 
'upper Jhalawan, Tok, the neighbourhood of Ka!at, lskalku, 
Khuzdar and :Biighwana. It is said that Soba, the progenitor of 
the Sobazais, was a very avaricious man, and had a habit of 
annexing any object which caught his fancy in a tribesman's bouse. 
On a certain occasion he happened to visit the house of Hasan 
Kiazai, who was living in lskalkn with the Shahwanis and ordered 
him to kill a calf for him, which was done. Soba then began to 
take possession of other things in 'the honse whereupon Hasan 
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killed him. The case was decided by the Khan, Nasir Khan I, l'oPuLA.TION, 

who ordered seven families of the Kiazais to be handed over to the 
successors of Soba and pay the poll tax in future to them. The 

Kiazais in Jhalawan are the descendants of these seven families. 
The Sheikh Ahmadi are chiefly found at Khurmaista.n in Nal and 
a few in the neighbourhood of Wad and 1\Iashkae. 

The origin of the Kambraris is uncertain; one tradition affirms 

that they are descended from one of the sons of Imam Ram bar, 
named Kambar. l\fass<m includes them· among the 1\Ib·waris, 
while according to Maitland they are not connected with one 
another. According to another tradition they are descendants of 
Kambar, a slave of Hazrat .Ali, and are considered tG be of 
Abyssinian origia. But the general belief among the people 
themselves is that Kambar was one ()f the seven sons of Mir 
Ibrabfm and that they are, therefore, collaterals of the Ahmadzais 
and Mirwaris. 

The Gurgnari tribe ( 3,925 ) derives its name from gurg, a wolf, Gurgn.aris. 

and they claim to be of Koreish Arab origin. According to local 
tradition they are descended from Mir Gurgin, bro~her of Miro, 
the progenitor of tlle Mirwaris. They are divided into Slulhbcgzai, 
.Miranzni, Azghalzai, Mabmudani, Usufal'i, Siahizai and. Kbid~i 
clans, all of which except the Shahbcgzai, which are the dominant 

clan. pay mali. 

The headquarters of the tribe are at Chad in the. Gidar 
valley where the Chief has a small fort. The Miranzai li\'e in 

Lakorian ; the Azghalzai in the Ornach hills and along th~ Porali 

river; the Mahmudanis in Saruna, but some of them wander in 
the Kbarau hills; the Usufaris in Lakoriao, Porali, and some in 
Sboranid ; the Siablzais in Lakorian and Nal and some in the 

lllRstung valley ; most of the Khidris reside in Kolwa and Panj
gur and a few in Lak?rian. 

The Lravery of Mir Gorgin or Gorgiod is specially noted in the 
Mlrwari-Jadgal war poem. His share of t.be country was half of 

Tutak, Gozhdaghan as far as Khulkunkad in Surab valley, Lako
rian, the upper part of Chad in the Gidar valley, a 'karcz in Jcbri, 
and the tract of countryfrom J~bri as far as the Jauri pas.s, 
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PoPuLATioN, Khfsundun or the part of the valley bet~een Rodenjo and Hajika 
and the Dasht-i-baddu of Rodenjo. 

Ali Muhammad, grandfather of the present Gurgnari Chief, had 
a fight with All Muhammad, Rod~ni Chief, near the present Rodeni 
vill&ge in whi~h the two Chiefs met their deaths at each other's 
hands. · 

Sardar Shahbaz Kb&n, the present Chief (1906), succeeded hit~ 
father, t!ardar Muhlm Khan, who died in 1903 at Sibi on his return 
from the coronation D~rMr at Delhi. He belongs to the Shah
begzai clan and is connected by marriage with the Tambrari Bfzan
jau, the Kambrari, the lH.jois, the Sumahiris, and the Sasolis. 
Sardar · Muhfm Khan married a wife from among the Mirwaris 
and later on anothar f.~om the Dehanis of Kharan, a daughter of 
Kadirdad, the fnmoi.l3 camel breeder in Kharan. By this latter 
wife he left two young sons. The Chief receives a monthly 
allowance of Rs. 300 from the Kalat State and provides 4 so wars 
for the Zahri thanf.l. 

Sumal;irl. The Sumal&ri or Suma.lani, as they are sometimes called, are 
the descendants of Mir Snmal, one of the broth~s of Mfro, the 
progenitor of the Mirwaris. Snmal did not, however, join the 
Mfrwaris in t.heir war against the Jadgals and did not, therefore, 
recei~e ·any share in the land so obtained. The Saidza.is, one of 
the strongest clans of the Sumataris, are of Afghan origin. 

The Sri.mal3ris were estimated to number 3,275 in 1901. The 
principal clans exempt from mali are the Hotmanzai, the domin
ant sept of which, the Shadenzai section, reside in Shorarud in 
the Qnetta-Pishfn District and in Kahoak in Sarawa11 ; the 
Muridzai, Mahmudani, and Sakhtaki. The revenue-paying sec
·tions include the Burabai Sheikh Husaioi, Balokhaozai, Saiadzai, 
-Q-wahtamzai, Daduzai, Loki-Tappori, Sikhi, and Razanzai. The 
headquarters of the Chief are at Toba in the Gidar valley where he 
has a small share in a.kdrez, The Saiadzai live in Kodaand Korask, 
where they have occupancy rights. The ~est of the Snmalaris 
are nomads and wander with their flocks in Masbkae, Gresha, 
Drakalav, and other parts of the Mengal country. 

• · The S1tmalaris have a bad reputation as robbers. Their present 
·Chief is Bhai Khan, born in 1882, who lives in Toba, but the 
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11ITa.irs 'o[ the tribe are managed by his guardian and uncle, Mir Ali FoPOLA'l'IoN, 

1\lurad. This man gave trouble for some time, and was accused. 
of three murders and of a number of thefts, and though summoned 

• two or thrlle times by the Political Agent in 1899 refused to attend. 
'On the 25th of October, 1899, his village, Toba in Gidar, ~as 
surrounded and his property sold by auction, and he and his ward, 
Bhai Khan, tendered their submission to the Political Agent through 
Mir ~1ehrulla Kluin Rafsani, Nazim of Makran, and· Sardar 
Muhfm Khan Gurgnari. This example had a salutary effect on 
Snrdars Shakar Khan Mcngal, Pah8.r Khan Sasoli, and Mazur 
Khan Blijoi who were not at the time behaving well but thereupon 
submitted and had their disputes settled. 

The K"landranis (6,308) are descendants ofKalandar, a brother Kalandrlinis. 
of Miro, the progenitor of the Mirw~ris. The dominant clan is 
the Ferozshazai, to the Bhadinzai section of which the Chief 
belongs. Other clans exempt from mali are the Sanjarzai and the 
Sbadcnzai. The clans liable to pay contributions on marriages 
and deaths (hijjar and pur a) to the Kalandrani Chief are the Sahak-
zai, Miranzai, Lahrizai, Jallabzai, Chanderwari, Hasanari, Khidro, 
Baddajau, Burakzai Smailzai, Siahizai, Darwcshzai,. Lotari, and 
Salahizai. It is stated that Mir Nasir Kh8.n I assigned to llir 
Kalandar, in recognition of his services in the Meshed war, his 
right to leT;)' a sheep from the Kalandranis. Their Chief, therefore, 
levies from each family two sheep annually instead of the one which 
is taken by other tribal Chiefs from their godi clans. 

The present Chief of the Kalandranis is Ali Muhammad, son of 
F~rozsha, who lives at Tutak where he has a fort •. Ferozsha is 
still living but after his pilgrimage to Mecca. in 1903, he resigned 
in favour of his son. The Kalandranis live in Tutak and its adjoin· 
ing hills and some in Porali, Gidar, and Korachav. They com bin 
fiockowoing with cultivation and have only nnirrigated lands. 

The Roden is are descended f'-:_om Roden, one of the seven BOns of Rodenis. 
Braho or Brahim, but it is sometimes asserted that Roden the 
progenitor of the tribe was born of a concubine. Most of the 
llodcnia live in the Sarawll.n country. Their number in Jhalawan, 

in HlOl, was 1,5G5 e.nd included the following sections a Yaknb 
UB 
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PoPtJLATIOK.~ Khanzai, the dominant ~lan, Zahrozai, Jam~lzai, Jiandzai and 
Nangarzai. The Rodeni Chief claims that the Pir Karis of Gurgfna 
and the Chagai District are liable to payment of mali to him, a 
claim which he has never been able to enforce. 

Sajdis. 

The Jhalawan Rodcni3 chiefly own lands and water in Surab 
and Gidar. 

Mfr. Muhammad Khan, Bahadur Khanzai, Yakub Khanzai, who 
is about 50 years of age and lives in Surab, is the leading man. 
From 1898 to 19[!0 he served as Khan's naib in Khuzdar. 'l'he 
present Chief .is Habib Khan who is a minor and the duties are 
performed by his grandfather and guardian, M.lr Muhammad Khan. 

The Sajdis are regarded by some writers as of Scythian origin, 
being descendants of the ancient Sagetae and part of the force 
that .came from the north with Alexander. The dominant section 
of the tribe in Jhalawan are the Sakae locally known as the Saka
zai, who seem.really to be or' Scythian origin. Saka still exists on 
~he borders of the Caspian: -Captain Temple, Political Agent, 
Kalat, held that the Sajdi were true Baloch, but owing partly to 
intermarriage had become gradually amal11,amated with the 
Jhalawan Brahuis.- According to local accounts the Sajdis first 
appeared about 18 generations back, from the north, and estab
lished themselves in the Gichk valley near Panjgur where the 
ruins of their, ancient villages, Saka Kalat, still exist. 

In 1901 the total number of Sajdis in Jhalawan was esti
mated to be 6,063. . The principal raj-o-kablla clans are the 
Gichkfzai, Mahmudari and Ahmedari, while the mali-paying clans 
are the Sayari and . Sangor. The Gichk.lzai clan is subdivided 
into the Sakazai to which the Chief belongs; the Makakari, Biznari, 
Temurari, Usufari and Snndwari all of which are kabila, while the 
Bbaet, AjiMni, Gador and Notani are aliens and were admitted 
into the tribe on condition of payment of mali. The Ahmedari 
are said to be Rind Baloch whil':_ many of the other clans are of 
Jadgal stock. The Sakazai are chiefly found in Dardau in the 
Gresha valley, tiM! Ahmedari, Sayari and Mahmudari in lower 
Gresha and at Kandiri in Mashkae, the Sangor in Kech, Pasni and 
~asol, the Bhaet ~t Dn1kopi-dap in Panjgtir. 
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The feud of the Sajdis with the Muhammad Hasnis of Jcbri has PoPlJ'LATION. 
been mentioned in the account of the latter tribe.· ' 

In olden times the Sajdis contributed 300 armed men as sata, 
They have no gham land in Kachhi, bnt own lands in Gresha, 
Sajid, Koda .and Korask, the last named three valleys being 
actually cultivated by Sumalari tenants who pay rent to the 
:Mahmudari and Ahmedari landlords. 

The present Chief of the tribe is M1r Saka, 

The Sajdis are a peaceful tribe and are connected by marriage 
with the Blzanjau and Rodenis of Gidar. The Chief himself and 
the Haibuari section of the l\Iahmudari are Sunni Muhammadans, 
while almost all the remainder of the tribe belong to the Zikri 
sect. They all speak western Baluchi, and owing to their differ
ence of faith do not visit localities where they would not be free 
from molestation by the Sunnis, though they often migrate to 
Kolwa and Kcch wher~ they are welcomed by their co-religionists. 
A considerable number have, however, emigrated to Las Bela and 
to the Karachi District. 

The N1cbaris in 1901 were estimated to number 1,830 and 
though now numerically insignificant are undoubtedly a very 
ancient tribe. The tribe gave its name in former d~ys to the Brahui 
capital, which is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari as Kalat-i-nicbara. 
Later it btcame known as Kalat-i-Baloch. According to local 
traditions N1cbaris are Alikozai Afghans. Their progenitor Aliko 
migrated, with his flocks, from Afghanistan to the N1chara country 
wbich was then in the possession of Hamir, a Jadgal, who resided 
in the 1Iam1ri valley. Mll.sa, a Rind Baloch, and Bangui, the 
progenitor of the Bangulzai Brabuis, came later to Nicbara 
and with Aliko, killed Hamir, took the country and divided it 
among themselves. The principal clans of the Nicharis are the 
Bahadur KMnzai, Bhadinzai, Khwashdadzai, and Gbulamzai, 
to which may be added the Lahraki, a branch of the Raisaai, 
and Brahimzai, a section of the Lahri tribe. None of these 
tribeemen pay any mali to the N1chari Chief, but give the usual 
contributions on the occasion of a death or a marriage in his 
family. 

Nlchl\ria. 
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PoPUr.ATJON. The Labraki ana Brablmzai are all nomadg, wllile the other 
clans mainly reside and cultivate in Nichara. Some Ni.:baris are 
also found in Sarawan. 

If; appears that up to the time of :Mir Nasir Khan I both the 
Nicbaris ana their neighbours, the Pandraois, had direct relations 
with the Khan without the intenention of the Zahri Chief. In 
the time of :Mir Khudad8d Khan many Nicharis enlisted in his 
infantry regiment. On the death of their Chief, in 18!:!4, a. dispute 
arose in the family u to the succession, and a state of anarchy 
continued in which the two leading men, Dad Muhammad and 
DaUd KMn, were killed. In 1902 Fazal Muhammad was chosen 
as the headman by a council of elders; he died in 1904 and was 
sccceeded by his minor son, Gauhar Khan. 11Hr Fateh Khan 
Milsazai, son-in-law of the late Fazal :Muhammad, is a man of 
much influence and directs the affairs of the tribe as guardian 
of the headman. He displayed canspicuous bravery in the fight 
against Sardar Gauhar Khan in 1895 on which occasion be received 
several wounds. 

Pandranis. In 1901 the number of Pandranis was estimated to be 340. 
They:are divided into the following sections: 1\lnhammadzni, the 
dominant section, :Motani Ramazanzai or Ramadanzai, Zarrakzni, 
and Jogizai. The parent stock is admitted to be of Rind Ba!och 
origin, and the tJogizais are considered to be of alien and inferior 
stock. The Pandranis have generally held aloof from the Zahri 
Chief and have, like the Nfcbaris, maintained direct relations with 
the KLan. The present headman is Fateh !\fuhammad, son .of Gul 
Muhammad, who with his clansmen lives in Pandran, but most of 
the Pandranis are nomad flockowners, grazing their animals in the 
Shekhri and Iskalku bills, in the neighbourhood of Gazg. A 
number of them have, during the last fifteen years, migrated to 
Shik&rpur and Karachi Districts in Sind_where they are engaged 
in agriculture. 

The Pandranis used to supply 200 men as 1an and their lands 
were subject to payment of revenue to the Khan known as dan and 
'l.:alang. The former took the ahape of 6 maunds of madder, but· 
is no longer imposed, as madder is not now cultivated, while the 
latter consists of 6 gun is or about 30 mau~ds of rice per annum. 
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The Reldzais, who in 1901 numbered 1,277 in Jhala:wan, claim FoPtrLA.TioW. 
a connection with the Regi or Reki Baloch of MashMl. Reki Reklzais. 

their pt"ogenitor is said to have migrated with his brother, Fak!ro• 
from Mashkd to Gidar. He had a pretty daughter who was 
married to Mir Nasir Khan I, and bore him a son, afterwards 
M.lr M_§.hmud Kh:in I. During the reigns of these two Khans the 

I'i1k.Lzais were by their favours, enabled to enrich themselves ; 
they were given the Surkh spring in SU.rab, and later on purchased 
land in Gidar. Their main sections iu the Gidar valley are the 
Khainizai, Gwaramzai, Afghanzai, and Laskarizai, and the groups 
connected with them are the :B'ak!rozai, Muhammadzai, Jangizai, 
Saba~azai, Sabzallza!, Mulh!zai, Surkhi, Beguzai and Chaunk. 
The Rekizai headman is not entitled to levy mali from any of his 
tribesman. The Rekizais are settled in Gidar and in Damb in the 
Surab valley. 

Their leading man is M!r Musa Khan, who was born in about 
1828. He served the Khan of Kalat, as ndib, in Surab, Lahri, 
and Mastung and finally as his wakil, but fell into disfavour in 
1901 and resigned his post, He is now settled in Gidar, where 
he owns a considerable amount of land and water. 

The Brahuis are hardly to be surpassed in activity, strength Characteris

and hardiness, being alike inured to the cold of the mountainous ~~f~es~f main 

regions and the heat of the plains. Their natural fighting 
qualities are by no means despicable. They are slightly inferior 
in physique to the Afghans, but quite as brave and far more 
hardy and enduring. They are excellent mountaineers and shoot 
very well with their inferior weapons. The Jhalawan Brahuis 
are considered superior with their firearms, The women of the 
B!zanjau tribe are considered very handsome and so are those 
of N.lchara; the l\j,tter are very dexterous in needlework and 
produce fine specimens of embroidery in silk. But the complexion 
of the ordinary Brahui women soon becomes bronzed in consequence 
of exposure and they assume a hardy, masculine appearance. Pot-
tinger, who visited the country in 1810, gives the following account 
of the general character of the Brahuis as compared with that of the 
Baloch: *'"The Brahuis are equally fathfu in adherence to their 

ill Pottinger's Travels in Bahtchistan, pages 7land 7.2,, 
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PoPULATioN; promises; and equa1ly hospitable with the Baluchis, and, on the 
whole, I greatly prefer their general character. From what 
I have already said on it, it is evident that they are a more quiet 
and industrious class, and their habits are decidedly averse from 
that system of rapine and violence pursued by the other ; nor 
can we fairly ascribe this to any sentiment, save a good one, for 
in pe~sonal ·bravery and endurance of privations and h11rdshi{>s, 
the Brahuis are esteemed superior to the inhabitants of all the 
neighbouring countries: their Chiefs exercise a much more 
despotic authority in the various tribes and Khcls than among 
the Baluchis, and the people are equally ten11cious of their 
respec~ability, though they obey them from a. different feeling. 
In manner they are mild and .inoffensive, though very uncivilized 
&I!.d uncouth ; but as the latter is evidently the effect of a want 
of worldly knowledge and guile, their awkward attempts to be 
civil please, because we see that they are incited to make them by 
a natural propensity to oblige, unaccompanied by any interested 
motive. · They are free from the worst traits of the Baluchis, 
which are comprised in being avaricious, revengeful, and cruel, 
and they seldom look for imy reward for their favours or services ; 
their gratitude is lasting, and fidelity such, that even the Baluch 
Chiefs retain them as .their moat confidential and trustworthy 
servants." 

Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, the latest authority, describes the 
Brahui as" of middle siz~, square built, and sinewy, with a sharp 
face, high cheek bones, and long narrow eyes. His nose is thin 
and pointed. His manner is frank and open ; though active, hard y• 
and roving he is incomparable with the Baloch as a warrior, but 
he makes a good scout. • • With few exceptions the Brahui is 
mean, parsimonious, and avaricious, and he is exceedingly idle. 
He is predatory but not a pilferer, vindictive but not treacherous, 
and generally free from religious bigotry. His extreme ignorance· 
is proverbial in the country side : 'If yon have never seen 
ignorant hobgoblins and mountain-imps come and look at the 

Brahni'." 

According to local accounts, the dominant classes, and well-to-do 
people in almost every tribe differ somewhat from the generality 
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of their brethren in as much as they lend a comparltively easier PoPULATION, 
life and are in consequence delicate. To be a good shot, good 
horseman, and courageous is their pride, and they often indulge 
in coursing, shooting, and horse-races. The peasantry and 
nomads are on the other hand hardy and laborious. 'l'he 
Zarrnkzais among the Zahris are noted for their bravery and 
hospitality and the Shahizai Mengals are rightly proud of some 
of th~ir brave Chiefs, men like the late Wali 1.\Iuhammad Khan 
and Nuruddin, who have left a mark on the h~story of the tribe., 
Masson consi lered the Muhammad Hasnis '' to be the bravest 
and most savage of the Baloch tribes.'' The Hotmanzai Sasolis 
have a reputation for fearlesmess and especially for prowess in 
baud-to-hand fighting, but are at the same time noted for their 
astonishing ignorance. The Sajdis are brave, but owing to the 
peculiar tenets of their faith are prone to bigotry. The Sumalaris 
were in old times considered the worst robbers in the country-
The Pandrauis are known among their neighbours as the haft-
kiti or seven in a bag. This nickname has its origin in the 
following story, illustrating their Spartan qualities. On a certain 
occasion, a snake lay hil in a skin in which flour was kept. 
Seven Pandranis, one after the other, put in their hands to take 
out some flour and each was bitten in his turn, but not one 
would cry out or let the next know wh~t had happened. 

The anthropometrical measurements of some of the principal. 
tribes taken in 1903 showed the following results:-

Average Average Average 
Average 

Tribe, Cephalic Nasal Orbito-

Index. Index. Stat ore. Nasal 
Index. 

C. M. 

Kalandn~ni .•. .. 82•0 59·8 ... 121·2 

M usiani (Zahri) .. 80·0 63·1 168·1 116•4 

Muhammad Ilasnl. ... 81·9 60·9 167•1 115·9 

M~ngal ... ... 82•8 M·a ... 120·6: 
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FoPULATioN. The inrerior races nre represented by the Khan's ulus (6,245), 
Inferior races. Nakibs (856), Loris ( 4,177) 1 and servile dependants (5,103). Of 

these the firdt two, unlike the mass of the Bra~ui, commonly have 
fixed abodes which they rarely leavt>, and are never of nomadic 
habits. Loris and servile dependants, of conrde accompany their 
employers or masters. The majority of the Khan's subjects and of 
the ~akibs are engaged in agriculture, and of the Loris in various 
handicrafts. The class of servile dependants are engaged in 
agricultural work and in domestic service, 

, The people who cultivate the Crown lands of Kalat in various 
niahats in Jhalawan are known as the Khan's uZus or subjects, 
and, with the few exceptions which are ·mentioned later, are under 
the direcl; administrative control of His Highness' officials and 
have no direct concern with the tribal Chiefs. Ont of the 6,245 
persons estimated in 1901 to belong to this class, 2,087 are 
Chhutta.S inhabiting the K£rthar range and Dariaro on the Sind 
border, and 468 are Marris. The territorial distribution of the 
remaining 3,690 is as follows: 1,317 in the Surab nitlbat compris
ing Nigbaris (1,094), AHzai Dehwars (223); !>37 in Mashkae 
niabat including Kt:hars (473), Shahwauis (64); 238 in Khnzdar. 
Kurds, and Gazgi (170), Maliks (42) and Kambrari (26) ; 575 in' 
Baghwana, Kurd (94), Shahozai (116), Kambrari (64), Kiazai1 
(92), Bandija. (190), Asiabi (19); and 1,023 in Zidi, Karkh and 
Chakn, Kori (211), Akhundani (94), Ajibltoi (106), Karelo (165) 
and Jamot (447). Those residing in the Zidi, Karkh and Chaku 
~lleys claim an equal status with the Sasolis owing to many of 
the_ Jamotsbaving entered into matrimonial connection with them 
and with th' Jattaks; they, however, pay revenue to the Khan, and 
his naib exfrcises full control over them. The Pandranisin Pand 
ra~t;- the Lotianis, Raiil and Kambraris in Norgama. plain, the 
Danyas of MishkbCI and the Gazgi J attaks of Gazg were included 
among the Zahri tribe ; and though they are subject, in matters 
appertaining to revenue, to the control of the Khan's naib, they 
deal in other matters with the headmen of their clans and through 
them with the Zahri Chief. 

The Nakibs of 1halawan claim connection with their comp3triots 
iu. Makran, where they are also known as Darzadas. Their numbe.r 
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in Jbalawan was estimated in 1901 to be 865, of whom 650 are PoP17LATioN. 

1

1
iucluded in the Zahri tribe. These chiefly Jive in the Mula pass 
I where they cultivate as tenants of 1\hisiauis and others, and some 

1

of them have acquired land by purchase. They speak Brahui' 
have adopted Brahui customs, and are gradually ri£ing in the social 
scale. The remainder of the Nakibs (206) are scattered · iii 
Kbuzdar, Baghwana, Karkh and Chaku and are engaged in 
cultivation (as tenants) and some as weavers. They are treated as 
Khan's ulu1 and are subject to the naib of Khuzdar. 

These curious gypsy folk are scattered throughout the country, Loris. 

11nd a number of them may be found attach~ to every tribe or 
tribal group. Those in Jhalawan are known as the Sarma.stliris 
from Sarmast whom they claim as thrir progenitor and who accord· 
ing to their accounts was a brother of Ahmad, from whom the 
Ahmadzai Brahuis are descended; but other tribesmen consider 
this claim preposterous. These Loris are either handicraftsmen 
such as carpenters, blacksmiths, and golasmiths, or musicians and 
reciters of ballads at marriage and funeral ceremonies iu the familie~ 
of leading tribesmen in whose guest houses they also discharge the 
necessary menial services. They are under the special protection 
of the claus and tribes to which they are attacht>d, and are very 
jealous of their privileges and rights. Those Loris who are not 
settled, but wander about the country, besides pursuing the occu
pations above mentioned, practise jugglery, and their women are 
said to be expe.rts in palmistry and fortune-telling. The Loris 
are known as rogues and vagabonds and their petty thieving and 
cheating are proverbial. The total number oC Loris in the Dis-
trict in 1901 was 4,177. 

The servile dependants known as Langa.v or KUno.zad are found Servile depen· 
in almost ever11't'.speotahle household and are mostly the descen- dante. 
dants of war priEonrrs brought in from time to time by the 
Brahni laihhars during the reign of Mir Nasfr Khan I from 
Makran. 1'o these have been added fresh soppl:es similarly 
obtained in later years. They are employed in household work, 
and also iu agriculture and are well treated. In 1901 their 
number in Jbalawan wa.s 5,103, of whom 1,558 were in the Bizan-
jau, 1,492 in the M~ngal, 474. in the Mohsmmad IIasoi and 

61• 
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PoPULATioN. 405 in the Gurgnari tribal area, the remainder being distributed 
over the Kalandrani, Kambrari, Nichari, and RCkizai tribes. 

Hind as. 

Religion. 

Is him. 

The number of Hindus in Jhalawan is insigni6cant, amounting 
in 1901 to only 381 souls. Most of them are temporary residents 
bailing chiefly from Kachhi and Sind, and are engaged in trade 
at Sllrab, Nal, Khuzdar, Mashkae, Wad, and other important 
plac~. They· are the financiers of the tribesmen, and are 
spe~ially protected by the Chiefs and headmen. 1hey generaDy 
winter in their own homes and return to Jhalawan in summer. 
They are not strict observers of caste, would drink water from a. 
tribesman's masllak and use his griddle to bake bread on. The 
Hindus have a. local place of pilgrimage at Shobro near Khozdar 
which they call Asiapuri, where there is a spring of water, and 
where th~y hold the New Year's fair in the mouth of Wisakh. 

The major portion of the population are Snnni l\lnhammadans 
but most of the Sajdis and some of the Muhammad Hasnis living 
in the M:ashkae valley profess the Zikri creed. 

The Saiads and mullas alone know something, nnd even they 
but little, about the forms of their religion. The higher classes 
are devout in performing their prayers at the stated t~mes, in 
keeping the fasts, and in setting apart a portion of their income 
for rakat, but for the rest gross superstition takes the place of 
religion,· and there is a general belief in the intervention of 
saints in the pursuits of daily life. These saints are invoked to 
cure disease, to avert calamities, to bring rain, and to bless the 
childless with off:!pring. Although the Brahuis are now pro
fessed Snnnis, there are indications that they have been mnch 
influenced by Shiah doctrines during long snbjection of the 
country to Persia, and mourning is to this day observed in many 
a village during the Muharram. The Sheikh section among the 
Men~als and the Sasolis are treated as_ a sacred class and 
credited with the power to exorcise evil spirits, cure various 
diseases, and the former also with causing rain. Saiads, too, play 
an important part, and their amulets, charms, and blessings are 
constantly in request. Unlike the Afghans the Brahuis are little 
affected by the fanaticism of the priesthood which is very scantily 
represented among them. Among the local Saiads and nmllri-j 
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the most influential men are Saiad Ghulam Shah of Nahlg in PoPULATION. 
Sind, who exercises a vast influence more especially in the 
Khuzdar nidfJat. The Saiads of Mastung and Nicbara also 

command considerable respect among the people. Among the 
common superstitions are the following: If some one calls to a 
llrahui as he is start:ng on a journey (pasgwanl.;) he mns~ sit 
down before going farther. If, immediately after starting, a 
d6nkey brays, or a sparrow comes flying in front, or the ankle 
thong of his sandal breaks he must return hot;ne and start again. 
'l'he cawing of a crow upon the wall of a house portends some 
calamity to the owner ; a girl who has only one brother will not 
wash her head on a Sunday lest some ill-luck befall him; a. 
n1arried woman must not wash her hair on a Wednesday for fear of 
losing her husband ; salt w.ili not be given to a stran~er after 
sunset for fear that the lnck of the house may be lost ; the wild 
fig tree is neither cut nor burnt. There is a general belief in evil 
spirits and their powers of theft and as a protection against them 
the grain on the threshing floor is encircled by a line drawn with 
a sword, and some twigs of the kisankUr (Peganum harmala) 

together with the naked sword are planted in it until it can be 
measured for division. 

Ordeal by water is very common, and in pre-British days 
"ordeal by fire" was resorted to for the purpose of determining 
the innocence or guilt of a suspected thief. A small ditch was 
filled with hot embers over which the accused was required to 
\\aile. If the man came out of the ordeal unhurt his innocence 

was held proved and the accuser was compelled to pay him some 
compensation. 

The Zikri or Dai religion is, as already stated, professed by the 
SajJis, with the exception of the Chiefs family and the Habuari 
section of the Mahmudari alan, who are Sunnis, and also by some of 
the 1\luhammad llasnis. A detailed account of the Zikris is given 
at pagea llG-21 of Chapter I of the Makran Gazetteer. The sect 
apprars to be of Indian origin and was founded by one Muhammad 
of Danapur in Jaunpnr, who is variously stated to have been an 
Afghan or a 8aiAd. He wandered to the Deccan, Gujrat and 
llikancr, Jai.salmcr, Sind, Kandahar, and Farrah where be ultimately 
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. PoP1TLA.TJoN. died,. but the . Zikris of Makran believe that from Farrah he 
visited :Mecca, 1\Iedina, and Aleppo, and came to Kcch where he 
preached his doctrines for ten years on the Koh·i-:Uun1d. Their 
I>rincipal doctrines_ are-

. 1~ That· the dispensation of the Prophet Muhammad has 
come to an end and he has been superseded by the Mahdi. 

. 2~. That the Prophet Muhammad's mission was to preach and 
spread the doctrines of the Koran in thE'ir literal sense, but that 
it remained for the Mahdi to put new constructions on their 
meaning. That the Mahdi was in fact the Sahib-e-tawil of the 
Korlin. 

3. That prayer (nama~) has been di~pensed with, and that 
instead of namaz people should resort to zikr. 

4. That the fast of the Ramzan need not be kept. 

5. That the recognised formula of the Muhammadan faith 
should be dropped and the formula.la ilaha illallak, Muhammad 
Maltdi. Rasul-ullalt should be adopted instead. 

6. That instead of zakdt ~t the rate of one-fortieth, uskt' 
sl1o~ld be given at the rate of one-tenth. 

7. That the world ·and ·the goods of the world should 
be avoided. 

The or~hodox Sunnis regard the Zikris with hatred, but most 
of their immediate Sunni neighbours do not object to have 
marriage relations with them. 

Occupation. Owing to the tribal system of enumeration followed in the 
Census of 1901, no complete record was obtained showing the 
occupations . of the people. The population may roughly b~ 
divided into four classes by occupation : landowners, cultivators,' 
flockowners, and artisans. 

Most of the population is engaged in agriculture combined 
with flockowning.. The Chiefs, headmen, and their relations as 
wel111s other well-to-do people employ tenants, most of whom 

. are servile dependants with some tribesmen who do not own 
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sufihient land to support them, while the rest of the peasantry PoPtrLATloll. 

cultivate their own lands. The principal clas~es engaged as 
tenants in Jhal~twan are the following: Nigharis and Mullazais 
in the SU.nib-GiJar valley ; the Rais and the Lotianis in Norgama 
(Zahri), the Kurds, Gazgis, Bandijas in Baghwana and Khuzdar; 
Jamots and others in Karkh and Chaku; the Kori3 in Zidi ; the 
Kchnrs and Naldbs iu Mashkae; Langavs in Nai and Wad; and 
a number of .l'llubammad Hasnis and Eizanjaus have embanked 
fielJs in the Mirwari country where they have ~ccupancy rights. 

The Nicharis, Pandranis, and l\1uhammadzai 1\lcngals of 
1\Iamatawa cultivate their own lands, Except such of the 
tribesmen as possess irrigated lands, · they gennally supplement 
their means of livelihood by· :flocks of sheep and goats, a detailed 
account of which is given in Chapter II. The principal flock
owning tribes are the Mcngals, the Sumalaris, and the Muhammad 
Ilasnis. 

The artisans are chiefly derived from among the Loris, who 
are found in Surab, Gidar, Zahri, Khuzdar, Nal, 'Vad, and other 
important places, Their chief occupations are those of blacksmith, 
carpenter, bard, and musician. There are a few families of Nakfb 
weavers in Karkh and Chaku who weave coarse cotton cloth 
and some dyus in ~Tal, Wad, Ornach, Khnzdar and Jau. 

At the head of each tribe there is a Chief or sardar, whose position Social life. 

is unassailable and the particular group to which the sarddr belongs 
forms a small aristocracy which takes special precedence in the 
tribe. Within the tribe the precedence of each clan, section, and 
11ub-section is marked and defined, and the head of each such group 
takes precedence strictly in the order of his group. Below these 
social equality is the rule. The Ahmadzais, as members of the 
reigning dynasty, take precedence above all others. Closely 
connected with them are the Iltazais, The social superiority of 
both of these grou111 is due to their connection with the ruling 
family. Next to these, the Zarrakza.is, the head of the Jhalawlin 
d!vi~ion of the nrahui confederacy, have social precedence above all 
others. l'he question of social precedence among the Chiefs of 
different tr;L~s in the ji.rga1 and dorlar~ is frequently in di!'pute, . 
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PoPULATioN, The first sent in darMr is disputed between the Zarrnkzais and 
lltazais ; the second is assigned to . the 1\Iengal Chief, the third 
also is in dispute between the Muhammad Hasni and Magassi 
Chiefs though the latter was allowed to occupy it at the Darhar held 
by H. R. H. the Prince of Wales in March, 1906. The order of 
precedence among the rest of the Jhalawan Chiefs is as follows:
Bizanjau, Musiani, _ Jattak, Sasoli, Gurgnari, Haruni, Khidrani
Bajoi, Kambniri, Sumalari, Kalandrani, and Sajdi. There are 
certain sections in each tribe known as khaji or goshi, the mem
bers of which are looked on as of inferior status, and below these 
again, in the social scale come the Channals (who are of Jadgal 
origin and constitute a small nomadic section of several tribes 
especially the Zabri); Loris, Nakfbs, and servile dependants with 
whom no self-respecting tribesmen of raj-o-kablla would intermix. 

As already stated the members of the sardar khels or 
families of the Chiefs have a recognised social position, and 
it is considered au· honour to marry into these families. The 
tribesmen endeavour to intermarry among their own septs or 
among septa of a. similar social status among other tribas, but the 
poore1· classes do not object to give their girls in marriage to men 
of outside tribes, and this action does not entail any social stigma. 
Many ofthe poorer classes give their daughters in marriage to the 
Jats of Kachhi, and this is remarkable as the Jats, as a subject-race, 
are held in great contempt. 

The Brahui custom of taking and giving the news ( ahwaZ or cheh 

habar) prevails in all parts of the district. The manner in which 
it is conducted is regulated by the strictest etiquette, and is as 

follows:-

'Vhen a new-comer arrives at a place where several members of 
·a tribe are assembled, he offers the usual M usalman salamalail' or 
"peace be with you," and is usually answered with wa alaikomus
saldm or" with you be peace." Should the man be of a superior 
status aU present rise and welcome him (ba khairat) who asks 
them to sit (tulk khairat); water and tobacco (dfr-o-chilwn) are 
now offered; this done the person highest in rank enqnires the_ 
news. T~ an equal he would say terid. ahw~l na mehrbani· karaT' 
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(fnvonr me.with your news), to a person of miydle ·class, tena PoPuLATI_0!· 
altwcilrite a~e, and to an inferior ahwal ka or give your news. The 
t>~quiries are not so profuse as in Sarawan and are limited to the 
welfare of t.be person concerned, his immediate relations, and gene· 
rally about his tribesmen. When the new-comer has done, the 
leading man among those present gives his news. The tribesman 
when giving news would generally begin by good wishes for his 

sardcir (sarddr na durcikhi). 

lloopitality is universally considered a duty, but the duty of Hospitality. 
eutertaining strangers ordinarily falls on Chiefs, headmen, and 
other well-to-do people. Every village or settlement has a blanket 
tent set apArt for the guests. The guests are entertained accord-
ing to their status; a sheep will be killed for a guest ofrank, sardat' 

or headman, while an ordinary stranger must be content with 
what meals are ready. Bedding, grain, and fodder for the 
guPst's animals are also frl!ely supplied •. ~ The custom is 
carried to such an extreme as to plunge many men of· position 
into debt. 

Chiefs of the tribes and headmen of clans claim, from the Co-operation 
I d 7 , k' , h d' . h I • among the groups c asse as gostt' or ·,taji, a ere ttary rtg t to evy contn- tribesmen. 

butions on the occasion of a death or a marriage in their family, 
the former being known as hijjar and the latter as purs. They 
have a fixed rate, ordinarily one sheep per family. From their 
kinsmen, known as ra;-o-kabila the headman cannot demand these 
contributions, but they Rre made voluntarily. The tribesmen 
among themselves l'ltiae subscriptiooil ( hijjar) on the occasion of 
marriages and circumcisi.:ms, or when an individual has been reduced 
to poverty by unavoidable misfortunes through no fault of his own, 
or when he has to pay a heavy fine. These aTe made in cash or 
kind and regar.led as debts of honour. On the occasion ofadeath, 
the kinsmen who come to condole with the deceased's family bring 
with them a sheep, some corn or cash, as pu,rs, and the family are 
.fed for the first three days by their relations. The custom of pu ... 
even oLtains in the ruling family of Kalat, and the Khan sends 
pur~ at a rate which is fixed for each •arda,. of the Jhalawan and 
Sara wan confederacy. The rates for the Jhala wan Chiefs are as 
follows:-
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. roruLATioN. Zarrakzai an•! Iltazai, Rs. 21 ; M~ngal, l\Iabamnl!ld Hasl).i·, 
11agassi, Bizanjau, and Musiaui, Rs. 19; Gurgn.ari, 8as.oli, Jnttak, 
Khidrani, Bajui, Nichari, aud Pandrani, Rs. 11. These contribu..o 
tiona are sent by the Khan on the death of a Chief, or near maltl. 
relation of his such as a son or a brother. In the case of sard6.rs 

of high rank, such as those of the llaisani or Znhri tribe the Kha11 
ordinarily condoles with the family personally, 'in the case of a 
middle class aardar he send:! his son or brother, while in the case 
of Jl1iuor Chiefs and heads of clans the duty is performed by one 
·of the Khan's officials on his behalf. 

Ha.shar. 

Food. 

On the succe>sion of a urda~, the Khan confers ·upon him a 
khillat, the quality or quantity of which is alsa fixed as follows:-

(1) Zarrakzai Chief-one l{ashmere shawl, one piece of brocade, 
one horse with silver harness and one dagger with a golden hilt. 

(2) M~ngal-same as Zarrakz11i but without the dagger. 

(3) Muhammad Hasni, Magassi, Bizanjan, and Musiani, each
one Kashmere shawl, a piece of brocade, and a cl1og'l1 or loose over· 
coat .of broadcloth (mahut). 

(4) Gurgmhi, Sasoli, Khidrani, Jatbk, and Bajoi-one Thatta 
·lunoi, ·a coarser piece of brocade and an ordinary choga. 

(5) Nichari, Pandraui, and other minor headmen-a Thatta 
lungi and a piece of malmaZ (cotton cloth). 

There is in vogue a .method of co-operation known as hashar or 
ashar in accordance with which all the villagers and friends of a 
zaminddr help him in erecting a hut or new embankment (band), 

or in repairing an old one; when thus employed, they and their 
. animals are fed by the person for whom the work is being done. . 

The majority of the people have only two daily meals, one in 
,th!l morning between 10 and 12 A.M. and the other at sunset_. 
The former is cr.lled swarti and the latter sham. During the 
spring when milk is· abundant many o£ the flockowners have 
only one solid meal, in the evening, subsisting mainly on milk for the 
morn~ng meal. Only well-to-do people tab a third meal called 
nihari in the early morning which in summer consists of bread and 
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curds, and in ~inter of dates and butter. Wheat is the staple food PoPUL!TtON. 
t;min and iii made into both leavened (Tchamiri) and unleavened 
{patlri) cakes baked on a stone griddle (tafu). The unleavened 
cal_-es' ar~ more commonly in use. Travellers and shepherds on the 
tnarch. eat kurn.u made by wrapping dough round a heated stone 
and putting it in the embers, or shiti which is baked by putting 
the dough under hot ashes ~and embers or heated sand. In the 
Mirwari country barley is the staple food grain, and in the Mula 
pass rice, while the people of 1\f.ashkae like those of Makran, 
largely use dates. The poorer classes in lower and western Jhala-
wan oftcu substitute juari for wheat, making it ip.to cakes, Porridge 
made of crushed wheat or pulse, and cakes of prish (millet) are 
also used. Pisht or lot, a porridge made of half-parched barley 
flour, is considered a delicacy. 

Most of the people eat their bread plain; but the use of a pulse 
as a relish is common in the Zahri country. An infusion of 
Jnilanch, dried whey, is poured over pieces of bread to which boiling 
glti and onions are added. Flockowners and others who own sheep 
and goats generally use butter-milk (Tchasun) with their meals. 
Fresh meat is commonly used by the ChiefiJ, headmen or well-to-do 
people, among whom green tea is now finding favour. In the winter 
khadit or pattao, a kind of biltong, is used by the people in Upper 
Jhalawan. It is generally made of mutton. Sheep are specially 
fattened for the purpose and are killed about the end of October. 
The carcass is skinned and cleaned and the spine and larger bones 
removed. It is then scored over with a knife and rubbed with salt, 
wrapped in a sack and set aside for the night to drain. Next day 
it is again salted, a stick is fastened as a spreader across each pair 
of I,'gs and the whole finally suspended from a. pole or a tree in 
the open, It is ready for use in about a month. It is examinecl 
from time to time and more salt and occasionally asafetida. are 
ruLbcd in, if it show11 signs of decomposition. 

When ready it is cut up and stored in a jar or sheep skin and 
is fit fur use till :March. :Most people eat it once a week or 
on Hry cold days. Pieces of wheaten bread are broken into the 
~;ravy and eaten with the boileJ flesh. It is usual to cook the 
k/,u,Zit with tnun!l pulse when it is calleJ Htadit-o-pati. 

15D 
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J'OPVLATION' The milk commonly drunk is that of sheep or goats, and 
Milk and

1 
itll sometimes of camels. Cows are mostly kept by tha people of 

preparat on!. 
Lower Jhalawan and Hab river and the Mula pass, and those who 

Fruit and 
vegetables. 

own irrigated lands. Curds, made with rennet or panerlJana 

(Withania coagulans), form the basis of most preparations. 
Sutter-milk is much consumed, next in demand to which is 
rhila~Jch, or cakes of boiled whey, which are dried and mixed 
with salt. 

Mulberries in their season in some places form the staple food 
of the poor. Fresh dates, grapes, apricots, pomegranates, and 
melons are eaten largely. Large quantities of dates are imported 
from Makran and the principal varieties comprise humU., 

muzavati, pappo, ju:ansar arid kahrulJa. Wild plants called garhust 

and sareshko have long been employed as vegetables and young 
lucerne shoots are also not dt>spised. In Upper Jhalawan the 
fruit of the pistacia kltanjak (gwan) is largely used in autumn 
and winter. 

Tobacco. Tobacco is used generally throughout the district for smoking 
and chewing, and for the latter purpose is mixed with ashes 
of naromh (Ephedra pacltyclada). Snuff imported from India is 
used more especially by the elderly and the well-to-do. 

Utensils. The cooking and eating utensils are few ; they usually consist 
of a tripod, a stone griddle, an earthen pot, another of copper,· 
a few drinking bowls, an_d a wooden plate used both for kneading 
and eating. Skins of goats and sheep are in use in every house
hold and include khwa, for keeping water; hizak for milk and 
curds ; zik for ghi; and kit for flour. Other articles in domeiltic 
use are made~.of goats' hair, soch as jwal, a sack for flour, kanaU.ri 

or pareona on which bread is served. 

Dress. Pottinger and Masso~, both of whom visited the country in the 
early part of the 19th century, were struck with the simplicity 
or the Brahni dress. The former remarked that " the Brahni 
always dresses in the same style, and whether it be summer or 
winter, freezing hard, or under a vertical sun, his whole 
clothes are comprised in a loose white shirt, a pair of trousers of 
the same texture, and a felt cap ; the shepherds sometimes wear a 

I 
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covering of white felt, made so as to wrap round the body and PoPULATioN. 
come to a peak above the crown of the head. The dress of a. 

female consists of a long shift and a pair of trousers, both of 
cotton cloth; and after they arrive at the age of puberty they wear 
over the former a kind of etays, made to lace behind, the fronts 
of which are decorated with ridiculous devices of birds or 
animals worked in coloured worsted." This last garment, how-
ever, is now absolutely unknown, and Pottinger probably mistook 
for stays the embroidered patches on the breast of the shift which 
are universally worn to this day. Masson states that" the men 
wear a loose upper garment or frock called kU.s. extending nearly 
to the feet and giving a disorderly and womanish appearance, 
their trousers were narrow at the bottom. For coverings to the 
head two or three varieties of chintz cap, stuffed with cotton and 
fitting close to the head were in use, the Brabui pattern as well 
as that of Lumris of Las, being distinguished by a small tuft or 
button in the centre of the crown. The inhabitants of towns wear 
shoes, while the nomads have a kind of sandal ; a broad leather 
thong, frequently highly decorated and punctured with embroi-
dered holes, encircling the instep, the toes being exposed, while from 
this thong a more slender one passes round the ankles. Lungi& or 
turbans are not in general use. The women are arrayed in 
large loose gowns which cover them from head to foot and wear 
no trousers. The robes are ornamented wi!h a profusion of 
needlework in silks of divers& colours and patterns, a ch6,dar or 
a large piece of cloth is universally worn, thrown over the head and 
trailing along the ground. The head is moreover bound with 8 

fillet of black stuff or silk. The women have a due proportion of 
trinkets, as armlets, ear-rings, nose-rings, etc. Ornaments of 
lapis lazuli are very common. The women in towns, of the 
wealthy classes, may dress in trousers, and may affect to hide 
their faces on the appearance of a stranger, but these are 
practices arising from imitation." 

The description given by Masson still holds good to a 
considerable extent, though among the well-to-do classes there has 
been an appreciable change. 

The ordinary dress of the poorer classes consists of a cotton 
lihirt (kuB), cotton trousers (BJialwar), a wrapper (kkeri), and a 
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PoPuL.a.TIOM, cheap turban; the whole ·costing about Rs. 4 to 5. To 
this is added a long woollen coat ( shal) with open sleeves costing 
from Rs. 3 to 5. On their feet the men wear eandals (chavat) 

made of leather, the cost being about Rs. 1-8, or of the dwarf palm 
leaves ~here this plant grows. Shepherds wear a felt cap only, 
in few cases, however, it is covered by a turban of a cheap sort; 
other articles of their dress are of inferior quality, the whole 
eosting about Rs. 4. 

Women's 
dress. 

The better classes wear a muslin turban (dastar), tied over an 
Afghan peaked cap (kulla), a. shirt (kus) reaching to the knee, 
made· of white longcloth and calico and buttoning on the right 
shoulder, and baggy trousers (shalwdr). To the above are added 
a cotton wrapper (kheri) for summer wear, and a thick cotton 
wrapper (khes) in winter which costs from Rs. 3 to 6. On their 
feet they wear shoes imported from Kalat, Kachhi. and 1\Iultan. 
Chavats have been replaced by shoes in the neighbourhood of 
Sunib, Zahri, Nal, and Khuzdar, and by individuals who have 
occasion to be in touch with Sind and Quetta. The total cost of 
an ordinary dress is about Rs. 7. 

The rise in the standard of living is noticeable in the general 
improvement in the style of the dress of the more wealthy, many 
of whom wear good turbans (lun,gis), embroidered coats, and 
cotton cloths of English manufacture are now in common use 
especially those known as sun, and HtdU. 

A woman's dress ordinarily cousists of a long shift ( kua) 
reaching the ankles, a pair of drawers (ahalwar), and a wrapper 
(gud). The poorer elasses do not generally use the drawers .. The 
shifts and wrappers of the better classes are sometimes made of, 
silk ; they are ordinarily of red cotton (alwd~). For drawers a 
eheap striped cloth (aldcna) is popular. The shifts are richly 
embroiderE.d in front. 

The total «:Ost of a woman's dress, in an average case, is about 
Rs. 10, but when highly embroidered pieces for the shirt arc 
used, they cost considerably more. On their feet the women 
wear a shoe (mochri), that imported from :Makran being known as 
laghati; the nomads use a sandal (chavat). Every married 
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woman possesses an embroidered shirt made of silk or some good PoPuLATI<n. 
I 
,material and a wrapper which were presented to her on the day 
I 
-of her wedding and are kept for use on special occasions, but for 

rommon use a leAS embroidered garment of ordinary quality 
usually suffices. The married women generally wear a red shirt 
land are further distinguished by wearing ear-rings (panara). 
!Widows always put on a black or a white plain shift. Ornaments 
are confined to cheap rings, worn in the nose and ears and on the 

hands and feet. Shells and beads are in common nse among the 

poorer classes. 

The men generally wear long hair (piBhkav) • . The hair of the Hair. 
females is parted in the centre, made smooth and gloesy by the 
application of various gums, and brought behind the ears, whence 
it is plaited in two braids of three strands each, one braid on each 
side of the head. These braids are prolonged by false plaits 
(chotil) of worsted or silk, usually red in colour. The two ckotil 
are connected about the level of the waist by a woollen thread 

(chotilband). The married women also wear short locks (zuij') oC 
hair on each temple. 

The nomadic population generally live in blanket tents (gicldns) Dwellings. 
in the winter, and in summer in a. temporary shelter made by 
spreading mats over poles (manah). The giddns are made of goats' 
hair and generally consist of 11 pieces {Pat), the ordinary 
width llf each of which is 3 feet, and the length from 15 to 24: feet. 
Three of these pieces stitched together form the fly and two stitched 
together form each of the four walls. They are stretched over 
curved wooden poles known as gi.nddr. In the front pf each gidan 
there is usually a small courtyard fenced in by bushes. A giddn 

costs from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 and should last for several years. 
Only tho well~to-do can afford a separate gidan for their flocks, 

and as a rule in winter the family, lambs, kids, and all herd together 
at night in the same tent. Gi.d~ns are also used by the cultivators 
in the spring and summer and by permanent residents while on 
tho march. The nomads shift their tents ordinarily within their 
respe<:tive tribal jurisdictions from place to place in search of 
pasture, The gid<in is watet·proof. The numerous encampment11 

of these black tents form a characteristic feature of the country 
during the spring. 
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POPULATION. The permanent inhabitants in Upper Jhalawan have mud huts, 
which in Zahri and Harboi have generally two storeys, while the 
houses of the 1ardar1 and headmen often take the shape of forts 
for offensive and defensive purposes, the WRils being loopholed, 
The cost of these varies from Rs. 100 to 300. In the MUla pass, 
Kolachi and 1\:lashkae valleys, the huts (kudi•) are made of tamarisk 
hurdles. The dimensions tary, the larger huts being often about 
20 feet by 10. Each family has usually two huts, one of 
which is the ura or family dwelling .place and the other (hae-i) is 
used for storing fodder. A third hut for cattle (ger or ged) is 
sometimes provided separately. During the winter some of the 
permanent residents keep their cattle in an underground hut 
known as "kund or khond. The huts are !1;enerally made facing the 
south and east in order to avoid the cold north winds in the winter. 
Caves in hills, known locally as hlui.d, are sometimes used by 
nomads in winter in Pandran, Mamatawa, and the Dhrun hills. 

Disposal of 
the dead. 

No beds or lamps aye used by the majority of the tribesmen. 
either settled or nomad, and ihe household furniture is scanty, 
consisting generally of a few carpets, quilts, and pillows which are 
piled on one side of the hut or gidan., skins for water, grain, Hour 
and ghi, a stone griddle, some cooking pots and a handmiU 
(nwkhal). 

The method of burial usual among Muhammadans is in vogue.
the body being laid on its back with the head to the north and the 
face turned to the west. The mulla draws the kalima either on a 
strip of cloth (patti) which is wrapped round the forehead, or on a 
stone which is placed close to the head in the wall of the grave~ 

Mourning lasts for three days in the case of a person over seven 
years old and for one day in that of a child. On the first day no
food is cooked, but the family of the deceased is fed by friends and 
relations. Persons coming to condole with the family from a. 
distance bring a sheep or some cash as an offering (purs) and ar~t 
entertained by the bereaved family. In case of the death of Chieb, 
the headmen of clans and sections pay formal visits of condolence 
to the heir of the deceased on behalf of their clans and present to 
him a dastar in acknowledgment of his position, the mali-paying 
subjects having to make other fixed contributions (purs). 
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Two &tones are placed on a grave, one at the bead and the other POPt7LATIOlf. 

'~t the foot, those in cases of •ard,;.r. and headmen being larger 
and in such cases the graves are often surrounded by low mud 

:ralls. 

The nomads, if on the march, temporarily inter a corpse (amanat) 
! 
and when convenient remove it to tbe tribal cemetery. When a 

~an dies childless (aiwar) sheep are killed, a atone cairn, an 
enclosure for a mosque and a miniature hearth to represent a 

guest-house, are erected in his name on a public thoroughfare
these memorials being collectively known as badofarr, The Zikris 
' offer no prayer-nimas jan,aza-for the dead. 

The amusements are such as one would expect to find among Amul!lemen•a 
. . . d h . and festivals. 

a wild and uncivthzed people. The 1n oor game t at 18 most 
popnlar is katar, which somewhat resembles chess and is played 
with 9 or 18 pebbles or pieces of wood known ae the nu1r.-6andi or 
haclr.dalr.-bandi, respectively. Boys play with knuckle bones (beri 
or 6edi) and are also fond of marbles (gori). Mention may be 
made of the common amusement followed by Brahuis, durin~ the 
winter of assembling by the fire-side and solving riddle!! 
which are known as chaclr.a, The most popular outd~or 
games are hu,ji. or ju, a kind of prisoners base; allahdad, a kind 
of hide and seek; wrestling (mal or 6ak); and tilli. which is played 
with bat and ball. Racing (go), tent-pegging (nera6411,"), and 
dancing (cMp) are also indulged in on festive occasions, such as the 
I a and at marriages and circumcisions. The chd p performed by the 
people of Nich&ra.and Zahri is famous. It is popular among both 
men and women. The dancers move in a circle, clapping their 
hands ; a Lori generally stands in the centre and beats the drum, 
Men and women dance in separate circles. Coursing is done only 
by a few of the well-to-do. Shooting is considered an accomplish-
ment and the variety of sltikar known as wer, by which wild 
sheep are rounded up and then driven past the concealed 
sportsmen is especially affected by Chiefs and men of position, 
Singing is also a popular amusement, but is practised generally 
by Loris who make a speciality of ballads commemorating tribal 
heroes, each tribe generally possessing a musician whose services 
are requisitioned on festi;e occasions. Young lads often indulge 
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dambtira. 

Festivals. The only festivals of consequence e.re the two Ids known as 
lJhalla-id and chuna-{d, which are celebrated at all villages and 
encampments ; on these occasions horse races, tent-pegging and 
dancing form the chief amusement. 

Shrines. Shrines are ubiquitous, almost every village graveyard and 
important points on principal routes having a patron saint. 
Re~erence for snch saints is very strong among the whole of the 
population. The majority of these shrines consist of little more 
than a heap of stones or a rough mud or stone enclosure, 
surrounded by some poles to which rags, horns of wild goats 
and metal bells are attached. The shrine of Pir Shah Kam:H in 
Zidi is, however, enclosed.in a solid structure. The best known 
shrines in the district are t.hose of Pir Sultan Arifi in Norgama 
(Zahri), Sakhi Ramadan in Rodenjo, Lalla Sulaimao in Surab, 
Pir Umar on the banks of the Siman river near Khuzdar, Pfr 
SUb Kamal in Zidi, Pir Lakba in the Mula pass (a special resort 
of childless women), Husain Bari in Waruma near Chaku, and 
Pir Kalandar in the Ledav river, a tributary of the Mula. Th~ 

shrine of Sultan in Zahri is much revered by the people and any 
offender who takes refuge within its precincts is safe so long as he 
remains there. 

Pir Umar's shrine is on the banks of the Siman river, midway 
from Khuzdar to Waher. The saint is said to have met with ·his 

death in Panjgur where his shrine still exists and where be is said 
to have dispersed the forces of the Mongols by miracles and 
rescued the people of Panjgur from further trouble at their handR. 
There is a pool of water containing fine fish, the preserve of the 
saint, and in it suspected offenders are tried by ordeal. 

The shrine of Pir Shah Kamal is in a magnificent mausoleum! 
at Zidi on the banks of the· Kola chi river. His descendants who' 
reside at Nabig in Sind have immense influence in Khuzdar, as 1 

they are credited with possessing power to increase, decrease, or 
stop the. water-supply of rivers and karezes. They are given 
one-third of the produce o£ the State l~nds in Karkh, Rs. 100 
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per annum out of the aung proceeds of Khuzdar, and also levy PonLATIOlii. 
'various small contributions known as tuk in Khuzdar and,Kalat. 

Both among girls and boys many names are to be found which Names and 
are possibly of totemistic origin. They are borrowed from trees, titles. 

plants, and animals, such as gwani (pistachio), khati. (olive), and 
,;.aZalc!l& (locusts); such names are, however, mostly confined to 
the servile classes and to the more ignorant classes among the 
Brahuis, A totemistic name is given when previous children 
have died young, the belief being that a child named after a plant, 
~to., will have a long life. In other oases the denominations used 
for men are those usual among Muhammadans while, in the case 
of women, names beginning or ending with B.lbi, Kbatd.n, Gul 
and Nazare popular, such as Bibi Naz, Gul Bibi, Murad Khatd.n 
Mah Naz or Naz Bibi, etc. Shortened forms of the long names 
given to men, such as Taju _for Taj Muhammad, Pakhu for 
Fakir Muhammad, etc., are frequently used. 

· :No ceremonies are observed on the birth of a girl, and such is 
I -
~the dislike for a girl among the Zahris that a father whose first 
child happens to be a girl receives a sound shoe beating from his 
near male relatives unless he offers them a. sheep or goat as a 
bribe. The birth of a son is announced by firing guns and there 
~re general rejoicings. Infants of both sexes are named on the 
~ixth night after theit birth, the former by female relations and 
the latter by the father in consultation with a mulla or some 
()ther pious man. The custom of naming the first child after the 
grandfather is common, and is based on the consideration that it 
serves as a memorial The title of 1ardar, though officially 
11sed for the Chiefs of principal tribes, is locally employed 
by the tribesmen, for the heads of clans whose proper title 
ill mir, a term also prefixed to the names of members of the 
Chiers family and other leading men. The titles arhafJ and rais 
ue used by the well-to-do people among the Khan's tenants. 
Among titles possessing a religious significance may be mentioned 
;he suffix lhcih, which is given to Saiads only, the term mulla is 
i pplied to men who have SJme pretensions to religions learning. 
(or Loris, who \\'ork as blacksmiths and carpenters, the term of 
1mrtesy is t~ala, and Hindus are similarly addressed as lhaliulcrir·. 
I 
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PoPULATION. A. knowledge of the rules of honour (mayllr), wl1ich ·prevailed 
h!::~ of among t.he people before the British occupation and which still 

influence their actions to a great extent is not without importance 
from the point of view of administration, and a short reference 
may be made to them here. It was incumbent on a tribesman:-

(1) To avenge blood. 

(2) To fight to the death for a person who had taken refuge 
with him. The refugee was called hahot and was alwa;ys 

maintained by his protector so long as he remained under the 
latter's roof. 

(3) To defend l;o the last animals and other property entrusted 

to him. 

( 4) To be hospitable ~nd to provide for the 11afety of the 
person and property of a guest. 

(5) To refrain from killing a woman, a Hindn, a menial, or a 
boy who bad not taken to trousers. 

· (6) To either pardon an offence on the intercession of a woman 
of the offender's family or to dismiss the woman with a dress as 
a token of hononr. Exception would, however, always be made 
in cases of murder due to adultery. 

(7) To refrain from killing a man who had entered the shrine 
of a saint, so long as he remained within its precincts. 

(8) To cease fighting when a mulla, a Saiad or a woman 
bearing the Korl.n on his or her bead, or a naked sword in band, 
intervened between the parties. 

(9) To punish both the adulterer and the adulteress with death. 

System of In pre-British days if the parties were of equal position aod 
reprisals. influence, blood had to be avenged by blood; but if the relations 

of the deceased were weak, the matter could be compromised by 
the payment of compen11ation. In cases in which the parties 
belonged to the same tribe and the offender himself was out 
of reach, his nearest relation was slain. If, however, the 

. Dl!ender belonged to another tribe, it was incumbent on the 
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aggrieved party to kill one of the section, clan, or tribe to .Pol'ULA.TioN. 
which the former belonged. Such a system . was .liable to 
indefinite extension, and led to interminable blood feuds \vhich 
could only be checked if the authorities or friends intervened 
to arbitrate. The losses ou either sidtl were then reckoned up 
and compensation was paid to the side which had lost most. 
'l'he only departure from this rule is that in case or adultery. 
If the adulterer is able to escape, his other relations are not 
molested, the culprit being the only person on whom vengeance 
is wreaked. 

Might was right ill days gone by and the position of the party Blood com• 
aggrieved was the principal factor in determining the price to be pensation. 
paid for blood; hence the compensation for a muUa, a Saiad, or 
a person belonging to a sardar-khet or leading family was 
ordinarily double that payable for a tribesman. · Similarly com-
pensation for members of subject races such as Hindus, servile 
dependants and Loris was high in consideration of their usefule 
nesd and protected position ; but in such cases no rates were fixed, 
indeed, a case occurred very selJ.om, a tribesman considering i-
derogatory to' attack any one not his sial or mat, i.e., a person 
of an equal status. The Loris were specially dreaded for thei 
ability to compose satirical poem~ and the compensation in their 
case is described to be as much as Rs. 14,1)00 to Rs. 20,000. 

The general rate, as fixed in the time of Nasir Khan I, was 
Rs. 2,700 plus another Rs. 100 to be paid to the Khan of 
Kalat, if the latter decicfed the case, In cases occurring between 
tha members of the Bizanjau and :M:engal tribes, which were 
frequent in old days, the rate of blood money was 14 camels valued 
at Rs. 10 each. Cash payments were rare and land, camels, 
bullocks, sheep, goats, arms, and girls were usually given instead, 
a girl (sung) for this purpose being valued at Rs. 500, and other 
articles being priced con siderablyhigher than their intrinsio 
value. One rupee paid in cash counted as five. The punishment 
which waa most dreaded waa to require the aggressor and one 
or two of his relations to surrender their arms in a tribal assembly 
known a.s ruukh, and this was considered equivalent to halE the 
amount of compensation payable. 
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PoPULAtiON, The rBte of compensation now prevailing is Rs. 1,500 which 
is paid in cash, and in addition to which a further sum of 
Rs. 500 is levied as a fine. 

Compensation for serious injuries was variously estimated for 
different parts of the body. The loss of_ an eye or leg was 
counted· as equivalent to half a life ; compensation for the loss of 
an arm _was Rs: 500, .for .a finger Rs. 100, ahd for a tooth 
Rs .. 70; an4. in cases :of theft, the thief, if caught, was both 
tortured and required to pay eleven times the value of the 

property stolen. 



CHAPTER H.-ECONOMIC. 

Jhalawan, the Kohistan of Baluchistan, consist& generally of AGRICULTURE 

11 £ . b . l . l f . Ge11eral con-va eys, some o cons1dera le Width, ymg among o ty mountain dltions. · 

ranges. The inhabitants are fl.ockowners and breeders fir~t, aue 

cultivators afterwards, the cultivation being confined to thd 

valleys and the fiats bordering the river beds, and mainly depend-

ent for water on a precarious and scanty rainfall, the floods from 
the hills and the overflow o£ the rivers. The country gradually 

slopes £rom north to south and, though mountainous, is not 

barren, a single fall of seasonable rain being sufficient to clothe 

the valleys and slopes of the hills with verdure and ensure a good 

crop on the lchushkava or rain crop lands. An imaginary line 
drawn east and west through Baghwana would divide the counr 
try into the natural divisions of north aml south but agricultur-

ally it is better divided into Upper, Central, and Lower Jhalawan. 

The principal valleys in which cultivation is carried on are 

called after the rivers which flow through them, and are-the 
Hingol, comprising Sur:ib, Gidar, Grcsha, N :il, and .J {m; the Mula 

including Pandnin, Zahri, and the Mula pass ; the Kolachi com
prising Tutak, Bughwana, Khuzd:ir, Zidi, and the Kolachi and 

G:ij passes; the MaHhkae including Koda, Korask, Jebri, Mash

kae, Gwarjak, etc.; the Porali comprising Wad and its neighbour
hood and the Karu including Karkh and Ohaku. All these 

rivers are subject to heavy floods which inundate and fertilize 

the land on either bunk, but none have a continuous flow of water 

throughout their course. 

The quantity of permanently irrigated land is small, less than 

one-fourth of that under cultivation, and is situated on the skirts 
of the hills at Sur:ib, and the upper part of Bhagwana; where water 
is available from the perennial streams corning down from the 
mountains, and on the banks of the rivers whence water is drawn 
through small channels called kaurjo, the best cultivation being 

naturally in the centre of the valll'y nearest the river- bed and 
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gradually decreasing towards the sides and slopes of the hills, 
as the difficulty ol conveying the water from the river-bed 
increases. 

T~e various descriptions of soil are known as matt, kark,ats 
re/cpad, zhalli, and Borah. Of these mall is the best and richest, 
consisting of silt washed down from the hilJs. It is of a clayey 
na~ure. Karkat is considered next best, it is harder, cracks 
when dry and requires breaking up after ploughing, but wants 
less water than matt. Both matt and lcarkat are suitable for 

spring crops and are to be met in Surab, Gidar, Harboi, Pand- . 
d.n, parts of Baghwana, Tuta.k, Nal, Ko1a, Karkh, Korask~ and 1 

Jan. Rekpad is a light sandy soil found only at Wad. Wheat,· 
barley, and juri.ri grow well on it, but the crop is considered inferior· 
to that grown on malt or karkat. It is wen suited for melons, 
onions, and vegetables generally. Zhalli is a grave1ly soil, found 
in the irrigated areas of Surab and Khuzdar, on the'skirts of the 
hills and along the banks of the rivers. It is suitable for corn 
and vegetables, but the crops grown on it are thin, and require 
great care. Sorah. or salt land is the poorest soil of all, and is 

found in large tracts at Hisar in Zahri; the Gidar, Nondrav 
va1ley in the Jl,[}rwari conn try ; and between 'Mir-n3-shahr and 

Bajoi in · Baghwana. 

No· statistics are available as to the yearly rainfa!J. There are 
two rainy seasons, the summer rains (ba8,Mm) being expected 
from the last week in July to the end or Angust, and the winter 
raina (chilZa-i-thar) from the end of December till the com-. 
mencement of February. Showers are also expected in September 

or October (luddav). 

The rainfa11 is au important factor in the cultivation of non~ 
irrigated land, and, in some cases, easily discouraged cultivators 
will, on the failure of the summer snd autumn rains, trek with 
their families to Sind in search of employment leaving their 
lands fallow and without waiting for the winter rains. 

Population While there is no particular class engaged especially in agricul
::1agd:pe!~: tnre like the Jats of Kachhi, nearly every one has a greater or Ies!• 
ent on, .agri· interest in cultivation, more particularly that of non-irrigatev 
culture. 
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'()1' dry crop land, The majority of the inhabitants are primarily 
fiockowners and breeders, taking up agriculture more as a means 
·of providing food for themselves and families and forage for their 
animals than with a view to sale or export. Generally thrift-
less, unaccustomed and disinclined to much active exertion, 
preferring a nomadic life, they are unfitted for the incessant 
.and continuous work required ou .a farm inJhe busy .season and so· 
.are easily discouraged by scanty rains or an unfavourable season. 
The cultivators are generally the landlords themselves, but 
.tenants are also employed. 

AG Bictll'.oo 
"TUBE. 

The cultivator divides the yea.r generally into nine periods of Seasons uflhe 
40 days each, known .as the oliillB and these nine chills are· as year, sowing 

' .and harvest. 
follows:-

Chilla-i-saba commencing from 16th March; chilla-i-zard, 
.Ahar, Suwau or lJasluJ.m, Sohel, Najt, chilla-i.-khusk, vhillri-i. 
thar, and chilla-i-siuh ; the zamindur1 of Baghwana add ten days; 
after Sawan and call this period Jeth •. 

Two principal harvests are recognised : the jopak or spring har
vest, which i.uclud.es the crops sown between October and January 
and reaped by the month of June; and the httmen or autumn 
harvest which includes the c~ops sown from May to August. and 
reaped by the month of November. The following are the 
chief crops produced at each harvest:- Jopdk or spring harvest; 
wheat (Triticum sativum), barley (Hordeum r:ulgare) ; Mmen or 
autumn harvest ; juuri (Andropog?n sorghum) ; rice (Oryza 

sativa) ; prish or gal (Panicum 111iliaceum); mung (Phaseolull 
mungo); shir or niginz (Lens esoulenta); bhang (Cannabis sativa); 
tobacco ( Nicotiana tabaoum). 

Both the sowing and harvest times are earlier in Lower, later in 
Central, and latest io Upper Jhalawan, 

Wheat is the principal crop throughout the country except in Staple food 

the few tracts nearest the sea in Low.er Jhalawan where, owing grains: Wheat 

to the dampness of the climate, barley bas superseded it. 

Upper Jhalawan is eelebrated for its wheat, that from 
Surkhcn in the Harboi division, being said to be the best and 
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most nourishing, but that of Central Jhalawan is not so highly 
thought of. 

Wheat is sown in October aud Kovember in irrigated land, and 
up to January in unirrigated land in Lower Jhalawan, and har
vested from April to J nne. 

The land is watered and when dry ploughed. Twenty days 

afterwards it is generally, not always, ploughed again, and left. 
until two weeks before sowing when it is again watered, a week 
later harrowed, and sown the week following. 

There are three ways of sowing, called chhat, kil, and nari, 
The seed is sprinkled broadcast (chliat), by hand, the ground 

afterwards ploughed and harrowed, and if irrigated is divided 
· into slightly embanked plots. Irrigated lands are mostly sown 

by r,hhat, Kil is a very expensive and rarely practised method, 

only used on irrigated lands when there is reason to think 
that seed sown by chhat will fail. The ground having been sown 
as for chhat, is then reploughed, a man following the plough 

with a bag of seed, and sprinkling it just in the freshly-turned 
furrow. The ground is then harrowed and divided into small 
plots as in chhat. Nuri or drilling is the common method,· 

almost universal on non-irrigated land and occasionally adopted 
on irrigated land. It is more economical as the seed, instead of 
being sprinkled broadcast by hand, is placed in a holder (ndri) made 
of pish or wood ar.d fastened tl) the handle of the plough whence 
the seed drops grain by grain as the plough moves. The land 
is not harrowed after sowing, but irrigated land is formed into' 
the small plots already referred to. It is estimated that a piece· 
of land requiring one seer of seed sown by this method would' 

take four seers by chhat and six or seven by kil. 

Fifteen days after· sowing, when the seeds have germinated 

and the sprouts are just rising above the gronnd, the :field is well· 
watered and then left until the spring, the second watering no· 
being given till three months before harvesting, after which ii 

is regularly waterPd until ripe. The above refers generally t' 
irrigated lands. 
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In unirrigated land the procedure is much the same, except 
that the ground is not divided into small, slightly embanked· 
plots nor harrowed, and the watering will depend on the rainfall· 

~r such irrigation as the winter floods may afford. 

The crop is cut by labourers who are given one bundle out Harvesting 
of every 20 bundles of harvested crop, as their wages; the cultiva- and threshing 

tor and his family superintending the removal o£ the bundles to 

the threshing floor. 

The method of threshing is that usual in. 'India, a long pole 
being placed in the ground in the centre of the threshing floor 
and bullocks and donkeys being driven round it to tread out the 
grain. Threshing being over, both straw and grain are collected 
into a heap and the winnowing is then commenced with the four
pronged fork. The process is repeated several times till the 
grain is quite clean. A propitious day and hour having been 
selected for the purpose, the division . (batt.i) is carried out with 
all ceremony, the actual sharing being done by a pious muUa. 

The principal. varieties cultivatefi are the dayak, shortfwaki Varieties cul

kandahdri, lctit, suhr-6ij or Burl"h-lJij, pesar, sandia, trimulzi and tivated, 
geroli. Of these the d(Jyal", shorawaM. and kandahdri are the 
favourites both for growing and seed, being the quickest to ripen, 
the most reliable and needing least water. For ,eating they are 
not considered equal to the kUt, bread made from them being 
said to dry quickly. They have bearded heads. 

Kut and sol.r-lJU or surkh-bij are generally grown on the irri
gatt:d lands in Surah, Harboi, and Zahri and require ample 
water. Bread made from them is said to be better than that 
made from any of the other varieties. Pesar is the chief variety 
grown in Jcbri aud :Madhkae and a little has lately been intro
duced into Surab. It looks extremely well, the grain being 
large and white but as an edible it is only esteemed as ulJos. 
that is plucked when half ripe and parched, bread made from 
the ripe corn being considered dry and tasteless. It is not bearded 
and require!! f-lenty of water and careful tending. Trimtlhi and 
geruli are greatly esteemed for bread. They are grown mainly in 
Central Jhalawan especially in Baghwana and Wad. 'fhey 

17B 
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require more care and water than the da!Jak, shorriwaki or the 
lcandahari. The geroli. is of a reddish colour. Sundia, some
times called shutar-dandan, on account of the length of its grain 
and resemblance to camel's tooth, is grown in Z!di and Wad in 
Central Jhalawan, and while not of the best description is 
considered superior to pesar. It has a blnckish beard. 

The principal disease to which wheat crop is liable is the rust 
or ratti. It is attributed to excess of rain or irrigation, in the 
spring and cessation of the north wind ( gorich ). 

Next to wheat, barley is probably the most important crop,_ 
particularly in the M1rwari district of Lower Jhalawan, where 
owing to the dampness of the climate it has supersedt>d wheat as 
the staple food. It is extensively grown in Zahri, where it is used 
as a food for C:)lts. Of the two varieties generally grown that 
known asjau is the ordinary sort, the other being a superior kind 
called din,g-i-jau. This latter requires more care and more water 
and ie the favourite variety in the Khuzdar niuhat. Lately ~ 
custom has sprung up in Ctntral Jhalawan, which is rapidly 
extending, of mixing b11rley seed with that of wheat ·in the propor
tion of one-fourth barley to three-fourths wheat and sowing them 
together. The chief object of this is to obtain food for the culti~ 

vator, his family and cattle at a time when both fo.od and forage 
are scarce. The barley so sown, is plucked when half ripe, the' 
corn being parched orboiled for the household, while the stalks afford 
a succulent food for the cattle. When cultivated by itself barley 
is sown later and reaped earlier than wheat. It is hardier than 
wheat and does not require so much care or water. It is grown 
both on irrigated ~nd nnirrigated lands being often sown on the 
atter when the lateness of the winter rains has prevented the 

sowing of wheat. 

o~uari. Several varieties are cultivated in Jhalawan, the principal being 
called turi and kO.ngar. The stalks of the former are so sweet 
as to be eaten like sugarcane, and are also relished as fodder 
by cattle. Kangar is not so sweet but the stalks are thic'lter, and 
it ie more productive. It is sown both in irrigated and unirrigated 
land in Upper Jhalawan after the spring rains in April or May, 
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some six weeks later in Central, and up to August in Lower 
Jhalawan. Harve3t commences in August or September in 
Upper, correspondingly later in Central, and up to November in 
Lower Jhalawan, the crop being estimated to take 100 days to 
ripen in each case. 

On irrigated lands it is sown by hand, sprinkled broadcast, or 
by the drill, and wholly by the drill on unirrigated land, melons 
being often sown with it. In l\Iashkae the seed is steeped in 
water for 24 hours and then dried in the sun. before sowing, and 
in irrigated land it is planted in seed beds, and well watered, the 
plants being transplanted when about a foot high. It is a crop 
which rapidly exhausts the soil, aud requires as much water and 
manure as can be given it. It is harvested, threshed, and winnowed 
as in Kachhi. The stalks are used as fodder for cattle and horses. 
It is subject to a disease called putk, known as kauri. in Kachhi. 

Rice is cultivated along the bed of the .Mula, Mashkae, and 
Kolachi rivers in Central ; in small quantities in Gazg, Paudran, 
Mishk, and Khuzdar in Upper ; and Pe!ar and Ornach in Lower 
Jhalawan; the 1\IU.la pass and Mashkae being the chief centres. 
The soil is prepared in April, and the seed sown in May. The 
ground is ploughed twice, then harrowed, and after any remain
ing clods have been broken, is well-manured and divided into 
fields or plots embanked sufficiently to retain water some inches 
deep Water is then run over these fields or plot;; until it is at last 
3 inches deep and allowed to sink in, after which the ground 
is thoroughly cleared of any rubbish, and, if necessary re-harrowed. 
The seed is sown broadcast and the ground kept well watered 

until the seed begins to sprout, when the water is again run over the 
land which is now kept well-flooded and the roots thoroughly 
immersed until the crop ripens in September. As will be seen, 
water is the great necessity and the cultivator has to risk not 
only failure by the running dry of the river but also mountain 
floods coming with sufficient force to sweep away his puny embank
ments and stop the thorough immersion of the roots, until they 
can be repaired, which takes time ; the out-turn is, however, so 
large, varying in a favourable year from one to two hundred fold, 
as to amply repay him for the risk. The young plants are not 
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transplanted as in Sind, the cultivator being quite content if he 
can keep his crop sufficiently wate;ed. Several varieties of rice 
are grown, the sukddsi or sukrdsi and the jamhali being the 
most common, the former is considered the better in quality, and 
the latter th'l more productive. There is no difference in culti
vation, butjamMU which is slightly the" thicker and heavier, is 
generaliy kept for household usl.', and the sulcddsi for sale and 
export. The seed of sv.kdasi originally carne from Sind while 
that of jambUli is indigenous. 

Rice requires but little manure, over-manuring inducing a 
disease called ranj which causes the head and stalks to sweat and 
exude a sticky substance which by sticking the leaves and plants 
together causes them to gradually wither away. Rice forms the 
staple food of the people in the localities in which it is grown, 
being generally husked in mortars. The stalks (Iizzi), are almost 
nseless for fodder, being only sparingly given when mixed with 
other kinds. 

Prl•h or gaZ. Prisk is sown broadcast throughout Upper Jhalawao, on 
irrigated land; it follows wheat and barley, being sown about 
,Tone and cropped in August;. on unirrigated land it is sown 
after the April or May rains, usually mixed with Juuri and 
·melons. It takes about 70 days to ripen. There are two' 
variet:es-prlsh, a pale yellow colour ( Panicum miliaceum) and 
piun prlsh, a white variety· (Panioum Italtcurn), the latter is the 
better but the former is the more common and productive. Both 
.are used as food by the poorer people and al:>o as fodder for 
cattle and camels, but not for horses or donkeys with which it does, 

. ' 
not agree. ! 

llu11g. Mung is cultivated to a great extent on irrigated land at 
Zahri, and in smaller quantities on unirrigated lands at Wad, 
Ornach, and Jau. It is sown broadcast in July generally with 
judri and hanested in October. In Wad and Jau the roots are 
attacked bv a worm, while in the :Mula pass and Zahri its leaves 
and :llowe~s suffer from the attacks of a small fly. It is mainly 
grown for home consumption, though small quantities are 

exported from Zahri to Kalat. 
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The dry stalks are given as fodder to camels and cattle .. AGRICUL· 
TURE, 

The other crops need little description. 111atar or pea is grown Other crops. 

in smaiJ quantities in Upper Jhalawan. It is sown in N uvember · 

and harvested about a week before bar ley. It is sometimes 

plucked when half ripe, and parched and eaten ; when ripe it is 

boiled whule and eaten with wheat. 

Shir or niginz is a red pulse. It is grow~ on irrigated lands, 

sown in October or November and harvested just before barley. 

Bhang is cultivated in small quantities in Nfchara, Norgama, Stimulants. 

Surab, Baghwana, and Khuzdar, on irrigated lands, and at Lahr Bhang. 

in Nfcbara on unirrigated land. Cl1a1·as is extracted from it. 

There is very little local cousumption in Jhalawan, both hhr.tng 

and charas being exported to the tribal area in Kachhi. A 
detailed account of the method of cultivation and of the extraction 

of charas is given in the Sarawall Ga~etteer. 

Tobacco is cultivated in parts of Upper Jhalawan, and in con- Tobacco. 

siderable quantities in Surab, Gidar (Toba.), Zahri, Baghwana, and 

l\lashkae. That grown in :Mashkae is renowned for its flavour 

and is supplied to the Khan of Kalat. The method of cultiva-

tion is the same ns adopted in Sarawan. 

There is no fixed rotation for various kinds of crops. Irrigated Rotation, 
) d · ) · h b h h t d · -: • · d . out-turn, and an m w 11c ot w ea an .1u"'n crops are ra1se lD one 11nd manuring of 
the same year is manured every second year, while that from crops. 

which only one crop is raised in a year is manured every third 

year. Barley, prish, mung, and tobacco fields are also manured. 

The droppings of cattle and sheep is the only manure used, and 

in some places a~imals are tethered in the fields with this object. · 

No crop experiments l1ave been made in the district, and the 
yield per acre cannot be ascertained. The oul:rturn much depends 

on the quality of the soil and on timely irrigation, and accord. 

ingly varies with the seasons. The cultivators roughly estimate 
that the B\"erage out-turn of wheat is ten fold in irrigated land, 

fifty fo)d iu unirrigated )and, in a good SPBson, eight fold or juari, 
one l1undred to two hundred fold of rice, fifty fold of prlsh, and 

ten fold of mung. 
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Fruit culture is but little studied, trees are fairly plentifuf 
throughout the country, nearly every place inigated by perennial' 
water having its garden, but the fruit itself is of inferior quality 
consisting of common varieties deteriorated through want of care; 
the propagation of good stocks, budding or grafting are unknown 
though the climate is, in most parts, favouuble to fruit growing. 

The following are the principal varieties grown : apricots, 
apples, mulberries, pomegranates, dates, grapes, almonds, plums. 
walnuts, peaches, and figs. Of these the pomegranate is the most 

common, being found in nearly every garden. There are two 
varieties, sweet and sour, the sour ones being dried and used as a. 
condiment. Of the sweet there are two descriptions, dunai, the 
commonest, having a hard- grain and inferior flavour, and bed.J.na 

of good flavour and without hard seeds, but this is scarce. 

Apricots, apples, and mulberries are found in Northern Jhalawan, 

Surab, Nlch8.ra, Pandran, and 11Iishk in Zahri with a few in 
Baghwana. W a.lnuts only grow in N!chara and Zahri, which 
latter place is also famous for unab or chela, a species of small 
plum eaten both fresh and dried. Figs are common throughout 

I 

he country. 

Date palms. Mashkae, Jcbri, Nal, and Ornach are the chief centres of tha 
cultivation of the date palm, the following being the principal 
varieties: K,·oclz, Kahruba, Muztiwati, Ap-i-danian, Shakar, 
Haleni, Sauzo, Rabai, and Jwan-aor, The harvest commences in 
September. The best datea are those of Nal. Those of Jebri and 
Mashkne are of about the same quality as those of Kech. 'fhe 

method of cultivation is the same as prevalent in :Makran.* 

V t bl A few vegetables are grown in Jhalawan but are not used to 
•a~ . 

any great extent. The Hindu:shopkeepers of Nal and Baghwana 

grow a few for their own use ; carrots aud onions are grown in 
Surab, Gidar, and Tutak, an inferior ldnd being also grown on the 

irrigated lands in Nal and Masbkae. A small quantity of beans is 

also grown in Mashkae. 

Extension There has been neither extension nor improvement in cultiva-
and improve· tion, indeed, the numerous remains of massive stone-built 

ment. 
• Vide .ilfakran Garettcer, pages 166-177. 
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-embankments (gahrbands) for storing water and irrigating the 
land with a completeness now unknown, and the disused lcarezes 
scattered throughout the country, prove that it was once 
cultivated to an extent now undreamt of and by people of a much 
higher civilization than the present owners. The cause of decay 
can now only be conjectured, but it probably commenced with 
the widespread ruin that accompanied the Mongol conquerors and 
was completed by their successors. In later times neither the 
Jadgals, who are said to have first re-populated the country, nor 
the Brahnis who succeeded them, proved good agriculturists, both 
preferring a predatory and pastoral nomadic life to agriculture. 
Nasir Khan I, from the sanads given by him, appears to have 
encouraged agriculture, but after his death tribal disputes 
recommenced, and it is only within the last quarter of a century 
that, owing to increased security of life and property,, the 
cultivators have begun to devote their attention to_ agriculture. 
The poverty and ignorance of the people has greatly retarded 
progress, and though a rise in the price of land and the construc
tion of three new karezes in Gidar and Tutak are indications of 
improvement still progress can only be very slow until better 
irrigation and many new k&rezes secure them to some extent from 
dependence on a precarious rainfall. On the other hand, less 
land is in cultivation than in former days, the cultivation of 
madder has almost disappeared and that of cotton, once considers
able in the Mula pass' and Karkh, is fast dying out. 

.!GRICUL· 
TUBE, 

The principal agricultural implements are langhar, the plough ; Implements 

jugh, yoke ; ken, harrow ; mala, clod crusher ; bel, spade; kudal, 

mattock; lashi, sickle; dalli, a wooden spade for· removing 
manure ; dhall, large wooden spade lined with tin and worked by. 
two or three men. 

Indebtedness is universal, the inability to find fresh lenders Indebtedness. 

being the only restriction. Naturally thriftless, a single unfavonr-
able season is sufficient to send fiockowner or agriculturist to the 

; IJania, and once involved, it is rarely that the debtor extricates 
himself. Ordinarily advances are made in kind, and limited to 
what the !Jania considers the debtor can repay from that year's 
harvest or the young, fleeces, 11nd ghi of his flocks, the 6ania or 
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his agent being generally the first to attend the h!lld.i or the. 
weaning of the young stock, to demand payment. He can also 
rely on the local headman to influence reluctant payers, as . 
himself a debtor, he is glad to curry favour by such assistance. 

Domestic 
animals. 

Camels. 

The rate of interest varies, hut As. 4 in the rupee or 25 per 
eent. per annum is the common rate, though this is at times' 

• increased by fixing the rate of payment above the normal, e. g.,: 

aupposing the rate for grain to be three kasa1 per rupee repay-· 
ment would be fixed at four kusas per rupee. In cases like the· 
above writ~en agreements are rare, being restricted to cases of 
large advances in· cash to tribal Chiefs and local men of means, 
when they are drawn up by the village mullu. The hanias, too •. 
are the pawnbrokers of their district, making small advances on. 
jewels, rugs, household furniture, etc., for which the interest 
varies from 6 pies to 2 anr;as per rupee per mensem. 

Land mortgage with right of possession is usually restricted to 
the tribesmen themselves, the mortgRgee retaining possession of 
the land until the debt bas been discharged. 

Sheep, goats, horses, camels, bullocks, and donkeys are the 
principal · domestic animals. Jhalawan ·is not, however, a horse 
breeding district, and a few ponies only are to be found, though 
the Zarrakzai and Bizanjllu Chiefs possess an excellent breed of, 
horses. Plough ?Xen are generally imported from Kachhi an~ . 
Las Bela. The indigenous bullocks are of inferior type, small in 
size, light in build, and reddish in colour, and are chiefly used as 
beasts of burden. The detailed description of prevalent cattle. 
diseases given in the Sarawan Gazetteer applies also to Jhalawan, 
Every Hindu shopkeeper has a number of donkeys, which he uses 
for transport and for riding. Fow Is are largely reared; grey-' 
hounds known as &hi:mki and Uri and shepherd's dogs (bur) are 

not uncommon. 

Camels are the baggage and transport animals of Jhalawan and 
kept chiefly for those purposes. There is no local breed ; thE' 
animals in possession of the tribesmen are generally males and 
are imported from Kharan, :Makran, Kachhi, and Nnsbki. The 
_'Mir Haji M~ngals of Saruna, the :Mubammadzai 1\Ungals of 
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lUmatawa. ; the people of the Khidrani country, and the- Nfcharia 
of N1chara,. own a considerable number of camels. The camels

; are generally distributed throughout the country in small 
: units, each owner looking after his own stock. ForJthis reasoD> 
no statistics are available as to the number in the country. They: 
accompany the flocks as the transport of the owners, and. even: 
in the summer when collected at home, it is- estimated that. 
more than 3,000 would not be available most of which would be· 
found in N1chara, Nal with G.resha, Wad, Saruna, Zahri, Bagh
wana. and Jau; and a few in Karkh and Chaku during the 
winter. Riding camels are also kept by the Chiefs for their per
sonal use. Camel diseases have- been mentioned in the SarawW. 
Gazetteor. 

AG&ICUE• 
TU&E, 

The Jhalawan country is so vast a. grazing tract, frock-owning Flock-own. 
is so· important an industry, and the products of the flocks form soing •. 
large a part of the food of the people that the subject will be-
dealt with here at some length. The two breeds of sheep known-
in the country are the Jhalawani and Khurasani. The latter is. 
much preferred fol' its compact heavy tail and heavier. build. It. 
is hardier than the local sheep and fattens quiekly. The 
Khudsani, sheep. is, therefore, that which. is most commonly 

met with. There is only one local ~reed of goats, the animals-
generally being black in. colour. Preference is given to sheep• 
as being hardier and producing more ghi than goats. 

The usual covelling time lasts from July to September~ If milk: Breeding, 
is required in late winter and early lambs can be fed a few sheep-
are covered in July, but most of the sheep are covered in August 
and September, the season known:to the Brahui as lJasMm. A few 
sheep are also sometimes covered in February and l\Iarch for 
lambing in July and August, though this custom is hi no. meand 
universal. 

At the time most of the ewes in, a flock are giving milk, the 
ram is allowed to gra.ze with the flock, i. e.,_ from March till the 
end of May. Duri,ng June and July the ram is tied up at home 
and fed on good grass and grain to add to his. powers. Covering 
time arrives with August and September,. when the ram is allowed 

1 B 
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to graze with the flock, aft'.lr which he is again taken away. In other 
seasons of the year, if the ram is ever allowed to graze with the 
flock, a piece of felt or thick cloth called laparav is tied round its 
waist to prevent covering. With goats the laparav is seldom 
used, and less care and attention devoted to he-goats than to 
rams. 

The ewes produce their young five months and some days 
alter covering. The shepherd is now very busy assisting the 
birth of the lambs and carrying home those that are born whilst 
the flock is grazing. It is customary for him to fill the after
birth (pathrik) with milk and to eat it after roasting it in the 
embers. The lambs and kids live on milk for the first fortnight 
after birth during which time they are known as khakoharui. 

After this time they begin to pick up a little grass and get ful 
grazing when a month old. 

On returning home at night the sheep are kept either in a1 
pen made of a thorn hedge called hanken, or in the open ail 
Lambs and kids of the same age are tied by the neck to> a rope. 
called bilum which is provided with a number of nooses. LambE 
and kids which are too young to be tied up in this way are kep1 
in a separate small pen made of stones and called garav tc 
protect them from cold and prevent their being trodden on bJ 
the older ones. All the young, after learning to graze, are kep·· 
apart from the. main flock (kur) so long as the ewes are in mill
and sent to graze in a separate flock (zah). If only a few ewe 
remain in milk, their udders are covered with bags (zhala) anc 
they are sent to graze with the lambs. Weaning takes plac• 
after the fourth month. Sheep and goats are known by differen: 
names according to their ages up to one year. After the milking 
season is over, the shepherd generally takes his flock to great 
distances from the encampment and is absent for a fortnight o) 
more at a time. This season is known as wandi. 

castration. The Brahuis always castrate (khassi) their male lambs an1 
kids as soon as they are about four months old and th 
cold weather has set in and dispersed the flies. The mea 
of an uncastrated animal is considered - tasteless and liabl 
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to cause diarrhrea, and there are difficulties in fattening AGRICUL· 

M h d ffi · I t t d the work, TURE. them. ost shep er s are su c1ent y exper o o 
which is carried out by tying up the animal's l~;gs and open
ing the scrotum with a razor or knife. Salt and ashes are then 

·applied to the wound whi<:h is tied np with a ra?;. The animal is 
afterwards allowed to stand and walk about, but is not allowed 
to lie down for twelve hours~for fear of injury to his hind legs· 
Rams and he-goatsy when they have become unfit for breeding 
purposes are also castrated. Such an animal is known as gush 
kut. Round Wad there is. said to be a curious CUI!tom of 
extracting one of the testicles of a ram which is known to, 
get a large number of male stock, the operation resulting 
it is said, in an increaszd number of female stock being 
produced. 

Goat hair is called drassani. and s1e£p's wool is called kas. A Shearing. 

goat is shorn once a year and a sheep twice. April or May 
and September ar~ the shearing seasons, when the day~ are not 
very hot and the nights are not very cold. The production of 
~pring wool is larger than that of September. The shears ust>d are 
of local manufacture and called durkt.ch. Before the export of 
wool to Sind became common, the peo;lr generally used the wool rof 
their sheep for their domestic purposes ; they always nsed to wash 
their sheep before shearing, but now tclays all the dirt and dust is 
left in the wool to increase the weight. Prices are so high that 
tl.ockowners have little inclination to retain much of their wool bu\ 
1Vhen they do so they keep the best. The lower part of the legs 
' ~nd the stomach of the animal are not shorn as these parts 
require protec~ion. A smart man can shear 20 to 25 sheep 
in half a day ; in the evening the animals are generally allowed 
to go out and graze. 

Goat hair is generally made into grain bags called jw&l, but it 
ia only used for the w Jft not for the warp, into blanketing for tents 
and a coarse kind of carpet called garrak. Ropes made of goat 
hair are also in general use. It is seldom solJ unmanufactured. 
Except in the case of tent blanketing it is not generally used for 
the warp owing to its want o[ strength. 
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At the spring shearing a sheep yields from 2 to 3 1bs, and in 
autumn about h111f this amount. A goat yields from 1 to 2 lbs. -of 
hair, 

Among the Brahuis there is a saying that Nasir Khan I 
•described the sheep as a tree producing no less than 21 
kinds of fruit ; mora thaa half of these consisted of milk and i.ts 
preparations and the rest <>f the wool and flesh and articles made 

frl>m the former. Milk is known as palh and new milk for the 
first three -days after lambing as 7vharwalh. Among the many 

preparations made from it are dahi, kliasun. sunbdr, paner, chikka 

· khurUt of three kinds, shiiancl~, kl~assi., si, and madar. Milk and 
all articles made from milk are almost always kept in leathe1 

mashaks, known as hizak or drang. The latter are larger than tht 

former. 

Dahi, or curd forms the foundation of almost all preparations o 
milk. It is prepared by putting a small q\Jil.ntity of sour cur(, 
(m,:s) into the fresh milk, which has to be slightly warmed, how 

ever, in ,·ery cold weather. Butter (khass1) is made from dahl, bJ 
putting the latter in a ldzak and rolling it on the ground. ·It i; 

always made early in the morning, and air has to be admitted.tc 

the mashak at intervals. The buttermilk which remains is gene 

rally diluted with a little water and is a favourite ·beverage wit: 
all families. It is known as khasun, the lassj of other parts 0 

India. 

Another method of making butter is with the drang, which i 
attached to a tripod and swung to and fro by two women sittin, 

opposite one another. 

In hot weather buttermilk soon gets sour and undrinkable, an, 
in such cases it is usual to put a little of it in a vessel into whic' 

fresh warm milk is milked. The khasun thus becomes sweet agail' 
and is known as lltmMr. It is often given to guests. 

Good cheese (paner) should be quite sweet. If it goes sour 

is thrown away. It resembles cream cheese and is only rna· 
occasionally in a nomad household. It is considered a ve 
acceptable~ present to be ~ent to a friend who livM in a town 
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villa~. It is prepared with fresh milk either by using rennet from AGRIOut.• 

the preserved and dried stomach of a two-day old lamb or kid or TUBE. 

from the fruit of the panerband plant (With«nia coagulans). 

WheD. the milk has .congealed it is either eaten at once .or hung 
up in a. cloth for a few hours for the water to drain off. It only 
lasts well for 24 hours. In preparing cheese with the fruit of 
Withania coagulans, which is generally wrapped in wool for the 
purpose, care must be taken not to immerse the seed for. too long 
a time or the taste becomes slightly bitter. 

Sour cheese, which is known as chikka, is prepared from butter- .soui .Cheese. 

milk by placing a quantity in a cloth through which it is strained 
after which the residue is salted. This ·chikka forms the basis of 
khurut, which is made by keeping the butter-milk in the cloth 
two days longer than for making cMkka, after which it is made 
into b111ls and dried in the sun. Two other articles are known as 
har khurut and nar khurut and are prepared from the residue of 
Bhilanch. The latter is made by boiling curd until it begins to 
bubble, when it is poured into a cloth bag through which it is 
strained. The whey is caught and kept while the solids, when 

'nearly dry, are made into square c11kes and dried. in the sun. 
Bhilanch is not so sour as khurut. Khnr khurut is made from the 
whey of the shi lanch 11 hich is re-boiled and re-strained, the solids 
being made into balls. They are very sour and much used as a drug · 
by people recovering from fever and other ailments. Nor khurut · 
is made by boiling the whey obtained from kha,. khurut to ll. thick 
consistency after which wheat flour is added to it and i~ is made 
into balls and dried. This preparation is also looked on partly 
as a drug and is said to be a good appetizer. · 

Ghi, which is known as si, is made from butter, when a 
sufficient quantity has been collected, by heating it until the 
greater part of the moisture evaporates, The oii-Iike ghi is 
gently skimmed during the process. Ail· the refuse, cannot, 
however, be removed by skimming and some half crushed wheat 
is, therefore, dropped into the vessel which absorbs all the refuse 
curd and settles at the bottom. 'l'he ghi is then poured off and 
the soaked wheat, which is known as mador is eaten and is 
steemed a great dainty. 

GM. 
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The Brlihuis eat all parts of a sheep except the marrow of the 
backbone::the smaller stomach, and the organ of generation, 
They generally make mutton into stew (bedir), or roast it (kabab 

or sajji). The shoulder and saddle are the parts which are most 
prized. The hind legs which . contain marrow are given to 
honoured guests. The blood is also consumed sometimes plain 
and sometimes by filling the intestines with it. The brain (mill) 
is regarded as invigorating, but is not given to children as it is 
said to make the breath unpleasant. 

Skins. _ For local use, goat ~kins are much more valuable than sheep 
skins as the former can be used for ma1hak1 whilst the latter are 
useless for this purpose. Sheep skins are, however, made into 
flour bags (kith) and bags for ghl (zik). 

Hiring milch This system is known as deru. Permanent villagers and owners 
goats and f . . d 1 d h fl - k r h . 1 sheep. o Irrigate an w o are not oc -owners arrange .or t eu supp y 

Wages 
shepherds. 

of milk during the spring and summer by hiring sheep and goats 
which are in milk from some flock-owner with whom they are 
acquainted. They are generally kept by the hirer until their 
milk becomes dry. The hirer arranges for feeding them and is 
responsible for any loss which may occur, and generally pays the 
owner one kasa or about 5 seers of wheat as the hire of each 
animal. 

A sheep yields more gh& than a goat, though the latter gives 
more milk than the former. Goat's milk is not, however, so rich 

in cream as sheep's milk. 

A very good goat.will give 2! lbs. of milk a day, i.e., one and • 
half-pounds in the morning and one pound in the evening i a 
sheep will, however, give only two pounds of milk. 

A sheep is estimated to yield on the average abo11t 3 lbs. of pure 
ghf. during the whole time it is in milk, whilst a. goat yields only 

2 lbs. 

of The people who own large flocks engage shepherds for a year at 
a time and their wages (zoba) are paid at the following rates:
(a) For every 10 shePp or goats (doshi) excluding rams, he-goats 
and young stock (kosM), a kid or lamb, half males, half females ; 
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(b) cooked food when near home; and when away from home 5 to 7 
ka1a1 of wheat flour or 7 to 9 kasas of juuri per mensem, and also a 
kasa of flour for his watch dog; (c) a shawl or Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 in 
cash, wool of one sheep for every ten sheep in his charge for his felt· 
coat or :ror, two to three pairs of trousers ofc oarse cloth, occasio· 
nally at urban, and as many sandals as he may use. The headmen 
and chiefs sometimes supply the shepherd with a piece of meat 
from every sheep or goat killed for food. 

When the flock belongs to different owners or a village, the 
shepherd gets his daily food from them by turns in proportion 
to the number of animals belonging to each, and one kasa of wheat 
per head at the end of the season which lasts from March to ,June. 
In Baghwana the shepherd is paid at lk seer Qf grain per sheep 
for goat per mensem. 

Epidemic diseases common to flocks are pihi, rlkhok, cMlari, and 
putau. Pi.hi attacks the liver and bowels, the animal passes blood 
freely and dies in about three days, 80 per cent. of those attacked 
dying ; rikhok or purging occurs during the spring season and 
is attributed to grazing on unripe pasture. The flocks are taken 
to other pastures, those attacked being dosed with fresh milk and 
and segregated. 

AGBICUL• 
TUBE. 

Diseases of 
sheep, 

These are 6uzmark or pifuk and garr or itch. Goatdiseasea 

Buzmark or pifuk attacks the lungs, either drying or withering 
them up or puncturing and causing them to swell the animal in 
either case suffers great pain. 

Remedies. -Inoculation by i~jection through a cut in the ears 
of a fine powder made from the dried lungs of an animal that has 
died of the disease, the operation being done by a Saiad or Shai. 

Garr or itch.-Animals attacked become very thin and lose 
their hair. 

RemediP-s.-Dipping of their tails or ears in water in which the 
ashes of the kale·r tree (Capparis apnylla) have been boiled, or 
in soup made from snakes, or drt>nching them with a cow horn full 
of soup made from the flesh of a jackal or goat. This is also said 
·to be very fattening. Animals affected are st>gregated. 
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Male camels used for transport vary from Rs.. 60 toRs. IIO 
and riding camels from Rs. 80 to- Rs. 120. Female camels are 
bot little used and fetch from Rs. 50 to-Rs. 70.. Ponies cost 
from Rs. 80 to Rs. 120 ; the price of horses varies considerably, 
good ones fetching Ra. 300 or more. 

A pair of Jhalawan bullocks would cost from Rs. 50 to R~t. "70 
cows varying from R1. 18 to Rs. 30 each and a pair of Kachhi 
plough oxen Rs. 100 to Rs. 140. Sheep fluctuate from 
Rs, 3 to Rs. 7 each, according to their age and season. Lambs cost 
from Rs. 1-8 toRs. 2-8 each and goats from Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 4,. 
their kids bringing from As. 12 to Rs. 2-4.. An ordinary 
donkey, generally of a poor description, averages from Rs. 6 to 
Rs. 30, 

Jha.lawan is essentially a pa.storal country and though- its 
immense expanse of hill and mountain slopes covered with 
verdure may not alone furnish sufficient nourishment for cattle 
they provide ample subsistence for the immense flocks of 
sheep and goats, especiAlly the former, that graze- on them 
from year to year. This is particularly the- ease in Upper 
Jhalawan and, if the central and lower ·portions- are not so 
well provided, each has localities of its own :famous for its 
rich pasturage. With so large a district and one so- well provided 
with good pasture areas, it would be difficult and tedious- to 
enumerate them all, or the different varieties of shrubs, plants, 
and grasses for which they are nottd, but, briefly:, it may be said 
that the hills contain forests of juniper, and the river beds every
where extensive tamarisk grazing for camels the mar tree (Prosopiif 
spzi:igera) thrives in forests in Maruki in Nal, Marerav in Chaku, 
and in the Karkh and Lanjar valleys in Jau; while gr&Ves of the 
parpuk tree (good camel grazing until it flowers) flourish in Wad 
and Saruna, sora or lahnri plants thrive on the saltish land in the 
Gidar, Gresha, Nal, Baghwana, Karkh 11n~ Cbaku valley~t and the 
Mirwari country, and in the saltish parts of the Central and 
Lower Jhalawaa valleys, while the few herds of bullocks graze 
at will in the beds of hill-torrents and ravines. 

In addition to the grasses, there are many varieties of plants 
and bushes on which the flocks browse readily, a list of which. 
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with dl'scriplive detail, is given in Appendix I. The tribalChiefs 
generally assert their rights by reserving the grazing in the 
valleys adjoining their lands, far themsel"les and tribesmen, but 
·the upper hills and remote slopes are usually free to the nomadic 
'flockowners, the light impost of a sheep or lamb per flock to the 
local headman being generally freely paid and willingly accepted. 

More than thr.ee-fourths of the cultivable area is nnirrigated, 
and depends on precarious rainfall. Flood-water when available, 
ls diverted to these landa in channels or trenches called gwaz. 

The irrigated area, which is small, lies. chiefly in Upper 
Jhalawb., an.d the principal sources of irrigation are streams 
(kaurjo ), karezes, and springs. The local distribution of the two 
last named sources is shown in the following statement:-

Name of locality. 

Surab and suburbs ••• 
Gidar . • •• 
Mamatawa. ••• 
Nfchara. 
Pandran 
Zahri 
Bhapav 
Tutaka 
Baghwna 
Khuzdar 
Z(di 
Karu 
Chaku ••• 
Ferozabad ~· .. 
Waher 
Wad 
Nail 
Pariko ... 
Khurmaistan 
Jcbri ... . .. 
Nokjo (in :Mashkae) 
Mashkae ... • •• 

lQB 

... 

... 

No. or I No. of 
Mreses._ springs. 

4 12 
11 

1 
2 ... 4· 
2 
2 

1 ... 2 
1 F ••• 

2 8 
1 

1 .... 1 
1 
1 
1 1 ... 2 

2 
4: 
4 
1 

Total ... I 34 38 

AGBIOUL· 
TUBE, 

Irrigation, 
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The people generally are undoubtedly very poor and plead 
their poverty as their excuse for not making new karezes. Only 
three have been constructed in recent years, one in Tutak and 
two in Gidar. 

The MUla river and its tributarie, sthe Mishk Bel and the Pissi 
Bel; the Kolachi river, known also as the Trunden, ·Rahat, Jar~ 
ghar, and Khuzdar ; Knd and Masbkae rivers are the chief 
suppliers of water for permanent irrigation, the -largest irrigated 
areas being Norgama and Mishk in Zahri; the Mdla pass, Khuzdar 
with Kolachi river valley; Omach and Mashkae. The Karu 
supplies a little water for some plots in Karkh, but the Hingol 
and Porali only irrigate when in flood, 

Irrigation could doubtless be increased by the erection of dams, 
and the proximity 6f side hills makes such works feasible in the 
Hingol river valley at Gidar (where traces of old 6and1 still exists} 
Nal and Jau; in the Karn valley at Karkh and Chaku; and th~ 
Chil river in Nondrav valley, but the cost is prohibitive as far aE 
the people of Jhalawan are concerned, 

The methods of apportioning the water for irrigation 
vary in different localities and with the . amount of water 
available, as, where water is plentiful and land scarce• 
the c11Itivatc.>rs are not nearly so careful about exact shares as 
where the conditions are. reversed. With water plentiful, the 
owners of a stream content themselves with constructing 
primitive dams of pebbles and tamarisk ·stalks, the water so 
retained being diverted to slightly embanked fields on eithe 
side by narrow, shallow channels. · The fields · nearest the 
stream thus receive a prior and more constant supply of water. 

When, as occasionally happens, a flood comes down with 
sufficient force to sweep away these temporary dams and embank; 
ments, a general levy of the inhabitants is called to repair 

damages. 

Streams and The distribution of water taken from the permanent streams for 
division of irriaation purposes is ·supervised by local deputies called rafs, 

water. o • 
Iudigenus arbah, or m{rcfb, who calculate the time allowed forthe runmng of 
methd of h h 1 . • 1 d a· t h. h . irrigation. the water throng eac ca t1vator s an accor lllg o IS s are, m 
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the day time by the height of the sun, and the length ofthe shadow 
thrown by it, and by the position of certain stars at night. • 

In Norgama tbe water of the Soinda stream is divided by.. 
means of wooden logs in which notches are made of stzes 
proportioned to the shares. The main stream is first divided into 

. two equal parts, each branch being sub-divided by means of such 
a notched beam into three parts. Thus the distribution of water 
is in six channels or kaurjos. These six kaurjos are: Saitani, 
Darn, Sirmar, Jagasur, Samawari, and Shabegzai, the first threA 
of which are owned by H. H. the Kh8n, while he also shares with 
the tribesmen in Jagasur and Sh8begzai. The water supply of 
each of these kaurjos is divided into 40 shabdnas (a shab6na · 
representing 24 hours' flow of water), or two pule of 20 8/i.abclnas 
e11ch, and each shareholder uses the entire channel when his turn 
comes according to the number of sltabanas held by him. 

There are only thirteen water-mills in Jhalawan, three being in 
Surab, and two at each of the following places: Pandran, Norgama 
(Zahri), Hisar, Baghwana, and Khuzdar. They are constructed 
in the same way as those in Kachhi. 

The stones are brought by the Loris fro.m the Band hills at the 
base of the Western Jhalawan Range near Sbahdadzai in Gidar, a 
place celebrated for the quality and hardness of its stones, which 
last, it is said, for teo years. For the water-shoot, ispedar wood 
is generally used, the shaft a~d water wheel being of mulberry. 

The charge for grinding is one-tenth of the grain ground, and 
a mill will grind from 1 to 4 standard maunds per day. 

AGBICUL• 
TUBE. 

Water-mills. 

Reference will .be found to the character of the tenures and BENTa, 

tenancies in a subsequent section, As might be expected in a 

backward country in which crops are liable to great variations, 
rent almost invariably consists in a share of the produce. 

WAGES, AND 
PBICBS, 
Bents. 

In such cases the distribution in unirrigated lands is generally Produce renta 
made on the principal of an assignment of a portion of the di~:r~t~~~~~ 
produce for each of the chief requisites of cultivation : the land, of the grain 

. seed, bullocks, and labour; in irrigated lands a further share is heap. 

assigned for the water. Variations occur in different parts of 
the district and on different kinds of lao d. The following 

• The method is described io d~tail in the SOlrawan Gat:eftfurr. 
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Blmib 

Gid~i 

Do. · · (Rekizais).,. 
N!ch~ra ... ... 

i 
Pand~an ... 

Norg~ma. .(b) 
I 

Mishkj ... 
Hisar·. ... 

T6tak: ,., 
Bagbw~na 
Khuzdar ... 
Karkh .. . 
Chaku · .. . 
Wad · .. . 
Nfll 
Ornach ... 

Mashkae valley ... 
Gazg (c) ... • .. 
Mula pass.. ... 
M!rwari country ... 

When tenant supplies 
labour only. I. When tenant supplies 

labour and bullocks, 1--, Irrigated Unirrlgated 
land. land. 

Irrigated 
land. 

Unirrigated 
land. 

-t . 
1r 

ir. 
& food 
~ 

... 

• 1r 

t 
t 
-1-
-i to 

1"11 
t • liT 

1 to 
t 
-1- to 
!-
4 

-111 
&food 

1 ·a 

Ha) 

1 
I 

i 

I 

t 
... 

• 1r 
l 

Irrigated 
laud, 

... 

Unirrigated 
land. 

Irrigated 
laud. 

Unirrigated 
land, 
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In N1cMra and Gazg a tenant on nnirrigated lands (shat-!Jazghar) RENTS, 

1 1 l' h f ] fi h' ' WAGES AIID has to look after the land ord's p oug:h oxen, ,etc ue or 1m !'RICES. 

and assist in household work. Throughout the greater part of 
Jhalawan, the irrigated lands of the dominant classes are cultivat-
ed by their servile dependants who are either fed and clothed for 
their labour, or given a share of the produce varying from one-
sixth to one-third. 

The tenant of an orchard ( toho or Mgh-pan) has to repair the 
walls of the orchard and receives generally one-fourth of the 
produce for his labour, all other requisites being supplied by the 
landlord. 

In the Khan's nia!Jats, where lands are subject to payment of 
revenue and cesses, including the alms given to mulla& and Saiads, 
and in lat-hand tracts, which are subject to rent, all these charges 
are paid from the gross produce and the balance is divided 
between the tenant and the landlord. 

In every case it is the duty of the tenant to carry the harvested 
crop to the threshing floor and to assist with his bullocks in 
threshing it. 

No cooly class exists among the cultivating population; tenants~ Wages. 
at:will perform the services mentioned above, while the household 
work of men of means is invariably performed by their servile 
dependants or by poorer classes from among the nomads and 
Loris. In the houses of hPadmen and chiefs the Loris serve tha 
guests also. The Hindu shopkePpers alsc. retain Muhammadan 
servants who clean their vessels, fetch water, gr:nd corn and assist 
in other household work for food and clothing. The women who 
grind the corn are paid their wages in kind at one-fourth of the 
quantity ground. Women of the poorest class also wash and 
sew clothes, the C'harges for making a pair of oxdinary trousers 
nod a shirt being As. 2 and 4, resptctively. The Nicbari 
wompn are excellent embroiderers, and thtir ordinary wage equals 
the price of the silk thread to be need in a given piece of work. 
The poorer females among the Mohammad Hasnis in :Ma~hkae 
make dwarf-palm mats, and are paid in grain at 21 'seers per linear 
yard. 
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Crops are generally harvested by nomads and poor tribesme!J' 
who have not sufficient land of their own. These hired harvesters 
are called laigar. :Men, women, and children all work and are· 
given as wages (lai) one-twentieth of the wheat and barlt>y crop 
cot by them, while for juari there is no £xed proportion. They 
have to carry the harvrsted crop to the threshing floor. Little· 
children and old people glean the sheaves in the .field. Sometimes· 
oxen and donkeys are hired for threshing wheat and barlt>y, the 
hire paid being 2! seers per ox and half that amount for a 
donkey. The women who sweep the threshing floor are paid 
li seer of grain per diem. In cases where tenants perform thestJ 
services they get. the same wages. Sometimes other :amindt:rs

are called in to help in threshing with their oxen, and these are
sumptuously fed. The system is known as ltashar. Oxen hired 
for ploughing are paid at rates varying from one kdaa of grain to· 
As. 8 a day per ox1 and the driver who bas no oxen of his own
getil As. 4 a day. 

Agricultural 
labourers. 

Village 
servants. The Chiefs and leading men retain mullaa whom they pay-

allowances half yearly at the time of the harvest. Besides these 
fixed payments, the mulla is ginn dayak or one·tenth of the· 
produce of land, and Barsuya or offerings in the month of 
Ram zan.. 

The Loris, who act as blacksmiths and carpenters, are paid in 
cash or kind for any new articles they make but the rate is not· 
fixed. For a plough-share it is about 4! seers of wheat. ThPy 
contract to repair agricultural implements, etc., by the year and 
for this service each blacksmith and carpenter is paid in kind, the· 
general rate being 12 sheaves of wheat (bahu) per jora in unirri
gated land, and per shahrina in irrigated land, and one kusa of 
grain from every 50 kasas of the produce. In Nichara, the black
smith is paid 12 sheaves out of the wheat crop, the carpenter
S sheaves, and the Dom or minstrel 2l seers of grain per joru,. 

while from judri and pr&sh crops in irrigated lands the carpenter 
and blackt~mith each get 8 .kasas of grain per ahabana. In Gazg,. 
the Lori is given_ 4 sheaves per jora. 

Ga,i,.,. Gazirs are messengers appointed by the people and placed 
under the naib at Mashkae, whose orders and instructions they 
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~arry out and for whose horses or for the Khan's camp when 
required, they collect supplies such as fodder, etc; They are fed 
by the .Wib and are paid 16 Masbkae• maunds of w'heat or 
juli.ri. per share by the zamindars of the Zurrat Jaga lands, the 
tract being divided into 13 shares; 

The duties of Gazirs are, in Karkh and .Chako, performed by 
nakihs known officially as darbUns. They have also to fetch 
water and fuel for the Khan's 5riib, and carry his me~sages to 
different villages in the 11iabat. They get the sweepings of the 
threshing floors and 4 bundles of cut crop from each sha!J&na. 

These Aaki&s also work as weavers and charge as their wages 
20 per cent. of the material handed over to them to be woven. 

A kotwal ill maiu.tained in Nicbara who communicates to the 
people the news of deaths, marriages,. births, etc., acts as town 
erier, and collects supplies for the Khan's camp. Thefts .com
mitted in the village are also proclaimed by him. He has a 
double portio11 given him at marriage and other feasts, and his 
s~are in water is exempt from gham or labour for repairing 
channels, etc. · 

A few karezes have been dug recently in Gidar and Tutak. 
The work is done by the Ghilzai Afghans, who are experts and 
who periodically visit the country, and whose remuneration is 
fixed by a contract in each case. Besides the amount agreed 
upon, all tools required are supplied by the owners, and food is 
given to the diggers. This consists of 25 to 30 kasas of flour 
per oharkh or party of 4 men, 4 seers tobacco per month, ~ sheep 
-once a week, sait, oil, and loin cloths. Extensive repairs are also 
done by the Ghilzais, but ordinary repairs are carried out by the 
~o-sharers themselves.t 

No regular system of fixing or recording prices exists, and the 
prices are reg11lated by supply and demand and seem to be in the 
hands of the Hindu dealers at headquarters, or of the nriib• wha 
have to dispose of the Khan's revenue grain. Chopped straw 

• A Mashkae maund it 21 seers. 
f The method of ktir~z digging is fully described in the BaraNJan Gazetteef'. 
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is seldom sold, but at times of scarcity its price varies from R. 1 
to Rs. 2-8-0 a trangar or netfnl, which weighs about 4 maunds. 
When Government officials visit the locality, Musa is supplied 
to them at As. 8 to 14 a mannd, and firewood at As. 4 
to 8 a maund. In Zahri, green wheat and barley are sold as 
fodder by plots, the average price being about Rs. 2 for a plo~ 
10 f~et by 12 feet. 

, 
The enquiries made by the Gazetteer staff from the shopkeepers 

showed that during the ten years ending with 1903, the average 
price of wheat per rupee in Kbnzdar was 16 seers, and in Surab 
about 15 seers. lo 1903 the price of wheat was 18 seers per rupee 
in Khuzdar and 15 seers in Su.flib. 

A seer known as the 'khani or 'kalati 1er of 88 tolas is in genera 
use by the fJania1 throughout the district. The smaller weight. 
in nse are-ana (51 tolas), nena pao (11 tolas),pao (22 tolas), and 
fttlll aer (44 tolas). 

Grain is measured for sale with wooden measures ; in Upper 
Jhalawan, i. e., SU.rab, Gidar, Zahri, and Baghwana, the common 
measure is kdsa or Bark, while in other parh man is used. Those 
in use by traders in Surab and Khuzdar are generally marked with 
the State seaL The different measures in ordinary use are shown 
below, the lowest unit being the ohJlra where saik is us~d, and 
chdriki where man is in use :-

2 charikis = 1 chotra. 

4 ch3.rikis = 1 man, yakman or yagman. 

100 man = 1 guni or gwala. 

2man = 1 kasa. 

80 k&sa = 1 kharw&r. 

The gwula or guni and kharwar are merely convenient terms, 
the wooden ~easures in daily use being kasa and man. 

The capacity of a kdsa and a man varies slightly in different 
localiti~s and also with different kinds of grain. The grain always 
used for testing the capacity of a wooden . measure is the pea 
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(matar) or wtung. The weight of a k&sa and wta,. of wheat in Wm:c;B'I'II AKD 
li.JU.SOUS. 

different localities is as undt:r :-

Krisa. 

SU.rab 4 &eers, 5 chittacka. 

NichBra 4 .. 6 •• 
Zahri 4 •• 4 •• 
Gidar 4 

" 5~ ., 
Ma,.. 

Baghw&na and Zidi 2 seerS,. 2 chittack&. 
Khuzdar ... 2 .. J.l • ... 
Karkb and Jt!bri ..• 2 .. 2!. 

2 .. 
Waher 2 ,. 3 . .. 
Wad 2 

" 
9 " 

Nan ... 2 3t . .. .. 
:Mashkae 1 .. 7 " 
P~Ur ... 2 ., 0 .. 
Jau 2 , 4 .. 

Salt, cumin seed, and pistachio fruit are also measured with tha
kasa, and gld with elwtra or chariki. In their households, the

tribesmen also use other terms of measure fqr grain and flour, 
which are : phak, a mouthful; ehuru, the contl>nts of four fingers;. 
mut, a fistful; kllafo, a handful; chank, a double handful; and 

liser, ll chotra. . The terms used by the cultivators in connection 
W1th ihe crops are puli or Mhu, a bundle or sheaf; khum6, the
quan,ity that can be carded in both arms; 6add, a man's load ; 
jwal, a sackful ; kacllh, a larger sack, such as is carried by a 
bullock ; malav, a still larger load; an.J~Irangar, a netfnl. 

Salt is bartered for wheat, double quantity of .the fo.rmer being Miscellaneout 

given. F1rewood is sold by the b11llock, camel, or donkey load, llleo.&141"t111. 

6hU.a by tbe lran,gar or netful da.tt'B by the bag (katil), green 
barley and wheat by the plot (yawiir or kt.U'da), and pomegranates 
by tbe hundred. The wool shorn from each sheep is made into a 

· separate b110dle (kas), and is sold by this unit. 

At c~ntres of trade the 6arliol use the standard yard of Li,ear 
16 girall1 or 36 inchee, made of iron, for measuring expensive cloth mea.lll'dll· 

s11ch as Bilk. The common measure is the cubit (Awl or arish), 
lOB 
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an indefinite measure which varies with the stature of the customer, 

and is mE'a~ured from the projecting bone of the customer's 
elbow round the end of the middle finger, with arm and hand 

extended and back to the second knuckle joint. The banias have 

also an iron haris.~, which measures about ] 0 girahs or 2:2i inches. 

In thehonsehold of tribfsmen cloth is m1asured by the span 
(gidisp). For measuring k:irez tunnel~. the d~pth of welL•, anJ mud 

walls the Kandabari yard, which is equal to about 3£ feet, is used. 

The" term jora or j'tft is frequently usel both in irrigated and 

nnirrigated land, but has no definite valne. It represents the 

land which can be brought under cultiration by a pair oE oxen, 

and is approximatdy t:,e ar!'a in wl1icb about t'f maunds of seed 

conld be sown. In igated land is generally spoken of in term~ of 

the water attached to it, such as shabana. 

People ha'l"e no definite idea of distances. They use the word 
mizal or maizal, the distance which a camel can traverse in 12 

hours, and, for shorter distances, tawi.r and lufak-ni-tawar, as far 

as a man's shout can be heard, and as far as a report of a gun can 

be heard, respectively. Hnlli-na-maidan signifies "a horse's 

gallop," and may be taken roughly to be about a mile. 

Mea3ures 
time. ... 

of The leading men alone know the l\Iuhammadan months, which 
are used in all documents, but the lluhammadan days of the 

week are uninrsally recognized; the divisions oE the day (de) and 

night (nan shap or shaf), are those mentioned in the Sarawun 

Gazetteer. 

Coinage. 

MATERIAT. 
CONDITION 

OF TBI> 
l'.EOPLK, 

British Indian coins are now in usc, and the remarks made on 

this subject in the Sarawan Gazetteer apply al~o to Jhalawan. 

The bulk of the people are poor, and live very simply, but an 
improvement in the condition of the dominant classes and of the 

cultivators is noticeable in the last few years, during which 

administrative control over the tribes has been extendE:d and a 
check put on those too frequent feuds which in the past rendered 

life and r·ropPrty so insecure, The growing sense of security 

finds expression in the increasing tendency oE the people to live in 
scattered villages, whereas under the old -conditions the tribesmen, 
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in their blanket tents, clustered round the forts of their Chiefs for 

I'rotection and with a view to greater facility iu taking the offen

sive. The eurplus wool and glzi now find a ready market, as 

these commodities can be easily and safely exported by the banias• 
The poorer classes have now found a new source of income 

in the bride-price, which was formerly unknown, but can now 

be readily obtained from the well-to-del zamin.Ztirs in Sind.- It ~s 
estimated that, at an average, about 500 girls are thus given 

away in marriage annually, the usual price being about Rs. 300. 

per head. 

There is an appreciable change in the material used for the 

dress of both males and females. Cotton piece-goods, which are 

imported largely by the Hindu dealers, are rapidly replacing the 

couutry coarse cloth (shot} ; silks are used by the better class of 
women, and some of t.beir important ornaments are now made of 

gold, while 11mong the men of this class embroidered lun3is, 
coats, waistcoats and English boots are not uncommon. Green 

tea and a better class of food have come into use by the well-to

do. The improvement in the standard of living has not, however, 

been free from disadvantages which, coupled with the hospitality 

which is incumbent on leading men, have led to indebtedness. 

The gr~ater part of the ~nlt.ivation. depends on rain, tbe failure of 

which invohcs in pecuniary diffi.:ulties both the cultivators and 

tho flock-owners. 

MATERlAL 
CONDITION 

OF THE 
PEOPLE. 

The well wooded tracts are chiefly met with in the hill ranges FOB ESTS. 

in the northern, central, and western parts of the district, and the 
princip.tl trees are:-

Scientific name. _English name. 

PistRcia cabulica ... Pistachio 
JuuiJH·rns macropod" Jnniper ••• 
Olra cusjJidata ... Olive 
T.-coma uudulata 
Prosopis sr•i..:igera :: _ 

Brahui name. 

Gw:m. 
A pu rs or hapnrs. 
Khat. 
l'arpuk. 
Mar. 
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Among other forest growth of less importance may be 
mentioned the following :-

Scientific name. 

Tamarix articulata 
Piatacia mutica 
Prunua eburnea. 
Berbt>ris vul~taris 
Daphne oleoidea 
Euphorbia neriifolia ••. 
Fraxinua xanthoxyloides 

English name. 

Tamarisk 

....... 
1\Iountain ash 

Brabal name. 

Kirri or gaz. 
Kasur. 
Arch in. 
Zarch. 
Pi paL 
Tuber or dedar • 
Shishar. 

The juniper forests in Jhalawan are found on tile Harboi Range 
as far as the Anjira river, the best ones being round Mamatawa 
N(cbara and on the Sbahmoz hill bordering on the Norgama 
valley. Juniper also exists on the top of the Drakhel hill in the 
neighbourhood of Baghwana and in the Pab Range close to Tuk 
and Wad. The Western Jhalawan Range is pRrticularly noted for 
the abundant growth of gwa'lt tree, the best forest tracts being 
Gwandin in Sll.rab, the Landi Gwandan close to the valley of 
Maraf, and the Ziri hills close to the Gidar valley. It is also 
found, though scattered, in the Central Jhalawan Range, and in 
hills between Nicbara and Zaliri. 

OUve. Khat ia common all over the hills in Northern and Central 
Jhalawan. Big forests nf it exist in the hills in the vicinity of 
Pandran, Zahri, Baghwana, Khuzdar, Drakalav, and Wad, and 
the wood is used as fuel. It a~o abounds in higher alt1tndes of 
the Kirthar and Pab ranges. 

Parpv.f. The growth of parpuk is considerable in vallt>ys bt>gin11ing at 
Naland Khuzdar and extending to Waher, Wad, Tnk, DI"aka!av, 
and Ornach, and in the last named five places it exists in thick 
forests. It also grows to some extent in Saruna. The wood is 
used by the Loris in n1aking pots, such as kasa, ~a,., karsaA, etc., 
some of which are exported to Sind. 

Jlar. Mar (Prosopi1 apieigera) grows in bot climates: only. 
Considerable forests of it exidt in Karkh and Chaku, and it 
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is the principal tree of the country drained by the 'Hingol FoRESTS. 
river, from M.arUki in Nal to the southern extremity of 
the Jau valley in the M.uwari country. The wood is used as 
fuel and the leaves as fodder for camels, sheep, and goats. 

Plak (N an'ltorhopB Ritchieana) or dwarf-palm is a stemless P'•"· 
gregarious shrub, common on rocky ground up tG about 3,000 
faet. It grows extensively on the slopes of hills and in beds of 

rivers and streams. 

The uses to which pi•Ta is put are many and 'Various ; indeed 
there is hard.ly any purpose to which it is nGt applied by the people 
of the areas in which it grows. The leaves are used in the 
manufacture of matting, fans, b!iskets, caps, sandals, and ot.her 
articles for local use. Ropes are made from the leaves and leaf 
st~lks, but are not as strong as those made of munj. The delicate 
_young leavea, which have a s~eet astringent taste, are in great 
repute for the treatment of diarrhrea and dysentery. The heart is 

eaten uncooked as a vegetable. in times of scarcity. , The stems. 
leaves, and petioles serve as fuel ; while the reddish brown moss
like wool of the petioles, called pwrz, after being dipped in a 
'solution of saltpetre, is employed as tinder fur matchlocks. A 
rude kind of drinking cup is ruade of the entire leaf by tying 
together the tops of the segments. Ropes an.d mats made from 
Jllsh are exported to Sind. The Khidrani, Mir Haji, and other 
:M~ngal:~ export .the lea<Ves and articles manufactured from them 
to Sind. 

Tamarisk :g.rows in the beds of Tivers and hill-torrents, mos~ Tamarielr. 

·especiall~· in the Mula river, the Kolachi, the Hingol, the Kud, the 
· Porali and the 'Mashkae. Tamarisk trees of considerable size ar~t 

to be found in fort>~ts in Karkh and Cbaku, Nal, Ornacb, P~Iar,. 
Nondrav, and Jau. Similarly the Ma~hkae rivPr valley throughout 
its course rrom Koila down tn Pa11 abounds with tamarisk. The 
branches of the tree are chiefly used f,,r roo6ng huts, and the· 
tr:unk serves as beams and pusts. Three varieties are locally 
known, viz .• shin9ir-gaz, which is small in a.ize and losu itslt'avea in 
-cold weather, tht> suhr·gaz, with red twigs, and the •WA-gazo· 
•hich attains a large •ize and is used for malting implements of 
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FoRESTS. husbandry and wooden pots. It. forms excellent grazing fo·r 
eamcls wherever found, 

'l Jag .. 

Patli!io. 

Jar; (Dalhergia sisoo) is found in small groves at Pir-Kalandar 
in the Lcdav river, an import~tnt tributary of the Mula river, in 

Bahej~n close to Kharzan and Pir-Lakha in the l\lula pa~s, and at 
the top of the lofty Dhruu hill to the south of Jau. The wood 

is_ mnch valued fur beams, for which purpose it is employed in the 

houses of Chiefs and other persons of means. Combs and walking 
sticks are made of the wood by the Loris, and both sold locally and 

exported to Kachbi. Gun-stocks are also made from the jai.J 

grown in Dhr6.n hill by the Bizanjans of Jau and by Loris, anJ 

exported to Makran. 

Prtthk grows abundantly and attains large size in the Mashka1 
river, between Tank and Manguli Kalat, and is also to b• 

found in the S,man and the Kola~hi rivers. It is chiefl; 

used by the Brahuis in the preparati0n of light charcoal fo 

gunpowder. 

Tribal mea- No systematic arnngement for the preservation of forest 
Bnr~s of pro- exists in the district. A small area of J'uniper forest in th 
etctlOD. 

Harboi R11nge is being protected by the K~t:at State, to whicl 

rtference has been made in the Sarawin Gazetteel". Pistachi• 

trees are so highly valued for their fruit by the Brahnis, that th• 

fellin)!: of a green tree is considered an offence, and sometimes result: 

in Lloodshed. The )ocalitirs where the tree grows are owned b~ 
certain tribal sections, who protect the fruit by appointin~ 

watchmen (toho) and divide it according to prescribe-! shares. Tht 

junipt>r tracts in Sh!lhmoz, and in ~lalllatawa in the llarboi Range 

are strictly prfserved by the. Jattaks and Muhammadzai Mengnls: 

the felling of trres is prohibited except by the tribes!Ilen wh·• l,avt 
a share in the forest, who have the right to timber for building 

and other purposes, Dry ~ood only is permitted to be remo~ed 

even by the tribesmen. 

Elsewhere forests in the vicinity of villages and encampment: 

are. being rapidly denuded of trees, but in some parts selectet 

areas are reserved for grazing. 
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The minor forest products include- 'F.oRES1:S.' 

.Minor fo~ee.t. 
Asafetida (hing) found in the Garr hills, Z[ri, and Kuchini. .Product~~. 

Tht green leaves are eatEn as a vegetable, and Afghans occasionally • 

collect the plant in the Garr hills f<>r export. 

Wild plum (pis siler) is found principally in the central and lower 

parts of ,JLulat~an. The fruit ripens in the autumn, is eaten largely 

by the nomadic ~>hepherds and their womP.n and children, and is 

sold by tbem in villages in exchKnge for wheat, The dry fruit, 

pov·dered ~nd mixed "ith c~rds, is used as a foo_d and as a remedy 

for diarrhrea. 

Chitjird and gu;rgul.-The growth of these two is confined to 

the lower parts of the Pab range fringin::; on tLe Las Bcl11 State 

territory, and the hills to the south of J au. A considerable 

quantity of ihese gums is exported to Bela and Karachi by the 

.ocal tribesmen. 

Kl,m.s"hda,. (Glyryrrlziza gla5ra) grows in the Garr and the Zfri 

ltills; the roots are used as a cough .medicinE', 

Cumin (rizn) found in the Harbni Range nenr Rodenjo, Gur~rnt 

Uund, Sachap, and Ghat in Zahri, sells locally in the season at 
~ seers for a rupee. 

Gwanik grows abundantly in the riv~r beds in Khuzdar, the 

tribu aries of the :Mul11 rivl'r, Nal, Ornach, and other places. 

fhe leaves are used in tbe preparation of a green dye, aod the 

seeds, which are of a black colour and about tLe size of judri, as a 
drug for colic. 

Panerhand (Withania coagulans) is widely distributed. Its 

fruit take11 tbP. Jllace of rennet, Rnd is exported in fair quantities 

to Sind and Kachhi. Gwathk and izghind are medtciual drugs 

which mostly grow in Upper Jha!awao. A small quantity of a 

red dye called lC:k is found in Lour Jhalawan in the Purali river 
valley. 

_With the exceptions noted, all these are consumed locally and 
are of no commercial importance. 

Kal (reed) grows in abundance in some of the mountain ravines 

wl1ich have a perennial water supply, such as the Udav river, the 
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FORESTs. Narel~k on the route from Zabri to Kachhi., and the Nali river 

near J~bri, ~ometimes the people of Zahri, especial!y the Jnttaks. 

and the Lotiani Zahris, export the nal to Kachhi, where a camel 
load sells for from Rs, 8 to Rs. 12. 

li:Tm:s AND No scientific aceount of the mineral resources of the district is 
ll.nu:RALB. 'I b ava1 able, ut in the course of their enquiries the Gazetteer staff 

was ablt1 to collect some specimens. 

Khng'hal or . During the cold weather of 1902, Mr. Hnghes-Buller, a. S. 

Iron ==~hate. Superintendent, "Imperial Gazt>ttee~," Balnchi:;tan, forw~rded seve: 
ral samvles of economic products to the Indian Museum for identi
fication, Among those were two specimens of kM.ghal and pulmal> 
which are employed in the IJrahni method of dyeing, in con
junction with pomrgranate husk, in producing black or deep green 

colours. Mr. Da.vi.l Hooper, F. a. S,, of the Indian Museum, 

presented an interesting paper* on the occurrence of :Melanterite in 
Baluchistan to the Asiatic Socil'ty of Bengal in June, 1903, from 

which ~he following ex.tract is taken :-

''It appears that the collection of khaghal is a regular industry in 

two or three localities in Baluchistan. One of the mines is about 

forty miles from N orglima and at Zan go, t about a mile distant, is
another mine, sitnated at the foot of the hill and on the bank of a. 

river. The entrance to the mine is an opening about a .Yard wide 

leading into a gallery of unknown length. The zagh has been 

collected from these mines for several years, and although large 

quantities of the mineral have b~eo taken away, ouly a small area 

of about two yards has been workt>d. It is always mixed with a. 
slatelike stone. The narrow gallery forming the mine is called 
'Ragh,' a. vein o£ the bill. The inhabitants say that, after a rain

fa!~ pure white zagl& • bursts out, in the mine, which in the dry 

weather is dug out together with the decomposed slatE', The mine 

bas a disagree~tble corrosive smell 'like iron rust,' and this 

causu the workmen to vomit in the course of h~tlf an hour. Fur

ther samples were sent by Mr. Hughes-Buller, one from Ledav 

pass, said to be of 1:1uperior quality, and another from Bhapav 

• .TcN.rt,a! of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, V'ol, LXXII, Part II, 
No.4, lJU3, 

t 'Ihere are two minee in the Le1a1' riv£r, one at Zango and anot~er 
aboat a mile further, 
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which "as very inferior. It has alsci been discovered. at Chotok Mnts!l AND 

dL HINEBALB. on the Kil river, Mula pass, and. at two places • at Khuz ar. 

"The mine at Chotok is in a gorge, at a distance of 6 miles west 
of Janh. Here a cave.is formed in the hill with a pool of warm 
water, noted for its mineral properties and overhead is a rock 
from which water drops from innumerable stalactites of fantastic 
shape. The length of the pool is 150 yards, through which guides 
conduct visitors after they have undressed. At.about 10 yards 
from the entrance of the gorge is a large cave on the bed of which 
the mineral incrustation known as khaghaZ forms. This is of a 
yellow colour and is said to be in an excellent. condition for dyeing 

purposes • 

.. Upon examining the samples of kMghal it was soon discovered 
that they were impure forms of ferrous sulphate or grt>en copper
as. The sample from Ledav pass contained 30·1 per cent. of 
anhydrous ferrous sulphate, and. that from Kil Chotok 27·36 

per cent. 
• • • • • 

" The minerals contained about 40 per cent. of matter insoluble 
in water consisting of silica, ir0111., alumina, and lime. These 
estimations leave a balance of about 20 per cent, which might be 
referred to water of crystallisation. 

"The specimen ofkhdghal from Bhapavyielded to hot water only 
a small quantity of sulphate of alumina with traces of calcium 
sulphate, and was therefore almost valueleijl!l as a dye or 
mordant." 

• • * • 
1\Tr, Hughes-Buller, who was accompanied by Mr.B. A. Gupte, 

Assistant to the Director-General of Ethnography in India, col
lected geological specimens during his tour in the district in 1903, 
whir.h were examined by the Geological Survey Department of 
the Government of India, and found to include the following :-

. Calcareous sandstone, cerussite ·calcite with ferruginous 
stainiug, limonite and calcite, slag, limestone, calcareous red 

• In the Gahwaro hill near Khuzdar.-Ed. 
tl B 

Other speci
mens (1903), 
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,/dins .A.ND shale, calcite mi:r.ed with iron ochre, and ribbed lamellibranchiata. 
-llCDALS1 from a. limestone. 

Wad and 
l'ab Range. 

B'rnna and 
the Khidrinl 

country in 
.Thal&wan. 

lC1111lmoUor 
tritaj,d. 

rab hills in 
Wad, 

Iron pyrites are found on the Harboi hills in Jhalawan and 
Dobanzil near Gidar. Water from a spring" Laka-na-Tobro" on 
the Garri hills near W aher was found to contain saline matter in 
which sulphates of lime and iron and alumina were detected. A 

sample of mud from the same spring was found to consist of a 
larg~ proportion ~f calcium. and magnesium carbonate. 

Specimens brought from Wad and Pab bills included iron slag; 
calcite; massive malachite (a rich copper ore) agates and 
jaspers; red j asp!lr; fragments of gabbro and other basic crys
talline rocks; fragments of limonite with quartz; cerussite ; 
quartz pebble and basic porphyries. 

Specimens collected in Sarunaand the Khidrani country includ
ed limestone, conglomerate, diabase, ferruginous concretions in 
sandstone, gypsum, fragments of argillaceous limestone and 
volcanic ash-beds, cerithium (a species very common in the" Nari 
group'' both upper and lower), and cbromite in serpentine form. 
The last two are said to be very interesting specimens. Rich 
calcopyrite or copper pyrites, associated with a little malachite 
and some calcite is also found. 

Khalmolt (rock smoke) or Mashana churro (hill juice), which 
occurs in the Pab bills near Wad, is the black variety of what is 
called sila}\d or shilajatu. in India, and is allied to the Persian 
drug named mumiai. It is one of the most peculiar medicinal 
substances of the East, It is found in certain inaccessible places 
in the Pab hills and also in the southern part of the Harboi and is 
said to be contained in the substance of the rocks in which it 
appears as an exudation drawn out by the beat of the sun. Its 
origin, occurrence and formation and the nature of the rocks 
which produce it, are, however, matters that still require investiga
tion. It is collected during the bot weather before the rains 

set in. 

Khalmolt agrees in many particulars with the substance brought · 
d~wn from Nepal every year and so~d in the bazan of Calcutta as 
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a. very effictive medicine. In Jhalawan it is used particularly for MI:NEII 
... AND 

cough and pneumonia. It is also alleged that wounded ibex and MINERALI. 

mountain Aheep generally try 1to reach a place where khalmolt . 

occurs in order to lick it as a cure for their wound. 

In ancient days, lead mines were worked in Sekran, which is Lead mlnea 
.1 f Kh d' M in Sekr!n. situated about 12 m1 es west o uz ar. asson who visited 

the district in 1840 refers to these mines and 1 says that 200 men 
were constantly employed in extracting the ore. Vast qo.antities 
of slag lying about on the surface testify to the former extent of 
the industry. The rocks including the ore, evidently from 
Dr. Cook's • description, are cretaceous limestone and from his 
mention of fragments of granite being seen at one of the entrances 
of the shafts, it is most probable that here the occurrence of the 
metalliferous deposit is directly connected with the intrusion of 

igneous rocks into beds of cretaceous age. Dr. Cook says that in 
one place the rocks resembled an altered clay~tone, varioo.sly mottled 
ao.d containing small cavitie! and the fracture of some specimens 

showed a metallic steel-grey appearance (galena). Major George 
Le 1\fesurier who surveyed the route from Kalat to Sonmiani, 
speaks of the antimony at the Sekran mines occurring in crystals 
of an inch square imbedded in black vitri~ed rock. It is added 
that the lead ore found was of inferior quality and small in 

quantity. The so-called antimony must have been galen11 

if it occurred in cubes. The mines are at present ,abandoned and 
regarded with superstitious awe by the people. The tribesmen 
occasil:>nally break off slabs of rock from other hill sides in the 
vicinity and from them manufacture lead and antimony for local 
consumption. 

There are no important industries in the district, and arts and 
manufactures are chiefly confined to embroideries, rough felts and 
carpets, leather work and mats. 

AB'l'SAND 
AIANurr.a.c. 

TURE8. 

The embroideries worked by the Brahui women are highly 1J!mbro~· 

artistic and enjoy a considerable local reputation. There are several denea. 

descriptions, which are known as mosum, prawer: par£war, and 

• Topogrt1'phicnl and G1ological Sketch of ''~e Pro'llime of Jh.alaw<in, etc. 
by Dr, II. Cook (1860). ' 
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ARTS .UD ohakan, The first named is the best and is much valued. The 
M.uruli'AC· 
ltJREI. embroideries are chiefly done on married women's shirts. Almost 

all females know the work, but the 1\'Iengal women are especially 
good at it, and the Nichara women excel all. 

A third prize with a bronze medal was awarded at the Delhi 
Exhibition of 1903 for an embroidered dress, and the following 
interesting description of the samples submitted for his inspection 
is given by Sir George Watt : " The Brahui embroideries 
contain both darn and satin stitches, the latter being often double 
and mainly utilized on linen, The former is, however, the chief' 
stitch used on the beautiful work shown on their dresses, The 

design especially in the women's dress is primarily geometric but 
certain of the colours cross· from one ridge to another and thus' 
cause the notched or toothed outline that is more or less peculiar 
to this style of work. These are the special constructive features 
of the Brahni dress and they are completely covered with the line 
form of satin stitch embroidery except the shoulder bands which 
are invariably done in wool or coarse silk, and in stem and feather 
stitches not in satin stitch. The silk used in the front panels is 
mostly dark red, orange, green, white, and black, the pattern being 
outlined in black and picked out by a bold conception in white 
embroidery. This striking use of black and white, amid 
elaborations in Indian red or purple may' be taken as the dominant 
feature in the .scheme of colour of the Brahui embroideries. The 
isolation of the pattern by narrow bands of the field material 
recalls, of course, the Jat embroideries (phulkaris) of the eastern 
Punjab, but there the comparison begins and ends, It would be 
exceedingly curious were a study of the races cognate with the 
Brahuis, such as the Khonds and Goods of the central tableland 
of India, to reveal the existence of work similar to that of the. 
Brahuis which otherwise stands by itself as one of the most 
strikingly peculiar and beautiful forms of needlework met with in 
India."* 

Oarpeta and. There are no professional weavers, and carpets and rugs are 
ru&a. made by the women chiefly for domestic use and for presents at : 

weddings. The carpets made by the Badinzai (Kalandrani) · 

·• Indian Art "' D1lM, by Sir George Watt. (Caloutta, 1903). 
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saraa,r-Tc"MZ women are the best in the district, The common ( AB'l'S AND 

d h ~G Th ~ h" h. 11 . MANUFAO• varieties are garrak, kant, an s 'r· e 10rmer, w 10 IS usna y a. TUBES. . . _ , 

narrow striped rug, sim pie in pattern and of no great artistic merit, 
is principally used for household purposes, the price of an ordinary 
rug about 3 yards by~ 1i yards varying from Rs. 3 to Rs. 12. 
Kant is slightly superior and costs from Rs. 5 toRs. 20. The shift 
is made of richer material and bas a more finished design the usual 
prices are from Rs. 20 upwards, but a good specimen has been 
known to fetch as much as Rs. 100. Both kant and shiji are made 
of sheep's wool. The history of the industry is unknown but the 
patterns appear to be of Persian origin and design. Tutak is 
famous for its carpets, but those made in Jau are also considered 
to be good. The process of manufacture is thus described by 
:Mr. B. A. Gupte, Assistant to the Director-General of Ethno· 
graphy: "The wool is cleaned, spun, and, if necessary, dyed. The 
implement used for spinning wool is- called jhallak. It is a spindle 
of the most primitive type made of a pair of pieces of wood cross• 
ing each other at right angles, with an upright handle which has 
a notch in it fixed at the joint. A bundle of thread is called 
giriTc. The loom is equally primitive, although the whole work 
turned out is very clever. It consists of four pegs fixed in the 
form of an oblong, the breadth being 3 feet and th~ length 9 feet. 
Dctween the first two pegs is tied a beam. Another. beam is 
similarly tied to pegs at the other end. These beams are known 
as pukhtu. About 3 feet from the first beam stand two stickR 
arranged in a triangle (triTcal). The sticks of this tripod are fixed 
on either side of the oblong and to them is tied a cross beam 
called drangdar or makri-na-put. To this makri-na-pat are 
'attached by ropes two or four sticks (gula-p&t) which regulate the 
action of the heddles. The strings connecting the heddles (gul) 
to the cross beam (makri) are called makri-hand. As the weaver 
goes on weaving the carpet, he has to tie the outer ends or borders 
to another stick, known technically as the stretcher and called 
pahn&d kash. The stretcher is moved forward as necessity 
r~quires. The comb, with which the weft is driven home is called 
du!c. Arml'd with this the weaver proceeds by passing each thread 
of the warp through the heddles in the way he has been carefully 
trained to do io order to regulate the designs. He has no plan 
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AaTs AND nor can he recount or sing the numbers as pile carpet weavers do 
:MANUFAO· 
'fUBBs. and he can produce only a few geometrical designs, The warp is 

Coa!'se cloth 
or Aora, 

Dyeing. 

called gwafta when arranged. The weft when laid is called khoZ 
and each of the warp-threads is called tanista. It will thus be 
11een that a. distinct name is used for each of the materials used 
and even the weft-thread before it is passed through the warp or 
' laid' is distinguished by a separate name (pot). One end of each 
of the threads of the warp is tied to the first beam and the other 
to ·that at the farthest end. The heddles are next tied with the 
makri band to the cross beam. In cotton-weaving in other parts 
of India sizing is the first process, but in carpet weaving it is not 
necessary and no size is used as the outer ends of the • hair' or 
wool have to be left loose to cover the interstices. The weft 
thread is carried through the warp thread by the weaver without 
the use of a shuttle and passed in and out in accordance with the 
design he carries in his head. The weft thread is made into a. 
small bundle (lait) having been wrapped round a piece of wood. 
It is then pushed home or •]aid' with the comb (duk). The 
process is tedious and a kont 3 X ll yards may by steady work 
be completed in about a fortnight and a th~li 41 X 3 yards in 
from one to two months. In practice, the work is done only in 
leisure hours and generally takes a longer time." 

Among other articles similarly manufactured art' gidan or blanket 
tents, tMZ or woollen coats, khurjin or saddle hags, tobra or nose
bags, and coverings for cattle, horses, and camels. 

The N akibs of Chaku and Karkh are the professional weavers 
of the coarse country cloth, shoi, jori or kora, but the industry is 
on the decline as Indian piece-goods are now in common use• 
The weavers charge as wages 20 per cent. of the material given to 
them to be. manufactured ; a piece of cloth is ordinarily about 
14 yards long and the width is It feet, the selling price being 

about Rs. 2 per piece. 

Yellow dye is prepared from turmeric, blue from indigo, deep 
green from khaghal or zrigh (ferrous sulphate) and gwani.k ( a 
tree), and black from khrighal. · 

COMMERCE In ancient times very little trade appears to have existed in the 
AND TKADE. distrfct. Exports were confined to wool and ghi and grain was 
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imported. A considerable amount of traffic, however, found its way COMHBRCB 

through the district either from east to west and vioe versa or AND Tll.&.nE. 

from Central Asia to iionmiani on ·the sea coast, or to Sind by 
the Baran Lak, Hab valley and Mula pass routes. The Arab 
geographers mention that the main road from Persia to Multan 
;passed through Khuzdar in the time of the Caliphs, and in later 
.times traders seem to have preferred the Jhalawan route to tha 
'by the Bolan pass as one of the principal duties laid upon the 
I 

,Khan of Kalat by the Kandahar Government was to protect the 
; trade caravans travelling by the former. In the time of ~Hr 
· Mahroud Khan I (1208-32 H.) the Bizanjau and the Men gal tribes 
barassed the traders and levied exorbitant transit duties. Com
plaints having been made to Shah Zaman of Kandahar, he sent 
two officials to the Khan, who proceeded to Khuzdar to arrangs 
matters. The Mengals agreed to stop the dut.i€s, but theBizanjaur 
refused, and in the fight that ensued the Bfzanjau Sarda 
Fakir Muhammad was killed. According to Masson, Mahmud 
Khan permitted these tribes afterwards to levy f!mall transit 
fees amounting to not more than Rs. 4 a load hut in 
Mehrab Khan's reign (1816-7) a load of merchandise was 
not cleared under Rs. 23 or Rs. 24 and the tribesmen (while 
Masson was in the country) are said to have realised in one year 
about Rs. 90,000 from kajilas. The trade in olden days was cbiefl.y 
in the bauds of Babi and Babar Afghans. By the treaty of 1854 
Nasir Khan II bound himself to protect merchants passing through 
his country, and to permit no exactions beyond an equitable duty 

to be fixed by the British Government and the Khan, the rate 

being fixed at Rs. 6 per camel load from the northern frontier to 

the sea and Rs. 5 from the same frontier to Shik:i.rpur. During 

the early seventies, caravans were much plundered throughout the 

Kalat State, and when the treaty of 1876 was concluded it was 

provided that there was to be entire freedom of trade between 

Kalat and British India. subject to such restrictions as the British 

Government might deem necessary for the protection of :fiscal 

interests. In the second fortnight of October,l876, 1,080 camels 

and 108 donkeys carrying merchandise passed through Kalat 

t~ll route to Karachi by the Dab river route. 
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00MUIIIRC& 
AND. TRADE, 
· Existlnf:l 

trade. 

What little trade exists at present is almost entirely in the hands 
of the Hindu dealers who originally came from Shikarpur and 
Sehwan in Sind and a few from Kachhi and, are now scattered in 
various trade centres in the district. 

The shopkeepers of Khuzdar, Zidi, Nal, _M11shkae, Karkh, and 
Chaku deal for export with Shikarpur, but for import they find 
it cheaper to deal with Karachi.· The imports for Surab come 
from Quetta, but the exports are carried to Shikarpur by the 
MUJ.a pass. . The traders in Wad Drakalav, Ornach, J au and N aJ 
deal with Karachi via Bela. 

Exports. The important items of export comprise wool, ghi, sheep, goats, 
skins, and dwarf-palm leaves with mats, ropes, baskets, and 
brooms made from the last named. When the harvest is good, 
wheat is exported by the people of Nfchara, Zahri, and SU.n1b to 
Kalat; a small amount of rice from Mula and charall from Nichara 
and Zahri find their way to Kachhi. The export of wheat to 
1\lakran in exchange for dateR is mentioned later in the remarks 
.on the l!iystem of gwuchi. 

Imports. Cloth, spices sugar, tea, gur, oil, rice, and other groceries 

Gwachi 
•ystem, 

(J>irtlna) and shoes are imported from Sind; salt juari, country 
liquor, bullocks and camels from Kachhi; dates from Makran; 
magller, a wild millet ddnichk, a drug ; and shakargaz or tamarisk 
gum from Kbaran; fresh fruit and miscellaneous articles from 
Kalat to Zahri, Surab, 11nd Baghwana, this trade being in the 
hands of Dehwars; and a small amonnt of tobacco, dried 
mulberries, and apricots from Mastung into Wad. 

In Makran every alternate year which is known as the hdmen, 
yields a larger harvest of dates, and it is during these hdmen 
years that there is a rush of people into :Makran to export dates. 
Caravans from Jhalnwan generally carry wheat tn Makran and 
bring dates in exchange. The owner of the wheat, if he has no 
transport of his own, hires camels, and pays to the camel-owner 
half the quantity of dates imported in exchange for the wheat. If 
the owner of the wheat provides his own camels, the driver in 
charge, who acts as his agent, is paid one-fourth of the dates and 
his food for the journey, or one-third of the dates he imports. ' 
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The dates on arriva.l in Jhalawan are exchanged for wheaf and CoMMEBcs 

d. . Th I d . th ' h. h AND '.l'RADK. other commo 1hes. e peop e engagr m e gwru; • are t I! 

Nfcharis, th& Paodranis and Trassanis of Za.hri; Haruois and 
Nighllris of Surab ; the Rekizai, .Sb8.hdaJzai, and Ma:zarzaiS" of 
Gidar; the Bfzanjaus of Nal; the Sajdis' of Greslia; a few Kaland

ranis of Tutak;, Kambraris and Bajois of Baghwana t and Ungavs 

of Wad. 

H has rr.lready ~& mentioned that the e:rport and import trade 

of the district is irt the hllnds of Hindn dealers, whils certain 
tribes engage in the gwtlcki trade, i. e., exchange of wheat and 

datee witl• Makran. 

The Hindus who keep shot~s at. central places send (!IUt their 
agents or servants. with small quantities of merchandise into 
nrious villagrs. The~e retailers, who are known in the country 
as pingiwdla, are welcome in every village and encampment an!\ are 
well treated and fed. Their prin'cipal business Is to retail tL.eir 
commodities in exeha.nge fol' ~rain, wool, gM, etc., and to advertise 
them so that the people requiring larger supplies may go to the 
s·hopkeeper's headquarters. These servants are not authorised to 
sell articles on credit. When a partner in a firm is out in the 
district he giv<'S credit, realises loans, and at the same time 
arranges to purchase wool, ghi, and other articles for export These 

purehases are generally arranged through the headman of the 
village or encampment to whom a small present has to be made, 

And if he himself bas a.ny articles for sale a special rate has to 
be fixed for them. 

Classes 
engaged 

in trade. 

The trade between Jhalnwan and Sifld is chiefly carried on Modes of 
camels, but for theo internal trade of the district the Hindu shop- carriage. 

keepers use donkeys, of wbich a number are maintained by each 
man for his requirements. The owners in the former case do not 
accomp11ny the caravans themselves, but the merchandi~e is placed 
iu the hands of the camel owners, who are responsible: for its 
delivery. The hire is determined by the camel load, which in case 
of wool represents 8 maunds and glJ. 6 maunds, other ·commodities 
being calculated at 5 to 6 maunds. 

The Jhal~&wan Chiefs have, from time to time, introduced and Transit dues 

lnied transit dues. Rtpresentations on this point wore 
%2B 
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CoMMERCE made to the Political Agent, Kalat, who in 1898-9 made enquiriP.S 
AND 'fRADE, d d' d th tt . h h Jh 1 ' Cl . . an Iscus~e e rna er Wit t. e a awan uefs m the presence 

of the Khan's vakil and ordeTs were passed by the Agent to the 
Governor-Genel'Rl in }j}QO, In accordance with t.Cese (lrders the 
following transit dues were allowed:-

Name of sardar. I Loclll~ty w~ere Blm] I 
1a Jev1cd, Rate. 

Sardar Pasand Khan, Hussoi in Mula pass. Bs. 4-8-0 per camel load on 
Zlirrakzai. merchandise, such a~ oil. 

tobacco, cloth gM, and wool 
passing through Mula pass. 

Sardar Sbakar Khan, Wad ... 
Men gal. 

Sard<ir Kahera, Bl- Nal ... 
zan jan. 

Sard<ir ShakarKh<in, Wad ... 
Men gal. 

R. • 1 per camel load of 
S maunds merchandise, snob as 
ghi, wool, oil, cloth, dates and 
tobacco through the Wad 
valley. 

... R. 1-4-0 per camel load -on 
qhi, Wool. and cloth passing 
through the Nal valley. 

Rs. 5 on each camel load of 
merchandise, snob as gh\, wool, 
oil, and cloth. Rs 2-!1-0 per · 
camel load (8 maundil) of to
bacco. On dates An. 1 per 
30 seers. 

SardarBustam Khan Between Koda and R. I on each camel load 
Muhammad Hasni. "Tank i-Maskbae only of the following articles:

on exports and im- Dates, grain, Malt, and tobacco 
ports from and to irrespective of weight of load 
Jebri. carried by each camel. 

Sardar KaMra Nal 
Khan, Bizaojan. 

Rs. 5-8-0 on each 8' maunds 
of wool and ght exported from 
Nal. On tobacco imported into 
Nal R. 1·4-0 per mannd. On 
cloth imported into Nal 
Rs. !l-8·0 per load, 

In connection with the transit dues (items 1 and 2) the Agent 
to the Governor-General remarked, '' that it is probable that as in 
Bolan, lJadraka dues used also in former times to be levied in the 
::\I ula pass and on the trade route to Karachi. There is no desire, 
therefore, to interfere with the dues levied by the Jhalawan 
Sardar in the Mula, and by the :Mcngal Sardar at Wad, bnt they 
should be callc~on to p~ove their right to levy these dues. So 

.. 
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long as·the dues are levied, the Sardars concerned must be held ColiMERCE 
responsible for the safety of caravans.· If they cannot undertake AND TRADE. 

this responsibility the dues will be disallowed." 

Further enquiry made by Captain A. B. Drummond,. Assistant 
Political Agent, Kalat, in 1904 showed that the following dues 
were levied:-

(a)-By Sardar Pasand Khan in the Mula pass-

Each camel load of wheat 

" " 
cloth, ght, sugar, etc. 

(b)-At Norgama

Camelload of wheat 

" " 
cloth, wool, ghi 

,, 
" 

_sugat and similar articles, 

(c)-By H. H. the Khan on goods passing from. 
Zahri to the Mula or Kabit

Ca.melload of wheat ••• 

" .. ... 
" 

wool 
ghi. 

(d)-An additional sung of Ans. 3 per camef 
load of wheat and Ans. 2-6 on wool was 

also levied at Kalat on goods passing the 
latter place from Zahri. 

(e)- On goods coming from Quetta and other 
places and going to Zahri via Kalat

Cloth, per n1aund 
Oil 
Tobacco 
Sugar, etc. 

Rs. a. p. 
0 4 0 
1 4 0 

0 4 0 
1 4 0 
1 0 0 

0. 4 0 
4 8 0 

11 4 0 

0 9 6 
0 13 0 
0 13< 0 

0 9 9 

It was also BBCertained that it was the cul!tom in all parts of 
Zahri w levy a tax on ba~tias and shopkeepers trading in a. vil!&ge, 
in return for which the Sardar levying it assumed responsi
bility for the ~arety of the property of the payet". The amount 
paid varied (rom Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 per annum according to the status 
of the person paying, the amount of trade involv~, the size of the 
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CoMMERCE village, etc., but at Norgama a hania paid as much as Rs. lOG pet 
ANI> TKAI>E. annum and one Chetu, the only !Junia of any standing in Zahri, paid 

Rs. 500 to Sardar Pasand Khan for the privilege of trading ha 
Norgama, Pandran, and Nichara. Captain Drummond concluded 

by saying that " with taxes such as these there is small wonder 

that there is little trade in the country and the wonder is that 

there is so much. " 

MEANS OF A liat of more important ro'utes is attached as appendix IV. 
~~~:.uNICA• These rou~es inc!ude-(1) Kachhi-l\lashkae-Makran route via 

Khuzdar and Nal; '(2) Kalat-BCla route via Surab, Khuzdar, and. 
Wad; (3) Kalat to Panjgur via ~ur6.b and Zayak; (4) Kalat to 

Kotra via Pandran and Zahri valley; (5) Hab river route; (6) 
Gidar Dhor route to Jau; (7) ~alto Kharao via. Koda, Beseima 

hlley, and Garruk river; (8) Nal to Bela via Baran Lak; (9) 
Khuzdb to Jhal via Karkh; (10) Gidar to Jebri via Koda; (11} 

Wad to Karachi via Shah Billwal; (12) Lak HarLab route,; and 
(13) Lukh river route from Tutak to Greaha. 

As tbe hill ranges of Jhalawau generally run in well defined 

parallel lines from .north to south, the routes which follow this 

direction and lie along the valleys of .the country are, as a rule, 

consiJerably easier than those .which rnn at right angles to the 

strike of the ranges, from west to east, where in many places the 

only means of communication are through difficuit gorges and 

hill passes. The descents into th11 adjoining plains of Kachhi and 

Sind on the east and into Kharan on the west lie through rough 

and difficult country as do the southern routes leading into the 

Bela State territory. 

Ka!At.Wad · The principal unmetalled road is the Kaiat-Wad road which 
road. d' · S·' 'b dB' h ' ·. A ., Z' passes through Ro enJo, ura , an ag waua VI& DJlra, ava,. 

and · Noghai to Khuzdar, and thence changes its course io 
Pir Umar, W ahCr, and Wad. This road has been cleared and 

improved (1906), from Kalat to Khand village, about 100 miles, 

by the Kalat State, 

Transport. The camel is the principal means of transport throughout the 

district. The b11llock and donkey are only used for domestic 

transport purposes by the indigenous nomads only iil t.he absence 
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cf camels. The ra.te of camel hire varies. hut for long jouraeys )lEAlia OF 

rd. "l "d · • n d. he ed,. b COKMUNICA• the amount 4) 1oan y pal 11 A-DS. n .. a ay or, w 11 engag y TIOif. 

tho month, Bs. 16. 

There is a combined Post and Telegraph Office at Kalat whence Post and 

to Khuzdar the mails are carried by Postal sowars kept up by !~~.:pk 
the Klllat State, ~ix times in a month i11 each dirE~Ction, the 
journey <>ccupyin~ about 48 hours. The Sub-Post Office at 
Kh11zdar is ia charge of oo.e of the clerks ia the office of 

the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, who it paid an allowance of 

Bs. 12 per mensem by the Postal Departmeu.t. 

The letters for the Khan's thana at Saruna are sent to Johi in Baruna dak 

h L , k, d" . t" h th . . d f th d to arrangements. t e ar ana 1stnc w t'IICe ey are carne every our ay 
Tando Bahi'm Khan and delivered there to a policeman, and 
thence carried by Levy sowars to Saruna.. 

The greater port.ion. (){ the cultivated. area depends on ra.ia for FAHINI. 

its water-supply and where there is any water for irrigation the 
land available is often inadequate. The sources of irriga,ti~n are 
much affected by rainfall, and in years "of scanty rain their irrigat-
ing capacity is largely reduced. The flocko-wners, who fonn the 

majority of the population of Jhalawan, look to the autumn and 
wiuter rains for their supply of grazing and fodder. The .Primary 
cause of the scarcity, therefore, is the failure of the autumn and 
winter rains, and ii such failures continue for two or three con-
secutive years scarcity becomes serious and famine may even 
result. A very important factor is the condition of the crops in 
Knchhi, Bela, and Sind, whence the peopla import grain, even in 
ordinary years, and where a number of them migrate to work as 
agricultural labourers. The condition of the date harvest in 
Panjgur also affects the people of Jhalawan. Other causes of 
agricultural loss, which, if combined with other intluences, may 
cause scarcity are the visitations of locusts and the appearance of 
ralli or rust in the wheat crop. Of the two harvests the more 
important is that reaped in spring, but in Lower Jhalawan greater 
reliance is placed on the autumn harvest. The forme\" ronsists 
principally of wheat and the latter of juari, and in the greater 
part of the district, a good spring harvest after a winter which 
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baa. permitted of the cultivation of dry _crop larxls, is sufficient to 
eury the popnlation through the- year. A good hlllVest of the 
fruits of the gwara, the dwarf-palm or pish and 1;be lire I- plant 
also belp to tide over years of great scarcity, 

According · to local tradition, 1870 and 1879 were years of 
severe distress eaused by failure of uin, wheat aellio~ at about 
51 seers to a rupee. This distress led to the Brahuis selling 
their girls io marriage to the 1amlndtlr1 ef Sind, a practice which 
has since been continued. 

In 1886 the whea~ crop was affected by rust throughout the 
district, more especially in Surab and Kbozdar, where standing 
crops were burnt to m11ke room for the autumn. sowings. DoriJJg 
1899-1900 the rabi or spring harvest failed for want of uio and 
the price of wheat rose to -8 seers for a rupee. The scarcity was 
felt in Sind also, and at the suggestion of the Commissioner of 
Sind the Jhalawan Brabnis were warned not to resort to that 
Province in quest of agricultural Ia boar. 

l'rotectiYe No organised protective measures have been undertaken in 
mlliiii1Ue&. Jbalawan by the Kalat State, and the greatest safegu11rd consists in 

the migratory habita of. the people and the proximity of Kachhi and 
the protected areas in Sind. Again, the majority of the people 
are both graziers and agriculturists, and though a year may be 

unfavourable to- agriculture, it may iltill be one of fairly good 
pasturage. Thus, it is only a combined failure of crops both in the 
district itseH and in the neighbonring traets, and of fodder that 

ean" produce an actual crisis. 

~''"n.n.n.n .. nnnnnnnnnnnn~'""' 



CH.A PTER 111.-ADMINISTRATIVE. 

Fo~ ad ministration purposes, the lands of the Jhalawan district .ADMINISTBA· 

fall into two separate aud well defined categories, viz.-( a) the TION AND 

K , f K 1' d S'rAJ!'I!'. areaa subject to the direct jurisdiction of the han o a at, an 
• (b) the areas held by tribal groups. 

The former category comprises those lands on which revenue is 
paid to the Khan, and, as a general rule, all persons cultivating such 
lands are -considered to bll the subjerts of tbe Khan. To thia 
rule the cultivators in the Zahri 11ia6at, comprising the Pandnini, 
the Lotiani, Rais, Danyas, and Saidzais forn1 an exception, and 
are regarded as on the same footing as other tribesmen in the tribal 

, areR, and deal in tribal matters with the Zarrakzai Chief, while 
the Khan's naib's dealings with them are strictly limited to 
reve~ue and agricultural matters. The administrative units into 
which the revenue paying lands are organized are the niabats of 
Sthab, .Khuzdar, Mashkae and Zabri and the isolated area of Gazg, 
which correspond to the tahsils in a British administered province. 

Tile tribal areas are those revenue-free la11ds held by the 
Brahuis, the principal tribes being the Iltbai; Zahri (with its 
numrrous clans, Mtisiani, Jattak, Bajo~ Sasoli, Khidrani, etc.); 
Mengal; Muhammad Basni'; Bizanjau, Mirwari; Kambrari; 
Gurgnari; Sumalari ; Kalandrani ; Rodeni and Sajdi. The 
locality where each tribe predominates is mentioned in the 
account t~f the- tribes in Chapter I under Population. 

In the time or M!r Nasir Khan I and his immediate predeces
sors, the Braimi tribesmen were gradually organized into a con
federacy with the Khan of Kalih at its head. During the time of 
Nadir and his successor Ahmad Shah, the tribal organisation was 
fully developed under the san or feudatory system. the title of 
Be9lar-Be!]i or Chief of chiefs being conferred upon the Khan. 
The tribes living to the north of Kalat became the Sarawan divi-. 
aion, and those to the south the Jhalawan division. The Raisan 
Chief and the Zarrakzai Chief of the Zahris as the premier Chiefs, 
respectively, of the Sarawan and Jhalawan divisions, had seats 
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ADMIN IS· in the Khan's tlarMr on the righ(and left of the Khan respective--
TRATION AND • • - ' 
STAFF. ly, formed w•lh h1m a consulta~ive. body. and were admitted to a 

substRntial share in all deliberations affecting the llffairs of the 
confederaay generally. The Chiefs of tribes were bound to find 
men-at-arms for the purposes of confederacy. when called upon ta 
do so. but,. in consultat.io11 with their heRdmen of l!ections, had 
almost absolute power in the internRI administration of their tribee, 
though there appears to have been a general right of appeal to 

the _Khan. The: Chiefs were, and still arr, electt'd lJ1 their 
tribesmtoo, bnt ibe tlectioll Was sabject to the confirm11tioD o( tb!l 
Xh&n, As a rale, the ~ldest son of a Chief succeeded his father, 
lMat he Wfttl liable lo exclusion on grounds of general unfitness, 

Attt>mpts by the Khan. at person&l aggralldisemen~ at. th~ 
expense ~f the tribesmen ended in the rebellions which assumed S() 

serious a shape during the rtign of M1r Khudadad Khan. and in the. 
intcrfereuce of ths British Government.. Since theu. the relation&_ 
of the Khan and the tribesmen have been governed by the terms. 
of the llastung agreement,. by tbe treaty of 1876, and by tha 
custom which ha.'l been established. on these bRscs. Shortly after 
the conclusion of the Mastnng agreement, the Khan issued I! ~et 
of rules regarding the collection of revenue, settlement of claims, 
ttiSposai of r.riminaf cases and other matters, which are fuii.r 

described in the Sarawun Gazetteer. 

These agreements and rules are the basis out. of which the 
iRternal admillistn•tion of the Kalat districts has gro-wn up~ but. 
!n the course of more than a quarter of a centnry the position baa. 
been somewhat modified, among the more important innovations 
being the grant of a.nowances by the Kalat State to the principal 
Chiefs o( the Jhalawan tribes, the appointment of a. Politicar 
Adviser to the Khan and of a Native A~sistant at Khuzdar, and 
the establishment of thanas or posts at central places. 

Tne Political Agent in Kalat exercises general supervision and 
control in 11ll matters, particnlarly over the Brahui tribes, though 
leaving the internal management of each tribe to be conducted, SO' 

fu as possible, on triha.llines. In dealing with the tribal Affairs of 
Jhalaw;an as well as Sara wan, the Political .Agent is assisted bY" 
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· ' . d' t' ADMINISTRA.• the Assistant Political A"'ent, who also exermses JUris IC IOn on . . 
" TION AND 

the Nushki Railway, which is combined with the Bolan Pass STAPF. 

district for purposes of administration. 

The Kalat State niahats in Jhalawan are under the administration 
of His Highness the Khan. The Native Assistant in Jhalawan is 
in charge of the Jhalawan tribes,. in subordination to the Kalat. 
Agency. 

The Gazgcountry is under the direct control of the Khan and;its 
revenue is collected, as is that of Johan in Sarawan, under a contract 
system, the contractor keeping a jlirnashin at Gazg to collect 
revenue ou his behalf. In each of the remaining ni.ubats that is 
s·unib, 1\fasbkae, Khuzdar (knownlalso as the Jhalawan nidbat) 

and Zahri, there is a nuib or deputy. The revenue and admini.s. 
trative staff comprises the following:-

Naib. Munshi. Ja-nashfn. Gazirs, 
Sudb 1 1 
:Mashkae 1 2 
Khuzda.r 1 3 
Zahri 1 

One of the three jd-nasMns in Khuzdar[is placed at. 
Baghwana, the second at ZiJi and the t~ird at Karkh, and these, in 
subordination to the ndib, are responsible for the· collection. of 
revenue and general administratio!l .. 

The village headmen who assist in the collection of revenue and 
other administrative matters are appointed from among the 
cultivators and are known as arbd& and rais. There are two. 
arhUbs, one in Khuzdar and the other at Righwana, and there are 
eight raises: one in Surab, one in Gidar, one in Baghwana, and 
five inN <lrgama. The po3ition of these raises is quite distinct fwrn 

and much superior to that_of the ordinary raises who are village 
servants, and of whom there is one on the lands served by every 
hirea or spring and on each dry-crop tract. The office of rais is 
hereditary in the leading families of Lotiani and Rait~ iu Zahri, 
and similarly that of arMb of Baghwana and Khuzdar among the 
Kurd and Gazgi tribal groups. The rais at Surab is paid a small 
share out of the produce at the time of revenue collection, those 

13B 
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A.nliiiNIB· at Zahri (Norgama) are each allowed some water and land 
TRATioN AND 
STAF.B', revenue-free, for their services, and the one. ral1 in Baghwana-

Internal 
tribal lldmi· 
nistratlon. 

Khuzdar niabat, is paid 200 Jhalawan maunds of wheat as hi1 

fixed annual allowance. 

The principal figure in the tribal administration is the Chief, 
who, by virtue of his position, commands great respect and almos· 
reverence. If to uprightness of character he adds a reputation fo_ 

. open. hospitality, his power is almost boundless. He uses hi; 

takkaris, or heads of clans, for executive purposes, and, whet 
necessary, for purposes of consultation, but he is in no way bonne 
to consult them in any matter. His near relations, when required 
also assist him iu the management of tribal alfail'S and art 
deputed to keep the peace or to settle disputes on the spot s· 

occasion may require. 

As a general rule, minor disputes, such as those of petty assaul1 
are referred by the tribesmen themselves to their takkaris fo 

settlement. But it is open for them to go direct to the Chief. I 
either party is dissatisfied with the decision of the takkaris, the, 
appeal to the Chief de novo. Important cases, such as those c 

adultery or cattle-lifting, are always dealt with by the Chief, as ar 
all civil cases in which Hindus are concerned, and disputes regarc 
ing land and inheritance, After all evidence has been taken, tb 

Cbief passes orders which are generally verbal and not reduced t 

writing. The penalties inflicted by the Chief generally take tl 
shape oE compensation to be paid by the guilty party in arms a 
money, or in case of cattle theft, of double, treble, or even eleVE· 
times the number o:f the cattle· stolen. Fines are also inflicted, an 

an offender is sometimes detained for a short 11eriod in the Chief 
guest-house. In cases of adultery the injured husband is con: 
pensated, either in cash, girls, and land, or by disarming a numb~ 
of men of the adulterer's party in a tribal assembly. In case3 o 

moveable property, such as debts, etc., the Chief; who settles tl' 

case, levies a. fee at the rate of 25 per cent. on the amoun 

. decreed. 

In recent .times it has become customary :for the Jhalawt 
'Chiefs to refer important cases of murder, adultery, etc., to t.J i 

, Po.litical Agent, Kalat, for reference to jirgas, which assemble 
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S'bi and Qnetta and sometimes ji.rgas are held by the Political AD'MT!UB· 
1 ' • }' TBATION AND 

Agent at Kalat to which a reference 18 made later on. App 1ca- STAFF. 

tions are either sent direct or through the Native Assistant, 
Jhalawan, to the Political Agent, by whom alljirga awards are 

confirmed. 

Tribal custom generally, and Muhammadan Law to some extent, J'UDIOIAL. 

[orm the basis on which the judicial work of the country is carried 
on, though different systems prevail in the areas administered 
direct by the Khan as, for example, in the Surab and Khuzdar 
niabats, where cases concerning the cultivators of Kh8.u's lands are 
disposed of by the nthbs, and Zahri and Gazg; where justice is 
administered in accordance with ancient custom. Crime is investi-
gated by either the naib personally or by the janashins, directly 
or under the orders of the naib, the latter referring the cases to 
the former. Petty cases are finally decided by the naibs, who 
only make an entry of the names of the parties concerned in their 
revenue books, showing only the amounts of fines, etc., recovered 
by them under the general name Mdi hawai, and at the time of 
the settlement of accounts, one-fourth of the amount thus realized 
i11 paid to the naibs. Cases of a serious nature, more especially 
those of murder, and important land disputes, are investigated by 
the naib and referred for decision to the Khan, to whom the parties 
are also sent. In cases of a civil nature, the Khan receives 25 per 
cent. ad vaZorem on the value of the suit, and 5 per cent. as mohsiU 

or collection charges, making a total of 30 per cent. In Zahri, 
including Pandran, Norgama, and Mishk, and also in Gazg, the 
Khan's jurisdiction is limited to collection of revenue, while civil 
and criminal jurisdiction is left to the tribal headmen, who deal 
with cases according to local custom. 

The system of tribal control and the method of disposal of 
cases has been already referred to. To coordinate this system 
with the general administration of the country, tribal thanas paid 
from the Khan's funds have been es~ablished. at Zahri and Saruna 
(1894), Surab and Khuzdar (1904), and Mashkae (1905). The 
jurisdiction of the thana at Mnngachar (Sarawan district) includes 
a part of the Kalat niabat in Jhaladn. The thdnadurs are under 
the control of the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, to whom they send 
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JUDICIAL. a weekly diary and all reports, copies of reports in serious cases 
being sent direct to the Political Agent in Kalat. In dispuks 
arising between the Brahui tribesmen and the Khan's ttlu.•, the 
ruii6s and the Native Assistut act jointly to effect a settlement. 
The followini! instructions were issued to the Native Assistant, 
Jhalawan. in October, 1904 :-

{1) All petitions, whether in political, civil, or criminal cases, 
shall be accepted by him when presented by the applicant in 
person or by some person duly authorised to act in his behalf. 

{2) A fee of As. 8 shall be charged on all ordinary petitions, 
but on those seeking relief in purely civil matters. e. g., the. 
recovery of property, money, land, etc., a fee of Rs. ~ -8 per cent. 
to be levied on the value of the property in dispute. 

(3) In criminal cases, such as adultery, abduction, murder, etc., 
the fee chargeable to be as above, viz .• As. 8 only. 

In ~posing of petitions or of cases that may otherwise come 
to his notice, the Native Assistant is guided by the following 
rnles:-

(i) Cases in which both parties belong to the same tri~ (other 
than the Khan's Enbjects) are to be left for settlement to the 
sardar of the tribe concerned, unless the sardtir asks for assistance 
or is found to be avoiding the settlement of the dispute; in the 
two last instances the Native Assistant is to endeavour to bring' 
about a settlement in communication with the sardar. For the· 
purposes of this rnle the Zarrakzai Bardtir is the head of the under
mentioned tribes, and cases occurring among them should, in the 
first instance, be referred to him or his son. the thanadar of Zahri, 
Zarrakzai, Musiani, Bajoi, Jattak, Lotiani, and Danya. 

(ii) In cases between different tribes, the sardars or headmen 
should be summoned to bring about a settlement by amicable 
means, if possible, or failing that, by some one of the recognised 
methods of the country as shariat, arbitration, or jirga. 

(iii) In all routine and unimportant cases, snch as criminal 
assault~, theft of grain, cattle-lifting and other thefts, damage to 
crops, etc., the Native Assistant is to proceed with the cases and 
bring about a settlement, if possible, without further reference. 
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(iv) In the following cases the Native Assistant is not to proceed JUDICIAL. 

without previous t'eference, viz.-land disputes ; disputes about 

water ; adultery cases, and other cases connected with women; 

disputes between sardars ; disputes between Bnihuis and Khan's 
subjects; and serious cases of riot and murder cases, and generally 

all cases Qf a serious nature. 

In such cases all he is to do is to make preliminary enquiries, 

to take t;ecUI·ity, if necet~sary, and report the facts to the Political 
Agent, Kalat, with · his opinion as to the best mode of 

settlement. 

(v) Jirgas should be assembled and cases ordinarily settled at 
the Native A~sist:mt's head-quarters at Khuzdar, and he should 
proceed to Norgamll from time to time and there assemble ajirga, 
in which the Zarrakzai Chief should take part for the settlement 
of pending Zahri cases. 

(vi) All c11ses settled by jirga or otherwise should be submitted 

to the Political Agent, Kalat, for confirmation. 

(vii) No offenders should be detained in custody unles9 it is 
absolutely necessary to do so. Accused or defendants should, 
as far ns possible, be released on bail or security to be furnished 
by their sarddrs or headmen. 

Lo~al ji.rgas are occasionally held by the Native Assistant, Local iirga1. 

Jhalawan, at his headquarters at Khuzdar, and sometimes at 
Norgama, for the settlement of petty cases. The awards of jirgas 
are submitted to the Political Agent, Kalat, for confirmation. 

Disputes occurring between the tribes are now settled by the Bhrfh.i jirga1, 

Shlthi Ji.rgas which assemble at Quetta in summer and at Sibi in 
winter, and a tendency is observable for Chiefs of tribes to refer 
all important cases, such as murder, adultery, theft, etc., even 
11mong their own tribesmen, .to these ji.rgas. Chiefs who do not 
wish tQ refer inter-tribal cases to Slzal<i jirga not infrequently 
make settlements by mutual consent. During the summer months, 
the Political Agent, ~alat, sometimes holds jirgas at Kalat to 
settle important cases connected with the Jhalawan tribes, and 
Sara wan sarddrs are also summoned to assist in these. 
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The jirga awards are sent np to the PoliticRl AgPnt for confir
mation, and appeals from the jirga decisions lie to the Agent to 
the Governor-General. 

No accurate statistictl of the prevailing forms of crime are avail
able, but, compared with pre-British days, crime is said to be on 
the decrease. In old days, the raiding attacks of the trans-rrontier 
Seist6.ois, some of whom are identifiable with the present DamRnis, 
still described by the people as Hardm Kkor1, were not 
infrequent in Western Jhalaw6.n. The Mengals committed inces
santrRids on Las Bcl11, and the Khidr6.nis and Chhnttas, the S6.solis 
and some petty sections of the Zahri tribe constantly committed 
thefts on the Sind border. Inter-tribal raids were also common. 
The Baduzai and Mith6.zai of Zahri were notorious thieves and so 
were the H6.pursizai Jattaks. The wandering Sumal6.ris and the 
Mir H6.ji Mcngals often looted caravans and the U mraoi Bizanjau 
harassed the travellerS using the Dhrun hill route to Las Bela. 
This state of anarchy continued up to the time of Mir Nasir Khan 
I, but the unsatisfactory internal state of the country was consider
ably improved hy the reformatory measures introduced by him. 
Among other things it was ordained that a. thief should be required 
to restore eleven-fold the property stolen and this rule still prevails 
in the tribal territory. Land disputes, petty ass11nlts, aud thefts of 
crops at the time of harvest are common forms of crime. Serious 
cases generally take the form of adultery with murder, and some
times inter-tribal feuds. 

A kazi was appointed in Nfchara by Mir Nasir Khan I, with· 
injunctions to enforce the tenets of Isl6.m in Jbalaw6.n in social 
as well as religious matters, and an allowance was fixed for him and 
a grant of land made in Kachhi. The office of Tcazi was, however, 
abolished by M lr Khud6.d6.d Kh6.n,who also stopped the' allowances 
and confiscaied the land granted. The leading man of the former 
"kan"• family still retains influence, and tribesmen occasionally 

refer disputes to him for decision. 

The Zarrakzai Chief keeps a kdzi at his head-quarters to decide 
snch cases as he may refer to him. He is given a monthly allowance 
by the Chief and, with his permission, levies fees in cases d 
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5 per cent. on their value. The Bizanja.u Chief similarly teta.ins J'ODIOIU. 

a kdzi at Nal for the disposal of cases in his tribe. 

The only parts of Jhalawan from which revenue is derived by FX:NANOB. 

the State are the nia6ats of Surab, Mashkae, Zahri, Khuzdar, and 
Gazg, and the principal sources of revenue are the land revenue, 
octroi receipts and the Bddi-Hawdi or the fees and fines levied in 

judicial cases. 

Reliable figures for revenue of the Jhalawan niabats are not 
available, but it has been ascertained that the receipts in 1904-5 
were as follows :-

• 

SU.rab .•• 
Mashkae .•• 
Zahri 
Khuzdar 

Rs. a. p. 
10,708 0 0 
4,761 14 6 
1,282 0 0 

14,252 0 0 

The income from Gazg which includes Johan is about 
Rs. 1,~00 per annum. 

Besides the pay of the Political Agent an_d Assistant Expenditure. 

Political Agent and their establishments, the British Govern· 
ment incurs an expllnditure of Rs. 3, 744 per annum in Jhala.w&.n. 
This is made up of an allowance of Rs. 300 per · mensem paid to 
the Zahri Chief and Rs. 12 per mensem to a munshi at Khuzdar, 
who acts as Post-master. 

The cost of the administration of the various nialiats is met 
from the Kalat State treasury, while the Native Assistant, .his 
e~tablishment, the levies employed in local tll®as, the postal levies 
between Kalat and Khuzdar and allowances to various tribal Chiefs, 
are paid from the Khan's Fund. The expenditure under this 
latter head in 1904-5 was as follows:-

Re. &. p. 
1. Native Assistant and his estab-

lishment 7,592 3 7 
2. Allowances to tribal Chiefs 30,000. 0 0 
3. Postal lifrvice between KalD.t and 

Khuzdar 720 0 0 
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4. Levy thana at-

Rs. a. P· 
Zahri 3,988 15 (l 

Surab 2,265 15 6 
Khuzdar 3,480 0 0 
Saruna .•• 3,191 13 4 
Mashkae- 1,713 9 2 ---

Total 52,952 8 7 
----

The only information about the systematic assessment of 

revenue in early times is to be found in the Ain-i-Akhari, 
which was written about 1590; when the district formed 
parh of the empire of the Emperor Akbar. Kalat with its 
neighbourhood is desrribed' as Kahit-i-Nfchara, and formed the 

southern boundary of Kandahar Sarkar. The revenue was levied 

partly in cash and partly in kind, and th& country was a]s() 

required to furnish a specified number of horsemen and footmen. 
Kalat-i-Nichara supplied 30 Baloch horses, 30 camels, 500 horse
men, and 500 footmen. Baghbanan or Baghwana and Batar or 
Patar, which is identifiable with the well known valley of Pellir 

in the Mir\Vari country. are similarly shown in the Ain-i.tlkhm·i to 

have formed two mahals of Scwistll.n. The revenue of Baghwana 

is shown. to have been 19,48,152 dams • or abouh Rs. 18,264, and 
that of Pclar 20,20,884 dams or Rs, 18,940. 

The Ain-i-Akhar£ does not explain· the extent of the country 
from which the revenue paid by Kalat-i-Nfchara, Baghwana, and 
Pelar was derived ; b•1t it seems not improbable that Kalat-i
Nfchara represented what is mentioned here- as Upper Jhalawan · 

and the country north of the Central Jhalawan Range, including 
the Surab-Gidar valley, Mashkae river valley, Zahri valleys, 

and the valleys o[ the Mishk-bel and Pissi-bel Rivers ; Baghwana 
seems to have represented the· present Jhalawan, comprising the 
valleys of Baghwana, Kbuzdar, Nal, Gresha, Wad, Kolachi river, 

"' 1 tuman= 800 dams. 
40 dams"' 1 tabrezi. 

1 tabrezi rnpee= 3 Indian rupees. f 
Vide .b.in·i-Akbari, Vol. I. page 

3l, and Vol. II,page 393, als~ 
Dr. Duke's R•port on HaTna~ 
and Tkal Chotiali, page 4. 
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Karkh and Chaku; and Pch\r included the Mirwari country and LAND BE

the valleys of Pclar, Nondrav, Jan, and Mashkae: Colour is lent to VENus. 

this theory in the case of Kalat-i-Nichara by the fact that it paid 

no revenue in money or kind, but only supplied 30 .Baloch horses 

and 30 camels, for both of which Zahri and the surrounding 

country were famous in Abul Fazal's time. It may also be 
assumed that, whilst the cultivators of the lands in Baghwana 
and Pclar supplied the money, the men-at-arms were found by the 

tribesmen of the hills. No evidence exists as to payment in money, 
kind and animals being continued to Nadir Shah and the Afghan 

rulers, nnder whose practical suzerainty the country passed in 

later times; but it is certain th•t the country continued to furnish 
a contingent of men-at-arms, and the exploits ·of Nasir Khan I 
with his Brahui contingent in Khurasan are still a &ubject of 

common talk among the people; the system was known as aan, and 

under it each tribe supplied a given number of. men in proportion 
to its total strength, the distribution being made among the various 
clans, sections, and sub-sections. The supplyof Ban is alleged to 
have been discontinued in the time of Nasir Khan I (1750-1 to 
1793-4), in whose time the Ahmadzai power reached its zenith. 

Henceforward, the Khans of Kalat gradually acquired a large 
measure of independence of Kandahar and its rulers. "As the 
organised @ociety known as the Brahui confederacy assumed shape, 
two bodies of men were affected each in a different way. The Khan's 
uluB who held the fine, irrigated lands of SU.rab, Baghwaua, 
Khuzdar and !\1ashkae continued, as in Akbar's time, to find revenue 

in kind, but did not ordinarily supply men-at-arms, whilst each of 
the Brahui tribes either undertook or was required to supply ot 
the Khan a certain number of men-at-arms as its share of the 

burden of the confederacy. This was known as gham, gham kaski, 

or lashkar-giri, and was entirely distinct from the san supplied 

to the suzerain power, though both systems were worked on much 

the same lines, The basis of the system of gham appears also 

to have resembled the gham-i-flaukar system found in the neigh-

bouring district of Pishln which was under the direct rule of the 

Afghans. As soon as the word went forth that a certain number 

of men were required, the Chief and his headmen (takk 2ris) were 
UB . 
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responsible for collecting and leading them. So strict was the 
system, that it is said that, when the call for arms was given, even 1 

the shepherds on the hill-sides were bound to drop their crooks 
and join the ranks. For the time during which they were employed, 
they and their men received payment in cash and kind from the 

Khan's treasury termed roz-o-jira-o-kadlm. 

The statement below shows, so far as can be ascertained, the 
number of men for which each tribe in Jhalawan was responsible :-

Zahris 
Nicharis• 
Mengal s-Sbabfzais .•• 

Magassis with Dinaris and Lasbaris 
Jattaks 

Pandranis ••• 
Sasolis 
Khidranis .• 
Muhammad Hasnis 

Bizanjaus ••• 
Kalandranis, Gurgnaris, and Snmal:iris .•• 

l\Hrwaris (with Kehar said to be a takkar 
of the Sajdis) 

Sajdis 

Men. 
1,000 

300 
1,000 

1,000 
700 
200 
300 
3')0 
500 
300 
600 

300 
300 

A tribe sub-divided and distributed among its various clan& 

(takkar) the number of men for whose production it was 

responsible. Each share was made proportionate to the 

numerical strength and influence of the clan at the time of the 
original distribution. 

No material change has taken place in the revenue system 
which, indeed, is chiefly interesting for its antiquated character. 
No systematic record of rights has ever been made, and information 
as to individual holdings in irrigated areas has always to be 
sought from the time-kePper, rais, whose information on all 

·IUbjects connected with his area is complete. 
----------------------

* The Nioharis had 4 Sarda•·s, each of whom supplied an·equal number~ 
Bah:!.dur Khanzai, Ramadanzai, Khuzhdadzai, and Bhadinzai. 
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In the Jbalawau niabats, as almost everywhere else in the LAND 

Kalat StRte, the hand of Nasir Khan I is to be traced, for be VENUB. 

introduced an improved system by causing the receipt books 
known as wahi. to be given to the ddroghaa and zahlts (both these 
offices combined are now held by the 'll.aibs) in which all items of 
receipt of fixed revenue, whether in cash or kind, were recorded. 
The distribution of these books appears to be the only attempt ever 
made by the Khans at the introduction of a systematic 

method of revenue collection. 

In Jhalawan the system of keeping the accounts is primitive and 
impossible to check, and constant opportunities for corruption 
are offered to the Khan's revenue officials. When the crops are 
ripP, the 'll.aib sends out his officials to supervise harvesting, and 
when the grain is ready for division he, with his munsMs, visits 
each village and takes the State share by batdi, and his munshis 
prepare a record of the localities and the amount assessed. As no 
systematic chPck is kept on the 'll.ail/s proceedings, and only a 
general settlement of accounts is made at 11ncertain intervals, it has 
been hitherto no uncommon occunence for large arrears to be 
found outstanding on these occasions, resulting in the confiscation 
of the property of the official concerned. 

I 

I 

RB-

Before dealing with~ the system of assessment of the revenue in Land tenures 
ld b h Kh ' I • h and jtig£rr. the areas he y t e an, some exp anatton of the c aracter of 

the tenures in different parts of the country is required. In the 
absence of any record of rights, and indeed of any reliable records 
at all, the subject is one which necessarily presents many diffi~ 
culties. So far as opport11nity has arisen, however, careful enquiries 
have been made by the Gazetteer party working in the district, 
and though it has been found impossible to verify every state~ 
ment, the facts here embodied are believed to be correct in the 
main. On the whole, it may be asserted that the land tenures are 
interesting but complicated. For a fall understanding of them, 
attention may once more be directed to the fact that three 
difft'rent classes of Ian.! exist in th~district side by side with one 
another. The first is that on which the Khan collects revenue 
and which is held by the cultivating clasEes attached to him and 
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known as · his ulu8, with the exception of certain classes in the 
Zahri flirilJat and Gazg. The cultivat.ors in these last named 
tracts rank with the tribesmen, and to ~e Khan and his officials 
their responsibility is limited to matters connected with the land 
and its revenue, This art>a held by the ulus also includes the 
State lands known as seri in the Khuzdar niabat. The second 
class consists of tribal territory held by the Brahui tribesmen, and 
acquired generally by conquest or in compensation for blood. 
The third is known as jagir, i.e., land or water lying within 
localities originally paying revenue to the Khan, but of which the 
revenue has subsequently been assigned by the Khan either to 
tribes or to individuals. Of this class there are three tracts : a 
piece of land in Mashkae (Bent) granted to the Bizanjaus by 
:Mir Mahmud Khan I as compPnsation for men killed by his 
order in Khuzdar; the Jh!lhiro land in Karkh granted to the 
Sasoli Chief, and the land in· Surkh in the Surab valley granted to 
the Rekizais by Mir Nasir Khan I as dower for a girl he married 
from the tribe. In tribal territory the lnnd, as already mentioned, 
is not liable to pay revenue to the Khan, as the responsibility 

. of the tribesmen towards the Bnihui confederacy ended with the 
supply of gham in the shape of men-at-arms. In those parts of 
Surab, Mashkae, Zahri, and Khuzdar niahats and Gazg, which are 
subject to th~ Khan's direct control, revenue was, and is, collected 
from the cultivators. 

The terms sarkari, lJohar or lJuh&ngar, lJhotari, and, lJazghari, 
descriptive of the land tenures of the country, are defined as , 
follows :-The sarkli.ri is the revenue paid to the Khan from the 
produce of an unirrigated and embanked field, and varies from ' 
one-eighth to one-sixth of the produce. The rent paid by the tenant 
to the landholder is known as lJohar, lJhotari, or lJuhangar. It 
varies on irrigated lands from one-tenth to one-third of the produce , 
and on nnirrigated land fr~m one-:lifth to half, while the residue, • 
which forms the tenant's share, is known as lJazghari • 

. · Turning to the question of the origin of the proprietary right 
anJhe c~!~! now held by the tribesmen ia the land, it appears that in most 
ter of I?roprie· cases it bas originated either in conquest, in occupation of unowned 
ta.r;y r1ght. · . . 

.land, or lD payment of compensat1on for blood. 
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Most of the district is alleged to have been conquered in the I,AND R:m-: 
• VENUE. 

Mir"ari-Jadgal fight, an aecount or which is given under History, 
and all triiJea taking part'Tu the fight had & share in the land. 
The exact distribution is not now known, and in times subsequent 
to the fight lands have, in some cases, changed hands. As & 

result of a feud between the Khidranis and Sasolis on one side and 
the Mengals on the uther, the Ki.Jidranis obtained a part of the . 

Daneur plateau ; sim larly tht ~hahizai Mengnls obtaint!d a part 
of Draktllav valley as compensation for the blood of eighte,•n men 
from the Blzaujnu. In recent years, since the country bas become 
comparatively settled, some of the nomadic tribes have take1i to 
agriculture and acquired land either by pnr.cbase or the had:. 
6azg11ari. sybtem mentioned lRter. Among these may be mentionrd 
the Sumalaris Qf Koda and Korask ; the Muhammad Hasnis in the 
Mlrwari country ; and the Ra1s and Kabnis in Zahri. The·· 
custom of giving land in payment of bride-price obtains among the 
llaluchi-Ppeaking tribes, viz., the Mirwaris, Bizanjau, and Sajdi, 
and it is being gradually followed by Menga.ls also, Some of the 
Khan's ulus have el~o acquired alienable rights by embanking 
lands and by opening new sources of irrigation. Among these 
may be mentioned the cultivators of Baghwana; the Kurds, 
G azgis, and NigM.ris of Surab; and the Kehars of Ma~bkae. 

Land, whether irrigated or unirrigated, in which an alienable right 
bas been acquired, is called milk or mlras. 

But, whilst the origin, in most cases, of proprietary right. may Forms of pro• 

be attributed to one or other of the causes defined abovE' cntain p~i~btao·y 1 1'1~ tlilo 
otherforms have grown up on a more complicated basis, due to the 
peculiar conditions of the country, and will now be described. They 
are: Rad·Bazghar, Fasal-6atera, and Shat lJazghar. · 

The Had-fJazghar f01m of proprietorship is to be found in 

dry-crop tracts and is a development of the system known 
II la1·6azgllar. A full description of lat-fJazgllar will br found 
In the succeeding sfction on tenants. It will suffice to say 
here that, under it, w~ste land is given on a written agree
ment to a tenant on the nnd~rstanding that he will acquire an 
occupancy right in the land so embanked. It is, however, a 

The Had
Bazghar. 
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B~~~.. condition of the agreement, that if at any time the proprietol" 
wishes to eject the tenant without just cau~e. he will either assiga 
to him proprietary right in one-third or one-fourth of the land 
embanked, or pay him in cash one-fourth of the cost of the labour 
for em banking the land. The more difficult the task of reclamation, 

the larger the amount of compensation assignt-d to the ejected 
tenant. The hatl·6azghar system is in vogue in all the nnirrigated 

· tracts throughout Jhalawan and has produced a somewhat peculiar 

body of proprietors, many of whom are members of alien tribes. 
They came first as hamdyahl, entered into matrimonial relations 

with the tribesmen,. engaged as tenants, and subsequently obtained 
occupancy rights. The system sppears to hal"e originated at a 
time when the value of land h1td not been realised and when the 
feudal or 11',. system was in force. 

Custo~ of In the majority of cases, individual prrmanent possession is the 
periorl•C3l 1 · · d I d A f . • h" h h distcibo,ioo. rn e on 1rngate an s. very ew cases exist 1n w JC t e 

nnirrigated land in tribal areas is still held jointly by eections, and 
r,uch lauds are generally cultivated by persons other than the 
proprietors, as in Koca, Korask, and Sajid, who pay rent in kind 
Yhich is annually collrcted and divided among the proprietary 

body. The irrigRted crown lands in Chaku are redistributed by the 
cultivators for each crop. In the same manner, the hills in which 

the gwa,. or pistachio tree ~rows are held jointly by tribal sections ; 
the fruit is collected by the headmen in season and divided among 

the tribesmen. 

Tenant ar d Tenants generally are known as 6a:ghar throng 'l10ut the 
their rights. district except J~bri, Mashkae, and the :Mirwari country, 

where, as in 1\lakran, thry are called Bharik, or partners. 
Ths tenants on the crown lands (seri) of Baghwana are all 

tenants-at-will, and are liable to ejPctment after harvesting 
the crops sown by them. Those cultivating the Khan's 
lands in Slirab, Mashk&e, Zahri, and Khuzdar, as also the cultiva
tors of t:-ibal lands of the Iltazais and Zahris in Khuzdar and 
Baghwana,have acquired occupancy rights. A permanent division 
of water has taken place in each nia6at among the different 

sections cultivators, and possession has to this extent become 
hereditary. Cases of alienation seem to have occurred in Zahri 
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and Khuzdar niabats in the irrigated area. The tenants-at-will in 
irrigated areas have to perform certain services for their landlords, 
such as the occasional 1\upply of a load of firewood, the transport 

of the landlord's grain from the threshing ground to his house, 
'and assistance in repairing his hut. The first of these eervices is 
aloo required of tenants in dry-crop areas. Tenants cultivating 
crown lands furnish Ugdr, which is described later. 

LAND 
REVJ::SU.E.' 

In dry-crop areas, whether in the Khan's or in tribal areas, the Tenants in 
unirrlgated. 

tenants are of three kinds-lat-bazghar or had-hazghar, fas!ll- tracts. 

liatera and shat-hazlJTtar. 

The lat-hazghar, who almost invariably holds his land on a written Lat-baJghllr. 

agreement (patta or raqam), is a tenant who h~s reclaimed waste 
land and brought it under cultivation by clearing the bushes and 
plants and constructed embankments for irrigation. The system 

is known as lat-handi, and prevails both in the tribal area as well 
as in Khan's niah<Jts. So long as a lat-hand tenant continues to 
maintain the embankments in repair end cult.ivates the land, he 

cannot be ejected, and the occupancy right which he acqnires 

is alienable, and can be sublet with or without the landlord's 
permission. 

F asal-hatera is said to mean either ''crop bird" or " crop Fasa.l-bat8ra. 

changer,'' and is applied to a tenant who cultivates land alrendy 
embanked, whose lien on the land ceases after he has raised the crop 

sown by him. His position is that of a tenant-at-will as in 
permanently irrigated lands. 

Finally, mention may be made of the lhat-bazghar, i.e., the Sh.at·bazgh.ar, 

tenant who has nothing but a "stick." He is in reality only 11 

labourer engaged to help in the cultivation and paid by a share in 
the produce, which varies from one-tenth of the produce and food, 
to one-sixth only and without food. A somewhat similar class are 
the agarav tenants of Ha.rboi and its neighbourhood, who are 

tmployed iu places remote from inhabited villages and are given 

their food and one kasa out of every fifty l•tiaa1 of seed, which is 
sown for them in a separate plot, the whole produce of which the 

. t . b 1 appropna e Wit out any deductions. 

The various headmen, both in the tribal as well as h K ' 
t e han's Headmen an<! 

areas, have been named in a previous section, and their duties their re• 
muneratlou. 
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LAND ·:BB· have been explained both with <regard to the collection of men-at-
'VBJ.IIUB. 

Remunera
tion. 

Zahrl irri
gated areas. 

Burab irrigat 
. ed lands. 

Bagbw~na 
irrigated 

lands, 

arms and revenne. All Chiefs possess a special share in the tribal 

land by virtue of their office, bub this is not the case with headmen 

of clans and sections, except in a few cases in which a plot of land 
or a special share in water or some share in produce has been set 

apart fot them as a mark of rE'spect, Most of the Chiefs also 
enjoy allowances from the Kalat State. • 

The headmen in the arE'a under the Khan belong.to the leading 

families among ·the Khan's ulus. They are men of considerable 

influence and proprietors of large areas. All d1sputes arising among 

the cultivators and relating to land or water are settled with their 

co-operation. They also act as the spokesmen of the cultivators. 

1'he foremost among these are the arba!Js, The arMh of Baghwana · 

is thE' premier in Baghwana and the ar!Jd!J of Khuzdar in Khuzdar. 

AU headmen, whether arMfJ, rais, or mlrab have hereditary positions, 
hut are l:able to ejectment for general unfitness, 

The system of remunerating the headmen varies with the 

character of assessment prevailing in each area and no uniformity' , 
is observable. Thus in the Zahri irrigated area (Norgama), which 

pays revenue to the Khan at the rate of one-sixth of the produce, 

each rais of a puk or 20 shaban.as of water is entitled to cultivate 

one daMna free of revenue. 

In the Surab irrigated lands, one kdsa of grain is levied on each 
zam{n.dar's kharman or heap of grain at each harvest, as mira!Ji · 
or wages for distribution of water, but it is appropriated by the 

State ; another kasa is levied as ralsi, half of which is paid to 

the rais. 

. Each section of culti~ators in Baghwana have a rais of their 

own, to whom each zamin.dar has to give one hasa from his total 

produce at each hRrvest. The arMfJ of Baghwana is allowed by 

the State half a chabana of water iu Nokjo ~>tream in the l\Hr's 

yillage f,ce of revenue; while the Gori Singi rais is paid a fixed 

allowance of 200 Jhalawau maunds. Besides these, a man's load 

of wheat with the straw is recovered from every zamin.ddr, and of 

tbe total thus collected two-thirds are appropriated by the State 

and o.ne-third given to the rail, 
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I n Khnzdar irrigated lands, the arlJ.ib of Khuzdar is given one LAND 
REVENU&:. 

kata of wheat on every gunf of 50 kasas of the total produce as KhuzdAr irri• 
'] , . h' h . k"' . t k t f th gated lands. arhabi, wh1 e tbe ratsl, w 1c ·1s one usa, IS a en ou o e 

mian-kharoh heap by the cultivator. 

Out of the total income .to the State from irrigated and Chaku. 
unirrigated tracts in Chak~, one-eighth is paid to the heads of the 

Sabzalani and S.llakarani Jamots. 

The two gazirs or messengers supplied lby the cultivators to Mashkae. 
fJerve the naib at 1\Iashkae take alms (pindag) from the zamindars 

and also enjoy the gl;am or revenue derived from the Zurrat Jagah 
land in Bent closa to the Gajar '\'illage. 

In areas which are not under the Khan's direct jurisdiction 
every rais is granted, as remuneration, either an assignment of 
land and water varying from one pds to one shabdna, or is 
exempted from labour for repairing and cleaning sources of 
ii·rigation or receives a kdsa of grain from the produce of each 
caminddr'• holding at each harvest. 

ln tribal territory as well as in Khan;s niabats, the rats of an Remuneration 
to raises, etc., 

unirrigated tract receives a kdsa or half a kasa of grain from every in dry-orop 
50 Ttd1a11 of produce, and some sheaves of wheat ( hdhu) per jora areaa. 
or per holding. Where the State levies revenue, the raisj is paid 
out of the mi.an-Tcharch heap. 

Assessment to revenue is every where known e.s 6atai and lands Character of 
assessment. 

which pay revenue are known either as ghami or gham-kash. 

The system of bcttat, under which revenue is collected in the Batai, 

Khan's n&a6at in Jhalnwan, is the same as in Sarawan, The 
crop cut on a holding is coll11cted at a central place, thresh-
ed, and the cleaned grain heap stamped by the niabat official, 

lappodar. The ndib, accompanied by a weighman and other 
officials, visits the locality, .when the main heap is divided into 
smaller ones of equal size, khori or dlter, according to the rate of 
revenue. Thus, if one-sixth is to be taken, six heaps are madr, a 
separate heap being set apart to meet cesses and wages of village 
senanta which are described later on, This heap is known a~ 
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LAND mian.-kharch. Any grain remaining on the threshing floor from 
REVENUB:. 

Appraise
ment. 

Rates of 
revenue. 

the heap is known as hun-johdn.i or Tchaki-kataU and is appro-
priated by the cultivator. 

In a few tracts, such as Dasht-i-goran, the .revenue in kind is 
fixed by appraisement ( dan.a-handi) and this method also applies to 
date revenue in Mashkae. 

The chara~ter of the assessment in different parts of the district 
is too elaborate and complicated to be described in general terms. 
The system differs in every locality and even in the case of lands 
watered from different sources. That in vogue in irrigated areas 
again differs from that in day-crop tracts. Each area will, there
fore, be treated separately. 

Sur~b nia- In the State irrigated lands in the Surab niabat, the State 
brd. supplies, seed and takes two-thirds, of the produce as rent and 

revenue, leaving one-third to the cultivator who provides labour and 
plough oxen. In unirrigated tracts, the eesses payable to the State 
and the =amin.dar are taken out of the mian.-Tcharch heap, and the 
rate of revenue varies from one-sixth to one-fonrth, ·the cultivator 
supplying labour, bullocks, an·d seed. 

Zahrl nil£. 
bat. 

With the exception of Pandnin, :Mishk, and Gazg which are 
separattJly mentioned, the rate of revenue in irrigated lands is 
one-sixth of the produce. 

(a) In Pandr&n, the fixed assessments were known as da'J and 
kalan.g. The rate of the former was originally 6 maunds of 
madder, which was in former times considerably grown in the 
country, and was paid~ when the madder crop failed, in rice, one 
kasa of rice being equivalent to one seer of madder. The State 
assigned the dan. to vario•1s individuals. The madder cultivation 
has in late years almost entirely ceased and the dan. is not now 
levied. The kalang is a fixed payment to the State of 6 guni1 
(about 26 maunds) of unhusked rice annually. 

(h) MisLk.-In Mishk, cash assessments prevail, the rates, 
which are d:fferent for;various sources of irrigation, being known 
as dan or mer. The following are the rates on the principal chan
nels: Dehzeri Rs. 6, Daho Rs. 3, Than R. 1-8-0, Munjbaran 200 
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'ka8al of wheat, Pugbuti Rs. 6 ; and a lump payment of Rs. 17 
per annum on all lands between Singcn, Kalat, and Kandhi. The 
assessments are, as a rule, recoverable in cash, but sometimes are 
realised in rice or wheat at rates determined by the ,d,abat officials 
which are generally higher than the prices current at the time. 

(c) Gazg.-The revenue: of Gazg includt>s that of Joblin iii 
Sarawan and is leased to a contracior for a fixed payment in rice, 
ihe terms varying with each ijara or contract. 

In thf3 Zahri niabat, the State levies no other oesses from its ten· 
ants, but they are required to provide, free .of cost, lJhU.a, karhi, 
or green fodder for the naib'• horses, and aurplies for tlle Khan's 
camp or his officials whea visiting the district on State business. 

LAND 
B.EVEl!HTB. 

In the Khuzdar nidbat, generally, and more especiallj in Khuz· Khllzdar 

dar and Baghwana valleys, there are three.distinct descriptions of t~iabat, 
irrigated lands known as the (a) Rayati; (b), S~rkdri; and 
(c) se,.i. 

The lands cultivated by the Khan's subject~ are called rayati, 
and the State levies one-si~th of the produce as revenue in addition 
to the lawdzim(.l or cesses. 

In earkdrj tracts, the State levies half of the;produce, if it 
provides seed, and one-third if the s.eed is provided by the tenant, 
cesses being levied upon the common grain heap in either case. 

In the 1eri tracts, all agricultural requisites are supplied by the 
State, which recovers five-sixths of the produce, leaving one-sixth 
to the cultivator who provides labour only. In these tracts, few or 
no ceases are levied. 

Similarly, the unirriga.ted tracts in both the localities of 
Baghwana. and Khuzdar are divided into three classes-rayati, 
earkdri, and aeri. In the unirriga,ted rayati tracts, the amount of 
revenue levietl by the St11te varies from one-eighth to one-fourth 
of the produce, plus the nia6at cesses; while in the seri tracts 
which lie generally in Baghwana, the rates of revenue vary froU: 
one-third to five-si.tths of the produce; where one-third is 
recovered, the State supplies half seed, the other half as well 
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as labour and bullocks being provided by the cultivator; while in 
the tracts where the State recovers five-sixths of the produce, the 
tenant only supplies labour and retains one-sixth of the 
produce. 

In Zidi the rates of revenue vary from one-sixth to one-fourth 
in th11 irrigated area, and frolQ one-eighth to one-sixth in the 
unirrigated tracts. 

Karkh and In.Karkh and Ohakn divisions of the Khuzdar niabat, the general 
Chaku. rate of assessment is one-sixth in irrigated areas, but in some of 

the Karkh streams the rate is one-third, while in the unirrigated 
tracts the rate is one-eighth and the usual Biabat ceases are als() 
levied. 

:Mashkae 
1'i"bat. 

In Mashkae proper, the rate of asse83ment in irrigated areas is 
one-fourth and in N okjo one-sixth of the produce, and a few cessea 
are al~o levied ; the Nokjo rate being also prevalent in all 
unirrigated tracts. The tenants do not give a share of the straw 
to the State, but are required to supply fodder, free of cost, for 
the naib's horses and to the Khan's camp or any State 9fficiala 
who ~ay come thexe on State ~nsiness. 

Gwarjak.-Tbis part of the Mashkae valley belongs to Sir 
Nauroz Khan, the Nausherwani Ohief of Kharan, who levi~ 

revenue in his irrigated lands at the rate of one-fifth of the produce. 
It is remarkable that the Ohief has been able to purchase from the 
ramindars a good deal of their land and now emp1oys them i~ 
the same tracts as tenants-at-will, paying them only their wages. 

Assessment of In Baghwana, Khuzdar, and l\1ashkae, where pomegranates 
gardens. !lbQund, one-fourth of the produce is taken as State revenue, the 

same rate being levied on dates in Mashkae. 

Cesses. Oesses which are known as lawazima or klzareha, are everywhere 
paid from the common hfap set aside as mian-kharclz already 
referred to. Their character is almost the same in irrigated anq 

unirrigated areas. 

Sur~b niabat, When the grain heap is ready for batai, the first step is to 
recover the kharcha or cesses. Wheu the total heap measures 
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5 gun it or more, the full amount of the ceases is levied, when below 
5 gunis hal£ the full amount, and when the produce is stUl Jess 
this amount can be further reduced by the nai6. 

The full rates of the ]tharcha or ceases total up to 27-! 'kdsas 
and are made np of tho following items:-

/Jizut, samand, and khci1ci katali, rach 5 kaBaB per kharman or 
grain heap belonging to a single '!lamindar; lawang,. mlrt£6, 
sarishtedar, kardar, tappodar, and kotwal, each one kasa per klzar. 
man ; kdsgi and nai6i, each 2 kasas per guni of 50 kasas ; and 
~} kcisas per guni as the zamindar's share of the khaki katali, 

Sam and, as its name implies, is the cess imposed by Mfr Khuda
dad Khan for his horses ; kMki kataU is the refuse of the grain 
heap; but the share due to the State is taken from the clean grain 
at the top of the heap, while the ~a'llltfl.dctr takes his share from 
the bottom. 

Lawang was originally instituted as remuneration for a minstrel 
of that name kept by the Khan at SU.rab. 

Mira6 is the title of the supervisor or distributor of water j 
.arishte,lar and kardar are nia6at offici!!-ls ; the tappodar is the 
niafiat official who places his seal (tappa) on grain heaps ; the 
Kotwal is the gate-keeper of the Surab village ; and the kdsgi was 
formerly paid to the State Minister. These ceases, though recovered 
in the name of the various officials, are, since the reign of M{r 
Khudadad Khan, appropriated by the State. The only ite~ 
which still goes to an official is the nai6i or the ncii6's cesa, 

In these two nia6ats, the State does not take a share of the 
straw, nor are any cesses levied in Zahri, but the nai6 and 
his officials in Mashkae levy the following cesses in unirrigated 
tracts generally, and sometimes in irrigated areas also: Naill 
one kasa or two Mashkae maunds per guni or gwaiag; JanaslJit 
S kasas; munshi one kasa; sepoy one to two "as~s; and, Havildar 
pne kasa per k~arman, 

L4ND 
B.lllVENtiS. 

Zahrland 
?4ashkae. 

The principal cesses levied in Khuzdar are-Tapp• 3 kasa1 • Khuadu 

lJuni 8 ka1as; nai6, Janashin, sarislzt,dar, karddr, patwari: niabat, 
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each one kasa; and L!fmbu (another former State bard) half kasa 
per kharman; Kdsgi, 2 kdsas per guni, and mutri.!J, darban and 
dharwai, each half a ka.~a per guni. These cesses total up to 16i 
kasas pr.r kharman and 3! kasas per guni, but they are srldom 
levied in full, The amount realised is not paid to the vfficials con
cerned but is credited to the State. In Khuzuar proper, the cesses 
above referred to are levied at lower rates. In irrigated area.~ 

they vary from 6 to 12 kasas per kharman and 1 to 3~ k·isas per 
guni, while in unirrigated areas they vary from 3 to 6 kdsas per 
l;harman and 1 kasa per gu~i. In addition to these, both in 
irrigated and unirrigated areas, 1 to 4 lawdzima are levied .. A' 

lawazi.ma totals up to about 27~ kdsas, and is composed partly of 
wbeRt and partly of barley. The statement below shows the 
number of lawazima levied in irrigated 1\reas in each tract:-

Name of stream, village, etc. 

Banzg{r 
Jrhand 
Khuzdb 
Niam Jo .. .. . 
Lizzo with 2 nai~i slza6dnas .. . 
Jar BtHo and Ubian, each 
Khoshk 
Malghuzar 
Akhiro 
Bajiki 
Sorga1; 
Katan (seri) 

... 

.. , 
, .. ... 

... 

... ... 

No. of Zaw<ieima 
levieu in 

Wheat, Barley. 

2 2 
4 2 
4 2 
4 2 
1 i 
2 1 
1 
1 .,. 
2 1 
2 1 
3 1 
1 

In the Sunni khuskkdva, 2 lawazima of wheat and one of 
barley are levied'; Khosbk, Kahnak, and Jar Belo each pay one 
lawazima, an~ Nitimjo, Gnld1r, Lizzo, Akhiro, and Sorga?< half a 
lawazima in whe~t. 

Z!di, In Zfdi irrigated tracts, the amount of cesses recovered for the 
State amounts from 1 to 4! kasas per guni and I! kasas per 
'kharman, while in the unirrigated tracts the amount is not fixed, 
The ceases totalling 18/i kdsas per kharman are made up of-kasgi 
< • . 
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8 1calas; nai.ll 3 krisas; tappa 3 kasas; sarishtedar, kardar. 

Jd nashin and patwa,i each one kdsa; and lamhu i kdsa; and 
those per guni are aliingar, najjar, fakir, and darM.n each one 
kasa, and dharwdi i kdsa, total 4l kasa11. 

The cesses levied in Karkh and Chaku amount to 14! kdsas per 
kharman and are-Msgi 4! kdsaB ; naib& 2 kasas; tappu 3 kdsas; 

1ari.shteddr, 'kdrddr, ,hJ.nashin, andpatwari each~one kasa; Ldmbu 

the minstrel and dltarwdi each half kdsa. 

A sketch of the revenue conditions prevailing in tbe tountry 
would not be complete without some reference to certain special 
prerogatives which the Khan has to particular exactions or . 
services, These ordinarily· consist of- (a) sursdt or supplies 
provided gratis to the Khan, ordinarily for 3 days, during hia 
visit to any locality, or to his ndi6s and nid6at officials, and (b) 

6egdr or unpaid labour supplied to the Khan on various occasions, 
When supplies have to be provided, the cultivators divide the 
burden arr.ong t)lemselves in proportion to the lands in their 
possession. The system in force in each nid6at may be briefly 
mentioned. 

In Surab and Khnzdar, the zaminddrs have to supply fuel and 
fodder to the nai.6, In the former niaoat, each zaminddr gives 2 
bullock loads of fnel annually, and each owner of a jora of 
unirrigated land has to give a netful of bhusa. 

When the naib of Khuzdar is in Bagbwana, each t.amin.dar in 
the rayati lands supplies him with a ·toad of firewood daily, and 
on his absence any nid6at official stationed there obtains as much 
fuel as he requires for use. The zaminddrs of Se,·i lands in Mfr's 
village give the nai6 57 bullocl;: loads of fuel annually, and those 
cultivating 8 shabdnasof Kamal Khan's Seri lands, 16loads. The 
1amin.ddrs of Katon irrigated lands give 15 bullock loads of fuel, 
and in other irrigated tracts 15 loads ev~ry month to the nail) of 
Khuzdar, During the n.aib's stay in Zidi and. Karkh, he is kept 
supplied with fuel • 

. When the Khan's camp or stuti marches from and to Kachhi, 
the z.amindars have to gnard it from stage to stage within their 
areas and to suppl7 transport if needed. This is called 6egdr. 

LAND 
RBVBNVll:o 

.Karkh and 
Chaku, 

Special pay· 
menta and 
services. 
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When the Khlin's stud is located in a particular place, it is the 
duty of the llam{ndarl to cut lucerne from State lands for fodder. 
and repairs to the Khuzdar fort are also done free of cost by the 
~~amindars of Baghwana, Khuzdar, Zidi, and Karkh, who also 
repair the State granaries in the fort, 

There are two water-mills in Khuzdar and two in Baghwana, 
one in each locality being revenue free; while on the other, revenue 
is levied at one·fourth of the gross income. Nine water-mills in 
tribal area (Surab 3, Pandraa 2, Norgama 2, Hisar 2) pay ·no 
revenue. 

The Kalat State ha~ granted grain allowances, etc., in thEf 
foliowing two cases in Jhalawan :- · 

(1) The keepers of the shrine of Pir Sultan at Zahri receive 
annually one kharwar of wheat, one kharwir of ju.ari, 8 seers of 
oil and two pieces of country cloth. 

(2) The descendants of Pir Shah Kamal of Zidi, who now reside 
in Sind, are paid through their agent in Khuzdar one-fortieth of 
the total amount of grain collected as State revenue from the whole 
nia6at of Khuzdar including the flats in the Kolachi river, and 
Karkh and Chaku; one-third of the revenue reali.ed from Karkh; 
and Rs. 100 per aannmfrom the octroi receipts of the nii6at. This 
amount was formerly Rs. 300, but was reduced by Mir Khndadad 
Khan. The cultivators of unirrigRted land in Khuzdar nidbat 

also pay 5 Jhalawan maunds per }ora to the descendants of the 
Pir annually. 

Revenue levi- In concluding the account of the revenue of the district, mention 
ed in tribal may be made of payments made by the tribesmen to their Chiefs areas. 

and headmen. These payments are of three kinds, known as the 
hi.Jjar, purs, and mali or khaf. 

Eijjar is the contribution paid on the occa~ion of weddings, or 
to pay oft' heavy fines; and purs are the contributions paid in cash 
or kind on the occasion of deaths, by the tribesmen among them
selves, In the case of Chiefs of tribes and headmen of clans, 
these payments are levied as a. matter of right from the khafi 

clansmen, while men belonging to superior tribes known as Raj-n
kaUla cannot be forced, but, make these contributions toluntarily. 
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The mali od.:hafis an annual payment and is recoverable (rom LAND 

f .1 h. · . f t REVENU.B. f'ach separate hearth or amt y, t e rates ·.Narymg rom one o two · 

sheep per family per annum or Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 in cash. Where 
two sheep are recevered, one has to be a milch ewe known as doslti 

and the other a male called koshi. This tax is levied upon such 
clans and sections as are considered of inferior status and are in 

consequence known as kRaji or gosU.. A detailed list of the 
khaji or goslti sections in each principal tribe and clan is given in 
Appendix III, and necessary details are also given in the popula-
.tion section in the account of each tribe. 

Sung is levied both on imports and exports at the following MISCELL.un:

rates in the Khan's niabats at Surab, Mashkae, Khuzdar, Karkh, ous REVE· 
NUES. 

Cbaku, and Grcsha near Nal :-

Post. 

SU.nlh ... 

1\Iashkae 
G1csha, 

and 

As. 

9 

8 

Khuzdar in- 11 
eluding Bagh
wana, Karkh 
and Chaku, 

Zahri ••• 

As. 

4 

4 

.. a 

Us. 

2-0-0 

2-0-0 

Rs. 

11-0-0 

11-7-0 

Rs. 

4-8-0 

5-7-0 

2.-8-0 U-8-0 4-8-0 

11-4-0 4-8-0 

5 

4 

No reliable statistics are available but it bas been estimated that 
the annual receipts in Khuzdar amount to about Rs. 1,500, and 
in Sunlb, Grcliha, and .Mashkae to Rs. 3,500 per annum. 

The Chief of the Dizanjau tribe levies sung at Nal and that of 
th., l\J~ngal tribe at \V ad, from 6aniat, both on exports and imports, 
at rates given in Chapter II under section Commerce and 
Trade 

36n 
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In tribal areas where sung is not levied, the tribal Chiefs impose 
an annual shop tax: on banias, varying from Rs. 25 to Rs. 80 and 
known as sha·lwar (trousers), 

No tax is levied by the State or the tribal Chiefs on intoxicating 
drinks and drugs. Liquor and opium are imported by banias from 
Kachhi, the former for home consumption solely and the latter 
for use as a drug. Bhang, charas, and ganja which is an inferior 
kind of charas, are made in fairly lar,ge quantities in Nich:lra and 
Norgama, and a little in Surab and Baghwan11, and small quanti
ties of bhang and charas are carried by individuals to Kachhi. 
The indigenous population who are M uhammadaus do not use 
c<tuntry liquor, while the consumption of intoxicating drugs is 
solely confined to mendicants and the menial classes. 

No stamps have yet been introduced in the Jha1awan niabatB 
but on applications presented to the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, 
court fees are levied in cash, the rates being As. 8 on ordinary 
petitions, and Rs. 7-8 per cent. on retitions appertaining to purely 

civil matters, e.&" .. the recovery of property, money, land, etc. 

Earth salt for c~nsumption in Lower Jhalawan is generally 
imported from Las Baa, while Central and Upper Jhalawan use 
Kachhi, and to some extent, W aJ-i-Sultan or Kh:lran, salt. The 

importers are the nomadic Brahnis and the Hindu shop-keepers; 
the former pay no revenue, while the latter are required to pay 
R. 1 per camel load as duty. Salt is bartered for grain; when 
wheat is dear, it fetches twice its own weight of $alt, but when 
harveats are good, salt is worth its own weight of wheat, and twice 
as much of barley or juri.ri. 

No public .works. of any importance have been carrit>d out either 
by the Britis~ Government or the KaJat State in the district
But a 'bt>ginriing was made in 1904-5 when the State bnilt Levy 
thri.nas at Kh11zdar, Slirab, :Mashkae, and Zahri at a total cost 

of Rs. 2,750. 

A brief historJ of the Kalat State army is given in the Sarawan 
Gazetteer ; and it now amounts to 600 men both cavalry 
.and infantrv.· Six artil!!'ry men with a gun are stationed 

~ . 
permanently in the Khuzdar fort and six infantry men 
.at M~shkae; during harvest times, small parties of infantry are 
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sent from Kalat to Surab and Zahri to assist; the naibs in Aa~o~Y. 
maintaining order and guarding grain heaps before the State 

revenue is levied. 
The British Government keeps no levies in the Jhalawan LBVIEB. 

distril!t. The levies maintained by the Kahlt State include two 
distinct bodies, viz., the omla and the levies stationed at the 
various tribal thrinas. A brief account of the omla is given in the 
Sarawan Ga:elteer. In Jhalawan, 3 officers, 5 sowars, and 19 
footmen are employed in Khuzdar and 1 officer, 2 sowars, and 6 
footmen in SU.rab. 

The tribal levies are recruited as in Ad~nistered Areas in Tribal Levlesa 
.I 

Baluchistan, from among the tribes in whose jurisdiction the posts 
are situated, and an influential man is put in charge. Their duties 
consist in preventing friction between the Khan's subjects and the 
tribesmen and the investigation of crime. 

The system of tribal thanas was introduced in 1894 immediately 
after the assumption of the Khanate by Mir :Mahmud Khan, and 
posts have been established at important centres. These levies are 
now in immediate charge of the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, and 
under supervision of the Political Adviser and general control of 
the Political Agent, Kalat. 

The distribution of the triball<"vies in 1906 was as under:-

STRENGTH. 

Post. 
Officers. IIV riter··l Bowars.l Footmen . 

RBMARKS. 

. 
Zahri .•. 3 1 6 . .. Established 1894. 

Saruna ... 3 1 6 . .. ~I en gal Service. 
1894. 

Ur (Kasmeji). 1 ] 1 5 Mengal ServU:e. 
1903. 

SU.nib ... 1 1 4 4 1\Iixed Service, 
1903. 

KbazJar ... 1 ... 15 . .. Native Assistant' a 
Escort. 

Wad ••• ... . .. ... 5 . .. Men gal Service, 
1904. 

)Iashkae ... 2 1 4 4 :\luhammad 
Hasni Ser~ice, 
June 1904. 

-
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In 1879, the British Government sanctioned an allowance of 
Rs 400 per mensem for Sardar Gauhar Khan, Jhalawan Chief, 
which, owing to his misconduct, was stopped in 1881, but he wa~ 
subsequently given a service of Rs. 300 per mensem in the Bola11 
Levies. This is still continued to Sardar Pasand Khan, For the 
sake of convenien~, the amount is credited to the. Khan's fonds 

from which it is, with an additional sum of Rs. 100, paid to 
the sardtfr. 

On the accession of Mir Mahmud Khan to the Kalat Khanate, 
a sum of Rs. 50,000 per annum was set apart for payment to 
Jhalawan Chiefs, for the administration of the Kachhi frontier 

and Khorasan, and monthly allowances were sanctioned for the 
principal tribal Chiefs out. of this grant in I894. The sardars 

receiving these allowances held themselves responsible for main
tenance of peace and order among their tribes, for preventing 
·their tribesmen from doing damage in the territories of the Khan 
and of the British Government and for the surrender of 

offenders. 

Each Chief receiving Rs. 300 or Rs. 400 per mensem was to 
maintain 1 writer and 4 sowars for carrying on the affairs of his 
tribe, those receiving Rs. 200per mensem to maintain I writer and 
3 sowars, those getting between Rs. 70 and Rs. IOO to keep 
I sowar. In a few cases, modifications have been made since I894 in 

the allowances sanctioned for the Chiefs, and the present (I906) 
distribution is shown in the following table:-

Monthly Number of writers and 
Name of Chief. allowanoe sowars which the Chief ia 

paid. required to maintain. 

Rs. Writers. So wars. 
Sardar Pasand Khan, Zar- 400 * I 4 

rakzai. 
Sardar Shakar Khan, 300 I 4 

Sbahizai 1\lt!ngal. 
Sardar Rustam Khan. 300 I 4 

'Muhammad Hasni. 

•. Includes Bs. 300 per mensem paid by the British Government. 
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Monthly Number of writers and LEVIES. 

Name of Chief. allowance so wars which the Chief is 
paid. required to maintain. 

Rs. Writers. Sowars. 

Nawab Kaisar Khan, 300 1 4 
Magassi. (3 so wars in 

Kachhi). 
Wad era Sardar Khan, 300 1 4 

Rind. (~ sowar in 

KahCra 
Kachhi). 

Sardar Khan, 300 l 4 
Bizanjau. 

Sardar Shahbaz Khan, 300 1 4 
Gurgnari. 

Sardar Muhammad Ali 200 1 3 
Khan, Jattak. 

Sardar Zahri Khan, 200 1 3 
. !Iusiani. 

Sardar Pahar Khan, 200 1 3 
Sasoli. 

Sardar Sultan Muhammad. 200 1 3 
IHruni. 

Sardar Maz:!.r Khan, 100 ... 1 
Bajoi. 

No regular jails exist either in the Khan's niahats or at JAILs. 

tribal head-quarters. Under the indigenous system prevalent 
in the district, nearly every crime is punished by payment of 

compensation or fine, and imprisonment is only inflicted in 
default of payment or failure to find security, the period being 
indefinite and release being obtained on payment of compensation 
or fine. Prisoners are kept in the stocks in the Khan's niaoat1 at 
Khuzdar and Surab; and at the head-quarters of the Zahri Chief 

(Ghat); !~Icngal Chief (Wad); and Haruni Muhammad Hasni 
(Gurgut in Surab). When thus detained, the tribal headmen 
sppply food to the prisoners, while the prisoners detained by 
fl<ti~a have to be fed by their relatives or at their own expense. 

Education is practically non-existent. and no recognised system EDUCATION, 

<~f puLlic or private instruction exists. The only education 
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imparted to a few village boys is the instruction in the Koran 

followed in a few cases by elementary teaching in Persian. Such 
instruction is given by the mullas, who occasion11lly visit the 

cou.ntry and stay in village mosques, the majority of whom are 
Afghans. Most of the Jhalawan tribesmen are consequently illi
terate. The only exception to this are the Kazi Khels of Nichara, 
the members of which are well-versed in religious doctrines and 

are generally conversant with Persi11n also. 

There are no medical institutions in the \listrict. 

The general health of the district may be said to be good and 
no part can be pointed out in which disease is especially preva

lent. Zahri (Norgama and Mishk), Baghwana, and Khuzdar 
have, however, a bad reputation for malarious fe¥ers which prevail 
from August to October. In November to March, fever is often 
accompanied by cough. Owing to bad water in some places and 

the inferior food of the poorer classes, diseases of the digestive 

organs are not uncommon. 

Epidemics. Epidemics are usually small-pox (pnta11 or grumpu'k,) measles 
(surkhko), cholera (waba or dtiki), and a remittent fever (bhalla 
hil}!:) which is possibly typhus. Small-pox appears every two or 
three years, being generally imported by the nomadic Brahuis from 
Sind, Kachhi, or Bela. In recent times, one of the important 
outbreaks of the epidemic was that of 1900-01 which affected ne11rly 
the whole of t.he district and caused considerable mortality in 
Nichara, Mishk (Zahri), Gidar, Wad, Baghwana, Masbkae, and 
other places. Among the people ()f Singen near :Mishk and 
Mashkae, it was said to~have raged very severely. It disappeared 
in autumn when the nomadic Brahuis began to move on their 
annual migration to Kacbhi, Sind, and other places. 

A serious outbreak of the Malla hill! is said to have occurred 
in Nich~ra about 1890-91 with a very high rate of mortality 
amounting to 60 per cent. of those affected. It visited with equal 
severity both the nomadic and the permanent villagers. Tile 
bedding of a patient who died of this fever was, at the beginning 
of the outbreak, placed in the water-stream of Nicbara some way 
abov~ the watering place of the people and the epidemic spread 
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among the people who used this water. · It is said to have occur- MEDICAL. 

red in Surab, Gidar, and !Jaghwana during 1900·01 c11using heavy 
mortality. According to local accounts it is of two kinds, red 
and yellow, the former being the worse and more dangerous. The 
varieties are distinguished by the red or yellow colour of the eyes 
of the patient. 

Cholera, which is rare, is said to have occurred five times since 
1857. It first occurred in 1858-9 when it was impOI"ted by the 
Khan's camp from Kachhi via the Mula pass to Jhalawan; whence 
it spread in Khuzdar, Baghvu1na, Surab, and ~ahri causing some 
slight mortality in the areas affected. The.second outbreak occurred 
in 1876, when Jam Ali Kblin's camp affected .with the disease 
passed tl~rough Jhall.lowan on their way back fr~m Mastung to Bela. 
Surab, Gidar, Baghwana, Nal, and Wad were affected. The third 
outbreak was in 1~86, when Mir ~ltudadad Khan's camp, infected 
with the disease from Kachhi, passed through the Mula pass to 
Khuzdar affecting all the)ocal!ties on their way to K~~,Ht ; the lo
calities affected on that occasion were the same as in the first case 
with tbe addition of Nichara. In 1900, cases imported from 
Makran occurred in Gwarjak ,and Mashkae. The :last ,.occurrep.ce 
was in 1903, when some infected persons from Sarawan brought 
dried ~ulberries ,to Surab where ab!)nt 12 pe,rsons who ate the mul
berries died. No remedy is known tothe people, but the shrines 
of Pir Sultan Arifi of Zahri and Saiad Shah Mir of .Nal are 
belie-.:ed to possess power to prevent the epidemic. 

Vaccination is stpl unknown to tqe people and ~ever practised 
by any among them, its place being taken by inoculation, tukka, 
among all tribes except the Sajdis who profess the Zikri faith, 
avoid inoculation aud depend on the charms of their mullas. The 
method of tukka is the same as is in vogue in Sa.rawan. Each 
tribe qr clan has its own inoculator, the Mcngals of Wad are 
vi11ited by the Chisbti Sai~ds of Mastung ; the Bizanjau have a 
Baiad ~f their own from Kalat who resides at Nal; the Nicharis 
are attended by the Saiads of Nichara and the Pandranis by a 
Gharshin Saiad of Pandran; Zahri is visited by some Sbais from 
Kachhi and also some Saiads. In Khuzdar and Baahwana the 

0 • 

late Haiji Sahib Mir Abdulla of Baghwana and some of the 

Vaccination 
and inocula. 

tion. 
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l'llaliks practised inoculation which is still performed by the 
former's descendants. 

The chief local remedies are sil or dligh, that is, wrapping the 
patient in the skin of a freshly killed goat or sheep, or brand· 
ing ; charms of mullas and Saiads play also an important part 
and there are various plants and shrubs w~ich are used as drugs. 

The detailed dfscription given in the Sarawa:n. Gazetteer applies 
to Jhalawan also. 

Village Sanitary arrangements are primitive and in most places non-
sanitation and · te t I th 'll • · · t d h · water supply. ex1s n • n e VI ages In 1rr1ga e areas, w ere manure IS 

required for the fields, the sweepings are collected in front of 
the houses. The sanitation of the majority of the villages, 
almost everywhere, is fairly good, partly owing to their being 
small and little crowded and partly owing to their being 
vacated for the greater part of the summer season when the 
inhabitants prefer living out of doors, as well as occasionally in 

winter when .they depart to :Kachhi. Those who live in tents 
(J;idan), as soon as excessive filth has accumulated, or an epidemic 
has occurred in the encampment, move their tents elsewhere. 

The mud houses, vacated during the spring and summer in 
. favour of the open air and during the winter on occasional tours 

of the inhabitants to Kachhi, account for the deserted villagea 

that one finds so frequently. 

The supply of drinking water is drawn from springs, streams, 
or karezes, and from wells or pools in the khushkdva tracts of 
Zahri, Gidar, Grcsha, Nal, Wad, Mashk.ae, Koda, Jan, and several 

other small tracts. Even where wells are handy, the nomads 
prefer to drink spring water if it can be had within a reasonable 
distance. The water of Nichara springs is said to be excellent, 
while that of Zahri, Baghwana, and Khnzdar is considered 

laden with extraneous substances and of inferior quality. 

There is a gr~at scarcity of good drinking water in the valleys 
of Gresba, Korask, Jan, and the Leugreji part of the valley of 

Wad. In the same way, considerable difficulty is experienced 

during the harvest season. by the land owners in Hamiri, Hazir 
Kash, etc., in the Harboi division, when water has to be carried 
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from long distances. The people have to depend on rain water MEDICAL. 

collected in pools from which animals are often watered and 
which is frequently dirty. 

The Snrvey Department of the Government of India has SuBVBYi! 

prepared and published maps of the whole district on the scales 
of 1" = 8 miles and 1' = 16 miles, and parts of the district on 
the scales of 1" = 2 miles and 1" = 4 miles. 



CHAPTER IV.-MINIATURE GAZETTEER. 

liiNIATuBE · Baghwana is a valley lying about 4,500 feet above sea level, 
GAZETTEIIB. d li . 270 6' N d 660 I E an es m 5 . an 38 •. It is a basin surrounded by 

hills with a slope to the south through which the drainage is taken 
off by the Rabat river. • In the centre of the valley is a large low
lying tract known as the khar where water cullects for several 
monihs after heavy rain, and wheucr it is sometimes taken off for 
irrigation purposes. The land is chiefly subjrct to rain crop 
cultivation, but there are two tracts of irrigated land under the 
Samban spring and the Nokjo kurez. The Samban stream bas 
two watermills under it, onebelonging to the Khan of Kalat and 
the other to the Iltazais. The water is divided into three sharts 
two of which contain 30 shaM.naa each and the third Ut 81tabdnas. 

The whole of the first share of 30 shahdnaa belongs to the Iltazai 
family. Of the second division, 14 shahdnas belong to the Iltazais 
and 16 are i11 possession of the Khan of Kalat. In the third 
division, the Khan ofKalat holds 4 shabanas, the Iltazais 5t, and 
two other persons If. Nokjo belongs entirely to the Khan of 

Kalat. 

The principal villages are Muhammad Kban, Kamal Khan, 
:Mir-na-Shahar, and the Bajoi village on the east of the valley 
under the Shambalak pass where the headman of the Bajoi tribe 
resides. The most numerous inhabitants of the ·valley are the 
Bajois, a few Kambraris, some Muhammad Hasnis and Men gals; and 
the Sum alar is visit the valley in summer. The Khan's ulus includes 
the Klird, Notanis, Gorisingi Ra1s, Band1jas, Mahmudanis and 
Notwanis. Baghwanais under the Khuzdar niabat and a janashfn 

is stationed at Mir-na-Shahr which is about U miles north of 
Khuzdar and where there is a oania'a shop. There are two shops 
at Kamal Khan and one at Bajoi where ordinary supplies can be 
obtained. Pomegranate orchards abound in irrigated parts of 

the valley. 

Chuttok, which is also known as Kfl, is a curious and 
attractive gorge in the KH river, a tributary of the Mula about 
6 miles west of J anh; close to the gorge are remains of several 
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gabrharuls or dams of the fireworsbippers which indicate tlmt MINIATUJ!.K. 
r, . . . 1 d f GAZETTEER. 

the water of the K1l was 1n former hmes extensive y use or · 
, irrigation. The gorge itself is about 150 yards long and hardly 
' more than 5 yards broad and is of sheet rock covered with fe_rn 
locally known as zdmur, and at its entrance the river has formed 
a deep pool of water. The farther end of the gorge is blocked by 
a huge sheet of rock beyond which was the Jukkur orchard which 
contains pomegranates and vines but is now deserted. Owing. to 
natural difficulties and attractive scenery, local tradition believed 
that the gorge and the orchard were the habitat of fairies _and 
holy spirits of departed saints. 

About ten paces from the entrance of the gorge there is a mine 
of TcMghal (ferrous sulphate) from which small quantities of ore 
are extracted and used in dyeing. Another mine exists at the 
northern end of the gorge. 

The gorge is said to have been visited by lHr Nas!r Kh.an a'nd 
other Khans of Kalat on their periodical visits to Kachhi through 
the Mula pass. 

Dhrun, a lofty sandstone mountain, lies so~th of Jau and 
its height above the surrounding country is about 4,000 feet. The 
prominent. peaks are the Gamoi Buri 3,871 feet and Shak 5,177" 
feet. lts length from east to west is about 30 miles and width 
about 9 miles. It consists of a series of precipices ·and narrow 
sloping ledges, and its steeply scarped sides are accessible by three 
routes. The easiest of these routes, which is from the east, 
starts from the Dhrun Kaur or hill torrent and winds over spu~s 
and along rifts in the side of the mountain. It is fit for lightly 
l~den hill bullocks and donkeys and is known as the M"azan-rah or 
the grand road. The second route from the north-e~st of Dhruni 
Gbarr is o11ly a foot path, and the third from the west, known as 
Shal•, is extremely difficult in places and is rarely. used even b,y 
footmen. At the top of the Dhrun is an enormoua basin, th~ 
sides of which are about 1,000 feet higher than the centre and h~r~ 
there is a small patch of alluvial ground which is owned. by th~. 
Gwahramzai Mirwaris and is cultivat_ed by a couple of fa.miiies ~f 
the Umrari Dlzat,jaus, ALout the centre of the basin are th~. 
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MINIATuRK ruins of an old fort, Dhrun-i-Kalat, the erection of which is 
C.lAZKTTBBR, ascribed by local tradition to one SMrdil, and its destruction to 

an army of Timurlang. 

The Dhrun Kaur rises at a spring near the highest part of the 
mountain, flows from west to east, roughly dividing the mountain 
into two and joins the Arra river where the latter enters the 
gap between W asbapi and Dhrun. Its b:mks are well wooded 
and at intervals in its downward course are water-falls 60 to 70 
feet high, at the foot of which there is always a pool of water con
taining fish. About half way down, the gorge expands into a 
circular basin between two water-falls. About the centre of this 
basin is a large pool of a remarkable blue colour due to its great 
depth. Into this, water trickles from a pool above, over rocks 
covered with fern, the whole forming a scene of striking beauty. 
Along the slopes of the hills date palms abound. There are 
herds of ibex, and a few murkhor, panther, and black bear (mam) 

are met with. 

Gajar, which lies about 4, 120feet above sea level, i3 the head
quarters of the ::Mashkae ni1.hat and the Khan's naiblives here. 
The old fort built by N a.ir Khan I is in ruins. 'Ihe village has 
about forty huts and four 6anias' shops, the principal inhabitants 
beiug the Sajdi, Kchar, Kambrari, M irwahi, and Nakibs, while 
Mtiham mad Hasnis inhabit the neighbouring hills. The water 
is obtained from the Mashka.e river and is somewhat brackish. 
Supplies are procurable from three banias' shops. Gajar is impor
tant as routes to Makran, the Mirwari country and Las BCla 
traverse it. The village is surrounded by date palms which 
extend from Kandiri in the north to Gwarjak in the south, but 

the fruit is of inferior quality. 

The Gidar valley, which is chiefly occupied by the Rod~ni 
and Kalandraui, Kambrari, Gurgnari, Sumaiari, Muhammad llasni 
and R~kizai Brahnis, lies in the south-south-east of St!rab. There 
are about 28 permanent villages, the important one being 
Gidar. This village which has an elevation of 5,325 feet above 
sea level lies in 28°18' N. and 66°4' E. and is owned by 
the R~dt!nis. Clos~ to it is another village belonging to the 
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Kambrari headman. Both the villages are in the centre of the M:INIATuBB 

plain and travellers from or to Panjgur and Makran usually halt GAZETTBE&. 

at this point. A Hindu shopkeeper lives here, from .whom 
supplies can be had, and drinking water is obtained from the 
Gidar Dhor river. The villages are not fortified but are 
commanded by a narrow belt of hills on the edge of which they 
ue built. A rais or local representAtive of the Surab flaib lives 
in the Rodcni village and is in charge of the Khan's lands. . 

The Gresha valley is bounded on the north by the Hor hill, 
east and south-east by the Nal Kanr and the Sh:ishan hills, south 
by the Bur}da and Rahat hills and on the west by the Gwaniko and 
Garri hills. The Zabad hills divide it into two parts, the eastern 
portion being called the !Jfazanen or larger Gr~sha and the southern 
as kisanen or smaller Grcsha. The soil of the valley is alluvial 
and fertile, but the cultivation almost entirely depends on rains; 
the irrigated area which is insignificant lies in Tcgh:ib and is 
watered by a kaurjo or cut taken from the Nal Kaur. Drinking 
water is obtained from wells, the depth of which varies from 50 to 
80 feet, The principal crops are wheat-jand juuri. The valley 
belongs to the Sajdi tribe. There are three permanent villages in 
the valley, viz., Sarda~ai Kalat where Sardar Saka, the Chief of 
the Sajui tribe, resides, Shakar Khan, and Gambuli. Most of the 
people live in blanket tents which are also used in spring aod 
autumn by the inhabitants of permanent villages. 

The Grcsha village lies on tt.e Kachhi-:M:akran main route, and 
routes lead from it to Kharan via. Koda and Beseima., and to 
W asLn k ¥ia Rakbshan over the Razak, Paliaz, Sorani, and S£chi 
puses. It is about 20 miles from N aghai Kalat. It bas about 
20 huh round a fort which \\as built in 1882. 

Gwarjak villnge (3,030 f~et) is :situated on the bank of the 
Mashkae river and possesses a bania's shop. The fort is perch
ed on a semi-isolated bluff scarped on all sides, and is about 

120 feet aboYe the river bed ; it has a double tier of ;loop holes. 
There is no path t,l the fort and people are drawn up and let 
do•n by ropes. Its garrison consists(){ a. llavildar and 6 sepoys 
from Kbaran. 
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MnruTon The fort is said to have been taken by the K ban's troops under 
G.A:l.ETTIBS. Sh'h h' . . 1867 h P' d 'd h a g as1 m w en n a , t e representative of the 

Kbaran Chief, was blown from a gun. In 1900, Jalal Khan, a 
sepoy•who deserted from the Kbaran Chief, took np his position 
in the fort by treachery and would not surrender until the Chief 
offered him pardon. 

The greater part of the land and water belongs to the Kbaran 
Chief, who employs the Shambavs as tenants and recovers from 
them one-fifth of the produce as rel"enne. Some Nakibs and 
servile dependants of the Mirw aris also work as tenants. 

Hazarga.nji, which is the southern continuation of the Nal 
Talley, is separated from it by the Maruki jungle and the Kut 
and Ponz hills. Hazarganji proper lies along the western bank 
of the Nal Kaur, while the tract of country on the eastern bank 
of the Kaur is locally known as Bbandaran. After the .Mirwari
Jadgal fight, to which a reference has been made in the section 

on History, Hazarganji proper was allotted to the Hamalari 
Bizanjan, and Bbandaran to the Sheikh Sasolis, bot in the time 
of the present Bizanjau Chief, Sardar Kah~ra KMn, some 

exchanges of land were made between the Sasolis aod 

Hamal8ris. 

'l'he Hazarganji and Bbandaran lands are irrigated by a 
~h~nnel taken from the Nlil Kanr near Ponzag, one-third of 
which belongs to the Laduzai Sasolis, wh() also share the 

remaining two-thirds with the Bizanjan Chief. 

Hazarganji is one march from Nai on the way either to Wad, 
Ornach or the l\Iirwm country (Jan). The Bizanjau Chief has 
a mud fort here surrounded by huts it}- which the serl"ile depen
dants of the Chief and others carrying on the agriculture of the 
place reside. Two hanias who own shops in Nal reside in 

Hazarganji during the whole summer and the harvest season. 

Hisar is the largest dinsiou of Zahri and is separated from 
N orgama. by the Siah hill on the north-east. The s~il of a con
siderable portion (known as Dak) is impregnated W1th saltpetre 
•nd is consequently barren. There are large tracts of khuslzkat·a 

and th~ irri~>ated cultivation is limited. The principal sub-diYisions 
0 
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are:the Ma.lghuzar,"Chab, Kumbi, Kotre, Dugan, Dak, and Gazan 
an( there are eighteen;permanent villages, but the population 
in no case exceeds thirty households. The princip1l villages are 
Gatt, the headquarters of the Zarrakzai. Chief of Jbalawan, and 
Balbal, the headquarters of •the ;Musfani headman. The per
manent sources of irrigation :are Khor and Nokjo:springs which 
form the joint property of the Zarrakzai and the Musiani ; Gazan 
stream of which 11 shabdnas belong to the Zarrakzais and one 
8ha'6d7ta to the Sasolis ; Kumbi, Dau, Chashma., Radhani and 
Usafani streams all of which belong to the MU.Sianis. The 
principal kliushl~riva tracts are Hurmuz . .;n, Panchikan, Zalik8n 
and Mamai. 

:MtNIATilBB 
·GAZ!i:TT:&Ba. 

The Jau or Jhau valley lies south of Pelar from which it 
is separated by the Gazi river, while the lofty Dhrun limits it to 
the south; on the east the line of watersheds east of Dhr4n 
divides'!)t from the: Las~Bela territory; on the west it is divided 
from Nondrav by the Mian Garr hills which are also called Ser-i
Latt. The length of the area. from the junction of the Gazi river 
with ~he Nal Kaur to Kurragi is about 32 miles, In the northern 
part ofthe valley is a large alluvial tract, while in the south the 
ground is undulating and stony. The whole plain along the. 
banks of the Nal Kaur, where there is almost a forest of tamarisk, 
kahur, kaflar, kaler, and ber trees, some of them of considerable 
size, reminds one of some parts of Sind. The scenery of the 
country is rather picturesque, particularly when looking towards 
the south where the lofty sandstone heights of Dhrun, Kund, 
W asbapi 'and Kochav tower in tiers of precipitous rock a 
thousand feet above the plain. 

The drainage of the vallPy is carried by the Hingol which is 
better known here~as the. Nal Kaur, 11nd which within the limits 
of Jau is a dry water-cour~e except at a short distance below 
Kurnigi where there;is a permanent flow of water. The people 
do not,"~ through ·idleness and :ignorance, use the water between 
Kurragi and_Sor where there are numerous ftllts of rich soil on 
its banks. Arra.~ and Mlir\ are the next l11rge streams which 
receive the whole :drainage of the BulMsi plain and the eastern 
range of hills and carry it to the Hingol. 
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lhmATUU 
o.a.unEIUio The principal 'khuthkaca tracts along the eastern banks of the 

Nal Kaur are Gazi-dap, Bagari Zilag, Kuto, Gajjaroi-dap, .Malan, 
Sistagan, Lanjar, Shank, Kundi, and Knrragi; while those 
on the western bank of the river are the Gili, Jauri, Shandi, 
Kumbi, Kuch, and Wadi. The population of the valley was 
estimated in 1903 to be J ,026 families or about 5,000 souls, the 
principal tribes being the Gwahramzai, l\lirwari, Bizanjau, 
.Muhammad Hasni, Korak, Sajdi, Sinhav, Gador, and Bcrozai. 
There are sixteen permanent vi!lages in the valley, each consisting 
of a few mud huts. These villages are only occupied during the 
summer, the people liting in blanket tents the greater part of the 
year. The most important of ~hese villages are Kuto, I..ashkar 
Khan's village in Lanjar, Safar Khan's village, or Shank, and the 
Mcni village to the south of Kurragi which is the headquarters of 
the Gvrahramzai Mirwaris, and where good and p!entif11l water 
is obtainable from the Nal-Kanr river. Lashkar Khan, ~ind
w&ni Bizanjau, acts as a naib or deputy of the Eizanjau Chief and 
has two 6anias' shops, a dyer"s shop, and a Lori blacksmith in his 
Yillage. Ordinary supplies are procurable, but water is obtainable 
in small quantities only from deep wells. 

. The Jebri valley t>xtE'nds from the hills to the north, as 
far south as a small pond, the tail of one of the kare::.es (1lchi) 
about a mile from the fort of Jebri. The villlage of Jcbri, which 
lies at an elevation of about 3,265 feet above sea level io 27°18' X. 
and 65°45' E., has a fort and is the headquarters of the Muham
mad Hasni Chief. The name Jcori is derived from je6 or pocket 
from the fact that after the Mirwari-Jadgal fight, the Mirwari 
Chief could allot only a small tract of country to the Muhammad] 
Hasnis. The village has about fifty hou3eS chiefly owned by' 
servile dependants of the Chief, and one shop. The old fort wasj 

destroyed by an earthquake in 1893. 

The village lands are irrigated by four small luireze1 and therE 
are a good many date trees clustered thickly ronod the tower oj 
the old fort and scattered away to the south for more than a mile. 

The Karkh valley, which is known by the Jadgala as Karu 
has an elevation of about 2,600 feet; its general direction i 
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north and south and it is wooded throughout with tamarisk 
and near the villag~s with mar (Prosopis spicigera), mulberry 

and date trees. Its length is about 20 miles and breadth about. 
10 miles. The Karu stream flows from the south dividing the 

valley in half and with its various affiuents drains the country 
and enters Kachhi at Sunt. The soil is fertile and alluvial and 

the principal crops are wheat, barley and juari.. There are nine 
permanent villages in the valley occupied mostly by the Ajibani, 
Akhundani, Karclo, Kascro, and Chhutta Jadgals with a few 

Nakl.bs, and Jattak, Werai, and Sasoli Brahuis. The important 
village in the valley is :Muni which has about 25 houses, and is 
the ht>adqu11rters of the Khan's ja-nashin, who is subordinate to 
the rnaib of Khuzdar, Jbalaro is next in importance which is a 

freehold of the Sasoli Chief who resides here in the winter. 

Khuzdar, which lies in 27° 42' N. and 66° 37' E., in the 
valley of the same name at an elevation of 4,050 feet above the 
sea level, is an ancient place round which centres the history 
of Jhalawan before the Brahuis rose to power. Frequent refer

ences have been made to it in the section on His tory. It is now 
the headquarters of the Native Assistant of Jhalawao, and 
also that of the deputy or nai6 of the Khan of Kalat. It is 
situated on the main route from Kachhi to l\Iakran and from 
Kalat to Bela, being about 90 miles from Kotra and 110 miles 
from Kalat, It contains a mud fort which was built by l\11r 
Khudadad Khan in 1870 when he was at war with the Jam of 
LRs Bela. The present (1906) garrison consists of 3 officers, 
5 sowars, 19 footmen of the amla levies and 6 artiliery men in 
charge of a gun. There is a fJania's shop from which supplies 
are obtainable, and drinking water may be had from the streams but 
is said to be injurious to health especially in summer and autumn 

when fever also prevails. Octroi duty is levied on imports and 
uports by the Khan and the annual receipts amount to about 
Hs. 1,500. Thfre is a post office iu charge of one of the clerks of 
the office of tht> Native Assistant, and the nearest telegraph office 

is at Kalat. There are several orchards in the valley, the prin
cipal fruit trees being pomegranates, mulberries and date 

palms. 
38 B 
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INJATORs The Kod:l or Kodak valley lies in the western part of 
AZK'l'r.II:.II:Bo 

· Jhl!olawan and is enclosed on the west by the lofty Mukk hills. 
The plain is tolerably extensive, stretching north-north-east and 
south-sout~-west for a considerable distance. This valley, as well 

as Korask which lies to its sonth,originally belonged to the Sajdis~ 
~nd there are traces of ancient karezes ascribed to the Arabs 
and no'! iq ruins, which indicate t~at in ancient times there wa& 
~on.siderable amount pi-cultivation. The Sajdis could not resist. 
t~e raids of the KM~anis and Baloch from Seistan and had tu 
~bandon the cultivation. The Saiadzai Sumalaris, an enterprising
flan, im~igrate~ to the valley some generations ago and 
~~mmence~ c~ltivation. They also began a karez in the southern 

~n~ ~f the valley bu~ as Sajdis would not share the expense with. 
them, ~~e proje~t ~ad to be given up. The cultivation is,. 
therefore, at present all khushkava and the drinking water is 
obtained from wells the depth of which varies from 25 to 40 feet 
3nd of which there are 7 in the valley. The Saiadzai Sumalari 
tenants who have acquired occupancy rights belong to the Hot
manza~ Zarreozai, Jalalzai, Sakhtaki, Saojarzai, Sheikh Huseni,. 
:Moridzai and Bruakzai sections and pay, as rent, to the Sajdi 
landlords of Gresha one-tenth of the produce. There is Q(} 

permanent village in the valley, the Somaiaris live in tents,. 

and periodically move to Raghai, Rakhsb&n, Kharan hills an~ 
Gresha, and in winter some of them go to Sind. 

Korask, (which lies to the south of Koda, also belongs to· 
Sajdis and , is. cultivated by Aidozai, Kaisarzai, Sber Kbanzai. 
Isazai and Salarzai sections of Saiadzai Sumalaris who pay renf> 
at rates varying from one-tenth to one-sixth to the landlords. A; 
few families of Siahpads and Rakhsbanis have also been affiliated 
with Snmalaris •. The Aidozai Snmalaria have purchased the pro~ 
pri~ta~r rights of some tracts from th~ Sajdis. 

Mama.tawa is a tract lying at the southern end of th 
valley of which Kapoto forms the upper portion. The principal 

portions are Bidrang, a watershed. on the north between Speki 
and Kapoto, and Lamboj. A single spring known as chashma· 
belonging to the Mnhammadzai Mengals and Nicharis irrigates. 
the limds of the village, the rest being rain crop area. There is a. 



permanent village occupied partly by Muhammadzais, and partly bf 
Nicbaris, It is built on the remains of an ancient. tumnlus and 
lies under the high hill of Lokra. Other important hills in the 
neigllbourhood aro Bc-sawab and Dagbari-na-mutt, both of whicli 
are over a thousand feet high. Bidrang is divided into three 
portions known as Ander, Kharmai, and Hamir-na-band. The 
latter belongs to the Muhammadzais, as does also Ander; whilst 
the Zarrakzais own Kharmai which is cultivated on their behalf 
by Dajoi tenants, Close to the village is an old mound from 
which ancient pottery has been obtained. . 

Mishk· is an important divisiC>n of the Zahr~ tract and com
prises the country on both banks of the river of that name between 
Kandi and Sarap. It has five hamlets, viz., Kand (13 houses), 
lHshumi (10), Sarap (30)~ Dehzeri (15), and Mishk (30). 
The irrigation water is· supplied by 11 channels teading from the 
1\tishk or Mishkba river. These are : Kand, Dehzeri, Daho, 
Niamjo, Than, Munjaran, Pughuti; Shidari, Singen; Balajbet 
Laraghi, all of which are subject to payment of revenue to the 
Khan. As there is abundance of water; rice is cultivated to' som~ 
extent, and there are several orchards, the principal trees being 
pomegranate, apricot, and mulberry. 

The inhabitants are chiefly the Banozai Jattaks, Danya, and 
Saiadzai, and a few Lahris and Lotianis. The ancient mounds in 
Sarap, Misbk, and Singcn are of some ar-chroological interest, and 
the local saints are Pir Kharre and P1r Saifudd1n, whose shrines. 
are situated in Sarap and Danya villnges. 

Sarap is the headquarters of the Jattak Chief, while the headmen . 
of the Danya and Saiadzai clans live in 1\Iishk village which is. 
also known as Danya-na-shahr, 

N al is a long Talley, in the Jhalawan district, extending from the 
Lroad belt of high rocky hills which separate it from the valleys 
of Gidar, Anjira, and Khnzdar to the low hills which divide it 
from Jatt. Its length is about 30 miles, and the average breadth. 
about 7 mill's, but for about half its length, spurs of hills reduce 
the width to some 5 miles. Further south it; is called Hazarganji ;. 
then Garuk which belongs to the Bizanjau Chief is cultivated by 

.. 
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:MnnATUaE Langavs and beyond this the cultivated are~ on the banks of the 
G,lZETTEEB, Nai K . 11 d LL • aur IS ca e amb1. The upper part of the valley is 

almost entirely alluvial, but the southern half is more stony. The 

Nal coDntry is drained by the Nal Kaur, which is nsnally dry in 
its npper reaches, but a short distance before it reaches Hazarganji 
an abundant supply of water wells np in it, and a full stream 
flows in the southern part of the valley. Tamarisk grows along 
the bed of Nal Kaur and other hill torrents, also on the banks of 
embanked fields, while in the plain the principal trees are her 

(Zi:yphus jujuha) and mar (ProMpiB sp-icigera). The water 
supply in the southern hal£ of the valley is insufficient for agricul
tural purposes, and irrigates only a few fields near the villages. 
Khnrmaistan has a fair supply of water from a number of · 
springs, and in the rest of tbe valley there are a number of wells 
from which good water is obtained for drinking. 

The principal tracts into which the valley of the Nal is divided 
are Snrumago and Kbayan in the north; Dharncli. Zila, and 
LBghar Cbib in the east; .Marnki in the south; and Sari-Tegbab, 

Hnnzi, and Khurmrustan in the west. The valley possesses 
alluvial soil of excellent quality in places mixed with sand, the best 
soil being tLat of the Dharneli division. The valley belongs to 
the Bizanj&Cl tribe. The Hamalaris have their headquarters in 
the village of Kbayan, which is also known as the Sardar's village 
or Sardar-ai-Shahr, and in it Sardar Kahera Khan Bizanjan lives.' 
This village has about 40 houses. The u mrani headman has his 
headquarters in the Sari-T.:gbab and the Siahpad headman at 
picturesque palm·-:rowned Khnrmaiatan. 

The climate of Nal for the most part of the year is pleasant and 

healthy. The northern hills are sometimes covered with snow 
during severe winters, and eefere winds are experienced during 
the winter season. The position of Nal which lies in 27° 40' N. 
and 66° 46' E. (3,83! feet auove sea level) is of importance,. 
as it commands several routes which are some of the prin
cipal high 1"1 ads in the country. The Ka!at-Bela route via. 
Baran Lak and the Bizanian country, and Kachhi-:Makran route 
cross here. Ronles lead from here to Panjgur via Raghai and 
Rakh;;h.in, li b.ir.ln via Btseirua and Ormara via the :Mirwar~ 
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<:ountry. The -village is known as Bakhalata-Shahr, and has.l2· JdiNIATun:a 
GAZETTEEB. 

shops which carry on a considerable trade. Octroi duty is 
levied by the Bizanjau Chief on exports and imports ; the 
principal articles of export are wool and ghl, while imports chiefly 
consist of piece-goods, sugar, and oil. 

Historically, N:ll is identical with Kaikanan, and the numerous 
mounds which exist indicate its importance in days gone by. The 
principal mounds are Sohr-damb, Laghor-zard, Gumbad KhByan
ai-damb, Zard-damb in Kerkakan, Kuleri-damb, Tazi-damb, 
Tcghab-ai-damb (in Nal) and the Hunzi-damb·. 

Nichara. is the biggest permanent village in the Jhalawan 
country. It consists of some fou!' hundred houses lying snugly 
under the southern slopes of the guat Ragh hill ef the 
llarboi Range. It is, also distinguished by exhibiting more 
points of resemblance to the Indian village system tllan are 
generally found in Baluchistan. There is a kotwal whose duty 
it is to announce the dates fixed for marriages from the
village tower, to investigate thefts and to warn the people of 
general orders and instructions. For these duties he is given 
~xtra food and his share in the water of the N ich9.ra stream is 
exempt from labour contributions, Most of the houses are double 
storied and this gives the place a look of affiaenee. The people, 
are much addicted to the use of charas and tobacco and some 
gambling goes on. Near NicMra, lie several well-:Known rain cropo 
areas, Among the minor may be mentioned Sohr at the top of 
the Dhok hill, Giawan-kuh, ShisMr-tok so named from the shishdr
trees growing there; Kuriach to the south of the Ilamiri and 
Kohtrnv. The latter contains the little mouud known as KoMn 
Ka:at where, tradition says, that the Rinds first halted before 
descending to Kachhi. Among the more important are Hamfri
the re:>idence of Hamir the Jadgal from whom the Nicharis 
obtained tl:·eir present possessions. The greater part of this val
ley belongs to N icharis but the Bangulzais and Lahris also have 
shares in it. Lahr which is some four miles long and a mile wide 
is the most famous of all the tracts round Nichara, In former 
da)SDearly all the tribPs of Sarawan andJhalawan hadsmallshares 
iu it 11nd the non-possession of a share was considered to mark a, 
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MINUl'uB• foreign origin. The Lahraki Raisanis are still the largest 8hare
GAZETr.na. holders and there are also Baranzai M~ngals, Pandranis, Kam

braris, NichBris, Jattaks and Badduzai Bangulzais. The Khan of 
Katat and the Zarrakzais also have a. portion. In the Piandak to 
the west, the Baranzais have excavated two wells in the rock in 
which rain water is eollected to-afford supply to the eultivators. 
Pa.ndran Kash is owned by the Nicharis and Pandranis and is 
another of these rain crop areas~ Kbnddi, some five miles long 
lies io the north-west of Panddn half of which is in, the posses
sion of the Nicbaris and Ma.kali M~ngals a.nd half in that of the 
Pandranis. Snrkhen is famous for its wheat and belongs to the 
N{cbaris, Baranzai l\Iengals and Mandavani Bangnlzais. At the. 
head of the valley of Surkhen lies Sar-i-Sher which· belongs to the · 
NicMris. There is liLtle or no water in Snrkhen and the cultiva-
tors have to bring their supply from long distances . 

. N ondra. v. general elevation l,GSO feet, is a. fine khuskkaza
valley situated between Jan and Awaran separated from them by tw() 
p~allellines of low slaty hills, viz , Baridi Latt situated between. 
A war an and Nondrav and the Mian Garr between Jau and Nondrav;; 
It is a. long. !And narrow tract of land stretching from north-east ~ 
south-west. Its length from the Doieji Bidrang·to Pau is about 
30 miles, while its breadth is from 6 to 7 miles, though the cultiva
ble part of the valley is very narrow. The northern part. of the . . 

valley is well embanked and fairly well irrigated by the floods of 
the Chll river, but the middle and southern portions of it, known 
as Joi and Alang, are not ao well cultivated owing to the high banks 
of the river, the difficulty of raising the water and the inferiority· 
()f lihe soil 

The valley is thinly populated, the n11mber of inhabitants not 
exceeding 600. The principal are the Mirwaris, Karam Shahzai 
section in Sar Nondrav, Gwahramzai in Joi or central Nondrav, 
Fakfrzai in Alang and Sumarzai in Kappar; and the Usafi 
Mnhammad Hasni own a portion in the central part known as 
1\lardango. The tenants include Sajdis, Usafi Muhammad Hasni, 
Bizanjaus, Gurgnarit.>, and Snmalaris. The only permanent Til
lage is Dil Murad which has a small fort surrounded by mad huts. 
The valley is covered with tamarisk trees, kahur and bahur, and 
ravine· deer and partridges are numerous. 
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Routes lead from Dil Murad v'illage to Jan via Se:r pass to 
Adran v.ia Bt1rid pass, to Gushhak in Kolwa via Chigirdi and 
to Nal via.Pelar and Nal Kaur. 

The important ri•er draining the c~uutry is the Cbll which is 
said to be of much importance to the country and further traces of 
ga!Jrbands on its banks indicate tha~ water was used for irrigation 
ia ancient times. 

The Norgama valley which is about as broad as it is 
l<YDg, viz., 7 to 8 miles, lies north-east of Gatt and is bounded 
east and west by ranges having a north-~ort.h~east strike. The 
principal peak on the west is Shahmoz, which risesnearly 2,00() 
feet above the valley, has a sprinkling of junipe1· trees and good 
grazing in. summer. The range on the east is called Sapilao. 
The northern boundary is formed by a mass of hills, while Siab 
hill on the south separates Norgama from Zahri. The valley 
has fine scenery and is well supplied with irrigation WBter from 
the Soinda river from which six channels have been taken off. 
Of these, the Saitani, Daru and Sirmari belong to the Khan who 
also shares Jagasur and Shabegzai with the Kambraris. In the 
last named two channels an~ also in Summawari, which are 
ex~mpt from revenue, the principal owners are the Kambraris, 
Zarrakzais, Iltazais of Kotra, Sbabizai Mengals· of Wad, th• 
Lotianis, and the Fakirs of Sultan. 

The Norgama village, which is the most important one in 
Zahri, has about 150 scattered houses. It is the beadqnarte.I,'S of 
the Khan's -n,aih, bas a hania's shop and a levy post (6 men). 
The principal inhabitants are Lotiani, Rafs, Kambrari, and a few 
Zarrakzais. 

PJ:r.na-Shar, which is famous for the shrine of Pir Sultan, lies 
about 1 mile to the south-east of Norgama. and is much frequent
ed by people from all parts of Jhalawan. It has three hamas' 
shops, a couple of shoe-makers and a goldsmith. 

The Ornach valley lies about 50 miles south of Nal and, 
its height above the sea level is about 3,000 feet. Its len"th 

0 

from the skirts of the Kuri bills on the north, to Kunaru hllls o~ 
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liiNIATURJ: the sontb, is about 11 miles and its breadth from east fo west, 
GAZETTD&. from Dauro hill to the skirts of the Sl)rgarr is about 6 miles. It, 

is drained by the Kud river, which at its source to south of 
Drakalav is known as Turkabar, below that as Zai and still lower 
in Ornach as the Ornach. The northern part of the valley has a 
moderate supply of water from k4r~zes and at the centre it 
receives perennial irrigation from the water of the river (Kud), 
and. has several groves of date palm trees. The valley is well 
wooded with jungles of m~ (prosopi1 spicigtra), tamarisk and 
parpuk trees and the lara bn.sh, and has excellent pasturage. 
The lands are owned by various sections of the Bizanjan. triber 
The principal c:n.ltivahle tracts on the eastern bank of the Kud 
river are Raghmaa, Bit, Dal, Reko, Kahn, Duda. Chakuli, Kar.:Z, 
and Kork and those situated on the western bank are Sh&rir 
Kinaro, Kar.!z, .Bcrot Kn.nd, Hurrna-bit, Chanmil Knnd, Karaji
na-bit, Chib, Baran-n&-bent, Kn.lli and Lagharchib. The principal 
crops are wheat, barley. andjuari, and moth is also grown. There 
are 14 permanent hamlets,Lthe important ones being the village 
of Pir "Muhammad and the village of Sard:ir Allahdina, the 
former of which has two banicJs' shops. 

Routes lead from Ornach to Wad via Drakalav, Bcia via Baran 
Lak:, and to Jau via Lakatar and Rar, the last named being 

a-unsuited for pack animals. 

Pandran.-The pretty little village of Pandran, containing 
some 150 houses, lies in a pretty basin nnited on three-sides by 
the Hashafi hill and ou the south-east by the Kober Kalat and the 
Dak hills. The situation of the village is on a side of the hill 
sloping eastward. The houses are clustered round a large rock and 
the place is dotted here and there with orchards of pomegranates 
and mulberries, the whole presenting a very attractive apfearance. 
The vaUey though small and irregular is known in different 
parts by different names, Buar lying on the north, the situation of 
the village being known as Kallag : the south-eastern portion is 
named Daira and the south KhCr. The population is mixed and 
consists of Pandranis, Gharshin Saiads, Nfcharis, Jobani Bangul
zais, Loris, Fakirs and two Hindu shopkeepers. Pandran owes 
its importance to its position on the route from Kalat, Nicbara 
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and Gazg to Zahri and the southward. The place ia famous for JIINU.TURI!:

the curious cave containing skeletons which lies close to the GAZETTUR.. 

village. Rice is generally grown and also mah, a kind of black pulse. 
A good deal of trade is done with the neighbouring tribesmen. 
the imports being principally cloth, oil, sugar, and gur, and the 
exports wheat, gh£, and wool. The houses of the place are all 
double storied, the people occupying the upper stories in summer 
to avoid snakes. 

I . 

Pelar. The northern part of the M;rwaricountry, south-west of 
Jhalawan, is known as Pelar, the elevation of which varies from 
2,011 to 1,548 feet above the sea level. The boundary of the 
B{zanjau tribe on the north is marked by the Machi river, a 
tributary of the N aU Kaur, and the southern boundary of PtHar is 
lmarked by another tributary of NaU Kaur, the Gazi river. The 
ength of the valley is about 28 miles, while its breadth from 
Mazarghat on the west to Surgarr on the east does not exceed 
6 miles, From the northern extremity to the junction of the 
Guhlct river with Nal Kaur the valley is all waste, but below the 
Guhlct river there are several flats or bents which are irrigated 
from the Nal Kaur. The principal flats on the east bank of tha 
river are Shahwani bent, Gurumpki, Durrai !Je'kl.t, Gajiu and Patki, 
and hence extends to the Gazi river the dry crop area known as 
Koharo. The flab on the western bank of the river are Dad 
:Muhammadi, Ali Muradi, Dil Muradi, Korak, and Cbammag 
bents, south of which lies a klzush"kava tract as far as the junction 
of the Do!Cji river with the Nal Kaur. The daman.or stony plain 
stretches along the slopes of western hills and is uncultivable, but 
the existence of ancient dams or gabrbands indicates that, in times 
gone by, the valley was extensively cultivated. The principal 
trees are tamarisk, khabar, kaler, mar, ber, pislz, and hum or 
9ishtir. The population was estimated in 1903 t~ be about 350 

1families or 1,750 souls, comprising Gwahramzai Mirwaris, Usaii. 
I• 

~Muhammad Hasnis, Nindwari Bizanjau, Sajdi, Nakib and servile 
',dependants. The leading man among the Mirwliris is ( 1903 >. 
tKarimdad, son of Jalal Khan, who resides io Korak, the only 
l•>crmaueut village, where there is a mud fort and about 50 buts 
bmd two shops. A nice grove of date palma and a11 orchard of 
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:MINti.llBli · pomegranates exist neai th'e village, and -there is a considerable 
GAZBTTEEB-' O.mount of rice cultivation. 

: . Pir Chha tta is a ,little valley ly~ng between the low rang~ 
of hills which_sk~rts the Mula river ~nd the main range to its 
north. 'Owing to the number and frequency of the palm trees, 
the scenery of the place is very similar to that which is usually 
met. with in 1\Iakran. A family of Sainds has long lived hera, 
who have ch11rge of the shrine. The produce of the date trees is 
!!aid to be. devot.ed to. the nse of the pilgrims who visit Pir · 
Chhatta. The tomb of the saint lies near the top of the v11lley 
and is of the usual mud and plaster, surrounded by a wall. Close' 
to the south of the tomb .are some fine springs from which a· 
Iatge stream of water makes its way to Kotra. Where the. 
springs rise, there is a pool full of big fish. The commonest' 
variety of these ~re locally called lcarrav, and are of light colour 
with black stripe~ and reddish fins and tails. The dark coloured: 
fish with large heads are called lchagga. There is also a slate'. 
coloured fish somewhat similar to the karrav called murra. A. 
small fair takes place here in the date season which is attended 
by some 500 or 600 people, Hindus and JI.I~salmans. When the, 
fisl), are fed, the rush of fish to the food thrown in the water 

•and 'he celerity with which it is de~oured are remarkable. 

· Tbe Rodenjo valley is separated from the Kalat valley on 
the north by the .Sha.h Mardan hill. It is bounded on the north 
by Dasht-i-Badu, on the south by the Koh-i-but and Pango hills. 
on the east by Sniad Ali and K uki. hills and on the west by 
Dasht-i-Goran. The soil of the valley is mixed with stones
The village of Rodenjo, about 15 miles south of Kalat, is inhabit-. 
al _by Deb war subjects of the Khan, is situated about 12. miles 
down the vaelly, is surrounded by, a considerable amount of 
cultivation, and is well known for its excellent melons. The 
valley is visited for pasture by· nomad Brahuis in spring and 
summer. The lands are irrigated by the Rodenjo stream, which 
is said to have belonged originally to Dilshad Rodeni, who sold it 
to Dai B!bi, a nurse of Mir Mahmud Khan I, who bestowed it or' 
Mulla Izzat, and it was confiscated by Mir :Mebrab Khan. Tht 
stream is divided into 16 shc.Mnas and belongs to the Kh&~t 
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The r.h•tsl!k1.oa lands are irrigated by the Narian hill :torrent. MnnATuaE 
• • , • , GAZETTE&. 

The keepers of the shnne of Sakht Ramzan ~re gtven one kurda 

or small plot of wheat, lucerne, or any other crop sown, per 
rhahrina both in rabi and kharif and 12 bundles of the wheat crop. 
The D.,mb Kuki or Kuki moa.nd lies to the east of the village. 
Aliabad, a. small village and a kitez, lies about 1 mile to the 
east of Rodcnjo, and is inhabited by some Saiads. The MAz is 
divided into 1 ~ •haOin'ls, of which 5 shabdru,s belong to the 
Khan, 2 shafJiwu have been purchased by a Hindu, and the 
remaining are owned by the Saiads of Aliabad. A Hiad11 shop
keeper from Kalut visits these villages in summer. 

Saruna.. The Ha.b river system is divided into two principal 
portions by the three big ranges of hill~ that rnn through the 
C•lUntry from nr>rth to south, viz., the Hab valley proper, lying 
between the Krrthar and Kodo ranges,' and (2) the Saruna and 
the Kardagar-Samotri-Wcra Hab valleys, lying between the Kodo 
and Pab ranges. Saruna is separated from the Kardagar-Samotri
Wcra Hab by the low Chappar ridge. The latter valley is called 
Kardagar in its opper portion, lower down it is called Samotri 
after the stream of the same name, nt>xt it is. known as the 
Bidrang and lastly it is called Wera. Hab in its lower portion 
Saruna. is a fine open valley, running nearly north and south. 
and cl•lse on 70 miles long from Ari P1r Lak in the south to Lar 
Lak in the north. The lower or southern end is the most open, 
being 11bout 10 miles wide with a large area (perhaps 50,000 acres) 
of line cultivable hod and richly covE'reJ with grass, small trees 
a.nd shrubs. Higher up the valley becomes stony and hilly, with 
only occasional patches of cultivable land. 

There have been long standing disputes over Saruna and the 
Mcngal-Chhutta bol.!ndary between these two tribes. The affairs 
first came to notice in 1892, when the Chhuttas claimed, as rent, 
one-fourth of the produce of cerhin fields cultivated by the M~n
gals, Lut the latter refused to pay more than one-sixth. In 1894 a 
Ml-ngal th in~~ was established st Saruoa to which the Chhuttas 
objected, and the dispute was referred to the Sibi Shal.i Ji.rg11 in 
189~, hut no dec;sion could be arrived at without iu~pccting the 
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MnnATUB K locality. In 1897, Sardar Pa sand Khan Z!lrrakzai put in a claim 
0 AZ.EI'rB •Bo s , , . to aruna statmg tha.t the Chhuttas were a KaUt tribe, and as such 

came onder his jurisdiction as head of the Jhalawan Bcihuis. His 
claim alao remained unsettled. In the winter of 1903, Major H. L. 
Showers, C.I.E., Political Agent, Kalat, accompanied by several 
tribal chiefs, the Political Adviser to His Highness the Khan and 
the W az{r of Las Be1a, visited the country and made a thorough 
enquiry, when the parties agreed to refer the disputes to arbitra
tor!\ the Chhuttas nominating Sardar Zahri Khan, Musiani, and 
the Mengals nominating Mir Azim Kh&n, Shahwani. The award 
of the arbitrators was unanimous, was accepted by the parties and
confirmed by the Political Agent, and a copy thereof, together with 
a copy ofthe Political Adviser's proceedings, which contain a history. 
ofthe case, is reproduced iii Appendix V. Briefly, the settlement 
come to was as follows: The land known as Kocho, whi('h had 
the bestcultivation, was given to the Chhuttas, while the tracts called 
Randar and Ahmad were given to the 1\Icngals, the hills called 
Hai-ka-Dat forming the boundary between the tribal possessions; 
that the l\lcngals should give hatai at one-fourth of the produce 
to the Chhuttas for the Kocho latlzlJarv.li done by them, and similarly 
the Chhuttas should give to the Mengals lJatai at one-fourth for 
their lathlJandi in the Ahmad and Randar lands. As regards W era 

· Hab, the decision arrived at was that the portion north of the 
Khat Bhutti watershed be retained by the Mcngals and the 
southern portion by the Chhuttas ; and of the lands assigned to 
the Chhuttas and situated between the watershed and Gorak, one
fourth share (by lJatai) of the produce should go to the Bhutani 
Chhutta (Sardar Kbel or Chiefs family) and should be distributed 
to the members of the family named. 

The claim of the Zarrakza.i Chief to bring the Chhuttas under 
his control was not taken notice of, it being conside~ed unten• 

able. 

The Sura.b valley is bounded on the north by tbe Pango hills 
and Rodenjo watershed, on the east by the Draj hills, on the 
west by Garr or Z1ri range, on the south by offshoots of the 
Central Jhala.wan range. The general trend of the valley is 
from north to south and slightly west, and the length from the 
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.Rod~njo watershed to Shahdadzai is about 50 miles. Surab Mil!UATUB~r, 
. . N h GAZETTEER. proper 1s about half way. The breadth vanes. arrow at t e 

bead, the valley broadens considerably, narrows again until a gap 

in the hills towards Gidar is -passed. Immediately after this 
the -valley broadens again, the broadest portion being about 20 miles. 
The valley may be conveniently divided into three portion, 
viz., the northern portion consisting of the 'khushktiva tracts of 
:M.al and Khlsundtiu, with Marap and Bitagu to the west divided 
t>ff by low hills, the central portion of Surab proper where there 
11re a number of springs and permanent villages, and the southern 
portion of Gidar with Anj1ra 'Somewhat detached to the east 
The northern portion is roughly ·6,250 feet above sea level, the 
central 5,890 feet and the southern 5,160 feet. 

The climate is temperate, bat subject to piercing winds in 
"Winter, when the valley is often covered with snow. In Surab 
there area.bout si.x.teea permanent villages. These are often deserted 
in winter but are populated in summer; Stirab is chieflr inhabited 
by the Nigharis, who are the permanent inhabitants and the 
principal cultivators. There are a1so Harunis, Muhammad Hasnis 
Rekizais, and a few Rodenis, 

The Surab village (28° SO' N., 66'0 16' E.; elevation 5,760 feet 
-which is also known as BakhaLt&-Shahr, is the most importan' trade 
l'cntre in Upper Jhal11wan. A few families of Hindu traders, who 
lend money and trade in wool and ghi, live here. It is the 
headquarters of the Khan's "'aib and is partly fortified. The 
<~ther places of importance are the Gurgut, headquarters of that 
Haruni headman, which has 110me fine orchards; Hajika, a 
pleasant place with a good supply of water; M1rani hamlet, where 
the IHru<Di headman bas recently built a. fort for himself; the 
Marap vall~ ; Bibi Sartbap, which contains the shrine of a 
Musalman virgin, Bibi Sartbap, and is a place of pilgrimage and 
where there is a rave ; Nighar west of Bakbal-ta-Shahr; Anjira. 
a halting place on the Khuzd~r Surab route; Bitagu, where the 
Sannaris have recently dug a karez, and Dan, the summer head .. 
quarters of some of the Shahizai Mengals. 

The Tutak valley, the head-quarters of the Kalandarani 
Chief, is divided into two portions by the Trunden and Gezhdi 
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(JMI,Niuuas torrents. The principal localities are l\hzhi to the north-west 
AZE'l'TUB. • 

Bunap to the south-west, Gezhdi to the aonth, and DarvaZQ to the 
south-east. There is a karez in the centre of the VRlley in which 
the Bhadinzai or chief section of the Kalandraois own 7~ lhabrina.
od of the 10 shabanrJs into which the water is divided. This 
~arez was recently constructed by Ghilzais at a total cost to the
o~ners of some Rs. 5,000. The rest of the valley is under rain
crop or flood cultivation. Tutak is noted for the excellent car
pets in the style of Kirman rugs, whlch are manufactured by the 
Bhadinzais. Cultivation is carried on chiefly by the Kalaooranis 
themselves and not by tenants from other tribes. There are 
vestiges of several old Arab karezes still to be t:een in the valley, 
and irrigated cultivation could in all probability be much extended • 

• In close proximity to Tutak are Zawa and Moghali, both places 
belonging in part to the Khan of Kalat and partly to the Zahri 
Chief. The Iltazais alsa have a small shate in Moghali and the 
Musiauis in Zawa. .Moghali is believed to have received its 
name from the fact of its being the headquarters of the :M:oghals 
in the days in which they held Khnzdar and the surrounding 
country. , The cultivating· tenants are Keharai, Muha-mmad. 
Hasnis and U mrani Men gals. 

The Wad Division of the Jhalawan district, which lies north 
of the 'Baran Lak aud south of Khuzdar, belongs to the Mengals. 
The plain or valley, which composes it, is about 6 miles long 
(north-south) and about 15 miles .broad, the soil in its greater 
part is sandy and cultivation is limited, the principal crops being 
wheat, mi.llet, and mung. The climate is very unhealthy and the 
water in most places is brackish. 

There are three villages in this plain; Bakbal-ta-shabr, which 
is divided into two quarters, the western quarter is occupied by 
Hindu traders and has about forty houses, and the eastern 
portion, about 100 yards distant, was formerly occupied by Mengals 
but bas now been deserted. The Hindus of Bakhal-ta-sbahr 
carry on considerable trade, the chief articles of export being 
wool and ghi, and those of imports, piece-goods, sugar, gur, oiT. 
etc. · The Shahizai Mcngals levy octroi in the village. About 
2 miles south-west of this village is Ibrahim Khan's village, oo 
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the right bank of the Ponlli, which bas about twenty houses and a 
well. The ground on the opposite bank of the river is very 
6Wampy and mal11rious, 

About 2~ miles north-east of Bakhal-ta-shahl,' is the village of. 
the Mcngal Chief, Sardar Sbakar Khan, which ha:;~ abo~t twerity-five 
houses, the Sardar's house, which is the biggest, being strongly 
built and loopholed for defence.. A lilmall kdrez issues from the 
range of hills to the east, and irrigates a. few acres of g~ound 

close to the village. 

The Zidi va.Uey lies about 15 miles south-west of Khnzdar 
aud is watered by several streams and · a. channel cut from the 
Nolachi river. '!'he soil is, for the most part, granlly and cultiva
tion is limited. The Zidi or Khan's village, a hamlet consisting 
of about five huts, lies in the centre of the valley, is tht~ headquarters. 
of a jd-nashin and hi's · a bania' s shop. The shrine of. P{r .Shabo 
Kauull which lies cl~se to the village has enhanced its importance. 
The shrine is visited by tribesmen from all parts of Jhalawan and 
also from Kachhi and has a kdrez (W ahandari) attached to it. 
To the south-east of Zidi, about 2i miles, is Bhalarejav, a villag& 
~ousisting of about s· huts, the head-quarti'!rS o( the 'sasoli Chief, 
the inhabitants · belonging chiefly: ·to ~he Hotmanzai clan of 
the Sasolis. It has a bania's shop. 

Mnn.&TUa m 
0AZETTEIIIR. 
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Brahni Name. 

Ad dena 

Adirka-

Aghui; ••• 

A!Uoha 

Amrod or Amrot 

Anir ... -
AD<ir trik 

Angnr 

Anjir ••• 

Apurs or Hapurs 

Arehm 

Aveshk 

Bad am 

Baibru 

Bakarwali 

Bar or Bitar ·-

Bibi Butn 

Biro~ 

Bishkhaf 

Boe.Midr<in 

Bondi·-

JHALAWAN. 

AP.PEN 

Alphabetical List of Common 

Scientific Name. 

Sonchus oleraceus 

Prnnus communis 

Pyrns oommunis 

Punica granatum 

Dodoll3C& Tiscosa 

Vitis Vinilera 

Ficus earioa 

luniperns excelsa 

••. Prunos amygdalus 

••. Clematis orientalis 

Pnmus amygdalus .. 
Withania somnifera 

Convolvulus arvensis •• 

Solanum Indicnm 

Pycnocycla aucheriana Dene .•• 

Alhagi lllauroram 

Eremostachys vicaryi, Bentt ••. 

Achillea santolina. Stocks. 

Haloxylon Griffithii, Bongo 

De~ription or 
English name 
where known. 

A grass 

Do. 

Do. 

Plum 

Pomegranate 

A wild tree 

Grapes 

Figs 

Jllniper 

Wild almond 

Alm~lli 

Barilla plant 
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DIX I. 

Trees ~d Plants in Jhalawan. 

Locality where found. 

Pab hills 

Do,. 

Do. 

Burab and Nlchara 

Baghwana gardens 

Do, 

Klrthar Range ... 

Baghw.ina gardena 

In hills and gardens 

Brief remarks as to local uses. 

Fodder for cattle and sheep, etc. 

Fodder for cattle, s~cep and goats. 

Do. do. do, 

.. The pounded,lraves are applied to wounds 
which hne begun to heaL 

Part of Harboi in Jhalawan Timber and fuel. 
and Drakhel and Pharas hills. 

Pab 

Harboi hills in Jhalawan. 

Surab ... 

Wild plant, Pab 

" ., Wad 

Wad 

Wild plant 

l'&b 

Wild plant 

Khuzdar 

Wild plant 

.A fodder, used also as a vegetable. 

Fodder for sheep and goats • 

Do. do. clo. 

... The fruit used for making cheese a•d the 
)eaves are fodder for goats. 

A thorny plant eaten by camels. 

Fruit eaten by men and the leaves 'b7 
sheep and goats, 

The flowers used as medicine, aud as 
fodder for Eheep and goats. 

Used aa fuel, and as fodder for sheep and 
goats. Poisonous to camels. 
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Brahui Name, Scientific Name. 
Description or 
English name 
where known. 

Chambarak ... Malcolmia Africana ... Barilla plant 

CharmAing A wild-plant 

Chitirk Caragana nlicina, Stocks 

Dabdwhan Wild plant,., 

Dagbam Soorzonera 

Dhatlaa Datura fastnosa, Linn, 

Dranna or jir Artemisia Wild bush ... 

Drab or Drug Eragrostis cynosuroides 

Gandar~m A wild plant 

Gandil... Eleusine fiagellifera A grass 

Gar bust Lepidium draba ...... 
Uaz (also see Kirri) Tamarix: orientalis ••• Tamarisk 

Get Salix acmophylla Willow 

Gorka ... Btipa capillata ... A hill grass 

Gul-i-Gulab Rosa Damascena Persian rose .. 
Gwan ... Pistacis khanjak Terebinth tree 

Gwangfr ······ 
Gwanik ... ············ ...... 
Hatam-blli Erysimum repandum ... Wild grass ... 

Hawe ... Cymbopogon Iwarancnia Do, 
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Locality where found. Brief remarks as to local uses. 

Burab and Upper Jhalawan ••. When green, used as a vegetable, when 
dry, as fodder for cattle. 

Pab hills Used as a medicine for chest diseases, 

A common wild plant found Used as fuel, also as fodder for camels, etc, 
everywhere. 

Common in Central 
w.in hills, 

Harboi hill skirts 

Jhala· Tbe seed is used as a remedy for 
toothache. 

lhe roots Rre eaten as a vegetable 
during the spring, 

Common in Upper Jhalawan A poisonous drug. Leaves sometimes 
gardens. applied to wounda, 

Do. do. Fodder for sheep, goats, cattle, donkeys 
and horses. Also used as fuel. 

Common everywhere ... Fodder for cattle, 

Do. do. A remedy for coughs, both in men and 
cau;tels. 

Do. do. Fodder _for cattle, sheep, goats, etc. 

C<>mmon everywhere in wheat Used both as a vegetable by men and as 
and barley fields, fodder for animals. 

Common everywhere in river Fuel and fodder for camels, 
beds and plains, 

Common everywhere in gar. Timber and fuel, 
dens and streams. 

Common everywhere ill bills Fodder for cattle and horses. 

Bur.ib and Zahri gardena 

Common everywhere in billa. Fruit much prized by the people. Excel· 
lent fuel. 

Banina ••• 

fagbwana 

Used as a remedy for coughs and chest 
affections. 

... Seed used for colla in cattle and horses, 
etc. 

Everywhere in hills and plains, Fodder for sheep and goats, 

Everywhere in hills ... Fodder for sheep and cattle. 
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BrAhui Name. Scientific Name. 
Description OlJ 

English uame 
where known. 

H~hwarg ... ll.hazya stricta, l>ene. ... A wild bash 

Bum- .... . ... Periploea aphylla A wild plant 

H ual!n butn ... De .. 

Isp~!lar Populus alba 

Izghand Thymas_ 

. Jag Dalbergia sisaoo 

JAghua Salsola Kali 

Jaur Neri.nm odo:rum- Sweet scented 
oleander. 

.Jhil Indigofera paucillora ... 

Kabar ... Salvador& oleoides Wild tl'ee ... 

Kahl!ro Ehretia • btusiiolia 

Kaj .......... ". A•gl'IISII 

Kal~r Capparia aphylla 

Kalpora Teemrlam atocksianum, Boiss. 

KAndar ...........• 
Kapot-Kawa ... Fumaria parviflora. 

Karag ... Calotropis gigantea 

Kark.awa. ... 
Karwan Kuehl Pterophyrum Olivieri 

Kashum Saccharum ciliare Grass 

Kasur ... Pistacia mutica 
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Locality where found. 

Everywhere in hills ... 

Do. do. 

Do. in hills and plains 

Upper Jhalawan gardens 

Harboi b.ills 

P!r Kalandar 

WaMr 

Everywhere i.n ravines 

S cirU.na ••• 

M!rwari country 

Kirthar hills near Karu 

Everywhere In bills 

Brief remarks as to local nses. 

A cooling drink is prepared from the 
leaves. A drug for purifying the 
blood. 

Fodder for camels, also used as fnel. 

Fodder for goats and sheep ; used as a 
drug for fever and stomachache, 

Wood used as timber. 

Drug for fever. Fodder for goats, 

Timber. 

Fodder for goats, sheep and camels, 

A poiso11ous bu8h. 

Fodder for goots and sheep. 

Fodd~r for camels. 

Fruit eaten, Leaves used. as fodder for 
oeamels. 

Fodder for sheep, goats and cattle, etc. 

Everywhere in Lower Jhalawau Fodder for camels, aheep and goats. Fruit 
eateu by the people. 

Harboi hills 

Everywhere in hills 

Harboi hills 

Used as a cure for fever. 

Fodder for cattle, horses, &beep and goats. 

Fodder grass. 

Everywhere in Central and Poiaonous. :Vlowera eaten only by goats. 
Lower Jhalawin, in plains 
and ravinee. 

A fodder grass; also a drug for fever. 

In Upper and Central Jhala- tised as fuel. 
wan hillR, 

Everywhere in ravines 

All billa ... 

FO<ider for cattle, horses and donkeys. 

Fruit eaten and wood used as fuel. 
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Brahui Name. 

Khartuso 

Khul~f 

Kik.ir ••• 

Kul ... 

JIIALAW.d.N! 

Scientific Name. 

Goldbacbia Iaevigata 

Acacia Arabit'.a 

Peganum harmala 

Typha angnstifolia 

Kunar or Phlsi Ber ••• Zizyphus jojuba 

Kunchlto 

lfaob -· 

ll~gbembar ... 

lfanguH 

Mmnotk 

llazb ••• 

lfilinj •• 

Nal ••• 

Naromb 

Pan~rband 

Parm6zak 

l'arpuk 

-

....... -... 

···········• 
OrtboDllop!is I n t e r m e d i a, 

Boias. 

Boocerosl:a aucheriaoa 

Salvia nepeta .•• 

Pllragmites communis 

Ephedra Paohyciada ••• 

••• Witbania coagulana •• 

Tecoma undu]ata 

Description or 
Eng!i11h name 
where known • 

. 
A wild biiSh 

...... 

...... 

Date palm ... 

Awildbnsb 

..•... 

······ 
A wild bush 

A wild plant 

A wild grass 

Reed 

Wild bush ... 

The cheese maker 
or Indian rennet 

Wild grass 

Wild tree ... 



Locality where found. 

Common everywhere .• , 

Everywhere in fields ... 

Ornacb ... 

Common in pl&ins 
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Brief remarks as to lorol uses. 

Fodder. for camels, sheep and goats, 
also used as a drag for boils and 
impurities of the blood. 

Fodder for cattle, Hocks and camels. 

Timber. Gnm also used. 

Seed tlsed as a drug-for stomacllache, also 
used as incense for driving away evil 
spirits, 

Kolachi and Mashkae rivars ... Leaves are used as matting for thatching 
huts. 

Central Jhalawan hills 

Fl'uit eaten. 

Leaves used as a fomentation in cases of 
headache, 

Cvmmon everywhere in plains Fodder for camels, ehePp and goats. 

!>Iabhkae valley and Ornach 

l'ab aml Harboi hills ... .. Fodder for camels and goats, 

Upp£r and Central Jhalawan ... Twigs used as fuel. 

Common in hills everywhere... Used a.s a drug for fever. 

ITarboi bills 

n,.rboi hills and Pab ... 

Do. do. 

Ledav river 

Rar boi hills 

Common everywhere ... 

rab hills 

Wad and B.iruna 

Jl n 

Used a.s a drug for feyer, also as fodder 
for goats and sheep. 

Fodder for goats and sheep, 

Do, do. 

Reeds used for the stems of water pipes, 

The twigs are used for tanning mashd 
leather, also as fuel, The a~hes are 
mixed with tobacco for chewing. 

Seed used both as a dru~ and for making 
cheeEe. 

Fodder for sheep • 

.. , Leaves eaten a.s fodder by camels, Wood 
used as timber, made iuto pots and also 
as fuel. 
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Brahui Name. Scier.tific !S'&me. 

Pathk... • •• Populus Euphratica_ ••• 

Pichli ••• 

Pi pal .•• 

Pisb -

Piasi (Sec Knna.r) 

Pinn pulli 

Pochko 

Plircbink 

Pnabo ... 

• •. Daphne oleoiJes, &:hrieb 

:Nannorhops Ritchieana 

Zizypbus jnjuba 

Matric.uia lusiocarpa ••• 

Althaea Lud-.tigii ••• 

Mentha sylvestris 

Convolvulus Yicrophyllus 

Description or 
Englisb ruLme 
where known. 

• .. Wild tree 

Wild plant 

Dwarf palm 

Wild pla~t 

Wild lavend~r 

.. Wild plant 

Bang, .. Astragalm Sq u am osu a, Do. 
Bunge. 

Righit .•• Suaeda monoiea Do. 

lllt!ch Euphorbia caeladenia .•• l'o. 

Riza ... Cuminum cyminnm .. Cumin 

·Rush ••• Sisymbrium Sophia Wild plant. 

Sadagh Haloxylon G.riflithii Do. 

Sebchob Wild tree ••• 

Bbaftaln Pnmns Peroca .•• Peaches 

Shampaslfr Sophora Griffithii, Stocks Wild bosh ••• 

Shin• ••• .Albagi Camelornm Camel thorn 

Shirgona Latonionis Leobordea Wild bosh ... 

Shishar Fraxinns xnthoxylo~des 

Sim>ok Kepeta glomeruloea ... Wild plant 
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Locality where found. B ri ef remarks as to local uses. 

Mashkae river bed Wood used as fuel, and the charcoal pre· 
pared from iG in the manufacture of 
gun-powder. 

Common everywhere in fields Used as a vegetable by the people. 

Do. do, hills. Poisonous to all animals. 

Central and Lower Jhalawan... Leaves made into 'mats, fruit eaten and 
stem used as fuel. 

Wad 

Harboi hills 

Common everywhere 

Fruit eaten. Good timber. 

.. Used as a drug for fever. 

Fodder for camels and sheep, 

Common in Opper Jhalaw,n ... Fodder for camels and goats, also used at. 
a cooling _drug. 

Common everywhere ... 

Wad 

Wad 

Wad 

Ha r bol hills 

Upper Jhalaw'n fields 

Wad 

Harboi and Pab hills.,, 

Zahri and Wad gardens 

Fodder for goats and sheep, 

Fodder for sheep and goats, 

Fodder for camels, sheep and goats, 

Bait for fish. 

Condiment. 

Fodder for camels, and catUe ; seed used 
as a drug for fever. 

Ashes used as washing soda. 

Fuel ; also supplies good walking stioks, 
etc. 

............ 
Common everywhere In Upper Fuel. 

Jbalaw!o, 

Common everywhere .. , 

Do. 

Harboi hills ... 
Do, ... ... 

Fodder for camel .. 

Poisonous. 

FueL 

Deooctlou used as remedy for coughs and 
fever, 
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. Description or 
Brahui Name, Bcientifio Name. . English name 

where known. 

Sinjit or Sinjid ... Elaeagnns hortensis ... ... Trebizond date or 
Bohemian olive. 

Sof. ... ... ... l'yrus malus .. . ... .. . Apple ... "' 
S~shko ... ... Eremurus vehitinus ... ... . ..... 
SMnalo ... ... . ........... . ..... 
Talkha ... ... Cenlanria Pieris ... . .. Wild plant ... 
Togha ... ... . .. ············ Wild tree ... ... 
Tolapiesi ... ... Zizyphus Spina .. . ... Do • ... . .. 
Tusso ... . .. .. , Spirrea Brahuica ... . .. Wild bush., . .. 
Tut ... ... ... Morns ... .. . ... . .. Mulberry ... ... 
Washdlir or Khwash· Glycyrrhiza glabra ... ... Liquorice ... . .. 

d~r. 

Zamur .. , ... ... Cocculus leaeba D. c .... . .. Plant ... . .. 
Z~rch ... . .. ... Berberis vulgaris, Linn. . .. ······ 



Locality where fou\t 

SurAb and Baghwfma. ... 

Harboi hills 

Do. 
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Brief remarks as to local uses. 

Fruit eaten dry, timber, 

Used as a vegetable, 

Fodder for camels·, also used as fuel. . 
Common everywhere in fields. Fodder for camels and cattle, 

Harbci and Pab hills ... 

Wad and Pab ... 

Common everywhere ••• 

Timber. 

,,. Fruit eatAn by men and much coveted by 
the jackal and wild bear. 

Used as a drug for purifying the blood. 

Common everywhere In gar
dens. ·······••··· 

Ziri hills 

Mula Pass 

Harboi and Ziri hills ... 

A re~edy for cough11, Indian rnulathi. 

.. Ever·green plant. Leaves used as a 
poultice for sore eyes. 

Fruit eaten and roota used as a drug for 
jaundioo. 



. 
AP:PENDIX n .. :· 

THE BRAHUI-J.A.DGAL WAR. 

1. Cheer Cui was that reign anj happy was that time: 

2. C~rful were those rambles, roamings and rides : 

3. Cheerful were those days, but the retrospect is like a 
piercing dagger-

4.. Those days when Nighar, the abode of Omar, son of Yiro, 
was (coOl) at the sun 'a zenith : 

5. When Omar and Mahnaz 'were living in a cool ho118e · 
with a wind-catcher i 

6. Cheerful indeed was that time and many are the pleasant 
stories about it, 

7. When :Malik Bijjar Khan of a thousand endearments was 
born. 

8. His nurse was wont to cherish that stay of the heart with 
tenderness : 

9. His mother would rock him, the light of bel' eye! : 

10. Senanta would c&rrJ him giving him from hand to hand: 

11. And ardent were the prayers to God to make him the 
granter of a lakh. ,. 

12. First he was made to learn the Koran : 

13. Ita meaning was explained to J:i,im word by word:· 

}!. And learned men taught him every day : 

15. His mother would throw gold over his head at_ every 
moment. 

16. In those days was Omar at the Eenith of his power : 

17. The whole world was aware of the might of Omar, son of 
lliro: 

1 His wife. 
• i .. ., that he migh\ grow up enremelr generous. 
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18. He was the chief of the tribes and ·champion of the nomad 
encampmen \; : 

19. 

20. 

21. 

To all the Bra\ui tribes he was an iron fence of safety: 

He was an even-handed and just scion of the kingly 
Qnraishis: 

He was a root-sucker from the tree of Mir Hasan: 

22. He was the best gift of Gwanim 1 and Bra him • : 

23. He was a living type of Hamza and Abbas. 

2!. Omar was peacefully seated in his ruling fort 

25. When of a sudden the Jamots overspread the country as 
a cloud: 

26. From llab and Salura 8 came Mfr Chota • : 

27. Many were the I adgals with Karar Mot: 

28. The Kachhi Jadgals as far as Paich: 

29. Jadgals of Karkh and Chaku as far as the upper limit of 
the Mula river: 

30. Of Bela and Las and as fal'· as Wad and Ornach: 

31. In all directions the Brahui3 were put to fire and sword. 

32. Suddenly they brought the news to Omar: 

33. "The Jadgals have come from the direction of Las and 
Kathhi:" 

34. "They have thrown their dice for you and for Surab.'' 

35. " You are the chief of the tribes and the Mir of nomad 
encampments :" 

3G. " You are the spiritualleaier and the object of Teneration 
of all the Braho :" 

37. "You are the afenger of your people in every place:" 

38. "The Jadgal has come up with his forces and equipments:" 

39. "The Brabuis have fled on receipt of the news.'' 

l acd • Progenitors of the principal Brahw tribes. 
a i.e., Siruna. 
• Presumably the Chbuttas. 
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40. Up sprang Oruar from his seat: 

41. He girt his loins for war and strire I 
42. He closed with and fought the Jadgals. 

43. On that side were the Jats and on this side were the 
Mirwari: 

44. .But Omar with his brothers was slain : 

45. Jadgals rushed upon the palace of Omnr: 

46. All the men were slain but the women escaped : 

47. They did not share the fate of Omar. 

48. Gorgind 1 was not present on that day : 

49. But Qalandar 1 died first of all : 

50. Mahnaz with Bijjar in great distress 

51. Like a bird on the wing went flying awny : 

52. She was related to the Khwajas a of 1\Iastung, 

53. For .Mahnaz was descended from Saiads: 

54. She lived in Pishing ~ for three or four years : 

:>5. But one day Bijjar said to his mother : 

56. "The evil-minded have killed Omar, son of Mfro :" 

57. "And have seized the country from Dan to Surab :" 

58. ''The Jadgah have ground down the country from place 
to place:" 

59. ''And have blackened my face with their hands:" 

60, "My relations are in mourning everywhere:" 

61. "Ahmad and l\1ebn1b are in the country of Seva :" 

62. "The hilly Sumal" has gone to the hills :'' 

63. " The Mcngals have gone to the stony :flats ·and streams of 
Nushki :" 

6i. "Gorgind was burned with impotent rnge for Omar Khan:" 

Oorgmd, the ancestor of Gurgnaris. 

" Qalandar, the forefather of the Qala.ndranis. 
a 'fhe Khwaja-khCls still live iu Ma~ tang. 
• Pishin. 
a Sumalaris. 
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"But Hala a~ Tuho were very sad," 65. 

66. "For their hea)s were pierced for the fate that befell my 
comrade:" 

67. "I cannot now feel at ease in my home,,,_ 

68. "For death is better than a. servile life :••-

69. "Either will I follow my friend : '' 

70. "Or I will fight with the wicked enemy :" 

71. "I will not parmit them to walk in my ~erritory :•• 

?2. '' To aveoge the blood of my saintly father'' 

73. "I will fill Nighar with blood.' 

74. :Mahnaz thereupon instructed him thus: 

75. " Gird on, Malik Bijjar, the jewelled sword:" 

76. "And proceed to the neighbourhood of Surab :" 

77. "There wait at the top of the hill till it is sunset :'• 

78. "Gosho, the old slave of your father" 

79. "And grief-remover is living- in Nighar :'' 

80. "Bear then in mind the marks on the body of Gosho :'' 

~ll. "His ears are loug like those of the hill goats:" 

82. "His hair is thick and abundant like that of the village 
goats :" 

83. " He is taller than the people of his age :" 

84. " He has six fingers on each hand :" 

85. ''These are marks whereby to identify him~" 

86. " Reveal th7 secret to that bosom friend :" 

87. "Quite alone and very secretly:'" 

88. " And follow Gosha's advice :'' 

89. "Collect thy brethren when it is dark.'• 
,0. Bijjar started by the will of God : 

91. Like the J ogis \ who catch the snakes : 

92. He went on begging from village to village : 

93. Pickiog his way in the dark night 

1 Su.ake charmers. S2B 
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95. 

96. 

97. 

JHALAWAN. 

Till he reached his destination and sat beneath the outer 

wall. r 
Early in the morning at the riaing of the morning 

II tar 

He found Gosho in the vicinity of the place ~ 

Gosho had with him bnllocks for ploughing the land : 

98. Bijjar ran to meet him as he was turning his plough~ 
share: 

99. Sardar Bijjar examined Gosho 

100. According to the iD.stl'uction~ and marks given by his 
mother: 

101. Looking at the length of the ears, his hair and his 
manner of walking, 

102. He was certain that it was assuredly the form of Gosho 

103. When Gosho examined Sardar Bijjar : 

104. He recognised the features to be those of Omar, 

105. And his heart verified that which he had seen with his 
eyes: 

106. They consulted among thelllSelves lUte bosom ffiends ~ 

107, B~th of them went towards the hills • 
108. Then Gosho said to Gaz2;en 

l09. "Malik Bijjar will remain in the Surab tank 1:,. 

110. " There bring him secretly bread and water :" 

111. "Keep watch upon him an,d do not sleep.'' 

112. ''I shall go hence in the direction of l\Urap ;" 

113. " Like the hunter I will take possession of the wateriug 
place :'' 

114. " First of all will I take the news to Gorgind :" 

115. " Many a time has Hala asked thll astrologers for 
Bijjar :" 

116. "For the Braho are much vexed with the Jadgals." 

117. Then went Gosho to the door of Gorgind ; 

Defile. 
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118. lie got from\.~im the water-channel of Ghethdaghln 
as a gift fo.(onveying the good tidings: 

119. The women bound their hair as H for a marriage : . 

120. The shepherds of the hills gripped their clubs tightly: 

121. The camelmen abandoned the thought of their herds: 

122. Whence the stallion camels broke their strings : 

123. Dnrrak danced with the children in his delight. 

124. . Gorgind communicated the news to Sumal : 

125. When speaking, his mouth foamed like that of a stallion 
camel: 

126. The Braho tribesmen began to assemble: 

127. Gosho retraced his steps in great delight: 

128. He went and first talked to the Jadgals thus 

129. "Come forth and give me a 6an.il 1, of land for my blood 
compensation:" 

ISO. " Come forth and divide the produce of the melon plot 
and take your share.11 

131. "See, Shakar• has started from his home :•r 

132. And Gosho said in his ileart : Behold, he has fallen 
· into the trap. 

133. llijjar with his companions on the flat 

134. \Vas sitting concealed behind the embankment of the 
field : 

135. The Jadga.I, like an intoxicated drunkard, 

136. Overpowered by what he has imbibed, 

137. Descended from the watch tower of the fort command.ing 
the village, 

138. And came forth to the melon field to tak& his landlord's 
share. 

139. Bijjar shouted in the height of ire : 

~ An embanked field. 
Sbakar prCiumably was Gosho'a landlord. 
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.140. 
141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

·us. 
1!7. 
148 •. 
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•• Come, my brethren, for it is my_.rarriagel " 

" This is the day fixed for my we1fing." 

·He shouted thus to and encooraged his splendid brethren: 

The proud M£rwaris sprang forth, and out 

First of all TU.ho with his fine stature, 

With his bay horse and physical strength, 

With his bow and dagger, 

Rode forth to wield the sword roaring like a lion. 

After him Gorgind shouted aloud : 

14.9. He was riding his swift fort-taker: 

150. With his bow ana armour-piercing sword : 

151. Be sprang forth out like a hungry woU: 

152. He scattered the enemy li'ke a Turk from Kabul. 

153. After him rushed Hala forth, 

15!. Uttering shout .after shout like thunder following upon 
thunder: 

155. Gosho also followed with his brother and son: 

156. Gazzen struck with the sword and Gosho with stones, 

157. The one like a wild beast and another like a lion sprang 
and leaped. 

158. On one side Sohrab Khan with his relations 

159. Was like a woU among the flock of sheep : 

160. On the other side, Baji Sopak did mighty execution 

• 161. With his bow and the heavy strokes of his sword: 

162. The lion-hearted hero killed many a person : 

163. And the Jadgai fled like a camel colt attacked by lions • 

.164. Gwaram and Haji accompanied by the Salahi: · 

165. :Mi:ran accompanied by the lions of Jalamzai: 

166. The Balidani accompanied by the Nigh&ri 1
: 

167. Set their forces towards the fort and the palace. 

• The sections here mentioned still form part of the Mirwan ,..._ 
in J au and Mashkai. 
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168. 

Hi9. 

170. 

HI. 

1(2. 

Bijjar wt his relations went in pursuit of the Jadgals. 

Bijjar Khl made another fierce attack · 

Immediately after the first blow struck by those lions. 

Bravo for the Nawa!JB of my tribe: 

Gorgind with innumerable forces ; · 

173. Bala accompanied by his peerles 1 brethren; 

174. Tuho with 'his eagle-like black horse 

175. Whose neighing is pleasing to my e,rs, 

176. Which, in its frenzy at the leaping and jumping 

177. In the pursuit and annihilation of the Ja.dgals, 

178. Foamed like a newly tushed camel. 

17:1. Then Gosho placed his hand on his ears: J. 

180. And besought : "Oh ! Stay yonr hand from the massat:re 
of the enemy:" 

181. "For yon have avenged the blood of Omar tenfold:'' 

182. '' You have uprooted the .Jadgals from the very root." 

183. Then Gosho addressed the frenzied 

184. Bijjar Khan, the mighty swordsman: 

185. " Hurrah ! hurrah! ! We have won the day:" 

1136. "We have snatched the fort of Nighlir from the enemy~" 

187. "Thank God that Malik Bijjar Khan is safe:'~ 

188. "For he is the golden crown of all the Brilio :,• · 

189. "He is the chief of the country; and master of the 
tribes:" · 

190, "Be is the avenger of blood which has been lost and ia 
unavenged :" 

191. "He is the tender green bud springing from the dried 
offshoot: " 

192. " Come and assume the • dastar •• of chieftainship of 
the tribe, ii you will:" 

• i.e., in token of entreat1• 
• Tb.o turba~&. 
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194. 

195. 
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'' Collect your brethren from place to tace : •• 

"Send information to Ahmad and 1ll[~rab : " 

''Have no doubt of the faith of Tuho and Gorgind :'' 

196. "But Suma~ who is sitting with his heart split in 
twain," 1 

197. "Let him wander alone in the Marap hills : " 

198. ''Delay not but proceed to the Bcla-Lak :" • 

199. "Tread and trample the Jat everywhere beneath your 
feet:" 

200. "Send news to the lion of Kharan, " 

201. ''The fort seizer Malik Dosten-' 1 

202. "The just and generous head of the Nausherwaius," 

203. "The Kaianian King, Dinars' bnrden lirt.er. "' 

204. '' Gwaran and Sopak are thy well-wishers : " 

205. ''From the vert first they have been loyal to Miro. "• 

206. "Five hundred in number are your pearl-eared Nigharis:" 

207. "Morning and evening are they in your presence= " 

208. " Some day will they die beneath your eyes." 

209. "The Siahpads, though they be Jadgals, yet belong to 
your tribe ; " · 

210. •• They have left the J ad gals and are now your brethren ; ,. 

21L "Zangi with Sohrab is full of courage;" 

212. "Though they wear boots, they are loyal 5 to you." 

ns. On hearing this, Bijjar grew angry : 

:214. He sent news down and up : 

:215. First a force started from Nal : 

a From fear. 

• l.e., the Jh Lak. 
a Dosten was father of Dmar NansherwanL 
• ihe Gwaranjo and Bopak Saeolis, though J'ats, were friendly to 

M{ro,. 

• A play on the word Biahpad (black feet} who &re said always to 
have worn black boots. 
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217. 

218. 
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And Ur.mf~adgal came to oppose it:. 

They fougl) the iirst fight near the Siman: 

The Jadgals were defeated but Dinar 1 was killed: 

219. The brave son of ]llalik Posten died: 

220. But they drove the Jadgals as far &II Garruk • 1 

221. And they seized Hazarganji as far as Nal. 

222. The Jadgals fled secretly, 

223. And left far behind them Wad and 9rnach. 

255 

224. Then Bijjar became wroth as the waves of the sea z · 

225. ?llalik Dosten went with the advancing force: 

226. He was met at Gharr-e-Siah 

227, By the remaining Jadgals who were driven from the 
slopes of the hills. 

228. Everywhere rises the roar of forces on both ~ides : 

229. From Mand 8 to the Porali the country was ravaged. 

230, The wounded de dar~ tre~ (Tappi dedd.r) is the boundary 
of the Braho: 

231. Bijjar's boundary limit is up to Gazzo and Chari : 11 

232. His line of demarcation is up to Kisban : 8 

233, On that side his boundary is the Bela Lak, 

234. On this side his limit is the pass by the Hingol ford z 

235. Towards Kolwa. his boundary is Tir-Tej: 

236. Up to Damo-i-Gwahram and the upper sources of the 
Rei river: 

237. Above is the Braho and below is the Jadgal. 

238. Bijjar's gift to Hamal' is Nal: 

a The Nausherwani Chief's son. 
1 A place on the Nal Kaur about 20 mile&&outh of NaJ.. 
• Mand is the watershed beyond ths BAr.in L&k. 
• Dedar is pt·obably Eupl!.mia rO!Ilear~ao 
• Perhaps Kanarchi.ri ill Bela. 
• Presumably Kisha11l near lskalku. 
' The Hamalauia are the chief aection of the Biza11jau.. 
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Hamal is the farrier of the high honfnred Bijjar : · 

Twenty ID:innds of barley is- his f<{Jd allGwance for a 
month: & 

2U. He is K<fib of the place bot not the owner. 

2!2. Omar is the goat-ko!eper and shepherd of the flocks : • 

243. Nindah is the cowherd of the Sardar. 

~«. The conntry of Wad is the share of Dosten : 

245. Gresha is his blood compensation and Gajjar is his town 

246.: Because his head is very sore for Dinar his son. 

247. Tamar 11 SOil of Usuf Hotak 

2!8. Is the adib of Omach up to Sarlak. 

249. Half of Jiwa up io Zard-t!-S..Wb, 

250. Pariko up io the water channel of Khnrmaga, 

251. : Bijjar granted to Sohrab Jai: 

252. Karkh and Chakn as far u Zidi and Baghwi.na, 

253. Bijjar gave to the young :Mehrab: 

254. Khad-i-Mastnng as far as the pass leading to Khuzdar:: 

255. · The Sardar granted to 5 Ahmad· and Kambar : 

256. Gazhdghain up to Khnlkuna Khad, • 

257. The land of Li.korian and the upper pari of Chahd,. 

258. The Jebri Kdtia up to the Ianri Pass, 

259. Khisun Dun and Dasht-i-Bado, 

260. Were given io Gorgind and Sardar Dnrrak:. 

261. Snmal alone was left without a share, 

262. For he took no part in that attack and fight : 

a A play on the name Bizanjau (BW matajav). _ 

• 0mar ia the forefather of the Omrari Bizanjau and Nindah of 
the Nindwari Bhanjaus. · Both live round Jaa, the former being 
fl.ockownem aud the latter cultivaklrs. 

11 Tamar, the ucestor of the Tamriri Bizanjau. 
• :Khnrmaga is apparently Khurma-ia-tan in Nal. 
1 Ahmad the ancEIItor of the Ahmadui Kh~ 

• Khulkuoa Khad is near Anjira. 
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263. From Ziar~ah to half of Tutak, 

2G4. From Rausl)map 1 to the Jebri Z&k, 

265. From JoC-miran 1 up to Gnrgut, 

26G. And to the Rani-Sar hillock, 

267. From Serak to Awab Rck', 

2G8. From Gabr RCk to Salam Bck, 

269. From Jhalawan to the sands of Washuk, 

270. To Hala and Tuho alone were bestowed 

2:J7 

271. By the best Mir, the descendant of Omar, son of 1\Hro: 

272. He granted _Sara wan 8 to Shaihbcg : 

273. From Dasht-ti·Gwan1n • up the border of Cbati, 

274. From Surma-Sing np to the Maraip hills, 

2i5. Were granted by Bijjar to the Mcngals 6 a~ an extra 
share, 

276. For the Zagr at this time- renewed his brotherhood and 
relationship : 

277. Kharan up to the Kasagi Lop 8 

278. The light of our eyes granted to. Haji Sopak : 

279. The Mauli water-channel up to the Siagwari hill, 

280. And to the l11st stream of the. Tronden river, 

281. The brave Khan granted to Gwanim : 

282. Gwandan was given to Salahi: 

283. He granted llatt ' to the young Zarak : 

284. Half of the Tutak up to the Ghftzi hill, 

• Baushan~p is near Sbahdadzai in Gidar. 
• Presumablyllfirani near Gurgut in Siu'ab ie me11.11t. 
a '· •·· Sarawan in KMran. It is still inhabited by the Shahbl!gzai 

Kambrarie. 
• Presumably Dasht-i-gortn, 
a t. e., the Zagr 1\l.!ngala of Nusbkj. 
e K!l.sagl Lop is in Kh6.ran and owned by the Lopah Basoli. 

' In Gidar. 

83 B 
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285. 

286. 

287. 

288. 

289. 

290. 

291. 

292. 

293. 

294. 
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And to the other side of the HukanrilP, 

First of all Bijjar granted to HaHd; . 

Jalambzai was the first to issue forth with the sword, 

And was therefore given an extra share : 

Bijjar granted Surcbill• to Adam, 

From the Kalghali Pass up to Nlli BCI : 

Be granted to :Miraill • a piece in Lakorialn, 

A KaAA • or Kdriz, the water of which is as deep as 
a man's height, 

From Damb-i-:Marap to Hanar-Trikki: 

The SaTdar granted as a share to Z irak s 

295. F'rom the boundary of Dan as far as Tutak, 

296. And a water-channel from Nigh&r for Gosho (himself)i 

297. Froin Sang-i-St1rab to Zangi Ghat, 

.298. The Anjira stream to the plain of Zahri, 

299. And to the Khundar land, 

300. · '!'he support of the world gave to Gosho and Gazzen. 

301. And the best offshoot of the house, Omar, son of :Miro 
(declared thus) 

302. "Whoever be the real brother of Gosho;" 

303. "Or be his son, relative or caste-fellow ; " 

304. "Or be a relative of his father and mother;" 

305. "He is free by the order of Bijjar from this very day.'' 

306. Bijjar, son of Omar, is the Mir of the Braho: 

307. ·He is ilie religious leader and the place of veneration of 
all the tribes : 

808. Bijiar, son of Omar, is the giver of lakhs: 

• · The H4U.ni Pass. 
• Sorcbil is in Gidar. 
a Ancestor of the Mfrbzai Gurgnari. 
• Kahta means a K4rh:. 
• Ancestor of the Z(raUri MubaiiUllad Ha~~nis. 
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309. 
310. 

311. 

312. 

His name~·s mentioned everywhere in poems and records : 
His name, Bijjar son of Omar, the man-eater: 

I . 

He is the chtef of all the Braho tribes. 

Now look you well to the ex: tent of his country: 

313. From Khad-i.Mastung to Mand-t!-Haji: 1 

314, From Mand-6-Haji to Raushan-ap: 

315. From Raushan-ap to Sarap : 

316. From the Awaran to the Ali stream.: 

317. From Jau and Hingol as fllr as Kishani: 

318. Bijjar even took revenue from Bela. 

319. The owner of Nal got Nal by service : 

320. Hala obtained KMran by relationship : 

321. You may take an oath on the Koran, 

322. These tribes do not own these places but by mere gift or 
present. 

• In M11ngachar. 
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STATEMENT showing the principal tribes, clans and 

sections exempt from revenue or revenue paying included 

in each, approximate population, names of headmen and 

allowances enjoyed by them and number of men-at-arms 

formerly supplied by each tribe in Jhalawan to the Khan 

of Kalat. 
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Statement showing the principal trf;bes. clans a.ncl 
in each, approximate population, n~mes of headmen 

men-at-arms formerly suppli(d by each tribe: 

/ SECTIONS II'ICLUDED 

Rcijo-Ttabila, i.e., toxempt from Khllji or 001hi, i.e., 
payment, of 111alia. Chief of the 

TBIBB, CLAN. 

N_ol ... lon.i Locality. Name of section, 

1 2 3 I ~ 6 

I. Zahri ... Zanakzai . .. Dosterizai -· Ghat (Zahri) .•. Adenazai ... . .. 
Mangehzai .. Gazan( Zahri) Hasr~ni ... .. . 
Sb!hlzai ... Do. and Mula Alaaddlnjan ... ... 

pass. 
BaghMni ... ... 
Bubak ... ... 
Degiani ... ... 
Bi!elzai ... . .. 
Husrani ... . .. 
Guj;ar ... . .. 
Jallabzai ... .. 
Jattakzai ... .. 
Sartakaui ... ... 
Sabhai ... . .. 
Shabo] . ., ... 
Snmlar ... . .. 
Shahozai ... ... 

Zahri Channal ... 
Mirozai. 

Jam~ !ani ... . .. 
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sections exemp~from revenue or revenue pa.Jing included 
and allowances enjoyed by them, and number of 
in Jha.la.wan to i)le Khan of Kalat. 

IN TB.B CLAN. 
1::1 0 0 

s:i 
., .. R 

"' 
a...,~ 

c; .,o 
m,ilia paying to the - Kame of headman of 

~=g_l; 

tribe or clan. 0 .. p, .. 

~· the clan and the Glp~ Glzam ·land ,J:Ja;,J:l in 
bll allowance he a c:l -· Kachhi. " .. receives • p., ... .. RS-"~ ..., 

.. .. lid 
Locality. "' -.; o'!'G> 

s!~'~.CI .. 
~--~ GQ 

---
6 7 8 9 10 

Gwaniko and B5.gh- 1895 - Sard5.r Pasand Khbt, 1,()(,0 Gajan., 
w5.na. son of Bate Khan 

Gurumbaw5.' :Mula pa&-
Zarrakzai, Bs. 400. 

ZaliUn (Zabri). 

His'r (Zahrl). 

Kut5.nav. -
Kodrav bills. 

Zalik5.n (Zahrl). 

Mani5.Ian (:MUla pass).· 

Hab River. 

ZaliUn (Zahri). 

Do. 
' 

Hisar (Zahri). 

F~ro:r.abad. 

KnUnu. 

Ft!rodb5.d. 

Gwaniko 
w~na. 

and B5.gh 

l'ishak and Hab River. 

Nomad a. . 
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I SECTIONS INCLUDED . 

llajo-hbila, Le., exempt fro~ K/ufl or Go•hi, i.e., 
payment of III(Wa. Chief of the 

'fRJBE, CLAN, 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

1 2 3 " 5 

Khid•ani ... Shahozai .. Malkhor and ......... 
Baghwana. 

Mlhari ... Gidar, Ba~hwa· 
na and K11p 
par. 

Gichk{zai .... Jamb6ro. 

Mll-anzai ... Do, 

Dallijan ... Habu. 

Ali Muradza.i ... Hab river. 

Rahzanzai ... Do • 

JaUak ... Banzazai ... Mishk ... Shahwanl .. . ... 
Umarani ... KUhav (Mula Samalani ... ... 

pass). 
Kba'Jl{aazai ... Bnahozai ... Drab ... ... ... 

Gazgi ... ... Gazg ••• ... Kaltizai ... .. . 
Ali ani. .. ... :Mlihaooh ... Bnllozai ... . .. 
Adroaoi ... Uandrejav .. Bandlizai ... ... 
Blimarani ... Do, .. Dnrrirai ... . .. 
J ahaogiraw ... Mula bills .. Hapursizai ... . .. 
Aziz Mubam- Gazg ... ... Shinzizai ... .. . 

madzai. · 
Haibatzai ... Do. ... .. . Jalalzai ... .. . 
Alibanzai ... Milohk ... . .. ZlimaHri ... .. . 
Rahimd:idzai... Do • .•• ... Honarari ... .. . 

Jariizai ... ... 
Saiadzai ... ... 
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:::10 ' Q) ..... 11 TJU: CL.Alf, d a,.,~ ; 
.!l ..... ~a ! 

" o~., .... ""..r:~ .,1tilia paying to the 
Name of headman of· ... Po.., 0 

~iil~ tribe or clan, :5 the clan and the Gham land. in bll 
allowance he a .. <=~ Kachhi, Q 

~~~ .. 
reoeivea • .. ... ... .. ~:<~ ID 

0 

"' Locality, c; 
o;el'l..<:l ~ _.a .. ~- .... 0 

!>.) E-< 

1 

6 7 8 I 9 10 

13,826 Sardat Karim Bakhsh, 800 ········· son of Shaho, Shabo-
zai, 

Gazg and Hadir Kasb. 12,22~ Sardar Muhammad 700 Bahlljau. 
Ali Khan, son of Nomads. 
Asadh.han,Banzozai. 
Rs. 200 out of Nagau hills. 
Khan's funds • 

.Nomads, 

Mula hills, 

Gazg hills. 

Nomads, 

Do. 

Do 

Mula. hills. 

Nomads. 

Darnell. 

Dasht-i· Kalan. 

I lfomada. 

!U B 



266 JH.JL-1 W .. LY. 

1 S.ECTIO~S L~CLI:DED 

.B.ijo-ldi!a, i.e., exempt fr~ l.l.afo or G~loO, i.e .. 
:payment of •cilM.. Chief of the 

'fiiBB. CJ.U. 

S amecl sec: &ion. Locality. Name of aectlon. 

1 21 s ' 5 

~ ••. IHotm!nai ... ZL.ii - - 8opak_ ... . .. 

Gan&soli -· Gan hii1s - Jiandmi - -· 
Sheikh Si.soli EhDI- ... Gw&rinjaa ... ... 

Degfani - -· 
Lahri- - -
Pandram - -· 

~ - l!ohinai -· Hisar (Zahn)-· Dilla- - -· 
Bullizai - Do. - Kutiani - ... 
:Kliaiuai - Hattichi (Mula lrlll.tazai - ... 

pass). 

nihcnai -· Eao (Zahn"). Weruu - ... 
Duram ... Kulai (Zahri). :K:b.1.Iewk - -
Malamadani ... Mahmad.:mi DeW1lll ·- ... 

(Zahri). 

E.adhaDi - Kohtre (Zahn) Gharoka - -· 
Usufiui ... Do. - Sohribani - -
Rind ... ... :JUiBhk - Nak.ib - . .. 

.Bajoi ••• -· &bw Kh.an~: ru.;oi (Bigh Mamojn . .. . .. 
...-ana). 

Kaudiwli -· Do. ... Chhanga ... -
K.iimkhanui Do. ... Bbat.ir - ... 
A.denam• ·- :n:.. ••• Jumiza.i - ... 
Bohinai. ... Do. - Aliza.i -· - -· 
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• 
c:l s . 

Ill TIJK CLAll. d "' = .. E! 11.!! 
• 0 Cl-ot ..... 0 

malia paying to the ... op,.~ 
0 Name of headman of ...""-~ 

tribe or olan. -E the clan a.nd the A~~ Gham land in 
"" allowance he 8mc:l Kachhi. = "E"" .. receives • ... = .. .<:2 ..., ,.CIIIf:tl 

Looality. "' 0 Gl 

3 ,~.9-5 
F! "" 

6 7 8 9 10 

Gidar, Kola chi and 4.404 B: Pa.har Khan, son of 800 
Sim:in river. Jahan Khan,. Hot- ; 

manzai. RR. !!00 per 
Kolachi river. mensem out of 

Khan's funds. 
Ukoriau and P:iriko. 

: 
Plr Ibrahim. 

Kolachi river. 

Zidi. 

Kharzan (Mula pass). 2,090 B. Zahrt Khan, son of · ...... Patban in Gan-
Umar Kh{w,Bohirzai. dava "itibat, 

Do. do. Rs. 200 out of 

Janh (Mula pass).. 
Khan's funds, 

Karkh. 

Hi~ar (Zabri). 
i 

Hab river. 

' ' 
:Mishk (Zahri). 

i 

Bagbwana. 

:Mula pass. 

lHjoi (Baghwana). 8,089 Mlr Mazar Khan, son ······ ~These section 
of Nazar Khan, pay no mcUi 
Sa br:al khll.nzai. Rs. and are connect 

Do. 100 out of Khan's ed with the 
. fundi, Bajoi in al 

Do. good audllL 

Dn. 

Do. 

' 
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BECTIONS INCLlmED 

~ 
Rajo-kabila, i.e., exempt from Kl•aft or Go.•hi, i.e., 

payment of mtHia. Chief of the· 
TRIBE. CLA!I'. 

' N arne of section. Looality. Name of section. 

1 2 I 4 5 

• 
Gwarinjau ... Bajof (B:igh- Hamalzal ... .. . 

• wana). 

RadhAnl ... Do • ... Pahardlnzai ... . .. 
Hasanzai ... Do. ... Kob!zai ... . .. 

Dahfzai ... ... 
Xakiimzal hO ... 

Loti ani .•.. Baltfuzai ... Norgama ... . ......... 
Badini ... Zahrl valle;y. 

Hirind ... Ledav river. 

Bhatar ... Mishkbel. 

Wadagot ... Iskalku. 

Kahni ... . .. Zahri (Norga· 
ma.) 

Lotiani ... MlshkMI. 

Mithazai ... Zahri valley. 

Badduzai ... Zahri valley. 

Bannan ... ) ... r Bhapav, ········· 0 

I E.8 I Gidar • a . .:.; ....... 
I ~·t:~ 

I ""-;1 s 
Dasht·i-Goran .,No 

~ .. .,~:~ -< and Slirab 

I 
"',<:1 1>. 

I valley. ...,., 
., .... c. 
~o"d 

Baghwana and Nathulmi ... I .<:1"'1':1 ......... ..~0: l MUla pass • .-'0 
Rals ... ••• J :;;j Norgama ... 



)N THE CLAN. 

malia paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 

B:ighwana. 

Do. 

Baghwana and Siisol 

Bagbwoina and Nai, 

......... 

......... 

7 

1,238 

2,263 

1,632 

847 

APPEND IX III. 

Name of headman of 
the clan and the 
allowance he 

receives. 

8 

········· 

Mir Bhahbaz Khan, 
son of Safar Khan. 

............ 

.. ······ 

9 

...... 

26f 

Gham land iu 
Kachhi. 

10 

• These seotion& 
pay DO maZia 
and are connect 
ed with the 
Bajoi in all good 
and ill. 

Glj:tn. 

Giijan • 
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c 1 

SECTIONS JNCLUDEIP' 

Bcijo-1uzbila, i. .e, exempt frlm Ehafi or Gothi, I.e., 

'l'RlBE, CLA!f. 
payment of m<itia. Chief of the ·.: 

Nnme of section. Docality. Name of Section. I 

1" I 2 I s ' 6 

Dlinya ... ) ( Uishk and ...... 
I .. I Mula pass . 

O<D 

Mahmiidari 
A.O ... -•M 

I Baghwlina a ... ...... 
I ....~ ... 
I 

.., __ 
Chiiharzai .c ... :: 

Do-. ... ~..d s ... ' . ..... 
Trasani ~ f~ g. ~ 

Zahri ... ... 
I 

..... I ... ...... .a ... 

I CD +> ol 
Salmlinja11 .. ...... "' Do. I ~~a ... . ..... 
Jam ... I ~ .. 

I llliila pass ' ... -- ... . ....... 
:;;j"' 

• Saiadzai ... J l Miahk .•• ... . ..... 

. 

II· Menga.l ... Shahizai ... Brahlmzai ... Wad· . .. M!r Haji clan (23,489) • ... 
Bahmatzal ... Do • ... ... Gargejsai' clan (465)' 

Bhadinzai ... Wad', Kalat and Ghnlamani clan(3,U2) • 
llfastung. 

TokBhibizai. .. 'Ink (Wad) ... Mahmiidzai clan(l,051) 

Khidrani clan (961) ... 

MakUli clan (938) ... 

Gwahrani elan (4,308). 

Umaraui elan (4,975) ..• 

Shanbav clan (99) ... 
Angalzal clan (211) .•• 
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r:IO 

Illf 'tHB: CLAN • 
...... 

d a..,~ .. o-
0 ........ Q 

mali.a paying to the • - ~t5 0 Name of lieadman of •tz i be or cl&D. .rl ~~h 
tQ the clan and the Ei ..Q Gha.m ]&Del in 
r:l allowance he ::S CD :::' Kachhi. .. receive& 

r:~S-<~ .. .. ..= ... ..as;.a 
"' Locality. ai 

0 .. ... s:r:l-"1 
0 -.:- ... 

E-< ~ 

6 7 8 9 10 

•..... 2,011 ·····• Gaja. 

......• 1,~1!5 ...... 
_ ... 17'6 ...... 
...... IIU ····- Gtjin. 

····~· 
36 ······ 

····- ~91 ······ ...... ... . ..... 'Gajan. •This claa 
is n<>t shown in ----- the census table 

'Total or Zahri 47,274 but its popula-
Tribe. •tion is fllltima-

•ted at abou~ 60 
-eouls. 

Saruna -·· ... · Sbah!zai B. SllakAr Kh;in, son 1,000 Chhattar and 
(935). ofS.Ntl.ruddiu KMn, Phuieji.. 

Wad. Brahimzai Sh&hlzai, 
Jts. 300 out u 

Sasol and Goru. Khan's fund&. 

Dr~Hlav, 

Art!oji rinr. 

Wad and part of Har-
boi hills in Jhala-
wan. 

Langrejl Wacl. 

Dr~k;llay 

Wad. 

Pab-hills near Tuk. 



2';2' JHALAWAN. 

t SECTIONs I:I'OLUD!D 

' Bajo-Wi'ta, i.e., exempt ftOif· Khafi or GU!hi, i.e., 
payment of mdlia. Chief of the 

. TRIBE, CLAN. 

Name of Locality. Name of section. St:Ction. 

1 a S. 4 c; 

1Gazgizai clan (572) ... 
:MulJazai clan:(379) ... 
Chhuttav clan {539) ... 

Kurd clan (226) ... 
Gungav clan (189) .. 
Sumal:Ui clan (1,0 19). 

3iahfjav clan (353) ... 
Xatwbi clan (200) ... 
SasoU clan (524) ·-
Siahp~d clan (455} ... 
&deni (176) ... . .. 
Sheikh Ahmadi clan 

(316). 

: Mirw~ni ola.n (218). 

Pahlaw~nzai ... Pallfzal • .. Wad ••• ... . ..... 
SM~nzai ••• Wadand Mas- ······ tung, 

Rai~ni ... Banjarzai Wab~r and Pab 
hills. 

Blj~rzai ... Do. 

Jmnazai ... Do. 

Mfrozai ... Do. 

Kalandarzai : ... Do. 
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1\. l:l 0 
IN THE CLAN, 

., ... . 
= - a.,~ 
'"-:c; ,;;:: ~ 

m<Hill paying to the 

·~ 
"'-.Cl 

Name of headman of .. ~ ... 
tribe or clan. .C1 ,!i~~ .... the clan and the Gham land in 

"" allowance he s "'= Kachhi. = g~~ ., 
receives • .... 

t;j ..,ce~ 
Locality, - 0 ., . .s '~ .s :S 0 

E-1 CQ 

6 7 B 9 I 10 
I 

Wah~r and Wad. 

Do. do. 

Lohijal, 

S:l.runa. 

Do. 

Nomads, 

J!wa. 

Saruna.. 

Plnjorl Wad. 

W!raHah. 

Maull. 

Kakahir hill and 
Mehandar Wad, 

Badari Wad ... ... 45,1415 

8,213 

...... '171 

85 B 



274 JHALAWAN. 

, t 

SEOTIO!i!B INCLUDED 

Rajo-kabila, i.e., exempt frfm Khaji or Goshl, i.e., 
payment of malia Chief of the 

TBIBB, CLAN, 

N arne of section Locality. N arne of section. 

1 s s 4: 5 

Mlrkazal ... Waht!r and 
l'ab hills. 

I 

Ohimirzal ... Do. 

Walld<idz!U ... Do • 

Muhammadzai. Hu~nzai ... Wad, DraMlav ...... 
and Mamata-
wa. 

Janganzal .. Do. 

K~hlzai ... Do • 

Pindokzai ... Do • 

Mardoi ... Mnradzai ... F~rozab<id ...... 
Ahmadzai ... Do • 

Abdnr Rah- Do. 
m<inzai. 

Chli.karzai ... Do • 

Ballzai ... Do.: 

Dostenzai ... Do._ 

Rahfmdadzai. Do. 

Mfrozai ... Do • 

B<imad(nzai ... Do.: 

Isi4ni ... ... Do., Bar6na and 
Wad, 

SMkhnUzal ... F~rozab4d, 

Sheikh ... Rahmatzai ... Wad (Nomads). . ..... 
Jaurakzai ... Wad and Bagh· 

wan a. 
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1'!0 
IN THII: cr-.u;. = 

., ..... 
<II a""'~ 
c; q...j.~O c.-., 

malia. paying to the ' '0 Name ot headman of tl ~-s tribe or clan. .Q the clan and the ,.gwl>-o 
Ghan~ land in tO a.,~ 

"' allowance he g~:g Kachhi. 
"' receives • .. ., 

.. al~ "' Locality. <i 0 II) 

~s:!..<:l 0 .. ~ ..... ~ 
E-o <Q 

6 7 8 9 10 

······ 4,163 

..... 3,808 

...... 2,04.3 
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r 
SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Bajo-kabila, i.e., exempi fr'm 
paymell~ of malia. 

.Kh.afi or Goshi, i.e., 
Chief of the 

TRIBB. CLAx. . 
Name of section Locality. Name of aection. 

1 J s ~ I G 

Bahakzai ... Nomads. 

Nindavzai ... Do. 

Chibizsi ... Gidar. 

Mmidzai ... T6 tak and 
ArchinG. 

Lahri •• , ... Baloch Khan- Mi!hAndar ······ zai. (Wad). 

Mazarzai 
·~ 

Do. (Nomads). 

lHrkUDzai ••. Do. (do.) 

Mangehzai ... Do • (do.) 

Barfizai ... Do • (do.) 

Adamzai ... Do • (do.) 

Babzalizai ... Do. (do.) 

Buanzai ... Ghaibfzai . .. Iskalku . .. . ..... 
H€jibzai ... Wall &lld 

DrikAJaY. 

Hotlzai ... Do. (do.) 

Nodzai ... Do. (Nomads). 

Gwahrilai ... Do. (do.) 

Baloch Khan- Do. (do.) 
zai.. 

Badduzai ... Do • (do.) 
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1:10 

I IN THR CLAN. 
~ 

., .... 
CIS 

a'"d ~ 
Cl -..(1)'0 

malia paying to the ... o;::::: Q,) 

' 
.. :5;..<:~ 

tribe o: clan. 
0 Name of headman of "'"'~ .,Q the clan and the .QGOI» Gham land in ..., 

13..,~ M allowance he Kachhi. 1::1 ~a .... f receive~>. ,_.,Q .. ..c:s~ 
Locality. 

.. 
:s 0 "' 

~ s:t.J:I 
0 'te"""~ 

E-t 11.:1 

6 7 8 9 10 

...... 1,094. 

...... 1,564 

--Total of the 62,136 
Menga.l Tribe. 
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I 1 

llECTIONB INCLUDED 

llajo-kaUla, i.e., exempt frott Khafi or G .. si, i.e., 
payment of malia. Chief of the 

TBIBg. CLAN. 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

I 
1 I 2 I 3 4 5 

I II. Muham_l Karamal!zai ••• KaramaUzai ... 
1
Jebri ... . .. Dilshadzai clan (190). 

madHasni. 

Kech!zai ... Jebri and 
Mashkae 

Bangnlzai (1,~80) ... 
valley. 

Bhenizai ... Do. ... Nindwini clan(l,360). 

Chakarzai clan (HO). 

Bijarzai (t25) ... 
Chauarwini (270) ... 
Sohhazai (128) ... 
FakfrzaiJ13Z) ... 
S iihfzai (280) ... 
Shah1zai (5!5) ... 
Durakzai (7,550) ... 
Hasni (1,530} ... 
Z1rakani (3,950) ... 
Shahozai {2,475) ... 
Keharii (1,330) ... 
Ynsufi {2,930) ... 
Nindavzai (1,285) ... 
Zangiani (3,150) ... 
KaL'\ghzai (280) ... 
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1'1 0 
IN THE CLAN, ., .... 

a a"' ~ ell .,-
lfi<Hia paying 

0 -o~c; to the • ..... tribe or clan. 0 Name of headman of ~ ~~ 
.d the clan and the ,01111» Gham land i ... 

S.,~ Oil allowance he Kachhi, "' g2~ "' receives • -... 
Locality. 

til ... =1;4 
Ol 

0 ., 

0 ~.;!~ 
!:-< "'l 

n 

6 7 8 9 10 

Nomads (Mashka.el Karamali- s. Rnstam Khan, I 600 
valley). r;ai 831, son of 8. Bhahbllz 

KMn, KaramaHzai, 
Rs. 300 out of Kh<in's 
funds, 

Nomads, 

Do, 

Do. 

Do, 

Do, 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. ( Mashkae 
valley). 

Nomads, 

Do. 

Do. 

Tutak and Bighwana. 

No~s. 

Do. 

Do. 
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I 
1 

E!ECTIONI INCLUDED 

Rci.Jo-ltabi'l.a, i.e., exempt fror I Khofi or Goshi, i.e., 
payment of malia. Chief of the 

TBIBB, CLAN, 

. I 
Locality. Name of section. Name of section 

I 
1 I 2 3 I 4. I 6 

Mandavzai (2,330) ... 

2,700) ... 
Harlin I ... MasUkb.anzai Gurgut lBiirab). Mardansh&hi ... 

Badlnzai ... Gidar ... ... FE!:ronai .. . ... 
Bah!kb.anzai .... sur&b and 

Dasht. 

IRfani ... . .. Do. 

Dlnari ... Nomads. 

Samadlni ... Do. 

Jiandzai ... Blirab. 

Kh&uzai ... Do. (Nomads). 

Umaram ... Do. (do.) 

KE!cbizai ... Do, (do.) 

Yaka Sowarzai Hajlka. 

Sheikh Hnsclini S6rab, Kahnak, 
Nushki and 
Qoetta, 

Sum ali ... B6rllb, Dasht 
and Dasht·i-
goran. 

Mazarzai ... ... Gidar (Kal· . ..... 
ghali). 

Bhahdadzal ... ... Gidar (Shahdad . ..... 
zai), 
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., 

= 0 
IN THE Cl,AN. 

., ... 
cl a...,~ 

" c.....~'ii 

•milia paying to the 
<3 o-a~ 

• .... Name of headman of ... c..:;::a 
triue or clan, 0 

~~$ ..c:l the clan and the Gham land in 
be allowance he S.,"' .Kachhi. = ~~~ .. receives . ... 
~ ..<~~1:<1 

Locality. 
.. 0 ., 
:5 ,~.s~ 
~ 0!2 

6 f 8 9 
1

10 

Nomads. 
I 

Do. 84, lCO 
! ... ... 
i 

Mar.'ip and :Mir Su.ltan Gwandau 12,710 Yuham· 
hills. road, son of P!r 

Bakhsh, MastikMn· 
zai. Rs. 200 out of 
Khan's funds. 

Sur'b and Gidar valley. 

177 -...... . 5,050 ······ Total of the ---
Muhammad 

52.751 Hasni tribe ... 

sa B 
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.. . 
SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Bcijo-kabiZa, i.e., exempt frfm 
p!!oyment of ma!ia. 

Kh"fi or Go.•hf, i. e., 
Chief of thE 

TBIBK, cu .•. 
• 

. Name of section . Locality. Name o[ aeotion. 

1 :2 I .s I l 5 

• 
IV.Bizan,iau HamaU.ri ... Faldr Moham- Nal . .. ... Notani (653) ••• ... 

madzai. 
• 

Dost Mnham- Do. ... Chann'l (2,565) . .. 
madzai. 

Bohirzai ... Do • . .. 
Gwar£nzai ... .Tau • 

Kamalkhoi.nzai Nai. 

Nindwani (991) Khab~cbk, Nai 
and Haran-
bav. 

( Bahorzai (535) Nal. 

Baaoli ( ~35) .. Hazarganji. 

Sheikh Ahmadi Nal (Tobro) 
(39). 

I 
J arazai (273) ... N~l. 

Shahrietanzai Do. 
(211). • 

Darmanzai (•4) Do. 

·~ Shabmuradzai Do. 

l 
(116). 

Do, Gbaibizai(45) ... 

Malikdadzai Do. 
(146). 

l Aidozai (82) ... Do. 

Karkbizai (13 6). Do. 

I Safarzai (156). Do. 

l 
. 

Nokbandozai Do. 
(86). 



IN THE CLAN. 
d 
oS 

<l 
"''ili4 paying to the ~ 

..... 
tribe or clan. 0 

-= .... 
bO 

"' ., 
.::: 
"' Locality, -; 
0 
E-o 

6 7 

Surgarr hills and 110 
Ornach, 

Do. Pelll.r, Jau and 
Nal Kaur. 

Total Hama.lari 2.651 
clan. 

APPENDIX III. 

Name of headman of 
the clan and the 
allowance he 

receives • 

8 

B. Kchara Khlin, son of 
Fakir Muhammad 
Hamolari. Rs. 300 
out of Khan's funds. 

= 0 ., .... d 
s'"" oS 

c.-..!!!0 
o-"' .. ~~ 
~~~ 
8"' 0 
ga~ .. :;;~ 
0 "' 
.. l'l-"'· 
"t:S-~ 
1>.:! 

9 

300 

-

283 

Cham laud iu. 
Kaohhi.. 

10 

Nawra, HasU, 
Untum and 
Bakhshu in the 
BMg niabat. 

• These are minor 
clans of the 
B!zanjau tribe 
and share good 
and ill with the 
Hamalari clan, 
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SECTIONS JNCI.t'Dl:D 

. .Rdjo-kabila, I.e., exempt fror 
pa7IJ1ent of mdli<J, 

Ehllji or Goshi, i.e.. 
CbiP.f of the 

'J'BIB:&. CLll • . 
S" arne of section Localit,. Name of Bection. 

~ --- -. 
a. s •• ~ 5 

Tam'br6ni ·~ 
Alam J!;.Unzai. Omach ... JamaUri (307) ... 

Gajfsai ... D«t. ... Gabarini (181) ... 
Danr61hzal ... Do. ... Motak (!65) ... ... 
Fakirzal ... Do. ... Kasero (109) ... ... 
Sodanai ... Do. . .. Umarmi (176) . .. 
Wachazai (89). DriUln 

Ornach. 
and Gwar&njau (362) ... 

Lndh&zai (225). Dasbt hi 11 s. 
Porili au d 

Rod~nzai (56) OM 

Om&ch. 

Mnghahai DrakalaY ... Mahmudazi (443) ... 
(188). 

Mnllai (4!) ... Om&ch. - Bhahda.dzai (85) ... 
Channal (86) ... Do. 

Talakzai (202). Do. 

[ Fakfnai ... Nat .... . .. Bnlh&nzai (UO) 

··I Umariui ... ~ -- Mianzai (9ii) .. 
l. Dostenzai ... Jan." ... Lakiizai (78) ... .. . 



I 

APPE~'DU III. 285 I 

Q 0 

llf !'U& CLAir, 
., ... 

= a.,~ c: 
0 ....... ~0 

!ft4Iia p&ying to &he 
c~"' ... "'"-"' 

' 0 Name of beanman of .. r:>.., . tribe or c:lan. :; .,.,,.. 
the clan and the """'.a Ghizm land· in ... 

allowance he e."' K&chhi.' d 
ES~ "' receives • .. .., 
..~~ .. 

Lo<-alit1• 3 
0 G> 

0 .. :-2~ 
1':-0 r:ii 

6 7 • -~ ·I 10 

Ornaoh and KUri hills 17l 
I 

llir Allahdina, son of 
Alam Khan, ·Aiam-1 

khinzai, 

Om!ch, 

Tr!noh bills. 

f urgarr hills. 

Omach. 

Nomads, 

Stir-garr hills. 

Nomads. 

I 

Do. 

--Total Tambrani 3.017 clan. --

Elirgur and Orn&ch ••. 1,018 lfir Shafi Mohammad, 

Do. 
&on of llnhammad, 
Faklrzai. 

Ado river. : 
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6 

6ECTIO:li8 INCLUDED 

Baj~kal>ila, i,e., exempt fro1 
payment of m alia. 

li.hnfi or G•Jofhi, i. e., 
Ch:ef of the 

TIUBii, CLAN 

Name of section Loc:liit,. Name of section. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Jafarzai (1!9). SUrgarr 
Om.ich. 

and HaxU.nzai {103) . .. 

Ghaibizai (59). Nai ... ... Sangarzai (81) . .. 
Badhazai (200). Poralf •• ... iUeLirzai {UO) . .. 
T~<iazai (86) .• Ornach ... Ba.hadurzai (123) . .. 
WaHdadzai Por!li .•• ... Umarzai (lH) . .. 

(-lO). 

Jnmani (149) •.. 
Rehimzai {1 'i3) ... 
Rahmatzai {H7) ... 
Bijarini (US) ... 

SUb pad Mandavzai .. Khnnn~istan An am ani ... . .. ... 
(KAl). 

Haibatzai ... P.mko ... Hajlzai ... . .. 
Miisajau ... TegMb . .. Jangi2ai ... . .. 

Miisiini ... . .. 
ZiimaUni ... . .. 

. 

I 



IN THE CLAN, 

malia paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Looality. 

6 

Ado river. 

Surgarr. 

Do. and Knleri river. 

Arra river, 

Do, 

Laksar hills. 

Do. 

Hingol river. 

Surgarr hills and Bela 

Total Umarani 
clan. 

Jiwa and Pariko ... 

Gresha and Kharao. 

Kharlin, 

rab hills. 

Kolwa, 

Total Siahpad 
clan. 

Total of Bizan-· 
jau tribe. 

APPENDIX III. 

ci 
"' '0 

• ... 0 Name of headman of 
A the clau and the tO 
"' allowance be 
CD receives. .. .., 
"' ~ 
0 
~-

7 8 

-----
2,245 --

... Mlr 1\fandav, son of 
Dii.d-i-Karim. 

-----
2,833 -----
----
15.909 --

~ 0 ., .... 
8 '0 ~ .,-

...... ·-C) o- CD 
~-<= .. "'- ... 

j~~ 
8 ,ll ... ~ 
R~:g 
.. a~~ 
0 "' 
,~.s~ 
a~ 

9 I 

Gham 

I 
I 

28'1 

land 
Kachhi. 

10 

in 
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SECTIONS INCLUDED · 

Rojo-kabila, i.e., exempt fror. Kh2fi or Goahi, i.e., 
payment of malia, · Chief of the 

T4IBJ!I. CLAN, 

Name of section 
I 

Locality, Name of section. 

I -
'lr 2 3 I • 0 

v. Mirwari 'Mfrwari ' Fa.kirzai Manguli, Kalat Halid ••• ... ... . .. ... 
tribe. ·, and Kolwa. 

' 
' G wahramzai ... Pfrandar, Peh!.r Kotwal ... . .. 
' and Jau. ' 
; Karamsbiihzai. Nondrav ... Gazbur ... .. . 
I I Sum6.rzai M'asbkae Ka!Iechan ... .. . ... ... 

Jiandzai ... Do. . .. JalamMni ... . .. 
Rustamarl ... . .. 

l. 
Salahi ... 

I : ... . .. 
i 

I 
Kanarzai ... ... 

' ! 
I 

Gujar ,,. ... .. 
i I 

I 
Korak.,, ... ... 

' 
. 

! 

VI.Kambra- Sobazai ... Sobazai (100). Tok and, Gidar• Kiazai (3,490) ... 
ri tribe. 

Abrazai (100). Mi10gachar. 

Baranzai {lSi). Mastung. 

Miranzai _(42).1 N:IJnar~b. 
' 
' i KhushMizai M!ashkae, 
! (160). KharaQ and 
I Kalat. 
I 

I!tazai Kam- Zabri. 

! 
brari (99), 

Channals (150). Gidar anrl ······ Cbhati. 
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s::o 
lit 'I'HE CLAN. l'i 

., .... 
El"" ~ ~ 

~ .. ~'0 i 
malia p~ying to the ..... OP.~ I 
tribe or clan. 0 Name of headman of .. .::>...., I 

~ the clan and the Jlii_s- Gham land in 
~ allowance he e .. =t 

i 
K.achhi. 

C> receives. 
::sa ... .. l'l .. ..rl .., 
....,~ 

Looality. 
.. -- 0 

"' cl ~~-e~ I ... 
0 I 

E-< CQ 

6 7 ·8 9 
I 

10 

llashkae nlley ... ) ( Jam Khnda.dad, son of aoo .· (With Kellars 

I I 
Wali :Muhammad, said to be a 

takkar of Baji-
Do. . .. ~dis.) 

Do. I ... I ' '" 
0 
CD 

I 
... 

I Hll ... "' ... .!:! : 

"" ! 
Do. ... . .. ... > .. 

-< "' I 

I "' I "' Mashkae valley ... I 
l'l .. . Q 

i Gidar ... 

\ 
... ... ... 0 

1 
z : 

:Mashk~ valley ... 

' 
\ 

! 

1au ·---... ... ... 
Pc!larandliu ... J l 

Tok, Gidar, Baghw~na, 
etc. . 200 8. K~dir Balchsh, son 

of Saadat KUn. 

·' 

...... 6,116 -----Total of the Ka.m- 4.315 
brari tribe. 

3T B. 



~90 -JHALAWAN. 

SECTIONS I~CLUDBT; 

Rci.jo-kabils, i.e., exempt f:om Khafi or Goshi, i.e. 
pay meot of rnci.Zia. Chief of th1 

"'l'.BIBB, CLAR. 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

1 2 3 ' 6 

vn. Gurg Shab~gzai ... Shabegzai .. Chad (Gidar) ... M!rAnzai clan (630).,. 
narL 

Aaghalzai (522) ... 
Mahmudan (728) ... 
Yusufani (59?) ... 
Siahizai. (668) ... , 

I 

Khidri (740) ... .. 

VJIL Suma Hotxdnzai ... Khud8dadzai ... Toha Gidar Baiadzai (1463) ' 
lari. ... .. 

Balochkhan lai. Do. ... Blirakzai (343) .. . 
Moridzai ... Jlur{dzai ... Koda ... ... BalokMnzai (182) .. 
Mahmudari ... Mahm ud ari ••• Nomads ... Gwahramzai (120) .. 
Sakhtaki ... Sakhtaki ... Do. . .. Loki Tappuri (12) .. 

D8duzai (126) .. 
Razanzai (71) ... 
Sheikh H~ni (65) .• 

--



APPENDIX III • . 

IN THI! CLAN, ,; 
~ 

Q 

matia paying to the ... 
Q 

tribe or clan. ,~ 
tlO 
a 
f ... 
GO 

Locality. ca 
~ 

6 'I 

Lakorian, Jiwa. and 40 
Gidar, 

Nom ads (Gidar). 

Nomads (Jha.lawau and 
Ko\wa). I 

Nomads, 

Nomads (Jhalawauand 
Pa.njgur). 

Do, 3,855 

--Total of Gurgna.ri 
tribe. 

3,925 

Koda and Kortisk 142 

Nomads. 

Do. ... . .. 228 

Do. ... . .. 2J.6 

Do. ... ... 27Y 

Do. 

Do. 
I 

Do. ---
Total of 

lari tribe. 
Suma· 3.275 

r:IO ., ... 
a..,~ 

.,~ 

-s;g_: 
Name of headman of ~ §'~ 

..o .. ~ the clan and the s ..0 
allowance he ::o .. a 

receives. 
1:113 ... ...a 
.. .. 1:4 
0 ., 
gd..O 

... ~ .......... 
rQ 

8 9 

S. Shahbaz Khan son . 600 
including of Muhim Khan. 

Rs. 800 out of Gurgnari 
Khan's funds, 

·• 

B. BhaiKMn 

' 

·-

I 

-
... 

and 
Bumalari. 

... ·Included 
in Gurg
uari, 

-

291 

Gh.am land i D 
Kachbi. 

10 f 



2U' 

I 
ICL~~· 

I . 
1 rr ·I 2) 

JH.ALAWAN. 

llajo-kabila, l.e., exempt from 
payment of mcitia. IJ 

Name of section Locality, 

! •' 

l 
SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Khafi or Gosh~, i.e,, 
Chief of the 

Name qf section. 

5 

IX, Kalan- F~rozsha.hzal... BhM{nzai · ,. Totak .•• ... Sahakzai (298) 
dra.ni. : 

i 
Sanjarzai 

I 
Bhll,dc!nzai 

! 

i 
i 
I 
I 
I ' j 
i ' ... 

i ' 

Bahfmdadzai... Do. • .. ... Miranzai (521) 

Sherkhanzai ... Do, ·... ... Lahrizai (243) 

Saiadkhanzai. Do. ' and Ar· Jallabzai (218) 
c!nji rlver. 

Keha.razai ... Tutak ... . .. Chanderwani (635) ... 

Dodazat ... Do. I" 
I 

... Banjarzai ... Do. ... 
... Bunap 

·, 
: 

-

... 

. .. 

... 

Hasanari (612) 

Khidro (372) 

Baddajav (SSS) 

Burakzai (246) 

Sumailzai (6 48) 

Siahizai (343) 

Darwc!shzai (386) 

Lotani (475) ... 

Salahizai (219) 

... 
. .. 
. .. 
... 
... 
... 

······· X. Rodeni .. Yak6bkMnzai BahUur Khan Surab ~nd Klr· 
zai, dgab. 

Taj Muham 
madzai. 

I 

' 



IN THE CLAN, 

rnatia paying to tho 
tribe or clan, 

Locality. 

Bunap 

Do. 

or ali p 

T titak. 

Do. 

Do. 

G 

river. 

0 idar(Zard) 

Korachan 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 
Khulkunknd(Gidar). 

T utak. 

Shorai in Tutak and 
Mungachsr. 

Tutak, 

Do. 

azhi, 

Total of Kalan· 
drani tribe. ... 

APPENDIX IlL 

' 1'10 

r:i "' ... 
' 

OS a"dj 
0 -...=o ... 0 "'-ll .a 0 Name of headman of .. ""~ ..d the clan and the Jlil~ Gham lan<J, in .. ... allowance he s.;= Kachhi, Q 

~a~ .. reoeivea. b .. :;114 "' - 0 ., 

"' ==..d .. 
~ 

;g~~ 

7 8 9'· 
I 

10 L 

B. Ali lluha~mad,son 
I 

JOO Included 
of Ferozsh~h. in 

GurgnAri. 

.. 

156 

li4.S 

: 

--6.308 
109· Mlr Habib Khan, son . ..... Taj ln Bila N'rL 

of Khan Mnham· 
mad • 

.. 



294. JHALAWAN. 

SI!CTIONB INCLUDED 

R,i.jo·llabita, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Goshi, i.e., 
payment of md.!ia. It ~- Chief of the 

. TBIBK. CLAN, 

Name of sectlou Locality. Name of section. 

-

1 2, s 4o 6 

.. 

Zabrozai ... Ramadanzai ••. SL.rab, Gidar ... 
"nd Sara wan. 

Babzanzai .. Do • 

KarimdadzaL Do. 

Fir Mnbam- Do. 
madzai. 

Anamzai .. Do-

Jiandzai ... Fatehkhanzai. Surab and ...... 
Gidar. 

Mnbarak Do. 
kbanzai. 

Cbhuttazai ... Do • 

Loh3rzai ... Do • 

Jamalzai '" 
Jamalzai .. Sara wan ... ...... 

Nangarzai ... Durkhanzai ... Nomads, 

Faiz Mnham- Do. ... ....... 
madzai. 

XI. Sajdi ... Gichkizal ... Sakazai .. Gresba .. Notani ... .. . 
- ! Sundwanl ... Gichk ... .. Gador ... ... .. . .. .. . . . -

; 
Makakari ... Do, ... Ajlbani ... .. . 
Bizauari .. Gresha ... Bhaet ... ... ... 
Temurari .. Do • ... 

Mahmudani ... Mahmudani Do. and Mash- ...... 
Sundozai. kne, 



, 
IN TBB CLAN. 

rnalia paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 

•····· 

······ 

...... 
.. 

...... 
Total ot the 

Bodeni tribe. 

On!sbn, ( now mostly 
inKar~bi ). 

Las Bela State and 
Kech Makran. 

Gresba. 

Drakopi Dap, Panjgitr. 

...... 

APPENDIX III. 

c .. 
'0 
..... 

J 0 

~ 
100 
s:1 

"' ... 
-:;; 
-;; 

~ 

7 

676 

413 

-

149 

218 --1,565 

2,733 

1,4,05 

I 

Name of heRd man of 
tho clan and the 

allowance he 
receive11. 

8 

.. 

... 

·' 

.. 

.. 

S. Saka,aon of Khan 
Mnhammad. 

9 

-' { 

, .. 

·- . 

. .. 

.. 

300 

·-

.-

-

'295 

Ghani lalld in 
Kachhi. 

.10 
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Rd.jo-kab;za, i.e., exempt fro'i 
payment of ma!ia, 

Name of section Locality. 

(I 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Khqfi or Goshi, i.e., 
Chief oi the 

Name of section, 

3 I 4: I· 5 

Ahmadiri 

Sayari .... 

.Bangor '" 

XII. Nicha.ri BhadurkUnzai 

· Ramadanzal ,,, 

! Bbadinzai , .. 

' Kbwashdadzai. 

Gbulamzai ... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

. ...•. 

...... 

Gresha, Koda 
andBajid, 

Gresba .. . 
Gresha, Keob, 
Basol and Pasui . 

. 

I 

N{cUra ... 
: 

Do. . .. 
Do. Oft 

Do. ... 
Do . ... 

.Lahraki 

;Lahri ... 

... ~ 

... 5 
Connected... Lahr 
by good 
and ill. 

~ ... 
' 

I 

I 
XIII. Pa.nd· ,Pandranl ... Muhammadzai. Pandran 

rani. I 
Motani ... ,., }Do. and neigh

bouring 
Bainadanzai hills 11s far 
Jogfzai ... as Iskalku. 

Za.rrakzai ... Kalluzai 
I 

... *Majority of 
the people 
having emi· 
grated on dif· 
:ferent occa
sions to Sind 
and other 
pa:rts of the 

i 
I 
I 
I 

I · eonntry. 

······ 
.. ..... 
. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 
~ ...... 
l ······ 
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---- i 0 • 
Ilf t'JlB OLANo li a ... ; 

<il oo-
'0 ... .,o 

dt"' paying to the - o;::~ 
0 Name of headman of .. g; ... 

tribe er clan. 14'5 tbe clan and the 
,So~>. 

Gham land iD bO a •.o::~ ' 

" allowance he·· ""'" Kachhi. . ., 
"!!!~ I b receives. 

I 
Locality. 

Ill .. <i!l-4 
'iii 0 

"' : ... c:R..c:l 
0 cg ......... 

E'-4 

8 i 'l - 8 9 10 
' 

...... ' '· 815. 

...... 496 . 
I ...... 610 

' --otal of' the Sa.idi 
-'l'ribe. 

6.063 

: ...... 
' 19 Gauhar Kb&n, eon of BOO 

Fazl Muhammad, 

....... 842 

....... I 94. 

...... ; 274 

...... ' 809 

...... ' 189 

······ 103 --- -. 
t.rota.l o! the 1,830 

Nichari Tribe· .. 
97 M:!r Fateh lluham" 200 

mad 8011 of Gul 
Mnhammad,· 

. -

. 

888 
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i 
.. 
SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Rajo-T.abila, i.e., exempt from Khafi or GOf'hi, i.e, 
'}la-ymen t of ma!i.a. 

" Chief of the 
'fRIBI!, > o(;LAR, 

Name of section I Locality. Name of lection. 

1 s 3 ' 6 

Khalilzai ... ...... ······ 

.f KhurBsl\ni ... ...... ...... -···· 

l Gharshrn ...... ...... -·-Sa.iads. 

• 

XIV. Reki- Reldzai ... Kbairazai ... Gidar -and . ..... 
~ai. Slirab, 

Gwahrimzai ... Do. 

Afgh&nzai ... Do. 

Lashkarfza.i ... Do. 

Fakfroza.i ... Do. 

GidarM, 
.. 

Muhammadzai, ...... ... ...... 
Jang{zai ... -···· Do. .. ....... 
SabzaHzai ... . .-•... Do, .•.. . ..... 
Mallaza.i ... ····- Do. ······ l 

Surkhi ... ······ Do. ... ...... 
lleg(izai ... ....... Do. ... ······ 
Chaank ... ...... Do, . ...... 
Sabhagazai ... ...... Do. .. ...... 

. 
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. 

IN THE CLAN, = 
tlsa' 

"" 
~'i~ 

Q 0;.::; Q) 

malia paying to the • - C.-'l 

tribe or clan. 0 Name of headman of 
.. c. ... ! ........ 

oS the clan and the 'S"'..C Gham land in 
!>ll 

allowance he .... ~ Kaohhi. r:l .. 
reCP.ives.. ~ai2 - -·--.. ..., ~:a .. Locality. 

Ill 

'a ,~.s:i 0 
E-4 Ql 

6 7 8 9 10 
i 

...... 199 . ..... ... 
5 

I 1• TheBe two are ...... ...... ... 
affiliated groops 
·which share 
~good and ill 

with the Pand-

...... 39 ...... . .~·· 
J rants. 

'' 

• --Total of the 340 
Pandrani Tr.ibe. 

...... 326 MfrMitsaKUn,son of 
Bhafi Muhammad •. 

...... 185 .. '. ' .....• 180 

...... Sl 

....... 1162 

...... 70 

...... 30 

llhtt '11 

.....• 22 

---
Total of the 

Rekizai Tribe. 
1.277 

. 



SOQ 

No. 

1 

J 

~ 

4 

5 

6 

' 8 

9 

10 

. 11 

12 

13 

14 

· JHALAWAN,' 

ABS 

• 
:B 
lll 

NAME OF !RIBE. cG 

6 KMn'sSab-... jecta • " .. 
1'1 ·a 
0 

Q 

Zabri Tribe ... ou ... . .. ... 47,617 
(a) ... ; 1,023 

M6ngal. .. ... ... ... ... . .. . .. 62,136 . ..... 
Muhammad Hasni ... ... .. . ... ... 5.2,751 . ..... 
Bfzanjau ... ... ... . .. ... . .. 15,909 . ..... 
Kambrari ... ... ... .. . ... . .. 4,315 . ..... 
Gurgu.ad ... ... ... ... .. . .. . 3,9211 ······ 
Sumalari ... ... ... . .. ... . .. 3,2'15 . ..... 
Kalandrani ... ... ... . .. .. . ... 6,308 ······ 
Rod~ni ... ... ... ... ... .. .; .. . 1,565 . ..... 
Bajdi ... ... . .. i 6,063 ... ... ... .. . ······ 
Nfchari ... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. 1,830 ······ 
Pandran• ... ... ... . .. ... . .. 340 . ..... 
R~k{zai.;. ... ... ... ... .. . . .. 1,277 . ..... 
Khan's Subjects ... ... ... . .. .. . . ..... 6,222 

Tota ... ... 20'1,311 6,245 

Jamot~, etc., of Ka.rkh and Chaku who 

(b) The Muhammadan population totals 223,692 (males 114,806, females 



APPRND1X Ill. SOl 

TRACT. 

l'OPfLATION •. . .. 

·Others. I 

REMARB:s, 
.. 

Servile de- Loris. Nak!bs. llindns. Total: · pendants. 
' 

' 
I 

263 386 660 47 49,986 

' 
1,492 2,~67 ...... 35 65,7~0 

474 213 -····· 39 Ci3,477 

1,553 641 ...... 16~ 18,~65 

262 I l58· ····- : ....... I 4,'135 

405 320 ······ ...... 4,650 

...... ······ . ..... ...... 8,275 

213 134 ······ ...... 6,615 

······ ······ ...... ······ 1,565 

······ ...... . ..... ...... 6,063 

1S2 20 ...... 1 1,983 

...... ss ...... 13 386 

309 83 ······ ...... 1,669 

...... 122 206 84 6,634 

(b) 
5,103 4,177 856 381 22-1,073 

were classed as Sasoli1 daring the census of 1901. 

108,886) and Hindus 381 or leas than one per cent. of the total. 
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• APPENDIX IV. 

Principal Routes sn Jhalawan. 

I. Kachhi-Mashkae-1\Iakr'n Route~ 
II. Kalat-BCia. Route via Surab, Khuzd'r and Wad. 

III. Kalat-Panjgur Ronte via Surab and Zayak. 
IV. Kalat to Kotra via Pandran and Zahri valley • 
. V. Hab River Route. 
VI. Gidar-Dhor Route (Gidar toNal and thence to Jau). 

VII. Nal_to KMran, via Koda and :Beseima. 
VIII. NaH-B.:la Route, via Baran Lak. 

IX. Sain Route: Khuzda.i to. Jhal via Karkh, Chaku and 
Gaji Lak or Sain-na-Kand. 

X. Gidar to Jcbri via Koda and Korask. 
XI. Wad-Karachi Roll'ile via Dei Lak and Shah Bilawal. 

XII. Lak Harbab Route. 
XIII. Lnkh River Route: Tutak to Gresha via Pariko and 

Lukh River. 
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•AlAIN ROUTE I. • 

KAc.BHJ, ll.&soKAE, MAKRAN RouTK. 

K6tra t0 Mashkae (Gwarjak) via :Mula Pass, Khuzdar and Nal• • 

No. ·Stage. 

1 Pir Chha.tta 

2 KuhaY ••• 

3 Jiinh 

4 Kba.rria 

6 Nar or R.!hika ••. 

Approximate 
distance on 

map. 

8 IS• 

tance. 

!nteu~dct I Total. 

----~--------------------

8. 

13 21 

12 33 

8 

·48 

8 ifJ 

A path to PanJuk and ;r hal. 

From Naulang which is p a s sed 
en f'oute, a bad track goes via the 
Leda.v river to Kandi in the 
Mishk Bel. The stages are Mit· 
hanch, Slnir, and Plr Kalandar. 

Path to Karkh and Chaku :-

(1) Halting places "'rt~uttJ are 
Drug! (10 miles) and Waroma 
(10 mileE). From Drugi another 
route leads directly to C h a k a 
over the Drugi Kota.l, but is 
impassable for loaded camels. 

(2) A.t Ha.ttiichi, whioh is passed 
between Jinh and Kharzan, a foot

. patlt leads to Jhal via Sabzakani. 

PatJb. to Karkh and Chaku, the 
only halting plaoe is Weliwal 
which has a moderate supply of 
water from wells. Thia route to 
Cba.ku is preferable to that last 
mentioned. 

A. caravan route by the PIBBi Bel or 
Anjira river to Zabri, Pandran 
and Kalat (vide Boute 1 V). 

• ~bo llcaJ'C.'.t station is Nuttal on the North Western Railway, but 
Mllshkaf sl&twn 18 also a convenient starting point for large parties and 
lamrs, as there is lt..'l!l dilliculty in procuring supplies and water, 
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No. Stag.!. 

7 Goru 

8 

9 

KbucUr 

F&o:aaw 
(Mardol bead
man's village). 

JHALAWAN •. 

Approximate/ distance on 
map. 

Inter· 
n:edi· ~'!:-1 Total. 

66 

19 . 81 

96 

• 
REMARKS. 

• 

.. 
Paths to:-
(1) Zldl: Water being scaJCe at; 

Goru, it is better to go direct by 
a long march to Zidi, where 
supplies are plentifnl. 

(2) Basol via Bason K~ni. This ia 
the best route to Sasol One 
march. 

En route from Goru to Khnzdar, a 
track runs to Sasol by the Saso) 
river to the east of Halw~i. At 
Khnzd~ the main route through 
the Jhalawan country from north 
to south is crossed and several 
roads bifurcate here in di1ferent 
directiona. Routes to (I) Kalat; 
via Baghwina (•ide Route II), 
(2) Bela via Wad (lioote II) 
and (3) · Lak PhUsi and Karachi 
via Khidr&ni country (vide .Route 
V). 

(I) To S&ti.n and thence to 
Bagbwana via Kappar. Good 
road but no snpplie.l nt &ekran. 
Bek.ran 8 miles and B;ighwam~ 
(Mir-Na-Shahr) 13 miles. (Foir 
Bagkwlina see Route II}. 

(Z) To Malkhor via Harran Ghar 
and· thence to Baghwana via. 
Khar and Ghor.iwa. Road easy. 
Distance to Malk.hor 7 miles and 
from Malkhor to Baghwana (M"lf· 
Na-shahr) 13 miles. 

(3) To Sekran and thence to 
TUtak via CMr Mati l'ass. Th~ 
Char Mati Pass is tmversable for 
loaded camels but with consider
able difficulty. To Sekr~n 8 miles, 
Sekran to Tutak 12 miles. (For 
Tutak, see Route 11). 

(t) To Jadgat and thence to 
Pariko. Two easy marches. (For 
route from l'ariko see Ronte
XIV}. 

(5) To Waber via Tred.ak. Only 
a footpath. 



No. Stage. 

APPENDIX IV. 

Approximate 
distance on 

map. 

~~d:- Total. a.,., IS• 

30!) 

REMARKS, 
Inter-~ 

---7-------------~~t1=D=C~e. -----~---------------------------

10 Nal 

11 T~gh&b (Gre&ha) 
valley. 

12 Binhari. .. 

15 

7 

21 

13 J ~bri via Bnrlda lll) 
Kotal. 

~9 8 

• 
Ill 

118 

(1) At the skirts of the Bano 
Hill, a footpath, traversable with 
difficulty by camels, leads to 
Harambho via Kullan river. 
From Eiarambho either Wa1 or 
Nal can ·be reached. Hamzah 
Chakul is an alternative halting 
place to Harambho for caravans 
bound for Wad. 

(2) Nat to Jau via Hazarganji 
and Pelar (vide Route VI) • . 

(3) There are alternative roads 
to Wad, the first via Hazarganji 
and the second via Barambho 
Each route takes two marches, 
the former being preferable for 
supplies. The Hara.mblilo route 
is the shorter. 

(4) A footpath runs from Khur
maistau to Gresha avoiding 
7egh:l.b and crossing the Kuleti 
hill. One short march. 

(I) Greaha to KUran via Koda 
(vide Route VII). 

(2) Gr~ha. to Raghai valley 
(Bingen Kalat), a halt being 
made at Korask. 

(3) Gresha. to Gidar via Gidar
Dhor and Pelar and Jau (Route 
Yl). 

142 Footpath to Jiu v!a Dol~ji, about 
70 miles. 

162 There is an alternative route via 
the J a. uri Pass to Jebri. The road 
via. Bnrfda Kotal is preferable, 

Patha to:-

(.1) Koda (Route X) ; (2) to Pellr 
J>ia Bahar Kand, a footpath. 
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" Approximate 
distance on 

map. ~ 

No. Stage. 
Inter· I REMARKS. 

medi· -~ 
, 

ate dis- Total. 
tance . 

. . 

14 Oajar ... ... 22 18~ Footpaths to Pelal", (1) via Chu 
Churri and (2) Bahar Kand. 

16 Gwarjak .. 8 192 Path to Kolwa via Manguli Katat. 

For farther stages see Route I v 
in the Gazetteer of Makran. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Lengtl£, 192 miles, 15 stages. 

This is the main route from east to west of tl1e Jhalawan 
country. [n old days, when 1\Iultan was at its zenith, it undoubt
edly formed the link between Persia and Makran and that city. 
In winter, when camel transport is difficult to procure in the 

highlands round Quetta and Kalat and the Brahuis have moved 
to Kac!Jhi, it is au easy route to Kech and Panjgur. The road 
bifurcates at Gwarjak, that going west leading to Panjgur and 
that leading south-east to Kalwa and Kcch. 

Kotra is the headquarters of the Iltazai Chief; Pfr 
Chhatta is incl~:~ded in the Khan's •ntillJal of Gandava ; from Kuhav 
to Rahika the inlmLitants are subject to the ZRhri Chief; supplies 
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' at Goro, ZiJ.i, and Khuzdar .are found by the Khan's nii6 of 
Khuzdar; Ferozabad is the headquarters of the Mardoi headman; 
Nt!l of the Bizanjau Chjef; Teghab is under the Sajdi headman of 
Gresba; Jcbri is the headquarters of the Muhammad Hasni Chief 
and Danhari is under him; the Khan of Kahit has a naib at Gajar 
and the Nausherwani Chief has a. naib at Gwarjak. 

One of the chief attractions of thi3 route is that ther is 
a plentiful supply of w11ter at all points lying in Jhalawan except 
Goru, and it is unnecessary to halt here as ·a forced march will 
bring the traveller to Zidi. ' 

Supplies of floor (atta), ghi and grain for horses are 
procurable in large quantities only at Kotra, Khuzdar, Nal, Jebri 
and Gajar; of these places, Kotra and Khnzdar are the most. 
important as there are watermills there and not in the other 
places. At the latter, supplies of ground corn are expensive as it. 
is the custom for persons grinding corn to take one-fifth of the 
nw produce as payment. 

Fuel is procurable by purchase only at Kotra, Khuzdar 
Nal, Jebri and Gajar. There is plenty of fuel procurable close" at 
bnn<l at all other stages, but pre..-ious arrangements must be made 
to cut and stack it. 

Fodder for horses is procurable in large quantities at 
Kotra, Zidi, Khuzdar, Nal, Jebri and Gaju on pre"f'iC?ns notice; 
at all other places with the exception of N ar or Rahika, Goru and 
Banhari, a small quantity of fodder for a dozen horses or s.> can 
be procured loca1ly on short notice. Supplies of fodder can be 
sent from Zidi to Nar or Rahika and Goru; to Banhari or Jaori 
from Jebri and to Pa.sht-Koh on the Panjgur route from Mashkae. 

Sheep, fowls and eggs can be obtained at shod previous 
notice a.t all places except ths four above mentioned ; a supply of 
milk can be Nlied on only at Kotra and KhuzJ.ar, Nal, Jcbri and 
Gajar. 
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No. 

JHALAWAN. 

MAIN ROUTE . II. 

Ka.lat 'to Bela. via Surab, Khuzdar and Wad. 

Stage. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter-~ 
medi-

ate dis- Total. 
tance. 

REMARKS. 

1 Ka.l&t to Roden· IG 
jo, 

16 A route from Kalat to Milk via Laur 
(1 'l miles), Nichara ( 7 miles ) 
T a h 1 a g ~ n (13 miles), Gazg 
(11 miles), Shah-na-khal (11 Miles) 
·and Milk (8 miles). Hence the 
route enters Kachhi, Bhoran, the 
headquarters of the Rincl Chief, 
being 28 miles from Milk. Paths 
lead from Nicbara to Pandran 
via Baghnr Kash (Route IV) to 
Mamatawa via the Jnrgi rift; and 
to Gishk via Ragh Kotal, 

(1) Dasht-i-goran, Znrrati a11d 
Kharan. ~he Binginda1 Pass liea 
to the west of the Shah-i-Mardan 
Hill. After crossing the pass and 
before reaching Bhahzadi-oa-Dun, 
a path branches to the right and 
leads to Znrrati and thence to 
Kbaran. This was the main cara
van route from Kalat to Kharb 
in former times, but has since 
been supplanted by the road 
through Nushki, vide Kharan 
Gattettee7' Route I. 

(2) N1margh. The ordinary halting 
place on thia route is the Binjawa 
spring, where water is procurable 
'l'his avoids halting at Ziarati. 
This road is much preferred by 
camel-men to that via Chh.1ppar 
and Khand-i-Nimargb. Horsemen 
reach Nimargh by this route in 
one day. 

(3) Kapoto. This is a footpath 
only. From Tok it crosses the 
narrow neck of hill at the junc
tion of the Chubel and Draj hills 
and descends into :Malan river 
and thence to Kapoto, 
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No. liltage. 

Approximate 
distance. 

~pter-~ 
med~- Total. 

atedts-
tance. 

2 loandagen or Kot. 16 32 

s sur&b ... 12 

REMARKS. 

Kot takes its name :from the cara
van serai built by Kalat mer
chants in old days. 

The · Gandagen road follows the 
west side of the valley. 1'here is 
an alternative route by tbe east 
side via Khisun-Dun (13 miles) 
and Hajika (9 miles}. The most 
convenienll place for halting on 
this road is the latter. 

From Kblsun-Dun a footpath, 
known as Kand-i-R!khami, 
crosses the Draj hills to the 
Kapoto valley. 

(1) G and a g 6 n to Marap via 
Bitagu, one march. 

l'aths to Gidar and Panjgt1r (Route 
lli). 

(2) To Mamatawa via the Tariki 
~river. They fust march to Gezh
daghAn and thence to Mamatawa. 

(a) From Mamatawa there is a 
road to Langari valley and 
Jnrgi Pass. This is passable 
for camels. 

(b) There is another road via 
Langari over the Talarok 
Pass and the Chir-Kumb to 
Pandran via Malghawe river, 
one march. 

{c) A footpath leads from 
Mamatawa to Pimazi on the 
top of the Reshak hills and 
thence to Ghat, 

(ci) Another footpath runs 
from Mamatawa to Bhappav 
via the Hund Pass. 

(3) Zahri (37 miles). A halt may 
be made at Bhappav (2! miles). 
This route avoids Anjira. It is 
easy for all animals. 

(4) Chad. Good road over flat 
plain. 

(5) Kharao via Archini at the 
south of the M.ar.ip valley nnd 
Landi Gwandan. This is a mere 
track used occasionally by Brahui 
nomads. It is unfit for loading 
animals and dangerons . during 
floods as it descends the Lillir 
river. 
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No. Stage, 

4 Anjira ••• 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter-\ 
med!- Total. 

atedJs-
tanoe. 

58 

li Za"!'a or TUtak... 21 79 

f REMARKS, 

Routes to (1) Gazan. From Gazau 
the route from K a c h h i via 
Pandran and Pissi Bel (vide Route 
IV). A halt may be made at 
Ghar, but no supplies are procur
able. 

(2) To Biighwana via Garmap (II 
miles), Dewhi (11 miles) and 
Noghai via Kotanav (13 miles) 
This road is the old trade route 
and is good for all animals of 
burden. 

(3) A short cut for foot-men and 
horsemen to Chad via the Sar
mauli river and Zarraki Kotal. 
The Zarraki Pass over the Dobiin
lil hills is somewhat difficult for 
camels. 

Paths to.:-

(1) Gidar via Jiwa and Mauli, tbs 
road, crosses three passes en route 
the Lnghl!sht, or slippery paes 
north-we~t of Tf1tak, the pass bet 
we~n Jiwa and Mauli and that 
between Mauli and Gidar. A 
long march through the L~korian 
valley. If necessary, a halt can 
be made at the spring at Jiwa 
Tutak, which is only two miles 
beyond Ziiwa, is preferable as a 
halting place as supplies are pro 
curable there. 

(2) To Lukh river route (Route 
XIV), 

(3) To Feror.<ibad via Bajori and 
Char Mati, One march. 
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_\ 

Approximate 
distance. 

No. Stage. RE.IIIARK9. inter-~ edi· 

l
lte dis· Total. 
tance. 

6 Baghwana (Mir- 13 
na-Shahr). 

7 Khuzdar Yia the 15 
Cbukako Pass. 

8 Plr Umar 13 

9 Waher ••• 

93 Paths to:-

(I) Malkhor via Ghorawa. One 
march. 

(2) Ferozlibad via h:appar, 

(3) To Pashta.-Khan via Sham· 
balak Pass. One march, but a 
halt may be made at Bajoi head 
man'" village, if necessary. The 
Sbambalak is very difficult for 
about 30 yardR, but could be 
easily improved. 

(4) To Zahri via Kapoto Kotal 
(miles 8). There is a short cut 
over the Kapoto Pass, suitable for 
horsemen and messengers. It 
joins the routP. from .Anjira to 
Garmap for a short distance and 
then again branches off north· 
east ward via Kambar Thok. 

108 An alternative route to Khuzdar 
lies through the river-bed known 
as Jara Ghar. .At Khuzdar the 
main route (No. 1) from east to 
west is crossed. 

For side and cross roads see this 
route. The C h u k a k o PaBB Ia 
quite easy. 

121 Paths to:-

(1) Zidi via Simau river (H milee) 

(2) Gombad for Hab river route 
(No. V). 

135 The halting place in Waher is on 
the Dad·i-Karim karee. 

(1) Footpath to Tok via Khan! 
Pass. The path can be crossed by 
riding animals, but with consi
derable difficult:y. 

(2) NU via Harambho. Two mar
ches, halting at Harambho. 
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No. Stage, 

JHALAWAN. 

Approximat!l 
distance. 

Inter-~ medi- · 
a.te dis- Total. 
tance. 

REMARKS, 

10 Wad, Ba.kbal.ta· 15 
Bha.hr via the 

150 Paths to:-

· J aurl river, 

11 Dr&Ulav 

12 M&mir ... 

111 Mand crossing 
Baran Lak, 

14 Basun Kani 

15 Hinar Gad 

16 Kohan Wat 

IS 

12 

7 

IO 

9 

(I) Tuk whioh is good, 

(2) A footpath through the Pab 
hills to Dansur. 

(3) Route (No, X) to Ujatho and 
Sind. 

(4) A caravan route (No. XI.) to 
Karachi via Dei-Lak, Bhungi 
Bhoih Bilawal. 

(5) To Nal via either Harambho or 
Hazarghnji (vide Route 1). 

16S Path to:-

(1) Nal via Ucharo and Hazarganjl. 
This is a bad road, Halts are 
generally made at Uehara and 
Hazarganji. The pass between 
these two places is difficult, 

(2) Bela via Ornach (Route 
VIII). 

175 Path to Omach. One stage, easy 
going. 

182 Footpaths to Porali via Tibi rivtr 
(c. 11 miles) and (2) to Ornach via 
Dasht (c. 25 miles). 

196 Footpath to Porall via Tha~ri river, 

206 

215 The stages beyond Kohan Wat are 
Wallapat and Bela, which lie in 
the Las Bela State. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Length 215 miles; 16 stages. 

313 

A road from Kalat to Wad via. Khuzdar is under construction 
(1906). This is the principaL route in Jhalawan running from 
north to south. In the early part of the ninet~enth centuey; 
owing to the dangers of thl} Eolan Pass and the importance of 
Soumiani as a port, the route was much used by Afghan and Kalab 
traders. Pottinger and Christie traversed. it in 1810, aQd M.asson 
passed through it thrice b~t~een the years 182.6 a~d 1840. The 
lower part between B~la and Wad is known· to the people ~f the 
lowlands as the Kohan Wat or hill road; but t~ the Brahuis it. 

. ( ' 

is generally known as the Baran Lak and Mand road. 

Owing to the growth of Kar,chi .and Quetta and· the ton
struction of the rail~ay through Kachhi, it has now lost much· 
of its former importance and is no longer used as a. through rolltll~ 

Caravans now follow the northern portion to Quetta, traffic 
along the central part is usually diverted to Kachhi.or Shikarpur, 
whilst the southern part is a feeder only for those localities of 
which Wad, Nal and Ornach are the centres. Trade finds its 
way from here via BC!a to Karachi. During the summer and 
autumn, this forms the best road to Khuzdar and Wad. 

From Kalat to Drakilav the road passes through valleys or 
across the easy passes which divide the valleys. With the 
exception of the Siman of which the banks are somewhat preci
pitous, rivers which are met with present no obstacle. 

Bt~low Drakalav the difficulties of the route begin, the Baran 
Lak having to be crossed. 

From Kalat to Anjira the road traverses the country which is 
subject to the Khan of Kalat. Tutak, the next halting place, is the 
headquarter of the Kalandrani Chief. The Khan of Kahit holds 
authority in Baghwana and Khuzdar. Pir Umar is subject to the 
Khidraoi Chief, and hence t<> Dnika.Iav the Mcngal country 
is traversed. Orakalav belongs partly to the Mengals and partly 
to the Bizanjaus, and the latter hold the remainder of the country 
through which the road pa.sscs up to the apex of the mia plain. 

tO B 
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" The water supply at all stages is plentiful. Supplies of flour, 
of grain for horses and of ·gkf, are obtainable at Kalat, S1idb, 
Baghwana, and Khuzdar at all times of year. There are water· 
mills at all these places. At Wad, supplie: are uncertain, depend
ing, as they do, on. the rainfall. Supplies of firewood should be . 
arranged for beforehand at all stages •• At Tutak it is expensive 
as i~ has to be brought from a distance. 

_ Fodder in the shape of chopped straw is procurable in plenty 
at the places where flour is procurable. At Rodenjo it should be 
arranged for from Kalat ; at Gandagen and Anj!ra from Surab; it 
is well to send straw from Khuzdar to Pfr Umar ; at W aber, Wad 
and Drakallav small quantities only are obtainable locally. Coarse 
grass is to be obtained between Drakalav and Bela. Fowls and 
sheep are proco.rable everywhere up to Drakalav except at Anjira 
and Pir. Umar in the winter. 
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ROUTE III. 
Kalat-Panjg6.r Route via Surab and Ziyak. 

No. Stage. 

~.(>proximate 
distance: 

:REMARKS •. 

~:~~-~ 
.
ate dis- Total. 

--~----------~~t~an~c~e~-~-----· ~-------------------------

3 Surab ... 

4 Glda:a "" 

5 Wajo. "" 

6 Zlyak ••• 

l7 

••. 12 

••. 16 

44 

73 

89 

From Kalat·to Burab, 3 stages, U 
miles (vide Bonte II). 

(1) Gidar- to • Nal (Gida.r-Dhor 
Route VI). 

(2) Gidar to Kharan via Jhur and 
Sil~h-Thak. This is• the· road 
usually followed by caravan traffic 
between Kbaran and Gidar. The 
stages are Jhur (8 miles) and ~hen 
Siah-Thak in Kharan. 

(S) Footpath from Gidar to Kbtl.r&n 
via Sang-i-Nawisht and Hajamo. 

(4) Gidar (Toba) to Mastnng via 
Marap (vide Barawa" Ga,etteer, 
Mastung-Panjg6r Boote). 

(5) Gidar to Anjlra via Barmauli. 
Fit for camels ; one march. 

(6) Gidar to J'iwa. Fit for camels; 
a halt can be made at the llauli 
wells, if necessary. 

(1) To Gresha via Koda. This is 
an important connecting link 
between :ioutes 1 and III. 
W a.ter is plentiful from wells at 
Koda and some supplies procur
abla. There is plenty of wood. 

(2} Zayak to Khiran via Besei~a 
and Ga.rruk river (Route V 11). 

N ol•. -From Zayak the best road runs via the G!chk and Ragbai valleys 
and leads to Dhuleri (16 miles), Shingri (17 miles), Singen-Kalat 

. · (8 miles), SarAp (16 mlle1), Saka-Kalat (22 miles)-Boute li 
in the 8auttur of Makr<i"-
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' GENEIUL DESCRIPTIO~. 

~ngth 89 n:illes ; 6 stages. 

The roa3., which connects at S&rab wit~ the main road from 

. Kalat to Wad and Be1a, is tha~ usually followed by caravans taking 
goods to and from Paojglir. From the latter place lies the main 
roqte to.Jalk, :Piz~k_and ~~!!'pur. From St1ra_!l_ t_o J¥ ajo there are 
no difficulties tAroute. West of the Iatier place, the road crosses 

- the Kalghali pass which can be negotiated without difficulty, and 
~ence to · Panj~ .either the route 'fia the Raghai and Gichk 

valleys or via the Rakh~Mn valley may be followed. The former is 
the preferable: route owing to the larger and ~qore frequent supply 
of water. . . 

1 

No flour or other eatables for natives are obtainable between 
. Sud.b ana Zayak. Foader is procurable at Gidar. Fuel is 

obtainable at all places except Wajo. Gidu is under the Khan's 
Naw of Swab; supplies can be arranged for Wajo from the 
"'Muliammad Hasnis of Shahd3dzai and Kalghali villages; Zayak 
·iS in Khiran_ territory. · 
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ROUTE IV. 

P1ss1 BEL RouTE. 

Caravan Route flom Kalat to Kotra via Panddn, Zahri, 
and Pissi BCI. 

distance, 

I 
Approximate 

med~- Total. No. -----S-ta_g_~----~ln=t~e~r·~~~---t------~--R-E_H_A-BK--s._· ______ ·_· __ ate diS
tance. 

1 Kapoto ... 

2 Pandran via 
Tlllaruk and 
Chlr Kumb. 

17 17 On the way when past Zawa, path s 
lead to .Ali Dasht and Rodenjo via 
Tok. 

(1) To Nicb&ra via Jurgi Rift. 
This is the best road from here to 
Nicbara, but all camels have to be 
unloaded at the Jurgi rift. Bene& 
the road via <Jbashmai next men
tioned ie preferred. 

(2) An easy road from Kapoto to 
NicMra. via Surkben and Chash
mai· 

· (S) Footpath to Roclenjo via Tok. 
(4) Kapoto to Mam:ttawa vials¢
khi. From Kapoto to Mamatawa. 
there is an alternative :ro.W. via. 
Langari. 

31 Talaruk is the pass between the 
Lang:l.ri and Khndi valleys. II; 
is slippery for horses, but camel 
owners prefer it to the long wa7 
round by Jurgi or Chashmai to 
Nioh:l.ra, The Chlr Kumb road 
through the Malghawe rive!' is 
quite easy. 

Paths from (1) Pandran to Nich:!.ra. 
There are alternative roads to 
Nich:l.ra, each being one march; 
these are (a) via Sbif-Shifaka and 
.Baghur Ka8h and {b) via l'andran 
Kash and the Bib&no pas@. Both 
are quite easy, but that by Baghur 
Kash is the shortest. 

(2) Pandran to Gazg via Hamir 
and Abrea pa~s (vide Route 
II}. Watel' at Hamiri uncertain. 
Rain watC!' obtainable during 
rainy season only. No supplies 
procurable. 
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No. Bfage. 

8 Norgama .•• 

JHALA.WAN. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter· 
medl· Total. 

ate dis-
tance. 

15 

' 
REMARKS. 

• 

Norgama derives its importance 
from being the headquarters of 
the Khan's representative (Ja
nashin) and at the mouth of the 
Soinda river. several routes 
branch from it. 

(1) Pashta Khan (Mishkbel route). 

The road forms a loop to the main 
road via Pissibel. It is shorter 
bot is avoided by caravans on 
account of the deep pool known 
as Dreh 6itoated south of Khazmi. 
The pool sometimes fills np but 
generall1 it is impassable. The 
stages are lllishk (llmill'll) and 
Kandi (18 miles). From Kandi to 
Pashta Khan is IS miles. From 
Kandi there is a path to Plr Kal· 
andar and via the Ledav river to 
Kotra. (Maio route 1). Plenty 
of fuel and water, but no fodder 
on this route. 

(2) To Khari near Gajan in Kach· 
hi via Kuchakani (the T&kari 
road). This is a donkey road 
which was formerly much used. 
It is now used, chiefly by footmen 
and horsemen who wish to reach 
Kachhi quickly. In addition t.he 
watershed between Zahri and 
Sun·i-Sul~n three passes have to 
be crossed, the most difficult of 
which is Kuchakani (the Dog's 
Spring). Madagen is alllo very 
diffioult. The stages are Sun-1-
sultan, BhBh-na-Kbal, Narelak, 
.Madagen and Khart. 



No. Stage. 

4 Gazan ... ... 

li Chari ... ... 

(j Gurumbawat ... 

7 PashtaKUn ... 

8 Nar or B&hika ... 
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Approximate 
distance. 

Inter· I 
iliedi· 

atedis· Total. 
tanoe. 

16 62 

u· 76 

11 87 

9 96 

13 109 

BEMABKB. 

'Ibis is a long march BDd, if necea-
8&ry, a halt can be made at Ghat, 
the headquarters of the Zarrahai 
Zahrl Chief, or at Balbal, the 
headquarters of the MU&iani 
headman. 

(1) A track runs from Ghat to 
Mishk to the south of the Siah 
hill. Mlshk has plent1 of supplies. 

(2) Path from Gazan to Anj fra 
(Route II), one march. 

(S) Gazan to Mishk. 

The two stages between Gazan to 
Pashta Khan can be shortened by 
halting at Mordt\n onlJ. • 

Path to Dewanl via the Bhahr awa 
river. Thi1 is difficult for camels 
to traverse. For Dewaw (Route 
II), 

(2) Path to Baghwana (Mfr-n£. 
Shahr) via Shamba.lak (Ron 
11). A halt may be made at the 

te 

Bajoi headman's Tillage if re 
quired. 

(2) Zahri via Mishkbel. Bee 
remarks against No. 3 Norgama. 

At Nar or Bi.hika, :Main Bou 
I ia joined. For Kotra eee Bout 
L 

te 
e 
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GE:NERAL DESCRIPTIOX. 

Length 109 milesi 8 stages • 

• The Pissibc1 route is preferred to that via Khnzdar and Mula. 
(Route I) by all the people of northern Jbalawan, viz., Kalat, 
Rod~njo, Dasht-i-Gorau, Surab, Gidar and Zahri. 

· Upto the reign of llir Nasfr Khan II, and in the early days of 
the reign of :Mir Khndadad Khan, this route was much preferred 
by the Khans of Ka.lat, who by it were able to start later from 
Kachhi on their return journey to Kalat, or when going to 

Kachhi to avoid visiting Baghwaua and Khnzdar on account of 

their unhealthy water. Their predilection for this route was so great 

that the 1amindars of Khnzdar and Baghwaoa, as proved by the 
custom of the Khnzdar niaoat, were compelled to supply all the 

BUI'sat at P&shta-Khan and Nar. 

Mir Mehrab Khan, even at the risk of fighting with the Zarrak
zai Chief at Badu Kushta followed the Pissib~l route. 

At present it is preferred by all nom~ds as it is the shortest 

route to Kachhi. 

Water obtainable from wells a\ Kapoto, from springs at Pand 
ran, Norgama. and Gazan and fro~ Pissibt!I river at other places; 
fuel plentiful, There is a 6ama's shop at Pandran from which 
native rations in small quantities can be obtained. Supplies can 
be had by giving previollS notice, through the Khan's naih at 
Kalat for Kapoto ; Jti na1hi11 of Zahri for Pandran, and X orgama 
and the Zarr&kzai Chief for Gazan ; the Mll.siani Chief for Chari 

to Nar. 
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ROUTE V. 

H.u RIVER RouTE. 
Khuzdar to Sind via. Lak Phusi and to Kara•:hi via Levy Tracts • 

No. Stage. 

1 Siman river ... 

•• 
Approximate 

distance. 

Inter-, me:it-
ate Total. 
dis-

tan~ a. 

10 1') 

REMARKs. 

From Kotra in Kachhi to Khuzdar 
(Ronte_IJ •. 

From Kalat to Khuzdar (Route 
11). Pathe to (l) Zldi and (ll) Wad 
or Nat via Wahc!r, 

2 Gumbad 13 22 Path to Pir Umar (Route II). 

3 Lasso (Daniar 12 Sl 
river), 

'l'orl-na-Tar, 17 lil 
Lambar valley. 

Mahrt ... 13 64 

·U B 

(1) Route to Wad, which crosses 
the Ujatho and ChUri passes, ls 
much used by Sind baflias moving 
between Taudo Rahim Khan, Lak 
Phnsi and Wad. Halting places 
are Lohendav and ChUrl or Balli 
Plr. 

(2) · To Sarona via Lar Lak. If 
travelling by this routti, a halt 
should be made at Sori lying on 
the Gutauron at the south end of 
the Mahri valley. The stages 
from Sori to SAnina are:-

(1) Tangn Pir. 
(2) Qa•lmejl. 
(a) Akkapat. 

'Ihe halting places vary with the 
supply of water, which is found 
in pools in the river beds. The 
Lar Lak consists of two mountain 
panes, that to the south being 
rendered somewhat difficult, on 
the north side by sheet rock. 
There is plenty or fuel and iish,.,11 
grass, but no other supplies are 
available, 
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Approxi.nate 
distance. 

No. StAge. Inter- • RF.II!ARKS. 
medi-

ate Total. 
dis-

tanot'. 

I 
Dabba Prosh 6 ... 9 ";3 On this march the Karranr Lak is 

- crossed, 
.. --

6 Baunshi ... 20 !ll Acro~s the Kataro Lak and passing 
P!r Khalil. 

't Lak Pht1si TUna 11 104 A path from Lak PhUsi to JambUro 
in Khidrani country about 10 
miles. From Lak PhUsi TMna 
which lies about four miles acros~ 
the Zard Pass from tbe foot of 
the Lak Pbiisi Pass, the K!rtbar 
Range may be crossed by the 
PMsi Pass into Sind, Lak PhUsi 
Thana lies in tbe Levy Tracts of 
the Las Bela State and from here 
the road continues eight marches 
directly down the Hab river val· 
ley to Lobarani Lang where the 
river iR crossed and Sind is enter-
ed, Kotlro is the central place 
on this road whence roads lead 
westward over the 'l'repori Pa5B 
to flaruna and thrnce to Wad and 
Shah Bilawal and eastward over 
the Musefari Pass and L11k Garrc! 
to ~ind. For particulars, 
Gazetteer of La$ Bela. 

see 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 104 miles ; 7 stages from Khnzdar. 

This route has now lost much of its importance. In former 

days it was known by the inhabitants of Karachi as the Patbani 

Wat, i.e., Pathan Road, and was one of the direct lines of commn

nication between Kandahar and Afghanistan, and the coast, At 
no timt>, however, does it appear to have rivalled the Kohan W at 

or Porali River Route (No. II) from :Bela._ 
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After entering the Levy Tracts, the roads over the passes of the 
Kirthar Range, known as Lak Phusi, Lak Robel and Lak Gam!, 
meet the llab River Route at right angles, and much of the 
traffic down the latte\- is diverted over the passes into Sind. In 
fact, these passes form the most accessible means of communi· · 
cation from Quetta with the southern part of the Jhalawan 
country, the route from Dadu station on the North· Western 
Railway via Lak Garre to Saruna being that most commonly taken 
by cRravans. The Hab River Road with !ts <;onnection-the Lar 
Lak road to Saruna-is one of the most unattractive routes in 
the whole of the Jbalnwan country. Throughout, it.lies through 
stony valleys or rough river beds. On the main route the Kar- . 
ranr and Kataro passes have to be negotiated below Mahri. The 
former presents some difficulty to loaded camels. 

The places, where a sufficient watersnpply exists, are generally 
pools in the torrent beds and tbe stages are, therefore, liable to 
change if floods or other agenciell happen to have caused the pools 
to disAppear. Fuel is sufficient except at Si~an .river, Gumbad 
and Lasso; but, with the exception of this and of a little kd.skum 

grass as fodder for horses, no' supplies ~f any kind are to be 
obtained between Khuzdar and the Levy Tracts. Even here 
littltl but fuel and grass is procurable.· In. a rainless year even 
grass would be difficult to obtain, 

A~ far liS Kotiro in the Levy Tracts, the main road lies through 
the Khidraui country. The road to Sar4na,from l\lahri lies in 
the 1\lcngal country after the Lar Lak has beeu crossed. The 
inhabitants throughout depend almost entirely on the trade with 
Sind in Jlish (dwarf-palm) for their livelihood. Here and there 
a small crop of wheat or juari is raised to supplement the income 
thus obtained. At 1\Uhri, which is the temporary residence of a 
Ilind11 shopkeeper in summer, there is more rain-crop cultivation 
than in any other place, but even this does not exceed the area 
cultivable by one hundred and fifty pairs of plough-oxen. 
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CARAVAN ROUTE VI. 

GIDAR DHoa-Roun. 

Gidar to Jan via N6J. 

Approximate 
• distance. 

No, Stage. 

1 Shahdadzai 

2 Chuttok ••• 

lnter-~ 
med~- Total. 
atedis-
tnnre. 

11 11 

20 31 

8 Teghab ... ••. IS 49 

REMARKS, 

BUI'ab to Gldar or Chad, 18 miles 
(Route III). lf coming from 
the northward, it is best to come 
from Surab to Chad Instead of 
Gidar and thence to join the 
Gidar-Dhor Route. This obviates 
the necessity of crossing the 
Gidar-Dhor. 

Path to Pariko via Shur Kotal, one 
march. 

On this march, the road crosses the 
Gidar-Dbor river several times 
and winds its way through tama
ri~k jungle. 

Between Chuttok and Teghab, the 
Lukh River Route (No, XIII 
joins the Gidar-Dhor Route. And 
the road to a certain length goes 
by the side of the -river without 
difficulty. TegMb is on the 
main Kachhl-Makran Route 
(No, I). 

8 S7 See Route I. 

5 Hazarganji 12 69 

6 Kha.techk 91 

7 Machi -croHsing 16 107 
over the Paselak 
Pass, 

Paths-(1) to Wad, (2) Ornaoh 
(See Nal-Bela. Route via. Ornach, 
No. VIII), 

(1) A difficult footpath to J ebri 
and (:!) to Ornach (Route. 
Vlll). 

(l) A difficult footpath to Ornach. 



No. Stage. 

·s Korak (Pelar) ... 

9 Kuto ... . .. 

10 Jiu (Lashkar 
Khan's village). 
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Approximate 
distBDce. 

!ned!· Totsl 
ate d1s 

lnter1 

tance. 

22 129 

18 147 

16 163 

REJIABI:B. 

(1) Path to Nondrav, halting a' 
Doleji, A footpath to Mashkae 
(a) via. Churchuri; (b) via. Bahar 
Kand, 

(2) A footpath to Ornach via Bar 
or Guhlet, difficult for laden 
anima. Is. 

(1) To Ornach via Haftar Dara 
and Dara-Band Passes; ditlic~lt 
for laden animals, 

(2) To Las Bela via Chagah river, 

(I) To Las Bela via Jaa Lak. 

2} To Nondrav via Sl!r l'ass. 

(3) To Kolwa 'ria Ziarat or Masjid 
and Pau known as Chigirdi Route. 

(4) To Hinglij, halting at Karra.gi, 
J)hruni Kaur, Soba, Haibo, Pohl, 
and N Ani HingJ.aj.' Ver1 diffi· 
cult travelling. 

(5) Ornach via Ado and L6Utar. 

(6) l"anjgur via the Ser and Barith 
passes leading _to Awaran (Route 
X) and thence via Daraski 

river to Panjgilr, vide Makr<i" 
Gaeett•er1 Routes I and lX. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Total length 163 miles ; 16 stages from Gidar. 

" This is the usual ro~td from Kalat toNal or Kohva and can be 
taken by large parties as it possesses unlimited supplies of fire· 
wood and water. Kashum grass is plentifnl along the river and a 
little chopped straw is to be got at Gidar and Chad, at the former 
pl~~:ce through the Khan of Kalat's naifJ and at the latter through 
the Gurgnari Chier. Floods might stop the road ; otherwise the 
going for camels is good. At Shabdadzai, the Shahdadzai section 
'of the Muha~mad. Hasnis will find supplies on notice, the B.lzan

jau Chief at Chuttok and Sajdi Ohief at Teghab. The route beyond 
Nal to Jau is not of much importance for trade, and is maiuly 
used by nomads. This portion of the route is not very difficult, 
bnt supplies are scarce with the exception of fuel and hill grass as 

there are no permanent settlements between Khatechk and Korak 

(Pelar). Water is, howev~r·, procurable at all places ; and sup

plies in small qnantities can be arranged for through the Bizanjau. 

Chief at Hazarganji and Khatechk, and at Korak through the 

Mirwari headman of the place. A Hindu bania from l\Iashkae 

keeps a shop at Korak for the greater part of the year. At Kuto 

and Lashkar Khan's villages 'small quantities of karbi and chopped 

straw are obtainable through the naib of the Bizanjau Chief, who 

resides at Lashkar Khan. Water at these two places is from 

wellt!, is brackish, and the supply is limited. Supply of water 
from Gidar-Dhor (called here Nal Kaur) and camel grazing 

plentiful at Kurragi, a Mirwari village about nine miles south 

of ,Lashkar. Khan's village. · 
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l!OUTE VII. 

!\ al to Kharan via Be~eima. 

No. Stage. 

1 TegJ.ab .. 

2 Koda ... 

3 Ali Muhn.mmad 
(iu lleseima). 

4 Drug ... 

s Dall 

6 Garruk: ... 

) 

Approximate 
distance. 

Iuter-~ 
med!· Total. 

atedls-
t.ance. 

8 8 

u- 22 

15 37 

8 45 

1(1 55 

17 72 

7 Kharan-Ka!at .• 22 

RnU.RKII. 

T~gbab is situated on the Kaehhi 
Makran main route, 

Across the easy Gwanik pass. A 
road leads from Koda to Jebri 
viaKorask. 

A good road leads to Gldar via 
Zayak and the Kalgbali pass. 
There is also a route south west 
to Panjgnr via Ra.khshan: 

Tracks lead from here to-

(1) Gida.r via Jh ur, and 

(2) Shireza. and thence to 
Panjgur vi:\ the Ra.khshaa 
valley. 

A route fit for ladl'n animals runs 
to Gldar via Sin.btak river, The 
distance is about 2i miles. 

At Pir Sultan between Garruk and 
l'ali an alternative route from 
Kharau-Kalat via the Sorap Pass 
joins this route. It is shorter 
than the route via Garruk. A 
path suitable for footmen but 
diffiuult for animals leads from 
Garruk ~ Gidar Via the Haj<imo 
Pass, 

Routes lead from Kh&ran-Kalat to 
Nust.ki, Dalhandin, Pa.dag, Panj. 
g(Jr and Mashkel, vide Koora" 
Gtuettler. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPriON. 

Length 94 miles; 7 stages. 

This is the main and ~ost direct caravan" route from N al ta 

Kharan. It is easy for all transport animald. Water is pro
curable at all the halting places and fuel is obtainable from the 
jungles.. There is camel grazing along the route, but supplies 
must be carried, though a certain quantity o[ 6husa a1d karbi 
would probably be obtainable if arrange.neuts were made through 
the Sajdi headman of Gre~ha and the Chief of Kharan. Ample 
supplies could be collected at the head quarters of the Kharan 
Chief at Kharan-Kah~t. 
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ROUTE VIII. 

N al-Bela Route via Ornach and Baran Lak. 

No. Stage. ~
Approximate 

number of 
mile~ on map. 

lnter-~ 
med~- Total. 

ated!S-
ance. 

REllloBKS. 

1 Nal to Garruk or IS 
nat. 

18 Pr1tb to Khatechk (Gidar-Dhor 
Route VI). 

2 (Pir) Gaheto ••. 17 

S Ornach (Pir 
Muhammad 
village). 

4 Tarav-ni-d{r 
(crossing over 
Baran Lak). 

5 Balav ... 

6 Koh&n-wat 

7 Bela. ... 

• 
16 

15 

IS 

17 

••. . 20 

85 Route good and fit for laden. 
camels •. 

60 I (1) Path to Wad via DraUJav, 
1 2 marches. , 

(2) Footpaths to: (<\) Jau via 
L&Utar; (b) Pelar Yia Rar. 

65 (1) Path to Wad via ·Mamir and 

83 

Drakal av (Route 11). 
(2) Footpath to Ornach via Khlro 
Pass. 

100 Alternate r<•nte to Wad ria the 
Porali river joins here. . 

I20 1· BPad·quarters of the Jam of Las, . 
Bela.. . 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

The total distance is about 120 miles ; 7 stages. ·The route, 
which lie!i up to Kohao-wat in the Brzanjau country, is chiefly 
used by traders of Nal, and is fit for laden camels. Native rations 
in small quantities can be obtained at Nal and Ornach from the 
}oral banias' shops. Water. is ple~tiful at all place& except at 
Gahcto where there is a small spring. Fuel from jungles. Small 
quantities of karbi, bhu6a, or hill grass can be procurtd if,pre,·ious 
notice is given; at Dat through the Bfz11njau Chief of Nal, at 
Gaheto, Ornach, Tarav-n&-dir through the Tambrari-Biz

11
njau 

headm11n of Ornach, a.nd through the Las Bela State at Salov and 
Kohanwat. 
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ROUTE JX. 

SAIN Roun:. 

Khnzdar to Jhal via Karkh, Karu, Cbaku.and Gaji Lak, 

otherwise known aR 8ain-nf-Kand. 

No. Stage. 

.Approltimatl 
distance. 

Inte~-~ 
8~~ TotaL 
tance. 

RI:K.ABKS. 

. 
1 Khusdu ... u U Khnzdar may be reacht>d either by 

Z 1U!ghati 12 26 

3 KarkhororKaru. 17 

t Chak11 ••• 7 50 

the Kachhi-:Uakran or by the 
Kalat-Bela Bonte (Ron\es I 
and II}. 

(1) Zfdi to Simau river, thence 
to Lak Phoisi and Sind or $0 
Karachi via Khidraru country 
(Route Y). 

{!) Zidi to Gaj River. Lak Harb:i.b 
and Bind (Route XII). 

(3) Zidi to Wad via P'tr Umar . 
.l"ll' Umar(l3 miles) and Waber 
(U miles from .P1r Umar) are 
the halting places on this 
route. 

(I) A good path leads to Nar 
in the Mala Pass. 

(2) From 1\laigbati to Pir Lakha 
via Welawal (Route I). 

(1) Karkh to Kinji in Sind via 
Hijo Pass. Lightly loaded ram
els alone can go by this route. 

(2) nanw via B~i and Bari. 
Tbenoe to Sind. This is only a 
footpath. There is a small rest, 
houae at D&riaro. 

(I) To Kharlill via Drogi. 

(2) To Kharzan via Wa.rUma
These are alternative routes. 
(See Bonte 1.) 
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Approximate ' 
distance, 
----

No. Stage. i')ter- RI!MARKS. 

medi- Total. ate dis-
tance. 

6 Bakhor ... ... 11 61 Bakhor lies near Tibri on the east 
side of th!) Gaji Lak. 

6 Marko Lak ... 11 72 (1) A footpath to Kamtam, abod 
7 miles. 

(2) P!r L&kha Lahram, thenct; to 
Barija and Sbadihar. A d1ffi-
cult road crossing the Marko 
Lak, only tit for very lightly 
loaded camels. 

7 Dhorari ... ... 8t 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

ToTAL DISTANCE 84 MILES ; 7 STAGES, 

. This route, which passes through areas which are in all cases 

subject to the. Khan of Ka.lat up to Chaku, is much used by 
nomads, passing to and from Sind, and by the traders. to Ka.ru 
and Chaku., It is the only good road for reaching Karu a.nd 
Chaku. The ocly difficulty along the road is Ga.ji La.k. 

Fuel is abundant throughout, and wa.6N at all places 'except 
11Uighati where, however, it is easily obtained by digging. 

All kinds of supplies, grain, flour, £odder, glti, sheep and fowl 
are procurable at Zidi, Karkh and Chaku on short notice to the 
Khau'e nttib of Khuzdar, whu has representatives at Zidi and 
Karu. There are shops at all these places throughout the year. 

At ~Highati, Bakhor and Marko, M.1hum grass is available. 
Fodder can be 8eu.t from Karu _to the former place and from 
Chaku to the latter two. 

At Pir Lakab Labraui, wateL> is scarce and can only be obtained 
for drinking purposes on porcbase from the Fakirs. 

Dhorari is in the :Magassi area. 
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ROUTE X. 

GmAR TO JEBRI vu. KonA AND Ko&ASK, 

No. Stage: 

' 

1 X:alghall ... 
2 Wajo ... ... 

s Zaiyak. ... 

4 X:oda 

Approximate 
distance. 

medi· Jnwr-~ 
ate dis- Total. 
tance. 

4 f 
8 12 

16 28 

16 

.. 

REMARKS. 

Good road to Sbahdadzai via Doai. 

Wajo is at the water parting bet 
ween Ka'ghali pass and Zaya\. 
Water procm"Bble from springs 
in the Kalgh&li torrent at the 
mouth of the pass. 

(1) Zayak. to Kbarau via Beseim•, 
vine Rout~ VII. 

(2) Zayak to Dhtileri or Pathk via 
Kamaran or KBmbaran pa.~s. 
From Pathk or Dhuleri a road 
leads to Rakh~Mn and thence 
to Panjl!nr and anothPr road 
leads to Rlighai over an easy pass 
called Tasb. 

(3) Znyak to Dhtileri or Patbk via 
Gwani pass. A path but fit for 
camels. 

(4) Za:yak to DhU!eri or Patbk 
via Kasbi pass. A path but tit 
for camels. 

(5) A footpath to ~lijid via Sajid 
hill torrent and Sajid X:hand. 

An easy pass, the Hokar, is crossed 
en route. 

(1) Koda to Gresha and thence to 
Na! vin Gwanik pass, vide 
Route VU. 

(2) Koda to Gresh" •ill the 
Pero~i pass. A footpath but 
traversable by lightly loaded 
camels. 

(3) X:oda to DM!t!ri or Pathk 
( Ragbai valley) via Khata Kand. 
A footpath. Camels oan only be 
got over it with difficulty, 

(!) X:oda to X:orask via the Nihing 
pass. Good for horses and not 
very difficult for lightly laden 
camels. 

(5) Koda to Korask via Shakkol 
river. A common caravan route 
and quite easy. 



No. Stage. 

6 Kor4sk ... 

6 Jebri 
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Approximate 
distance. 

l~ter-, medi-
ate dis· Total. 
tance. 

16 60 

23 82 

JlEJIA.&KII, 

(!) Korask to Gresha via Jauri 
pass. Crussable by loading camels 
with considerable difficulty, 

(2) Korask to Db6.lerl or Pathk 
via 1 huleri river, The usual 
caravan ronte to Panjgi'u· and 
quite etsy. 

(3) Kor~.k to Gresha via Sohr
Karodi pass. 

At Jebri the road meets tbe main 
Kachbi-Makran route (No. 1) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

TOAL DJRTANCE 82 MILES j 6 STAGES, 

1, This route froua upper Jhalawan and Gidar to Zayak is 
much used by caravans which import dates from Panjgur. 

2. Water is procurable without any difficulty at all stages, 
except at Korask where it is obtainahle in small quantities from a 

few springs at the skids of the Duni hill about a mile from the 

centre of the valley. Fodder for horses is scarce. In years when 
ninfall has been sufficient, har&honk and kashum grasses could be 

obtained ; and small qnantitier. of hhUsa and karbi at Kalghali and 
Wajo by ~iving notice to the 'l\hzarzai Mohammad Hasni head

man of Zayak i at Koda and Korask from the local Sumalaris. 

Fuel from tamarisk jnnglts along beds .. of streams, except at 

Wajo where only wild bushes could be procured. 

Fowls, milk and other articles of food are scarce. A few sheep 
are obtainable from the wanderhag shepherds who happen to come 

to get water from springs. 
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ROUTE XI. 

Wad-Karachi Route via D~i Lal and Shah Biiawal. 

No. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter·~ 
medi~ Total. 
ated•s· 
ta.nce. 

. 

RBliURKB. 

1 Wad to Thar ••. 10 10 Wad may be reached from Khuzdar 
(Route II). 

2 "Bhalli-Pir 

S Kot.ori ... 

4 . Pir-Banj 

li Pat 

6 Langaro 

7 Pundu-Fash ... 

7 

10 

6 

11 

9 

5 

8 Kalghali River. 6 

-9 Mueri ... 

10 Bhungi ••• 

11 Pir lllnbarak .•. 

'1 

15 

9 

17 A path via Churi Pass to Lohendav 
and Uja.tho. 'l'his p:.th then 
joins the Khidrani route at 
Ujatho. It is much nsed by Sind 
banial from Tando Rahim Khan 
who travel via Lak Phusi. 

27 

32 

43 

52 

57 

A footpath to Lobendav via Abdari 

(I) Paths to Lobendav via Bohru 
Lak. 

(2) Bela via Arenji. 

63 Paths-

70 

85 

94 

(!) To Saruna via Akkapat. 

(2) To Mahri via Lar .i..ak. 

Path to Sind via Musefri Lak. 

Path to Sarona via Akka.pat. 

12 Samotri River •. 17 111 Haltingplaceia known as Sbatrakh 
Nak • 

• 13 Shah Bllawal .• 16 127 

14 Wira Hab 16 143 From Shah Bilawal the Levy 
Tracts of Las Bela are entered 
It ia three marches from Woha 
Hab to Karachi. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

TOTAL DISTANCE 143 MILES j 16 STAGES, 

Like the Kbuzdar-'Karachi route this road passes through the 
most difficult part of the Jhalawan country. It is used by traders· 
from Karachi as it avoids the heavy trade imposts in Bela. It 
is .also much used by Men gal tribPsmen mo~ing between Sind and 
the Pab hills, who are principally engaged in the pJ&h (dwarf· 
palm) trade. They cross from Saruna over the Musari Lak and 
Katrach to Tando Rahim Khan. It is the main artery of com
munication between Wad and 8aruna and a trade route of some 
consideration joins it to the Khuzdar-Karachi road. 

Although the names given in the liet of stRges are tboso ordi
narily used, it frequently happens that t~e supply of wl!:ter fails, in 

which case longer marches have to. be made to another source of 
supply. Horses can travel by the road and so can riding and 
loading camels, but considerable difficulties are to be met with. 
Kashum and gorkah grasses ca~ be obtained between Wad ·and 
Bhnngi; south of the latter place there is plenty of fodder.' fuel is 
everywhere to be found, but there are no other supplies. 

Between Wad and Thar, the 81\rkRro pass has to be negotiated 
11nd the Pillirki pass between Thar and Bhalli Pir, 

Between Bhalli P1r and Kotori there are the Passe Lak which 

lies west of the Churi pass and the Gwar Khalak. The next 

obstacle is the Dei Lak which is crossed before reaching Dangaro. 
From Bhungi, which is situated at the northern end of the Saruna 
valley, the country opens out and few or no obstacles to camel 
traffio are to be met with. 
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ROUTE XII. 
LAK HARBAB RovTJJ:. 

Zidi to Lak Harbab and Sind . . 
Apprl)ltimate 
distance on 

No. Stage. 
Map. 

ln..,-~- RBMABKB. 

medl-
ate dis- Total. 
tance. 

1 Zldi to Banharl. 12 12 Zldl may be reached from Khozdar 
( l:l.out.e I). 

2 CbBnaro ... 8 20 

s Gai ... ... l5 ;J6 

' Klrtha.r ... ... 8 43 Summit of the pass . 

• 
5 !:lind Police 10 53 

Thana. 

6 Shah Godra, Sind 16 69 Nearest railway ~tation to shah 
Godra is Larkli.na. 

' 

· This road is little used except by Sasoli; nomads, throughout 
whose country it runs. The Khan of Kaiat has a good deal of 

land in the Kulachi river, his representative being the Ja-nashfn 
of Zidi. Unshod horses and lightly loaded bill camels can 
traverse the road with difficulty. The road follows the course 
of the Kulachi river up to Chanaro and would be dangerous in 
case of floods as it frequently crosses the bed of the stream, 
From Chanaro, bills are crossed until the Gaj river is reached, 
the two branches of which unite at the halting place known as 
Gaj. From Gaj to the top of the pass, the road is steep and is 
bad nearly up to~ Shah Godra which lies in the Sind plains, 
Fnel and water are abundant everywhere and plenty of bill 
grass is obtainable; also a little chopped straw and Judri stal!e~:·_..· 

halting places in the river bed. Hera 

-



.. 

No. 

"I 

l T6tak to Pariko 
(K6n!z). 

I Gidar-Dhor ... 

• G1uha .•• ... 
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ROUTE XIII. 

Lu&s RivER RouTE • 

Approximate 
distance on 

map. 

Inter-~ medi· 
ate dis- Total. 
tance. · 

10 10 

u u 

8 'SS 

Tiitalr Jiee on the KalAt-Bela Route 
(No. II), 

(1) To Jlwa and thence to Gldar. 
This Is an easy route for ladeu 
animals but little frequented 
for purpollell of trade. 

(2) To Nat crossing over the Hush• 
tir hills, This ia somewhat 
di.llicult for laden camels and ia 
used as a footpath. 

(3) To BA:ran and Ferozabid vla 
Jadgil. A footpllth. 

(4) To Sbahdadzai (Gidar Talley)• 
There are two paBBes to be 
crossed, the lint into the Biaro 
river which Is 10mewhat steep 
and the other BhUr whicb. i1 
steep on the west side. Both 
are quite fit for lightlJladen 
camels. 

(1) Gidar via Shihdadzai 
Gidar-Dhor Ronte VI). <-

Gn!sha is on the main Kachhl-
Makran route. For particul&l'l 
see Route I. 

This route, which lies tn the Bizanjau country from Pariko to 

GtJ.ar-Dbor, is a good deal used by caravans from Mashkae and 
. Kh&ran on their way to Baghwana for purchase of wheat. The 
road presents t•ractically no difficulties. There i9 plenty of water 
and fuel at all stages and suppliea for a small party at Pariko ; 
no tuppliee at Gldar-Dhor. 

63 B 



APPENDIX V. 
.. . 

Translation or the Arbitrators· Award dated the 
·-28th of March.-1903. in the Saruna Bonndary 

Dispute between the Chhuttas and Menga.ls. 

We. SinUr Zehri Khan, 1\IU=iani. and Mir Azlm Khan, Shah
\Tani. arbitrators, accepted by the parties in the abo•e case, -risited 

. the lands. und.er--dispute~ on the 27th of llareh 1903. After 

seeing the lands lying between the Ehootani graveyard and Kocho 
·weloiu1d than'he'Randar 'land situated some two miles to the 

north1 of the Sani.D:a thana is nry little cultivated and what 
•• ·i.::t~ndi,. th;re· is.· has been done by the llengau and other 

Brahois as cnltiv-ators of the Mengals. 

We, the ~bitrators, also in~pected the Kocho lands situated 
aome funr. miles to 'the· east~ of the Sanins thana and found that 

its 'Latbandi" has heen mostly done by the MC:r,g'lls and only a 
little by the ChhutU.s and other tribes. 

- r . . - . . 

'., '\t e al~ examined the land called Ahmad sitnsted at a d:stance 

of li ~miles to the South-East s of the Sanina Thana. Its 

•• Latbandi " has been done like that of the Kocbo land. 

As regards the extent of the eultintion of these lands. Randat 
'is the least cultivated, Ahmad more than Randar and Koch• 

most of all • 

. After making full enquiry, we. the arbitrators, are of opinio:-. 
'that the. Kocho la~d. which has the ~st cnltiv-ation should. be 
_giv-en to the Chhuttas, while the re1_11aining lands called Randar and 
:Ahmad should be considered the property of the :ll~ngals. 

'~ . -
As regards the boundary between these lands, we decide that 

the .. hills. called Bai-Ka-])at,; which .. 5erarate the Ran dar l!-nd 
Ahmad :lands from the Kocho l&nds, should be fixed as ths 
,bo;_.~dary, ~~u-se in the. former are found :I.I~ngal g~•eyards an'~ 
l•~n~ encampments. 

• · llh~IJ be North:Ea.:;t. 

li ·Should be-South-West. 
a SbouM be &lutlrW~t. . 
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We, tl1e arbitrators, are also of opinion that the Chhuttas 

iilJOul.i uow distribute tlie Kocho Ianda . among theniselve3 oii the 

basis of their respecti,·e shares in the Randar and Ahmad lands 

(now toLe relinqui:hcd) ;_an1 o~ which they used to take batai, 
so. that no Chhutta will be dep,riYe.i of his rights. 

Similarly; the llcngnls shoa)d distribute the Randar and Ahmad 

lauds amo~g themselves in lieu on the basis of the shares they 

helJ in Kocho and on which they received hl!tai, so that they too 

wiilsu!fer no loss (Ly the present exchange of lands). 

. ' 
The. J.l~ngals should give batii. at onti-foa~th of the produce 

·to the Cl.huttas for the Kocho. ;, Latbaudi,. do'ne by them, I .. an·d 

6imilarly the Chhuttas should give to the ~lcngals'&ut,~· atone fourth 

for their" Latbandi '' in the Ahiuad and Randar lands. 
. . 

'I' Lis decision is therefore submitted for approval. : 

(Sealed) S. . Zehri Khan,' Mwiani. 

( ,; ) 'llir Azim Kha~, Shahwani. 

P. S.-The lands lying to the south of the Hai-Ka-Dat hills 

shall be the r·roperty of the Chhuttas, while those lying to the north 

of the hills shall belong to the Mengals and both parties shall have 
to give one-f<.~urth ·battii for their respectiYe •• Latbandi , .. to 
each other. 

(Seal~d) Zebri Khan, :Musiani. 

(,) Mir Azirri' Khan, Shahwhi) 

Queition put to the Plaintilb (Chhuttas). 

Do you accept the arbitrators• award which you have- h~ard 
rE:ad oyer to you ! 

I This mesos th"t though Kocbo ia no~ the p~perty of the Chhntua, 
nn·l H m·lar and Ahmad are .the oropeny of the Menga:S, the two tribes 
wi:l C(•t.tinuc to cd:i.-;ite the bo~t~Js they have re;pectively constructed 
whcresot'ver 5ituated. But Mengals cultinting in Kocho will P"Y bata( 
to the Cllhuttas and the latter cultint:ng in Rand.u and Ahmad 11iJ 
l'ay ti.e :\l~ng;,.L;. 

csJ..l a L. saowE&s. 
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Answer. 

· Yes. We have heard the decision and we accept it. 

(Sealed) S. Dad Muhammad, 
( , ) · S.' Saleh Muhammad. 
{ ., ) Wadera Nausherwan. 
( , ) Nabi Baksh. 
(Signed) Jam Nauda. 
(Sealed) Pir Bakhsb, 

0 Question put to the Defendants (1\'lengals). 

Do JOil aecept the arbitrators' award which you have beard 
read over to you r 

Answer. 

Yes. We have beard the award and we accept it. 

(Signed) S. Shakar Khan, Mengal. 
(Sealed) Mir W ali Muhammad, Men gal. 
( ., ) Mir Hasan Khan. 
( ,. ) Mir' Alam Khan, Thanadar of Saruna. 
(Signed) Shafi Muhammad Sh&hizai, Mengal. 
(Sealed) Muhammad, son of Kamal, M{raji. 
( ., ) Rasul Baksh, son of Jhanda, M.iraji. 

(Thumb impression) lbrablm, son of Jan Muhammad, Ghulamani. 
( , ) Ghamshad, son of Pir Muhammad, l\Iiraji 
( ,. ) Panian, son of Ghamsh8d, M{raji. 

( 0 ,. ) Azim Muhammad1 son of Kamal Khan, 
Miraji. 

Verified. 

(Sd.) K. B~ Kazi Jal8l-Ud-D1n Khan, C.I.E., 

Political Adviser to His Highness the Khan of Kalit. 

(Sd.) K. B. Ahmad Yar Khan, 

W azir of Las Bela. 

H. L. Showers, l\Iajor, 
Political Agent, Kalat, 
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·Translation of the arbitrators' award dated the 
28th of March. 1903, in the dispute between 

the Chhuttas and Mengals regarding 
the pos8ession of the Wira Hab. 

With regard to the dispute about the tract known aa Wil"& 
IIab, we, the arbitrators, find that this VRlley ia difided into two 
parts by a well-marked watershed named Khat Botti, the uppel' · 
or northern part consisting of the parts drained by the Kuriang. 
Samotri and Budiji streams and the lower· or sonthern part of the 
portions ~ained by the Wira Hab stream proper which takes fta 
rise at the watershed abo•e mentioned. 

The upper part is entirely in the possessiou of llengals. Their 
people, their got1, their flocks. and their graveyards are 
everywhere. There are no Chhuttas, and S. D.ld Muhammad 
admitted this to the Political Agent, Kala&. 

Ou the other hand, in the W ira Hab portion no Mcngala were 
found during the Political Agent Kalat's visit, while the Chhuttaa 
have many got1 and 6andl. 

Therefore, we decide that the watershed reff'rred to should be 
the bonndary between the two tribes, the Mengals keeping the 
upper portion of the valley and the Chhuttas the lower portion · 
The Mengala should renounce their claim to any share of W{ra 
llab, and the Chhuttaa should admit that the upper portion belonga 
to the :Mengals. The lower portion being the best pad of the 
valley for cultivation purposes, the Chhuttas hafe the best of the 
bargain in this valley and the fact should be taken into account 
&t the settlement orthe Saruoa Valley question. 

The boundariea of the Kardagar..Samotri Bodiji area down to 
the watershed are-east, the Chappar range, and thence along the 
hills aa nearly aa possible in a straight ~ine to the Khatta peak. 
From the peak down the apnr leading on to the watershed. On 
the west, to the top of the outer ridge (the one touching the valley) 
of thAl Pab r&nge.. 

(Sealed) S. Zehri Khan, 1\Iwiani. 
( ,. ) Yll Azim Khan,Shahwani. 
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• . P.'S,.:;_Qf the lands assigned- above to ·the' Ohhuttas and situated 
between the'watershed 'and Uarok, a quarter share (by hatrii) of the 
prodoce should go to the Bhootanis 1 on :account of their Sirdari 
rights. Thiii should. be :distributed into five J>arh, one of which 
will go to Wadcra Dad Muliarrimad and .Saleh Muhammad with 

"their 'bro'thers,' o~e· t~ Nabi .Bakhsh and hi3 brothers, one ~o Jam 
Na~da· and hi; brothers, o~e to Noushcrwan, and the fifth to 
Wader~ 'naa 1\Iuh~m~ad as Chief of the tribe • . . 

(Sealed) S. Z~hri Khan, .Musiani. 
;( , ) Mir Az:im Khan, Shahwani • 

.. --
Question ~ut to the plaintiffs. 

·Do you accept the above award which you have heard read over 

to you 1· 

Answer. 

· · Yes. We' have heard the ·award and we accept it. 

(Sealed) · S. Dad Muhammad. 
( , ) S. Saleh Muhammad. 
( , ) W. Nausherwan. 
( ,. ) ; Nabi Bakhsh • 

. (Signed) Jam Nauda. 
(Sealed) Pir Bakhsh. 

Question put to the defendants. ; 

Do you accept the above award which you have heard read over 
't~'you 7 . . • · ' · 

An.swer, 

Yes. We have heard 'th~ award and we a~r.ept it. 
(Signed) S. Shakar 'Khan; ~lenga.l. · 

.' ~Sealed)' 1\Iir W ali Muhammad, Menga1 
Mir Hasan Khan:: ., 
Mir Alam Khan; Thanadar of I' j 

" · Saruna. · · · 
(Sign~d) Shafi Muhammad; ·. Shahizai 

· ~: . :;_...,. :M el)gal. 
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(SealeJ) :'If uhammad, son of Kamal, 

Mecdji. 

( , ) lla~;ul Da1d1sh, wn of JhRnda 

Meeraji. 

Thnmh lmpression) lbrlihim, son of J:in 

,, 

" 

" 

MnhRmmad, Ghnlamani. 

,, ) Ghamshad, so11 of Pir Muhammad, 

1\leedji. 

, ) Pan ian, son of G hamshad 

Meeraji. 

, ) Azim Muhammad, son of 

Kam:il Khan, l\Ieeraji 

:s.l.) K. n. K:lzi .JaLil-ud-din Khan, C. I. E., 

'I Political Adviser to His Highness the Kinin of KaU1t. 

{Stl.) K. D. Ahmadyar Kh:in, 

W azir of Las DeJa. 

Il. L. Showers, Major, 

Political Agent, Kalat 


